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Abstract

This thesis deals with the development and application of computational methods for the efficient and ac-
curate calculation of spectroscopic parameters and non-covalent inter-molecular interactions in condensed-
phase systems from quantum chemical methods. Specifically, electronic current densities and electronic
polarizability effects are computed in the framework of density functional perturbation theory. These phe-
nomena are relevant in the context of vibrational spectroscopy and fragment-based methods for the sim-
ulation of very large systems, respectively. The nuclear velocity perturbation theory of vibrational circu-
lar dichroism is rigorously derived from the framework of the exact factorization of the electron-nuclear
wave function. In the time-dependent picture, this theory is shown to be the lowest order correction to
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The first successful implementation within a large-scale electronic
structure program package is reported, efficiently yielding electronic currents densities along molecular dy-
namics trajectories of condensed phase systems, at unprecedented time- and length scales. In the first appli-
cation, the first fully ab-initio calculation of dynamical vibrational circular dichroism in the condensed phase
is demonstrated. The evaluation of magnetic observables in the condensed phase is achieved by means of
an orbital-dependent Wannier gauge. The choice of the gauge for the liquid phase is rigorously analyzed
and discussed. A generalization towards dynamical vibrational optical activity spectra is sketched. Further-
more, the rigorous derivation of the nuclear velocity perturbation theory yields a theoretical framework to
treat weak, non-adiabatic nuclear-electronic couplings via a kinetic coupling of slow and fast degrees of free-
dom. One conceptually outreaching implication is the emergence of a position-dependent mass of nuclei in
molecules, answering the fundamental questions as to how masses move in a molecule. As a second line of
research, first steps towards a density-basedmodeling of inter-molecular interactions are devised. An explicit
spatial representation of the interacting electronic susceptibility linear response function is employed. The
response function is partitioned into a small, low-dimensional part, relevant for inter-molecular interaction
potentials, and a large remainder accounting for more complex perturbation potentials. This partitioning is
achieved by means of a change of representation, termed the moment expansion, which is further analyzed
from themathematical and algorithmic perspective. As a first step towards an application in the fragmented
molecular dynamics framework, the explicit molecular geometry dependence of the response function is
calculated.
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Introduction

The context of this work is the development and application of theoretical methods for the modeling of
complex molecular systems and their spectroscopic responses, focusing on the condensed phase at ambient
conditions.

Examples of these systems are e.g. molecules in solution. They are characterized by their lack of long-
range order and dynamically changing conformations. Furthermore, they can exhibit significant electronic
polarization effects due to solvent-solute interactions and weak inter-molecular interactions like hydrogen-
bonding. The accurate description of their molecular dynamics and the consideration of their chemical
environment are central for a sound understanding of their physical and chemical properties and ultimately
their biological function.

Optical spectroscopy is a powerful experimental tool to study these kind of physical properties. It gives
access to molecular arrangements, absolute configuration, dynamics and weak inter-molecular interactions.
Its underlying principle is very general: the system is exposed to a perturbative force and the responses of
its observables are measured. In dielectrics and paramagnets, an external electric or magnetic field induces
an electric polarization or a magnetization. In most cases, these responses are significantly determined by
the change of the electronic structure, even if the frequency of the perturbation matches the one of the
nuclear vibrations. Examples are infrared absorption, Raman scattering or nuclearmagnetic resonance spec-
troscopies. In all of these, the accurate description of the electronic response is central. If the perturbations
and the responses are sufficiently small, these effects can be described by linear response perturbation theory.

From a theoretical point of view, weak inter-molecular interactions can be considered as perturbations
to the isolated molecular properties. In this way, the polarizing effect of the chemical environment or even
hydrogen-bonding can be described in a perturbative way, based on a fragmentation of the system into its
molecular constituents. Such a fragmentation can considerably reduce the computational complexity of the
quantum mechanical problem.

Our method of choice to study these kind of effects is ab-initio molecular dynamics1, 2 (AIMD). In this
method, themolecular systems are described in a semi-classical approach, combining classical nuclei interact-
ing with quantum electrons. This combination gives access to pico- to nano-second simulation times which
are relevant for solvation, hydrogen-bonding and electronic polarization effects. TheAIMDallows a dynam-
ical description of complex polarizable molecular systems, applicable to phenomenons such as bond break-
ing and formation and changing chemical environments. Its main advantages for spectroscopic applications
is its capability to provide meaningful sampling of phase space and to naturally include weak-interactions
and anharmonic effects.

In the field ofAIMD, the establishedmethodology for the solution of the electronic structure problem is
Kohn-Shamdensity functional theory (DFT).3, 4 In case ofDFT, the perturbative calculation of ground state
response properties is possible using linear density functional perturbation theory5–9 (DFPT). The main
application of DFPT is the calculation of spectroscopic parameters along AIMD in the condensed phase,
but also inter-molecular interaction energies can be obtained in this framework.10–12 Important properties
accessible at this level of theory are e.g. electric polarizabilities for Raman scattering intensities9, 13 or nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) chemical shifts.9, 14

This work extends the application range of DFPT in two closely related yet distinct directions, the effi-
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cient calculation of electronic probability currents, used e.g. for spectroscopy in the condensed phase, and
of electronic polarizability effects for the modeling of weak interactions in the condensed phase. Both as-
pects strive for efficient approximations of the complex fundamental equations employing linear response
perturbation theory.

In the remainder of this introduction, both lines of research are introduced separately. Chapter 1 then
provides a review of the employed electronic structure methods and introduces the notation for the subse-
quent developments and discussions. The results already published are presented in chapter 2. Further not
yet published work is included in chapter 3. Finally, a summary and perspective of further developments are
provided in the conclusion.

Electronic probability currents for vibrational circular dichroism

Our principal application of electronic probability currents is the calculation of response properties of com-
plex chiral systems in the condensed phase. In particular, we focus on the understanding and interpretation
of vibrational optical activity (VOA) spectra in the condensed phase, aiming at applications to molecular
crystals, molecules in solutions and macro molecules. Vibrational spectroscopy is an experimental tool for
the investigation of the structure of chemical compounds, ranging from molecular crystals and solutions
up to biochemical macromolecules such as proteins. It is a complementary approach to techniques such as
X-ray and neutron scattering, electron crystallography and NMR spectroscopy.

In many biological systems, the lack of long-range order, which is required in most of these techniques,
limits their applicability. Complementary to this, VOA is able to probe absolute configuration and sec-
ondary structure of chiral systems without the need of long-range order. VOA has become of major interest
to scientists in academia and industry because virtually all biomolecules contain chiral centers and due to the
general availability ofmodern accuratemeasurement instrumentation. Its intrinsic connection to the under-
lying molecular structure makes it one of the most structurally sensitive spectroscopic techniques available.
Inparticular its applicability to controlling and characterizingmolecular chirality has proven tobe important
in the pharmaceutical industry.

Despite the increasing popularity of experimental VOA spectroscopy, its theoretical groundings still lag
behind, especially in comparison to the better-understood IRA or NMR counterparts. In particular, this
applies to the treatment of condensed phase systems, for which at present no satisfying first-principles the-
ory has been reported. In this work, we aim for an improved interpretation and theoretical evaluation of
experimental vibrational circular dichroism15–18 (VCD) spectra. VCD denotes the difference in absorption of
left and right circularly polarized light in the infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum. It is closely
related to infrared absorbance intensities (IRA) and provides a very sensitive probe of the environment of
chiral centers.

Experimentally, VCD is typically measured in the liquid phase and provides detailed structural and ab-
solute configuration information.19–21 Recently, it has found increasing popularity for probing chirality
transfer22–27 and enantioselective synthesis.28, 29 The theoretical description of VCD has a long-standing his-
tory30–38 and its generalization to the liquid phase still is evolving.39, 40 An accurate description of vibrational
spectroscopy in the condensed phase is given in the time correlation function (TCF) formalism.41, 42 This
dynamical approach has been successfully applied to IRA of bulk solutions and solvated molecules, based
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on AIMD43–47 or even more sophisticated methods.48 However, even about 20 years after the milestone
work of Silvestrelli,43 a fully AIMD-based TCF VCD spectrum has not been reported. First attempts using
partial charges or density-based reconstructed currents show the interest in this direction.49–52

This discrepancy between the IRA and VCD has a deeper physical reason. The advance of AIMD IRA
spectra results from the fact that only adiabatic information of the electronicwave function is needed. Hence
working within the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation53 is sufficient. In contrast, VCD requires the
calculation of the magnetic dipole moment and thus requires a non-adiabatic electronic wave function, car-
rying an electronic current density.32, 33, 54

This aspect ofVCDhasbeen addressed in the fundamentalworksbyStephens andNafie. Theirmagnetic
field perturbation theory34 (MFPT) and nuclear velocity perturbation theory33 (NVPT) provide elegant and
efficient ways to obtain the required magnetic dipole moments. They are, however, usually applied in the
double harmonic approximation to isolated systems.

A natural extension of the theoretical description of VCD is the combination of these approaches with
AIMD-basedTCF spectra in the condensed phase. This combination provides a general and rigorous exten-
sion of the establishedmethods and is also naturally capable of describingweak inter-molecular interactions,
chirality transfer22–27 and conformational changes55, 56 in solution at ambient conditions. In other words, it
is in principle able to describe what experiments actually measure.

Themissing link to realize this extension is an efficient scheme to compute themagneticmoments along a
molecular dynamics. TheMFPT is not particularly suited for a condensed phase implementation due to the
ill-definition of the position operator under periodic boundary conditions.57 In this work, we develop the
necessary theoretical and computationalmeans for this taskbydeveloping, implementing andbenchmarking
the NVPT in condensed phase systems.

The electronic susceptibility for inter-molecular interactions

As mentioned above, perturbation theory can also be used to model weak inter-molecular interactions,
e.g. for the accurate evaluation of inter-molecular electrostatic interactions, which is of great importance in
large scalemolecular dynamics simulations. Inmany cases, a fragmentation approach can be used to increase
the efficiency of such calculations. Commonmethods employed are based onmultipole expansions,58–63 den-
sity fitting64–66 or perturbation theories.10, 67–69 Provided that polarization effects are taken into account, this
involves the calculation of response properties of the fragments, e.g. in the simplest case the dipole-dipole-
polarizability α.

Wave function and density functional theory based perturbation theories are very successful in pro-
viding chemically accurate inter-molecular interaction energies, yielding instructive energy decomposition
schemes.10, 67–69 However, their power comes at the price of a high computational complexity. In view
of their application to molecular dynamics simulations, the dependence of the involved quantities on the
atomic configuration has to be considered explicitly.

During a molecular dynamics simulation, an orbital-based evaluation of the electronic response corre-
sponds to solving the unperturbed ground state electronic structure of each fragment and configuration and
subsequently a series of self-consistent solutions of the perturbation equations for each pairwise interaction
of the fragments. This is evidently a very costly undertaking, limiting its applicability to comparatively small
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system sizes.
Density-based methods provide a considerable reduction of dimensionality.70, 71 The long-range regime

of the electrostatic interaction is elegantly described by the (distributed) point multipole approximation,
which drastically simplifies its description.58–61, 72, 73 In larger molecules, distributed point multipoles have
proven to work even if the single point multipole approximation diverges.72, 74 A further generalization,
allowing for polarization effects, is the distributed polarizability method that attributes multipole polariz-
abilities to different sites of the molecules.75–78 By construction, point multipoles give a poor description of
the short range regime of the interaction.79 Strategies to overcome this problem employ a spatial represen-
tation of the electronic density via Gaussian charge distributions80, 81 or Gaussian multipoles.63, 82–89

Our work aims to push this approach to the next level, combining the advantages of a reduced compu-
tational complexity of the evaluation of the response density while keeping the response density in its full
non-local spatial dependence and not only its multipole moments. In analogy to Gaussian multipole mo-
ments63, 88 (as a generalization of point multipoles), we use the full non-local representation of the electronic
susceptibility, providing a generalization of the multipole-multipole-polarizabilities.75–78, 90, 91

In this work, we aim for a higher usability of the approach without the need of solving the DFPT equa-
tions self-consistently for each (i) novel external perturbationpotential and (ii) newmolecular conformation.
We develop a very condensed representation of the full response function for inter-molecular interactions
and show that the explicit representation of the full non-local response function on themolecular geometry
can be achieved by means of a Taylor expansion in the nuclear coordinates.
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Chapter 1

Electronic structure methods

In this chapter, we present the employed methods and introduce the notation for the subsequent develop-
ments and discussions. It is not meant as a didactic review of these methods but sets the focus on the aspects
relevant for the later developments. We include corresponding references to more comprehensive presen-
tations. In section 1.1, we introduce the basic concepts and notations of the used theories for the modeling
of chemical systems from first principles. The prerequisites for the description of the implementation are
given in section 1.2. An outline of the position operator problem under periodic boundary conditions is
provided in section 1.3. Themacroscopic andmicroscopic foundations of vibrational circular dichroism and
its theoretical descriptions are presented in section 1.4. As a starting point of approximations, we introduce
the framework of the exact factorization of the electron-nuclear wave function in section 1.5. Finally, we deal
with electronic polarization effects and the electronic susceptibility in section 1.6.

1.1 Ab-initio molecular dynamics

For themicroscopic descriptionofmatter, we resort to a first principles descriptionof its constituentmolecules.
We start with the non-relativistic Hamiltonian, describing a system of interacting electrons and nuclei92

Ĥ = T̂n + T̂e + Vee(r) + Ven(r, R) + Vnn(R) + Vn,ext(R, t) + Ve,ext(r, t), (1.1.1)

with the nuclear and electronic kinetic energies T̂n and T̂e, the interaction potentials of electron-electron
Vee(r), nuclear-nuclear Vnn(R) and electron-nuclear Ven(r, R) interactions and external potentials of nu-
clei Vn,ext(R, t) and electrons Ve,ext(r, t). The symbols r and R are used to collectively indicate the co-
ordinates of Ne electrons and Nn nuclei, respectively. The full Hamiltonian enters the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation (TDSE) that governs the time evolution of the full electron-nuclear wave function
Ψ(r, R, t)

iℏ∂tΨ(r, R, t) = ĤΨ(r, R, t). (1.1.2)

The exact solution of eq. (1.1.2) is a formidable task that is only feasible at few degrees of freedom.93 One
common way to solve it is provided by the Born-Huang expansion,53, 92 which is outlined in section 1.1.1
along the lines of ref.2 We introduce the central concepts of Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics in
section 1.1.2. The approximate solution of the electronic structure problem, employing density functional
theory and its perturbation variant density functional perturbation theory, are reviewed in sections 1.1.3 and
1.1.4. Throughout this work, we assume that the electronic ground state is a non-degenerate singlet, such
that the electron spin is not considered explicitly.

1.1.1 Born-Oppenheimer approximation and Born-Huang expansion

In ab-initiomolecular dynamics2 (AIMD), one typically employs amixed quantum-classical approach, com-
bining a quantummechanical treatment of the electronic degrees of freedomwith a classical treatment of the
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nuclei. Underlying this approach is the Born-Oppenheimer53 (BO) approximation to the electron-nuclear
problem. It can be recovered via appropriate limits from the exact factorization of the electron-nuclear wave
function (c.p. section 1.5), as shown in sections 2.2 and 3.5. Here, weonlywish to introduce theworking equa-
tions of the AIMD implementation and follow the conventional route via the Born-Huang expansion92 to
do so.

We start from the full TDSE in eq. (1.1.2), with the totalHamiltonian of eq. (1.1.1), which is partitioned in
the nuclear kinetic energy operator and external potentials on the one side, and the standard BO electronic
Hamiltonian ĤBO on the other side

Ĥ = T̂n + ĤBO + Vn,ext(R, t) + Ve,ext(r, t) (1.1.3)

ĤBO = T̂e + Vee(r) + Ven(r, R) + Vnn(R). (1.1.4)

In the Born-Huang expansion, we use the stationary eigenfunctions φR,l(r) of the electronic BO Hamilto-
nian in eq. (1.1.4) as a basis to expand the total wave function

Ψ(r, R, t) =
∞∑
l

φR,l(r)χl(R, t), (1.1.5)

with time dependent expansion coefficients χl(R, t). By projection on φR,k(r), this yields a set of coupled
partial differential equations [

T̂n + ϵBO,k(R̂)
]
χk +

∑
l

Ĉklχl = iℏ∂tχk, (1.1.6)

with the BO eigenvalues ϵBO,k(R) and the non-adiabatic coupling operator

Ĉkl = ⟨φR,k|T̂n|φR,l⟩r +
∑

ν

1
Mν

⟨φR,k| − iℏ∇ν |φR,l⟩r · (−iℏ∇ν). (1.1.7)

If all couplings are taken into account in the solution, the problem is solved exactly, i.e. fully non-adiabatic.
This is, however, only possible in very smallmolecular ormodel systems. The adiabatic solution corresponds
to considering the diagonal terms Ckk only, i.e. the energies of the eigenstates are modified, but there are no
transitions possible. In the clamped nuclei approximation, also the diagonal coupling terms are neglected
and the electron-nuclear problem is reduced to[

ĤBO − ϵBO,k(R)
]
|φR,k⟩ = 0 and

[
T̂n + ϵBO,k(R̂)

]
χk = iℏ∂tχk. (1.1.8)

The electronic-nuclear coupling then is mediated only via the potential energy surface without any vibronic
effects.

1.1.2 Ground state Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics

The classical limit of the nuclei is obtained by rewriting the nuclear wave function in a polar representation,2

with amplitude Ak(R, t) and phase Sk(R, t)

χk(R, t) = Ak(R, t)eiSk(R,t)/ℏ. (1.1.9)
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Separating the real and imaginary part of the nuclearTDSE (1.1.8) gives rise to two coupled partial differential
equations for the amplitude and phase. The amplitude equation can be written as a continuity equation
in terms of the nuclear probability density ρk = |χk|2 = A2

k and the associated nuclear current density
Jk,ν = ρk∇ISk/Mν as

∂ρk

∂t
+
∑

ν

∇ν · Jk,ν = 0. (1.1.10)

For the phase, one obtains in the classical limit (ℏ → 0)

∂Sk

∂t
+
∑

ν

1
2Mν

(∇νSk)2 + ϵBO,k = lim
ℏ→0

ℏ2∑
ν

1
2Mν

∇2
νAk

Ak

= 0. (1.1.11)

This equation is isomorphic to the equation of motion in the Hamilton-Jacobi formulation of classical me-
chanics, with a classical Hamiltonian2, 94

Hk(R, P) = T (P) + ϵBO,k(R), (1.1.12)

expressed in terms of generalized coordinates R = R(t) and their conjugate canonical momenta Pν =
Pν(t) = ∇νSk. The nuclear equation of motion

MνR̈ν = −∇νϵBO,k(R) (1.1.13)

then is governed solely by the potential generated by the electronic degrees of freedom at the corresponding
nuclear configuration. The ground state BO molecular dynamics, which is employed in this work, simulta-
neously solves the electronic and nuclear equations

MνR̈ν = −∇ν min
φR,0

{⟨φR,0|ĤBO|φR,0⟩} and ĤBO|φR,0⟩ = ϵBO,0(R)|φR,0⟩. (1.1.14)

This requires the solution of the time-independent electronic Schrödinger equation at the given nuclear
configuration. The evaluation of the nuclear gradient of the electronic potential energy surface is, via the
Hellman-Feynman theorem,95, 96 the expectation value of the analytical derivative of the Hamiltonian.

1.1.3 Density functional theory

The exact solution of eq. (1.1.14) is still very expensive in systems with more than a few degrees of freedom.
Already calculations of small molecules require an approximate treatment of the electronic structure prob-
lem. The established methodology in the field of AIMD is the use of Kohn-Sham (KS) density functional
theory (DFT).3, 4, 97–99 We will not provide a detailed discussion of this vast field of research but focus on
the relevant aspects for the introduction of density functional perturbation theory. A more comprehensive
presentation can be found in the references already given and in ref.,100 whichwe follow in this presentation.
For simplicity, we drop the explicit notation of the parametric dependence on the nuclear positions.

Hohenberg-Kohn theorems

The powerful idea of DFT is to reduce the electronic degrees of freedom of a system by using the electronic
density instead of the electronic wave function. Although this approach dates back already to Fermi and
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Wigner,97 modern DFT is based on the two theorems of Hohenberg-Kohn3 (HK). They point out that the
whole information of the electronic ground state is contained in its electronic density.

The firstHK theorem states that, for a systemof interacting particles in an external potentialVext(r), this
potential is determined uniquely (up to a constant) by the ground state particle density n0(r). Therefore,
there exists a one-to-one correspondence of the density with the underlying external potential, as schemati-
cally illustrated in fig. 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of the first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem in analogy to ref.100 The solution of the Schrödinger equation

for the Hamiltonian with an external potentialVext(r) yields the electronic wave functionsΨi(r), among others the ground state one

Ψ0(r), fromwhich its electronic densityn0(r) can be determined. The first Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) theorem closes the circle, proving a

one-to-one correspondence of the ground state density to the underlying external potential.

Since the external potential determines ĤBO and in turn all other physical properties, this means that it
is possible to express the full many particle ground state as a unique functional of n0.

The second HK theorem states the existence of such a unique functional of the electronic ground state
density for the electronic ground state energy E [n0]. It further applies the Rayleigh-Ritz101 variational prin-
ciple to show that this functional takes its global minimum for the exact ground state density n0. That is,
for any valid trial density ñ, we have

ϵBO,0 = E [n0] ≤ E [ñ] = T [ñ] + Een[ñ] + Eee[ñ], (1.1.15)

where the functional is split in the kinetic energy functional T and the functionals for the energies due to
electron-nuclear Een and electron-electron Eee interaction. Even though the electronic density contains all
required information, we do not have an explicit formulation of it. In particular, there exists no good ap-
proximation for the kinetic energy functional of the electronic ground state density. This shortcoming has
been circumvented by Kohn and Sham, as discussed in the following.

Kohn-Sham density functional theory

In the Kohn and Sham (KS) ansatz,4 one introduces a non-interacting single determinant reference system
of KS orbitals ϕo that yields the same ground state density n0 as the fully interacting wave function

n0(r) != n(r) =
∑

o

|ϕo(r)|2. (1.1.16)

By applying the HK theorems to this system of non-interacting electrons, the exact ground state energy
functional becomes the KS functional

EKS[{ϕo}] =
∑

o

⟨ϕo| − 1
2

∇2|ϕo⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ts[{ϕo}]

+
∫

Ven(r, R)n(r)d3r︸ ︷︷ ︸
Een[n]

+ 1
2

∫∫ n(r)n(r′)d3r′d3r

|r − r′|︸ ︷︷ ︸
EH [n]= 1

2

∫
VH(r)n(r)d3r

+Exc [n] , (1.1.17)
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with theKS kinetic energyTs and the classicalHartree potentialVH and energy functionalEH . The last term
Exc is the exchange-correlation energy, defined as

Exc[{ϕo}] ≡ T [n] − Ts[{ϕo}] + Eee[n] − EH [n]. (1.1.18)

It accounts for exchange effects due to the quantum nature of the electrons and for the error made by omit-
ting correlation in the reference system. With an exact expression of Exc[n], the KS formalism would give
the exact ground state energy. However, only approximate functionals are available at present. Hence we re-
sort to the generalized gradient approximation to the exchange-correlation functional,102–105 which employs
functional dependences on the density and its gradient.100

Even though this ansatz introduces a wave function again, it greatly reduces the computational complex-
ity of the mathematical problem. This is due to the fact that the interaction is only due to the density and
not due to the wave function.

By variational minimization of the KS functional with respect to the density n(r), one obtains a KS
Hamiltonian eigenvalue problem

(ĤKS − ϵo)|ϕo⟩ = 0 with ĤKS = −1
2

∇2 + Ven(r̂, R) + VHxc[n], (1.1.19)

introducing the Hartree-exchange-correlation potential VHxc[n] as the functional derivative of the Hartree-
exchange-correlation functional EHxc = EH + Exc with respect to the electronic density.

1.1.4 Density functional perturbation theory

If an electronic system is exposed to an external perturbation, e.g. due to electro-magnetic fields, the eigen-
functions of the unperturbedHamiltonian are no longer eigenfunctions of the perturbedHamiltonian, but
the new eigenfunctions can be calculated using perturbation theory.106 We do not present the conventional
Hamiltonian formulation of perturbation theory of DFT6–8 but use a more general variational approach.9

This theoretical concept of density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) is based on the variational prin-
ciple applied to a perturbed system. In case of an unperturbed system in its electronic ground state, the
variational principle states that the ground state KS orbitals are those that minimize the KS energy. In pres-
ence of a perturbation, the electronic structure adjusts such that the perturbed energy is again minimized.
This property is used to calculate the perturbed states by a variational approach, which allows to treat per-
turbations that are not representable in a Hamiltonian form.9 This review of DFPT is adapted from ref.107

In presence of a small perturbation, the response of a property X of the system can be obtained to arbi-
trary order by a perturbative expansion around its unperturbed value X(0) according to

X =
∞∑

k=0
λkX(k) with X(k) = 1

k!
dkX

dλk
. (1.1.20)

Common choices of X are the energy E, the KS orbitals |ϕo⟩ or the density n. The perturbation parameter
λ is an infinitesimally small auxiliary variable that helps to separate different orders of the response with
respect to the perturbation and does not occur in the final expressions. The presence of the perturbation is
represented by an additional linearized energy term in the total energy functional

E tot[{ϕo}] = EKS[{ϕo}] + λEpert[{ϕo}] , (1.1.21)
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depending on the ensemble of occupied KS orbitals {ϕo}. In the variational approach, the total energy
in presence of the perturbation is minimized by varying with respect to the electronic states.9 Its explicit
expansion is given as

E tot = E tot[{ϕ(0)
o + λϕ(1)

o + ...}] = E (0) + λE (1) + λ2E (2) + O(λ3). (1.1.22)

Due to the variational property of the ground state energy, the ground state orbitals minimize the per-
turbed functional. At the extremal point, the linear order energy vanishes due to stationarity. The first
non-vanishing term is thus the second order energy E (2). The variation of the electronic states is supple-
mented by additional constraints, in order to maintain orthonormality. A particularly convenient choice
is the orthogonalization of the response orbitals {ϕ(1)} with respect to the occupied unperturbed orbitals
{ϕ(0)} in the parallel-transport gauge6, 9

⟨ϕ(1)
o |ϕ(0)

o′ ⟩ = 0 ∀o, o′. (1.1.23)

Instead of using canonical orbitals ϕ(0), we can formulate the second order variation of the energy also in
terms of unitary transformations of these φo

14

E (2) =
∑
oo′

[
⟨φ(1)

o |Ĥ(0)
KSδoo′ − ⟨φ(0)

o′ |Ĥ(0)
KS|φ(0)

o ⟩|φ(1)
o′ ⟩

]
+ 1

2

∫∫
d3rd3r′K(r, r′)n(1)(r)n(1)(r′)

+
∑

o

[
⟨φ(1)

o | δEpert

δ⟨φ(0)
o |

+ δEpert

δ|φ(0)
o ⟩

|φ(1)
o ⟩

]
, (1.1.24)

with the Hartree-exchange-correlation kernel K(r, r′) = δ(EH+Exc)
δn(r)δn(r′) and the unperturbed KS Hamiltonian

according to eq. (1.1.19). The functional derivative of the exchange-correlation potentials are usually realized
via a finite-difference scheme,9 but in principle can be computed analytically. A variational minimization
under the orthogonality constraints of eq. (1.1.23) yields inhomogeneous Sternheimer equations9, 14, 108

−P̂e

∑
o′

(
Ĥ(0)

KSδoo′ − ⟨φ(0)
o′ |Ĥ(0)

KS|φ(0)
o ⟩

)
P̂e|φ(1)

o′ ⟩ = P̂e

 ∫ d3r′n(1)(r′)⟨r′|K̂|φ(0)
o ⟩ + δEpert

KS

δ⟨φ(0)
o |

,

(1.1.25)

where P̂e = ∑
o 1 − |φo⟩⟨φo| is a projection operator on the empty orbitals. This equation can be solved

self-consistently by linear algebra algorithms as e.g. conjugated-gradientminimization.2 It has the advantage
to contain ground state information only, i.e. its solution does not require the knowledge of unoccupied
electronic states. With this result, it is possible to efficiently calculate the response properties of various
perturbations such as nuclear displacements or electric and magnetic fields in the condensed phase.

Nuclear displacement and magnetic field perturbations

In this work, we use the nuclear displacement perturbation (NDP) implementation of ref.9 Furthermore,
magnetic field perturbations14 (MFP) in the condensed phase are discussed in section 1.4.4. The NDP can
be done with canonical orbitals. Its perturbation functional

ENDP
KS =

∑
o

⟨
ϕ(0)

o

∣∣∣∣∂ĤKS

∂R

∣∣∣∣ϕ(0)
o

⟩
(1.1.26)
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yields Sternheimer equations that on both sides depend on the response orbitals and hence have to be solved
self-consistently

−P̂e(Ĥ(0)
KS − ϵ(0)

o )P̂e|ϕ(R)
o ⟩ = P̂e

 ∫ d3r′n(1)(r′)⟨r′|K̂|ϕ(0)
o ⟩ + ∂ĤKS

∂R |ϕ(0)
o ⟩

. (1.1.27)

The response orbitals are written in a compact notation as |ϕ(R)
o ⟩, where the superscript in parentheses in-

dicates the derivative.
MFPs in the condensed phase pose additional complications due to the ill-definition of the position op-

erator under periodic boundary conditions (c.p. section 1.3). Implementations ofMFPs have been realized in
different ways.14, 109, 110 We review the implementation by Sebastiani et al.,14 which employs the combination
of a plane wave basis and maximally localized Wannier orbitals111, 112 (MLWOs) wo. This approach uses the
continuous set of gauge transformations113 as the physical gauge of the magnetic field. That is, for the evalu-
ation of the electronic current density j(r′) at position r′, the gauge origin r0 of the electro-magnetic vector
potential A(r) = −1

2(r − r0) × B is set to r′. In this gauge, the current density reduces to its paramagnetic
part

j(r′) = e

mc

∑
o

⟨w(0)
o |
(
p̂|r′⟩⟨r′| + |r′⟩⟨r′|p̂

)[
|w(r×p)

o ⟩ − r′ × |w(p)
o ⟩

]
· B. (1.1.28)

In this formula, the position operator enters as an absolute position such that it is not well defined under
periodic boundary conditions. Since theMFP linear response orbitals are purely imaginary, the liner density
response vanishes and no self-consistency is required to solve the corresponding Sternheimer equations. We
can therefore introduce a compact Green’s function notation of the response calculation as

|w(O)
o ⟩ =

∑
o′

Ĝoo′Ô|w(0)
o′ ⟩ with Ĝoo′ = −

(
Ĥ(0)

KSδoo′ − ⟨w(0)
o′ |Ĥ(0)

KS|w(0)
o ⟩

)−1
, (1.1.29)

which is only used for compact representation of the formula. Introducing the orbital-dependent position
operator reference frames (c.p. section 1.3) ro, eq. (1.1.28) can be rewritten in a computationally practicable
way

j(r′) = e

mc

∑
oo′

⟨w(0)
o |
(
p̂|r′⟩⟨r′| + |r′⟩⟨r′|p̂

)[
Ĝoo′

(
(r̂ − ro′) × p̂

)
|w(0)

o′ ⟩

−(r′ − ro) × Ĝoo′p̂|w(0)
o′ ⟩

]
· B + ∆j(r′), (1.1.30)

with a correction

∆j(r′) = − e

mc

∑
oo′

⟨w(0)
o |
(
p̂|r′⟩⟨r′| + |r′⟩⟨r′|p̂

)
Ĝoo′

(
(ro − ro′) × p̂

)
|w(0)

o′ ⟩ · B. (1.1.31)

Since only relative positions occur, these expressions are well defined also under periodic boundary condi-
tions. The evaluationof eq. (1.1.30) requires 6non self-consistentperturbation calculations,whereas eq. (1.1.31)
requires one calculation for each state o or each group of states of sufficient proximity.
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1.2 The CPMD program package

The theoretical developments of this work are implemented in the CPMD114 program package, in which
a plane wave basis is employed. This choice is particularly well suited for linear response calculations. We
introduce only the concepts and notation necessary for the description of the implementation in section
2.3. In particular, we do not discuss details like the explicit implementation of the exchange correlation
energy, the different choices of norm conserving non-local pseudopotentials or algorithmic subtleties of
high-performance parallel computing. A complete presentation of the implementation and the employed
concepts is given in ref.2

1.2.1 Plane wave basis and super cell

The unit cell under periodic boundary conditions is described by it’s Bravais lattice vectors h = [a1, a2, a3]
yielding the cell volume Ω = det{h}. The reciprocal space vectors G = 2π(hT )−1g are given by a set of
integers g = [i, j, k]. All periodic functions f(r) are expanded in plane waves

f(r) = f(r + L) = 1√
Ω
∑
G

f(G)eiG·r, (1.2.1)

which allows to express equivalent points in different cells via the direct lattice vectorsL. Since the potentials
exhibit the same periodicity as the lattice, the KS orbitals can be written in general Bloch form

ϕo(r, k) = eik·ruo(r, k), (1.2.2)

with the crystal moment k.100 The periodic functions uo(r, k) are expanded in plane waves with expansion
coefficients co(G, k)

ϕo(r, k) = 1√
Ω
∑
G

co(G, k)ei(G+k)·r. (1.2.3)

The reciprocal-space sums are restricted to G vectors with a kinetic energy 1
2 |k + G|2 ≤ Ecut. Real-space

and reciprocal-space are converted via fast Fourier transforms, which allows to efficiently evaluate potential
and kinetic energies as well as position and momentum operator derived expectation values. We work only
in the Γ-point approximation, employing large enough unit cells in disordered systems. Therefore we drop
the k dependence in the following.

1.2.2 Total energies

The total energy of the system is partitioned into kinetic, electro static, local pseudopotential, non-local
pseudopotential and exchange-correlation energy contributions

Etot = Ekin + Ees + Eloc + Enl + Exc. (1.2.4)

The evaluation of the kinetic energy is conveniently done in reciprocal space

Ekin =
∑

o

∑
G

1
2

fo|G|2|co(G)|2, (1.2.5)
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with the occupation numbers fo of the occupied KS orbitals. We use Ewald’s method2, 100 for the evaluation
of the electro static energy of extended systems, introducing smeared nuclear core charges nν

c (r)

ntot(r) = n(r) +
∑

ν

nν
c (r) with nν

c (r) = − Zν

(Rν
c )3 π−3/2e

−
[

(r−Rν)/Rν
c

]2

. (1.2.6)

This gives the total electro static energy

Ees = 2πΩ
∑
G ̸=0

|ntot(G)|2

G2 −
∑

ν

1√
2π

Z2
ν

Rν
c

+ Eovrl (1.2.7)

Eovrl =
∑′

ν,ν′

∑
L

ZνZν′

|Rν − Rν′ − L|
erfc

 |Rν − Rν′ − L|√
Rν2

c + Rν′2
c

. (1.2.8)

The advantages of the use of a plane wave basis come with the price that the representation of core electrons
is very expensive. In order to further reduce the degrees of freedom and required basis set size, we treat the
chemically more inert core electrons in the frozen core approximation and account for their presence by em-
ploying pseudopotentials.100 We use norm-conserving non-local pseudopotentials in a separable form115–117

V ν
psp(r, r′) = (V ν

core(r) + ∆V ν
loc(r)) δ(r − r′) + V ν

nl(r, r′), (1.2.9)

with V̂ ν
nl = ∑

l

∑
m,m′ |pν

lm⟩wν
lmm′⟨pν

lm′ | and the Hartree potential V ν
core(r) of the Gaussian core charges

nν
c (r) . The local potential ∆Vloc(r) and the projectors plm(r) are stored in reciprocal space for each atom

species and are translated to the atomic positions with the structure factor Sν(G) = e−iG·Rν via

pν
lm(r) =

∑
G

plm(G)eiG·rSν(G)Ylm(θ̃, ϕ̃), (1.2.10)

with polar coordinates G = (G, θ̃, ϕ̃). The projection on the wave function yields

F ν
lm,o = 1√

Ω
∑
G

pν
lm(G)Sν(G)c∗

o(G) (1.2.11)

and provides simple expressions of the energy contributions of the pseudopotentials

Eloc =
∑

ν

∑
G

∆V ν
loc(G)Sν(G)n∗(G) (1.2.12)

Enl =
∑

o

fo

∑
ν

∑
lm∈ν

F ν∗
lm,ow

ν
lmm′F ν

lm′,o. (1.2.13)

We employ generalized gradient corrected exchange correlation functionals. Their energy contribution can
be expressed as

Exc = Ω
∑
G

εxc(G)n∗(G). (1.2.14)
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1.2.3 Nuclear gradients

We need the gradient of the total energy with respect to the nuclear positions for the calculation of forces
during molecular dynamics simulations, structure optimizations or NDP calculations. The corresponding
expressions are

∂Eloc

∂Rν
α

= −Ω
∑
G

iGα∆V ν
locSν(G)n∗(G) (1.2.15)

∂Enl

∂Rν
α

=
∑

o

fo

∑
ν

∑
lm∈ν

{
F ν∗

lm,ow
ν
lmm′

∂F ν
lm′,o

∂Rν
α

+
∂F ν∗

lm,o

∂Rν
α

wν
lmm′F ν

lm′,o

}
(1.2.16)

∂Ees

∂Rν
α

= −Ω
∑
G̸=0

iGα
n∗

tot(G)
G2 nν

c (G)Sν(G) + ∂Eovrl

∂Rν
α

, (1.2.17)

where the most complicated term is the derivative of the non-local pseudopotential projectors. The pertur-
bation functional of a NDP of nucleus ν in direction α is

Epert

[
{ϕo}

]
= ∂Eloc

∂Rν
α

+ ∂Enl

∂Rν
α

+ ∂Ees

∂Rν
α

. (1.2.18)

One advantage of the use of a plane wave basis is the independence of the basis on the nuclear positions.
There are no Pulay forces118 in the expressions of the nuclear gradient, which greatly simplifies the perturba-
tion calculations.

1.2.4 Non-local pseudopotentials and gauge invariance

The coupling of non-local pseudopotentials to external electro-magnetic fields requires special attention in
order to achieve gauge invariant expressions of the Hamiltonian and eigenvalue spectrum of the system. If
working with magnetic fields, the gauge including projector augmented waves (GIPAW) correction assures
this gauge invariance.119, 120 An alternative approach is the ICL method,121, 122 which is used in this work.

TheGIPAWmethod bases on the projector augmentedwavemethod,123 which introduces a linear trans-
formation between the Hilbert spaces of the all-electron wave functions and of the pseudo wave functions.
In order to obtain a gauge invariant Hamiltonian and eigenvalue spectrum, the non-local pseudopotentials
have to be corrected

⟨r|V̂ ν,A
nl |r′⟩ = V̂ ν

nl(r, r′)exp
{

− i
e

ℏc

∫
r′→Rν→r

A(r′′, t) · dr′′
}

, (1.2.19)

where the integration path goes over the atomic position Rν of the pseudopotential.
The ICL method does not rely on the long wavelength limit, which is assumed in the GIPAW method.

At variance with the GIPAW, the integration is along the direct connection of the two points

⟨r|V̂ ν,A
nl |r′⟩ = V̂ ν

nl(r, r′)exp
{

− i
e

ℏc

∫ r

r′
A(r′′, t) · dr′′

}
. (1.2.20)

This choice also guarantees gauge-invariance of the eigenenergies but does notmatch all-electron andpseudo
eigenenergies.120 In our case, the correction is not due to external electro-magnetic vector potentials but due
to nuclear velocities, as discussed in section 3.4.
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1.2.5 Finite temperature molecular dynamics

The parameters controlled in experimental measurements usually are the chemical potential, the tempera-
ture and the pressure (µPT ). However, Hamiltonian mechanics conserves the energy and particle num-
ber, i.e. its statistics follow the microcanonical ensemble (NV E). It is possible to do molecular dynamics
simulations in different ensembles by using extended Lagrangian techniques.94 In these approaches, the
Lagrangian of the system is extended by additional fictitious degrees of freedom that couple to variables of
the original Hamiltonian. In case of the canonical ensemble (NV T ), the additional degrees of freedom are
coupled to the momenta of the particles. The extended systems no longer follow Hamiltonian dynamics,
but their dynamics yield the proper ensemble averages.

We rely on the fact that the canonical ensemble (NV T ) is a good approximation to the experimental
conditions if the experimentally studied systems are large. This is the case in the liquid or condensed phase,
which we are interested in. To generate AIMD in the canonical ensemble, we employ Nosé-Hover thermo-
stat chains2, 124, 125

MνR̈ν = −∇νϵ0(R) − Mν ξ̇1Ṙν (1.2.21)

Qn
1 ξ̈1 =

[∑
ν

MνṘ2
ν − gkBT

]
− Qn

1 ξ̇1ξ̇2 (1.2.22)

Qn
k ξ̈k =

[
Qn

k−1ξ̇
2
k−1 − kBT

]
− Qn

k ξ̇kξ̇k+1(1 − δk,K) where k = 2, . . . , K, (1.2.23)

which couple additional fictitious degrees of freedom to the momenta of the particles. However, the addi-
tional couplings change the dynamics of the system. This violates the assumptions of linear response theory
(c.p. section A.2), which assumes the system to be in thermal equilibrium and to follow Hamiltonian dy-
namics at the same time.

In order to combine both aspects, we use the representation of the canonical ensemble as a set of mi-
crocanonical ensembles that yields the correct canonical ensemble averages.126, 127 Computationally, this is
realized by sampling statistically independent initial conditions from a thermostated molecular dynamics,
which in turn are propagated independently in the microcanonical ensemble.
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1.3 Position operator and periodic boundary conditions

Oneof the central problemsdealtwith in thiswork is the ill-definitionof thepositionoperatorwhenperiodic
boundary conditions are used. In the Schrödinger representation, the position operator acts on the bound
eigenstates of a finite system simply by multiplication with the real space coordinate.57 However, under
periodic boundary conditions, the position operator is ill-defined since its operation on a wave function
rφ(r) is no longer periodic and hence not part of the sameHilbert space as φ(r). The simple application of
the periodic sawtooth position operator yields unphysical results due to the jump of the operator at the cell
boundary.

Directly connected to this problem is the choice of a gauge of the magnetization or magnetic dipole
moment under periodic boundary conditions. Both aspects have been addressed in different ways via the
modern theories of polarization and magnetization, presented in the following. Using the Berry phase128–130

position operator, it is possible to define maximally localized Wannier orbitals,111, 112 which are used in this
work.

1.3.1 Modern theory of polarization

The modern theory of (microscopic) polarization57, 129–133 (MTP) provides a way to express the microscopic
polarization in terms of periodic bulk properties. It starts from the observation that experiments actually do
not measure the polarization itself but the changes in polarization. This means that the total polarization
of a periodic system depends on the choice of the unit cell, whereas the change of polarization does not (as
illustrated in fig. 1.2).

+ - + - + - + -

+ - + - + - + -
L d

Figure 1.2: Illustrations of polarization and polarization changes. In the upper panel, the polarization of the unit cell of this one dimen-

sional chain depends on the choice of the unit cell. A displacement of the charges changes the polarization (lower panel) and the change of

the polarization is the same in both cells.

The MTP employs a geometric phase128 to calculate the expectation value of a periodic operator that
coincides with the position operator in the limit of large unit cells. This genuine many-body operator has
the form

⟨r̂j⟩ = Lj

2π
Im ln

⟨
φ0

∣∣∣exp{i
2π

Lj

r̂j

}∣∣∣φo

⟩
(1.3.1)

and, if evaluated in the Γ-point approximation in terms of bulk Bloch orbitals, reads

⟨r̂j⟩ = lim
Lj→∞

Lj

2π
Im ln det Sj with Sj

o,o′ =
∫ Lj

0
ϕ∗

o(rj)exp
{

i
2π

Lj

r̂j

}
ϕo′(rj)drj. (1.3.2)

This position operator is only definedmodulo jumps of 2π/Lj . In polarization differences, these “polariza-
tion quanta” have to be taken into account.
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1.3.2 Maximally localized Wannier orbitals

Thedefinitionof thepositionoperator under periodic boundary conditions canbeused to adapt the concept
of localized molecular orbitals to the condensed phase.134, 135 The maximally localized Wannier orbitals111, 112

(MLWOs) wo are unitary transformations of Bloch orbitals ϕo′ that minimize the spread functional S

|wo⟩ =
∑
o′

U loc
o′o |ϕo′⟩ with S =

∑
o

(
⟨r̂2⟩o − ⟨r̂⟩2

o

)
. (1.3.3)

We omit unnecessary technical details here and work directly in the Γ-point approximation.2, 136 The mini-
mization of the spread functional is equivalent to maximizing the functional

Ωs =
∑

j

∑
o

|rj,oo|2 with rj,oo′ = ⟨ϕo|e
−i 2π

Lj
r̂j |ϕo′⟩. (1.3.4)

The unitary transformation U = exp[−A] is parametrized as the exponential of an anti-symmetric matrix
A that is obtained via steepest decent optimization in the direction of the gradient

∂Ωs

∂Aoo′
= 0. (1.3.5)

In insulating systems, the MLWOs decay exponentially.137 If working in a large enough super cell, which

0 L 2L

r (x)w (x)

ro'

o'
o'

w (x)o
r (x)o

ro

Figure 1.3: The position operator is evaluated in a different reference system for each state, i.e. with the correspondingWannier center

ro as origin. The jump of the sawtooth position operator occurs in a region where the orbitals are practically zero.

is anyway required in the Γ-point approximation, the MLWOs are practically zero in some region of the
unit cell. This property can be used to center the sawtooth position operator under periodic boundary
conditions at the center of charge of theMLWO, theWannier center ro ≡ ∑

j êjrjoo, such that the jump of
the sawtooth position operator occurs in a regionwhere the orbitals are practically zero (c.p. figure 1.3). This
technique has been applied to the calculation of chemical shifts of the nuclear magnetic resonance shielding
in the condensed phase14, 138 and is used in this work for the calculation of magnetic dipole moments in the
condensed phase.139

1.3.3 Modern theory of magnetization

The ill-definition of the position operator under periodic boundary condition also leads to an ill-definition
of angular momentum and hence themagnetic moment operator. This poses two related, yet distinct prob-
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lems. First, the operator evaluation itself and secondly the calculation of the total magnetization of the sam-
ple. The first problem of the operator evaluation can be resolved employing a distributed origin gauge, as
described in the preceding section. However, the overall magnetization cannot be straightforwardly defined
with respect to a common origin.

This second issue is addressed by the modern theory of magnetization132, 140, 141 (MTM), which expresses
the total magnetization of an extended sample in terms of properties of the bulkMLWOs. It turns out that
the total magnetization is given by the sum of two contributions

M = − e

2V c

[∑
L

∑
i

⟨wi(L)|(r̂ − L) × v̂|wi(L)⟩ + L × ⟨wi(L)|v̂|wi(L)⟩
]
. (1.3.6)

The first term is due to local currents (LC) and defined with respect to a common origin in the unit cell 0

MLC = − e

2V c

∑
i

⟨wi(0)|(r̂ − 0) × v̂|wi(0)⟩. (1.3.7)

The second term stems from an itinerary current (IC) that cancels within the bulk but yields a significant
surface current

MIC = − e

2V c

∑
L

∑
i

L × ⟨wi(L)|v̂|wi(L)⟩. (1.3.8)

The first term can be evaluated in a distributed origin gauge with subsequent translation to the common
origin, wherease the second termhas to be recast in terms of inter cell currents. This is achieved by evaluating
the current operator between different MLWOs

⟨v̂⟩i0,jL = 2Im⟨wi(0)|r̂|wj(L)⟩⟨wj(L)|Ĥ|wi(0)⟩. (1.3.9)

The total sample is partitioned into a bulk part B and a surface part S and the currents between MLWOs
inside i ∈ B and outside j ∈ S are calculated. Since in the thermodynamic limit, the surface can also be
taken in the bulk, this formalism requires bulk properties only. The final expression of the itinerary current
contribution is

MIC = − e

4V c

∑
L

∑
ij

L × ⟨v̂⟩i0,jL. (1.3.10)
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1.4 Vibrational circular dichroism

Having introduced the necessary theoretical concepts, we turn to the first intended application. Vibrational
circular dichroism (VCD) is a form of optical activity. In the following discussion, we review how VCD
can be described mathematically from a macroscopic perspective, i.e. in terms of macroscopically accessible
quantities like electro-magnetic fields (1.4.1). We then turn to its microscopic origins on the molecular level
(1.4.2), followed by the theory of dynamical VCD spectra (1.4.3) and a review of the current state of the art
of ab-initio calculations of VCD (1.4.4).

1.4.1 Macroscopic perspective

Macroscopically, optical activity refers to the different interaction of chiral substances with electro-magnetic
radiation via circular birefringence (CB) and circular dichroism (CD).142 CB denotes the rotation of the po-
larization of linearly polarized light and CD is the difference in differential absorbance of circularly polarized
light. Both effects are described by different refractive indices for the different handedness of the radiation
and are related to their real part (CB) and imaginary part (CD) respectively. This work focuses on vibra-
tional CD (VCD), i.e. CD in the infrared region of the electro-magnetic spectrum, where the energymatches
the transition energies of vibrational excitations of molecules. Throughout this work we assume that the
strength of the external fields is weak compared to the intra molecular interactions such that the interaction
can be described by the linear response of the system to the applied external fields.

Isotropic chiral media

In this work, we focus on the infrared radiation-matter interaction of chiral molecules in the gas or liquid
phase, both at ambient conditions. These kind of systems are homogeneous (no spatial dispersion) and
isotropic (no preferential directions). Due to the presence of chiral molecules, the medium is chiral, and
we are interested in the temporal dispersion of the interaction, i.e. how the interaction changes with the
frequency of the electro-magnetic wave. We limit ourselves to dielectric materials but keep track of the mag-
netic terms in the derivation. In other words, we want to describe homogeneous isotropic chiral dielectric-
magnetic media with temporal dispersion.143

Maxwell’s equations and constitutive relations

We start with Maxwell’s equations in absence of free charges and currents (in cgs units)73

∇ · D = 0 ∇ × E = −1
c

∂B
∂t

∇ · B = 0 ∇ × H = 1
c

∂D
∂t

, (1.4.1)

with the electric field strengthE(r, t), the dielectric displacementD(r, t), themagnetic flux densityB(r, t),
the magnetic field strength H(r, t) and the speed of light c. For brevity, we omit the spatial dependence
of the fields if not explicitly necessary. We have to choose a set of constitutive relations to describe linear
homogeneous isotropic chiral dielectric-magnetic media with temporal dispersion.143 The isotropy reduces
the coupling matrices to scalar coefficients. Following the arguments of Silverman,144 we choose the sym-
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metrized constitutive relations of Condon145

P̃(ω) = χ̃e(ω)Ẽ(ω) + χ̃em(ω)H̃(ω) and M̃(ω) = χ̃m(ω)H̃(ω) + χ̃me(ω)Ẽ(ω). (1.4.2)

Here, χ̃e is the electric susceptibility, χ̃m the magnetic susceptibility and χ̃em and χ̃me the magnetoelectric
cross-susceptibilities. We work in the frequency domain (ω) to express the convolutions in time domain
as simple products. In the following, complex numbers are denoted by a tilde and the explicit notation
of the frequency dependence is dropped. In contrast to the Drude-Born-Fedorov143 relations, the choice
in eq. (1.4.2) decouples permittivity and permeability from the magnetoelectric cross-susceptibilities. Al-
ternative choices are discussed in the literature.143, 146 We can relate the cross-susceptibilities by imposing
Lorentz-reciprocality147 χ̃em = −χ̃me, which yields

D̃ = Ẽ + 4πP̃ = ϵ̃Ẽ + iγ̃H̃ and B̃ = H̃ + 4πM̃ = µ̃H̃ − iγ̃Ẽ, (1.4.3)

with the permittivity ϵ̃, permeability µ̃ and chiral index γ̃ defined as follows:

ϵ̃ = (1 + 4πχ̃e), µ̃ = (1 + 4πχ̃m), γ̃ = 4πiχ̃me. (1.4.4)

Chirality and symmetries

In order to see how the introduced χ̃me are related to the chirality of the system, we recall that Maxwell’s
equations (1.4.1) are form-invariant under73

a) proper rotations b) spatial inversion (SI) r → −r c) time reversal (TR) t → −t.

The involved physical quantities can be characterized by their transformation properties. A polar/axial vec-
tor transforms odd/even under SI. The projection of an axial vector on a polar vector is an example of a
pseudo scalar that also changes sign under SI. Furthermore we have to differentiate between even and odd
functions under TR. An overview of the transformation properties is given in table 6.1 of ref.73

The constitutive relations in eq. (1.4.2) have to transform consistently as well

P̃ = χ̃eẼ + χ̃emH̃ M̃ = χ̃mH̃ + χ̃meẼ. (1.4.5)

Since P̃ and Ẽ transform odd under SI and even under TR, it follows that χ̃e has to transform even under SI
andTR. From similar argumentswe see that χ̃m has to transform even under SI andTR. Since H̃ transforms
even under SI and odd under TR, we find χ̃em to behave odd under SI and TR. Similarly we find χ̃me to
transform odd under SI and TR. χ̃em and χ̃me are hence pseudo scalar quantities. They involve transition
dipole moments of a polar and an axial vector, the electric current dipole and magnetic dipole moment.
For electronic states of a definite parity, it is not possible to simultaneously have non-vanishing transition
moments of a polar and an axial vector. However, if the parity is broken by the chirality, a non-vanishing
contribution arises.73

Eigenmodes of the electro-magnetic fields

With the chosen constitutive relations, we can determine the eigenmodes of the electro-magnetic fields. By
eliminating B̃ and D̃ from eqs. (1.4.1) and (1.4.3), we obtain

∇ ×

Ẽ
H̃

 = K̃

Ẽ
H̃

 and ∇ ·

Ẽ
H̃

 =

0
0

 with K̃ = − iω

c

iγ̃I −µ̃I

ϵ̃I iγ̃I

 (1.4.6)
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Diagonalization of K̃ yields eigenvalues k̃± = ω
c
(ñ ± γ̃), with the complex refractive index ñ2 = ϵ̃µ̃. The

fields corresponding to the eigenmodes of themedium satisfy H̃± = ∓i ñ
µ̃
Ẽ±. Since they fulfill Helmholtz’s

equation (∇2 + k̃2
±)Ẽ± = 0, we can identify them as circularly polarized plane waves with wave vector k̃±.

We choose the propagation direction as ϵ3, with k̃± = k̃±ϵ3, and obtain the electric field solution that is
given in eq. (1.4.9).

Circular and elliptical polarization

A monochromatic electro-magnetic wave propagating in ϵ3-direction, with ϵ1 × ϵ2 = ϵ3, can be described
by73

E(r, t) = E1(r, t)ϵ1 + E2(r, t)ϵ2. (1.4.7)

Right (−) and left (+) elliptical polarization is given at a phase-difference of π
2 . The convention of right

circular polarization is that, when the radiation is viewed propagating toward an observer, the polarization
vector rotates clockwise.17, 148 Circular polarization is obtained at the special case of equal amplitudes. To in-
troduce optical activity, we use a complex index of refraction that differs for left and right circularly polarized
light, rewriting ñ± = ñ ± γ̃ as

ñ± = n′
± + in′′

± = n′ ± 1
2∆n′ + i n′′ ± i

2∆n′′, (1.4.8)

where the real part n′
± is related to the dispersion and the complex part n′′

± to the absorbance of the wave.
A circularly polarized wave is described by

E±(r, t) = E0Re
[
ei(k̃±z−ωt)ϵ̃±

]
= E±(z)√

2

[
ϵ1cos(k′

±z − ωt) ∓ ϵ2sin(k′
±z − ωt)

]
, (1.4.9)

withwave vector k̃± = ωñ±
c

ϵ3, polarizationvectors ϵ̃± = 1√
2(ϵ1±iϵ2) andamplitudeE±(z) = A0ω

c
e− 1

2 α±z .
The attenuation of the amplitude E±(z) is governed by the absorption coefficient α±, according to the
Lambert-Beer law α± = 2ω

c
n′′

±.73 To illustrate the relation of CB and CD, we decompose a linearly polar-
ized wave (polarization in ϵ1-direction) into two circularly polarized waves and obtain

E(r, t) = E0√
2e− 1

2 αzR(θ)Re
[
(cosh(η)ϵ1 − i sinh(η)ϵ2) ei

ωn′z
c e−iωt

]
, (1.4.10)

in terms of the mean absorptivity α, the azimuth θ and the ellipticity η

α = 2ω
c

n′′, θ = ω
2c

∆n′z, η = ω
2c

∆n′′z. (1.4.11)

Eq. (1.4.10) is an elliptically polarized wave (c.p. fig. 1.4) with its major axis rotated by θ in the ϵ1, ϵ2-plane
(clockwise at θ > 0). R(θ) is the rotation matrix of rotations in the ϵ1, ϵ2-plane. At η > 0 follows a right
elliptical polarization.148 We can see from eq. (1.4.11) how the different parts of the refractive index effect the
wave propagation and how VCD is measured experimentally

tanh(η) = −|E+|2 − |E−|2

|E+|2 + |E−|2
≈ ∆εz

4
. (1.4.12)
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Figure 1.4: Left: Illustration of CB and CD in amedium (yellow box). The originally linearly polarized wave obtains an ellipticity due to the

stronger attenuation of the redwave. The difference in propagation velocity leads to a rotation of the axes of the ellipse. Right: Elliptical

polarization. The ellipticity of the polarization is defined as the ratio of theminor (b) to themajor amplitude (a), with the convention that
the ellipticity is positive for a right elliptical polarization.

1.4.2 Microscopic perspective

Microscopically, optical activity of chiral substances emerges due to theproperties of their constituentmolecules.
To describe this, we consider a system in thermal equilibrium described by the density matrix of the canon-
ical ensemble.126, 127 At ambient conditions, most of the constituent molecules are in their electronic and
vibrational ground states. For the radiation-matter interaction, we use a classical description of the external
fields, interactingwith themolecule described as a quantum system.148 Sincewe are interested in the infrared
spectral region, we can apply the long wavelength limit and expand the interaction Hamiltonian to first or-
der in the wave vector.149–151 The interaction Hamiltonian can be equivalently chosen in the “position” or
the “velocity” form.148 In an isotropic system, the relevant part of perturbationHamiltonian in the position
form reads

Ĥ(1)(t) = −µ̂ · E(t) − m̂ · H(t). (1.4.13)

The electric quadrupolar moment does not contribute to the vibrational optical activity in the isotropic
average.149 The electric µ̂ and magnetic m̂ dipole moment operators are defined as

µ̂ = µ̂e + µ̂n = −
Ne∑
i=1

er̂i +
Nn∑
ν=1

ZνeR̂ν (1.4.14)

m̂ = m̂e + m̂n = −
Ne∑
i=1

e

2mc
r̂i × p̂i +

Nn∑
ν=1

Zνe

2Mνc
R̂ν × P̂ν . (1.4.15)

For later use, we already introduce the current dipole moment ˆ̇µ

ˆ̇µ = ˆ̇µe + ˆ̇µn = −
Ne∑
i=1

e

m
p̂i +

Nn∑
ν=1

Zνe

Mν

P̂ν . (1.4.16)

Here, e is the electronic charge, Zνe is the nuclear charge, m and Mν are the electronic and nuclear masses
and c is the speed of light. The position andmomentum operators of the electronic subsystem are indicated
as r̂i and p̂i, respectively, and similar symbols are used for the nuclear operators, R̂ν and P̂ν .
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Using Fermi’s golden rule, we can derive the leading term of the infrared absorption coefficient α(ω) at
frequency ω as41, 42, 48

α(ω) = F (ω)(1 − e−βℏω)I(ω), (1.4.17)

with a prefactor F (ω) = 4π2ω
3V ℏcn′(ω) and a line shape function I(ω). Here, β = (kBT )−1 is the inverse

temperature, kB Boltzmann’s constant, ℏ the reduced Planck constant, V the volume of the sample, c the
speed of light and n′(ω) the frequency dependent real part of the refractive index.

The line shape function can be expressed in the Schrödinger picture (first equality) or in theHeisenberg
picture (second equality)

I(ω) =
∑
f,i

ρiDifδ(ωfi − ω) = 1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dte−iωt

⟨
µ̂(0) · µ̂(t)

⟩
. (1.4.18)

Here, we have introduced the dipole strength Dif =
∣∣∣⟨Ψf

∣∣∣µ̂∣∣∣Ψi

⟩∣∣∣2 as the squared absolute value of the
electric transition dipole moment between an initial and final state (i and f respectively) and the probability
of occupation of the initial states ρi. In the second equality, we have used the Fourier transform of the
equilibrium auto-correlation function of the electric dipole moment µ̂.

The expressions of VCD in isotropic systems are very similar150, 151

∆α(ω) = F (ω)(1 − e−βℏω)∆I(ω), (1.4.19)

with the line shape function ∆I(ω), in which the magnetic dipole moment m̂ enters

∆I(ω) = 4
∑
f,i

ρiRifδ(ωfi − ω) = 4
2π

Im
[ ∫ ∞

−∞
dte−iωt

⟨
µ̂(0) · m̂(t)

⟩]
. (1.4.20)

In the Schrödinger picture, we find Rosenfeld’s152 rotational strength

Rif = Im
[⟨

Ψi

∣∣∣µ̂∣∣∣Ψf

⟩
·
⟨
Ψf

∣∣∣m̂∣∣∣Ψi

⟩]
(1.4.21)

and in the Heisenberg picture the Fourier transform of the equilibrium cross-correlation function of the
electric and magnetic dipole moments.

The established approach to evaluate eqs. (1.4.18) and (1.4.20) is to invoke the double harmonic approxi-
mation to calculate the dipole Dif or rotational Rif strengths.17 In this work, we derive the time correlation
function formofVCD first and subsequently recover the established results of the double harmonic approx-
imations in section A.3.

1.4.3 Time correlation function spectra

The time correlation function (TCF) formalism relies on the evaluation of the time evolution of the corre-
sponding operators. In a generalized notation we consider two operators Â and B̂ with vanishing equilib-
rium expectation values and their exact quantum TCF

CÂB̂(t) =
⟨
Â(0)B̂(t)

⟩
. (1.4.22)
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The TCF-based evaluation of vibrational spectra is possible in different approximations to the TCF.48 We
resort to AIMD with classical nuclei evolving on the quantum potential energy surface of the electronic
degrees of freedom. This approach only provides the classical phase space evolution of the nuclear degrees of
freedom, along which the required dipole moments can be calculated. The evaluation of the fully quantum
TCF is therefore not possible. Instead, we approximate the exact quantum TCF by a classical one, scaled by
a quantum correction factor to fulfill the detailed-balance condition.48

It turns out that there is one particular transformation of the quantum TCF that naturally yields a con-
sistent prefactor if approximated classically. This is the Kubo transformed TCF, which is used in its classical
limit for IRA and VCD. The Kubo153 transformed quantum TCF involves an integration in imaginary time

CK
ÂB̂

(t) =
⟨ 1

β

∫ β

0
dλÂ(0)B̂(t + iℏλ)

⟩
(1.4.23)

and by Fourier transform relates to the exact line shape function as

IÂB̂(ω) = βℏω

1 − e−βℏω

1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dte−iωtCK

ÂB̂
(t). (1.4.24)

We approximate48 the exact Kubo TCF CK
ÂB̂

(t) by the classical TCF Ccl
AB(t)

CK
ÂB̂

(t) ≈ Ccl
AB(t) = ⟨A(0)B(t)⟩ (1.4.25)

and obtain for IRA and VCD

α(ω) = F (ω)βℏω

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dte−iωt⟨µ(0) · µ(t)⟩ (1.4.26)

∆α(ω) = F (ω)4βℏω

2π
Im
[ ∫ ∞

−∞
dte−iωt⟨µ(0) · m(t)⟩

]
(1.4.27)

This “position form” is particularly useful if one only is interested in the IRA since eq. (1.4.26) has the ad-
vantage to contain only the electric dipole moments. In case of VCD, the evaluation of eq. (1.4.27) requires
the additional knowledge of the magnetic dipole moment, which is not accessible in the BO scheme since it
requires information on the electronic current density. In this work, we present a new perturbative scheme
that allows to efficiently calculate the electronic currents and hencemagnetic dipolemoments along amolec-
ular dynamics simulation. As a byproduct, this also gives access to the current dipole moment µ̇ and hence
enables us to work in the “velocity form”, which is obtained via partial integrations using the properties of
the equilibrium TCFs

α(ω) = F (ω) βℏ
2πω

∫ ∞

−∞
dte−iωt⟨µ̇(0) · µ̇(t)⟩ (1.4.28)

∆α(ω) = F (ω)4βℏ
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dte−iωt⟨µ̇(0) · m(t)⟩ (1.4.29)

where µ̇ denotes the current dipole moment.

1.4.4 Ab-initio theories

After the first realizations of experimental VCD measurements,154–156 many theoretical descriptions of the
modeling of VCD have been devised:17 The coupled oscillator model,31, 157 the fixed partial charge model,30, 158
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the localized molecular orbitals model,159 the dynamic polarization model,160 the charge flow model,161, 162

the atomic polar tensor model163 and the bond moment model.148, 164 Quickly it became clear that an accu-
rate description of the magnetic dipole moment is needed,35 which is not accessible when working in the
BO approximation. The current and magnetic dipole moment have a vanishing expectation value with
the electronic BO wave functions. Formally, an incorporation of non-adiabatic effects can be achieved in
a straightforward sum-over-excited-states approach that later also has been implemented.165

More efficient and elegant routes havebeenproposed independentlybyNafie32, 33, 166, 167 andStephens.34, 168

Their perturbative description avoids the expensive sum-over-excited-states summation and keeps an adi-
abatic factorization of the wave function. Since that time, Stephens’ magnetic field perturbation theory
(MFPT) is the widely applied state of the art for the calculation of molecular VCD spectra.17 After the suc-
cessful implementation of the MFPT by Stephens, the nuclear velocity perturbation theory (NVPT) pro-
posed by Nafie has not been implemented until very recently in this work.139 Both theories are equivalent
formulations via a second derivative of the total energy, only the order of differentiation is reversed. How-
ever, in the following we point out that their implementation poses different complications that render the
NVPT more suitable for a dynamical description in the condensed phase.169

In the static picture, i.e. working only at the equilibrium geometry, also anharmonic corrections and
more accurate electronic structure theories have been employed.39, 40, 170–173 Dynamical spectra, i.e. using the
time correlation function formalism, are usually calculated employing a charge density-based description,
either from partial charges49–51, 151, 174, 175 or very recently from AIMD electronic densities.52 If the density and
its time-derivative are known, it is possible to use the continuity equation to calculate the irrotational part of
the electronic probability current density j(r), however the density does not determine its solenoidal part.
In other words, the divergence of the current density j(r) can be uniquely determined, but not its curl.

∇ · j(r) + ∂tn(r) = 0 but ∇ × j(r) = ? (1.4.30)

A promising approach adopted from fluid dynamics has been proposed very recently by Thomas et al.52

They define the current via a conservative velocity field

j(r, t) = n(r, t)v(r, t) with v(r, t) = −∇α(r, t). (1.4.31)

This approach assures that the current density follows an irrotational vector field and, at the same time, flows
only in spatial regions with non-vanishing electronic density. However, this ansatz assumes the absence
of eddy currents, which cannot be determined from the density alone. Instead, our approach allows to
directly calculate the full current density and hence also includes eddy currents. To which extent and in
which systems these are relevant is an interesting question for future work.

Magnetic field and nuclear velocity perturbation theories

In the following, we present the connection between the MFPT and the NVPT and discuss the differences
in an implementation in the condensed phase. The starting point of both theories is the solution of the BO
electronic structure problem in a non-degenerate electronic ground state[

ĤBO − ϵ
(0)
BO(R)

]
φ

(0)
R (r) = 0 (1.4.32)
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with the BO Hamiltonian ĤBO, its real eigenfunctions φ
(0)
R (r) and eigenvalues ϵ

(0)
BO(R), which paramet-

rically depend on the nuclear coordinates R. We consider an electronic Hamiltonian including a magnetic
field perturbation (MFP) and a nuclear velocity perturbation (NVP) due to vibronic couplings

Ĥe
R,Ṙ,H = ĤBO − iℏṘ · ∂

∂R − m̂e · H (1.4.33)

where the nuclear derivative only acts on the parametric dependence of the electronic wave function and
not on the nuclear wave function. We do not further discuss Nafie’s derivation* of the NVPT and instead
arrive at the same results via a rigorous approximation procedure starting from the exact factorization of
the electron-nuclear wave function (c.p. sections 2.2 and 3.5). From this description of the electron-nuclear
problem, the “back-conversion” of the nuclear position derivative to a classical nuclear velocity coordinate
as a new parametric variable of the electronic wave function occurs naturally.

The linear order corrected electronic wave function of the Hamiltonian in eq. (1.4.33) has additional
parametric dependences on the nuclear velocities and the magnetic field∣∣∣φR,Ṙ,H

⟩
=
∣∣∣φ(0)

R

⟩
+ Ṙ ·

∣∣∣φ(Ṙ)
R

⟩
+ H ·

∣∣∣φ(H)
R

⟩
. (1.4.34)

The response orbitals are written in a compact notation where the superscript in parenthesis indicates the
derivative. We are interested in the change of the expectation values of the electric and magnetic dipole
moment due to nuclear displacements or velocities. These define the electronic atomic axial tensor (AAT)
I and the electronic atomic polar tensor (APT) E in the position form (r). Alternatively, we can use the
current dipole moment, i.e. the velocity form (v) of the electronic APT

I = ∂⟨m̂e⟩
∂Ṙ

, Er = ∂⟨µ̂e⟩
∂R or Ev = ∂⟨ ˆ̇µe⟩

∂Ṙ
. (1.4.35)

In the MFP and NVP, the corrections are purely imaginary. Therefore, the corresponding Sternheimer
equations do not require self-consistent solutions and can be formally inverted to yield the response orbitals
according to ∣∣∣φ(H)

R

⟩
=
(
ĤBO − ϵ

(0)
BO(R)

)−1
m̂e
∣∣∣φ(0)

R

⟩
(1.4.36)∣∣∣φ(Ṙ)

R

⟩
=
(
ĤBO − ϵ

(0)
BO(R)

)−1
ℏ
∣∣∣φ(R)

R

⟩
. (1.4.37)

Using these relations, we can show the equivalence of both theories. The difference amounts to applying
the Sternheimer formalism either to the left or to the right

I ≡ 2⟨φ(0)
R |m̂e|φ(Ṙ)

R ⟩ = 2⟨φ(0)
R |m̂e

(
ĤBO − ϵ

(0)
BO(R)

)−1
ℏ
∣∣∣φ(R)

R

⟩
= 2ℏ

⟨
φ

(H)
R

∣∣∣φ(R)
R

⟩
(1.4.38)

This equivalence motivates the interpretation of the MFPT and the NVPT as mixed second derivatives of
the expectation values of theHamiltonian in eq. (1.4.33) with the wave function in eq. (1.4.34), with changed
order of differentiation. In the MFPT, the velocity derivative is taken analytically

I = −
∂2⟨Ĥe

R,Ṙ,H⟩
∂H∂Ṙ

= −iℏ
∂

∂H⟨φR,Ṙ,H| ∂

∂R |φR,Ṙ,H⟩ = 2ℏIm
[
⟨φ(H)

R |φ(R)
R ⟩

]
. (1.4.39)

*“As w first demonstrated in 1983, it possible to retain the factorable, adiabatic nature of the molecular wavefunction by
back-converting the derivative of the nuclear kinetic ener that operat on the nuclear wavefunction from a quantum mechanical
operator to a classical nuclear velocity coordinate a new parametric variable of the electronic wavefunction.” 17, 33
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Here, we have used the orthogonality constraints due to the conservation of the norm. If the derivative is
evaluated in the reversed order, we obtain the NVPT

I = −
∂2⟨Ĥe

R,Ṙ,H⟩
∂Ṙ∂H

= ∂

∂Ṙ
⟨φR,Ṙ,H|m̂e|φR,Ṙ,H⟩ = 2⟨φ(0)

R |m̂e|φ(Ṙ)
R ⟩. (1.4.40)

Both formulations require the (purely real) response of the orbitals due to a nuclear displacement pertur-
bation (NDP) φ

(R)
R , the MFPT in the final projection, the NVPT as an intermediate result of the NVP

calculation. This NDP response yields the electronic atomic polar tensor (APT) in the position form (r)

Er = −
∂2⟨Ĥe

R,Ṙ,H⟩
∂R∂E = 2⟨φ(0)

R |µ̂e|φ(R)
R ⟩ (1.4.41)

as mixed second derivative with respect to the electric field E. In the NVPT also the velocity form can be
used (the mixed second derivative with respect to the electro-magnetic vector potential A)

Ev = −c
∂2⟨Ĥe

R,Ṙ,H⟩
∂Ṙ∂A

= 2⟨φ(0)
R | ˆ̇µe|φ(Ṙ)

R ⟩. (1.4.42)

Both ways of calculation of the AAT are equivalent and also both forms of the APT are equivalent in the
complete basis set limit.

The change of the magnetic moment due to a nuclear velocity can equivalently also be treated in a re-
sponse function formalism.176 This approach provides the intuitive picture of an electronic current response
due to the changing electric field induced by nuclear motion. However, its merit rests rather conceptually,
since no computationally more efficient implementation is devised.

On the implementational differences

The discussion of differences between the MFPT and the NVPT in terms of an implementation depends
on the intended application. In a static picture, i.e. when working in the double harmonic approximation
(c.p. section A.3), one is interested in the APT and the AAT. These give access to the change of the dipole
moments caused by nuclear vibrations, which is in general not parallel to the mode displacements. In a
molecule with Nn nuclei, the MFPT requires Nn calculations for the NDP and three calculations for the
MFP. In the NVPT, one also needs Nn calculations for the NDP and additionally Nn calculations for the
NVP. The computational costs of MFP and NVP calculations are comparable, since both do not require a
self-consistent solution of the Sternheimer equations. That is, in isolated molecules and when working in
the static picture, the MFPT is computationally more efficient than the NVPT.

This changeswhen a dynamical perspective is adopted. In theTCFdescription, only the dipolemoments
along a molecular dynamics are needed, i.e. one is interested in the perturbation along a particular nuclear
velocity vector. This projection can be done a posteriori using the atomic tensors or a priori already in the
setup of the perturbation calculation itself. The latter reduces the computational costs of theMFPT to one
projected NDP and three MFP calculations. In contrast, the NVPT only requires one projected NDP and
one projected NVP calculation. Even though the difference is by far smaller, here the NVPT is alreadymore
efficient than the MFP.

A further complication arises when working in the condensed phase. Due to the ill-definition of the
position operator under periodic boundary conditions (c.p. section 1.3), the perturbation Hamiltonian of
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theMFP is no longerwell defined. WhenworkingwithMLWO, theMFP can be also applied under periodic
boundary conditions,14, 138 but the number of perturbation calculations increases to ≥ 6 (c.p. section 1.1.4).
Assuming grouped operator evaluations with molecular centers of mass as references, this requires ≥ 6 +
Nmol perturbations. The NVPT is equally applicable in the condensed phase and outperforms the MFPT
in terms of the number of required calculations.

This rather vague discussion applies only to planewave codes, inwhich the basis function is independent
of the nuclear position, velocity or external field.17 When working with atom centered basis functions or
linear scaling techniques, other technical aspects might become important and the preferred choice might
be different.
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1.5 Exact factorization of the electron-nuclear wave function

In this section, we review the exact factorization of the electron-nuclear wave function177–179 (XF), which is
used as a starting point to controlled approximations (c.p. sections 2.2 and 3.5). This presentation follows
the already published introduction in ref.,54 aswill be discussed in section 2.2. It has been proved that the full
time-dependent electron-nuclear wave function Ψ(r, R, t), which is the solution of the TDSE in eq. (1.1.2),
can be exactly factorized to the product177–179

Ψ(r, R, t) = ΦR(r, t)χ(R, t), (1.5.1)

where ∫
dr |ΦR(r, t)|2 = 1 ∀ R, t. (1.5.2)

Here, χ(R, t) is the nuclear wave function and ΦR(r, t) is the electronic wave function, which paramet-
rically depends on the nuclear positions and satisfies the partial normalization condition (PNC) expressed
in eq. (1.5.2). The PNC guarantees the interpretation of |χ(R, t)|2 as the probability of finding the nuclear
configuration R at time t, and of |ΦR(r, t)|2 itself as the conditional probability of finding the electronic
configuration r at time t, given the nuclear configurationR. Further, the PNCmakes the factorization (1.5.1)
unique up to within a (R, t)-dependent gauge transformation

χ(R, t) → χ̃(R, t) = e− i
ℏ θ(R,t)χ(R, t) (1.5.3)

ΦR(r, t) → Φ̃R(r, t) = e
i
ℏ θ(R,t)ΦR(r, t), (1.5.4)

where θ(R, t) is some real function of the nuclear coordinates and time.
As shown in section A.1, the stationary variations180 of the quantum mechanical action

A [χ, ΦR] =
∫ tf

ti

⟨Ψ|Ĥ − iℏ∂t|Ψ⟩dt (1.5.5)

with respect to ΦR(r, t) and χ(R, t), inserting the PNC by means of Lagrange multipliers,181, 182 lead to the
equations of motion (

Ĥe − ϵ(R, t)
)

ΦR(r, t) = iℏ∂tΦR(r, t) (1.5.6)

Ĥnχ(R, t) = iℏ∂tχ(R, t). (1.5.7)

The electronic Ĥe and nuclear Ĥn Hamiltonians are defined as

Ĥe = ĤBO + Ve,ext(r, t) + Û coup
en [ΦR, χ] (1.5.8)

Ĥn =
Nn∑
ν=1

[
− iℏ∇ν + Aν(R, t)

]2
2Mν

+ Vn,ext(R, t) + ϵ(R, t), (1.5.9)

respectively, with the “electron-nuclear coupling operator” (ENCO)

Û coup
en [ΦR, χ] =

Nn∑
ν=1

1
Mν

[ [−iℏ∇ν − Aν(R, t)]2

2
+ (1.5.10)(

−iℏ∇νχ

χ
+ Aν(R, t)

)
(−iℏ∇ν − Aν(R, t))

]
.
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The time-dependent potentials are the time-dependent potential energy surface (TDPES), ϵ(R, t), implic-
itly defined by eq. (1.5.6) as

ϵ(R, t) = ⟨ΦR(t)| Ĥe − iℏ∂t |ΦR(t)⟩r , (1.5.11)

and the time-dependent vector potential (TDVP), Aν (R, t), defined as

Aν (R, t) = ⟨ΦR(t)| − iℏ∇ν ΦR(t)⟩r . (1.5.12)

The symbol ⟨ · ⟩r indicates an integration over electronic coordinates only. Under the gauge transforma-
tion (1.5.3), the scalar potential and the vector potential transform as

ϵ̃(R, t) = ϵ(R, t) + ∂tθ(R, t) (1.5.13)

Ãν(R, t) = Aν(R, t) + ∇νθ(R, t) . (1.5.14)

In eqs. (1.5.6) and (1.5.7), Û coup
en [ΦR, χ], ϵ(R, t), and Aν (R, t) are responsible for the coupling between

electrons andnuclei in a formally exactway. It isworthnoting that theENCO, Û coup
en [ΦR, χ] in the electronic

eq. (1.5.6) depends on the nuclear wave function and acts on the parametric dependence of ΦR(r, t) as a
differential operator. This “pseudo-operator” includes the coupling to the nuclear subsystem beyond the
parametric dependence in the BO Hamiltonian ĤBO.

The nuclear eq. (1.5.7) has the particularly appealing form of a Schrödinger equation that contains the
TDPES (1.5.11) and the TDVP (1.5.12) governing nuclear dynamics and yielding the nuclear wave function.
The scalar and vector potentials are uniquely determined up to within a gauge transformation, given by
eqs. (1.5.13) and (1.5.14). As expected, the nuclear Hamiltonian in eq. (1.5.7) is form-invariant under such
transformations. χ(R, t) is interpreted as the nuclearwave function since it leads to anN -body nuclear den-
sity and an N -body current-density that reproduce the true nuclear N -body density and current-density179

obtained from the full wave function Ψ(r, R, t).
The exact factorization approach to the coupled dynamics of electrons and nuclei has been extensively

investigated in the literature. The advantages of such a novel formulation of the quantum dynamical prob-
lemhave been pointed outmainly focusing on the development of approximated numerical schemes to treat
the effect of electronic excited-state (non-adiabatic) dynamics on nuclear motion.

Some purely theoretical works have proposed a new interpretation of non-adiabatic processes provided
by the exact factorization framework. In refs.,183–185 the TDPES has been analyzed. The aim of the analysis
is to identify the important features that need to be accounted for when developing algorithms that treat in
an approximate manner, e.g. quantum-classical, the coupled motion of electrons and nuclei. In particular,
refs.183–185 have shown that the TDPES develops characteristic steps that bridge piecewise adiabatic shapes
whenever the splitting of a nuclear wave packet is observed after its passage through an avoided crossing.
Recently, further studies186 have been devoted to the analysis of the properties of the TDPES when quan-
tum interferences related to non-adiabatic effects arise. The common purpose of such investigations is to
reproduce as accurately as possible the shape of the TDPES within the quantum-classical (approximate) de-
scription of the coupled electron-nuclear dynamics.

Further theoretical analysis has been devoted to the electronic equation, which describes the evolution of
the electronic factor of the factorization. Such equation is a less standard evolution equation than the nuclear
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time-dependent Schrödinger equation and it contains an electron-nuclear coupling operator (ENCO)which
expresses the dynamical coupling to the nuclei. The peculiarity of the ENCO is that it explicitly depends on
the nuclear wave function. Therefore, some work187, 188 has been devoted to its analysis and approximation
strategies within a classical and semi-classical treatment of the nuclear wave function. This analysis is also
strictly related to the work presented in this thesis.54

From the numerical perspective, the information collected from the theoretical analysis has led to the
derivation of quantum-classical algorithms to solve the exact equations from the factorization in an approx-
imate way. The main idea189–192 is to derive the classical limit of the nuclear time-dependent Schrödinger
equation via an asymptotic expansion in power of Planck’s constant of the nuclear wave function. Classical
(Newton) equations have been derived for trajectories that evolve of the TDPES generated by the electrons
in their excited states. Depending on the approximations introduced to efficiently solve the electronic equa-
tion, an independent-trajectory189, 190 and a coupled-trajectory191, 192 schemes have been derived.

Theworkpresented in this thesis ismainly related to the analysis performedon the electronic equation, as
wehave initiated the development of an approach to treat non-adiabatic effects based onperturbation theory
and thus to efficiently solve the electronic equation of the factorization. Related to the work presented in
this thesis,54 additional applications of the approach have been proposed193 to devise a strategy to compute
electronic current densities beyond the BO approximation.
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1.6 Electronic susceptibility

Whenmolecules are exposed to external or inter-molecular fields due to a polar chemical environment, their
electrons respond to the change of the external potential and displace to minimize the energy. This change
of the electronic structure gives rise to a polarization of the molecule that in turn can affect its environment.
Accounting for polarization effects is a crucial aspect of classical or semi-empirical methods, which usually
are employed when the size of the system is too large to apply first-principles approaches. In this chapter we
deal with electronic polarization and introduce the electronic susceptibility.*

The electronic susceptibility is a very complex and rich object that finds applications in many domains,
in particular due to its appearance in the adiabatic-connection fluctuation-dissipation theorem.194, 195 It is a
crucial ingredient to time-dependent density functional theory,196–199 symmetry adapted perturbation the-
ory.68, 69, 78, 200, 201 and is also employed inG0W0,202–204 fluctuation-dissipationdensity functional theory,205–207

van-der-Waals208–213 or random phase approximation214–217 and beyond random phase approximation218–221

calculations. In a different spirit, it is employed in conceptual chemistry222, 223 for interpretations of charge
delocalization224, 225 and aromaticity.226 Further applications involve the modeling of polarization effects in
hybrid QM/MM free-energy calculations227–229 and of efficient alchemical derivative evaluations.230–232

The response kernel can be obtained in different ways, via a sum-over-states expression,233–235 explicit
time-dependent response calculations236–239 or iterative diagonalization schemes.90, 240–243 However, its ex-
plicit non-local real-space representation has only been subject to few selected studies.90, 240, 244, 245

Wefirst review the sum-over-states expression and the relationbetween the interacting andnon-interacting
case in section 1.6.1. An iterative method for the calculation of the static interacting electronic susceptibility
is presented in section 1.6.2.

1.6.1 Interacting and non-interacting response function

If the electronic ground state of a system of electrons is exposed to a time-dependent external potential
Vext(r, t)

Vext(r, t) = Vext,0(r) + δVext(r, t) with δVext(r, t) = 0 at t ≤ 0, (1.6.1)

its wave function and density respond to the changed potential and change over time. The linear density
response

δn(1)(r, t) =
∫ ∞

0
dt′
∫

d3r′χ(r, t, r′, t′)δVext(r′, t′), (1.6.2)

is related to the change of the potential δVext(r′, t′) via the the electronic susceptibility197

χ(r, t, r′, t′) = δn(r, t)
δVext(r′, t′)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Vext,0

. (1.6.3)

*The electronic susceptibility is also denoted as the non-local electronic density susceptibility, density-density response func-
tion or screened electronic dielectric response function.
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An explicit representation of the electronic susceptibility can be derived from time-dependent perturbation
theory in the interaction picture197, 246, 247

χ(r, t, r′, t′) = −iθ(t − t′)⟨φ0|
[
n̂I(r, t), n̂I(r′, t′)

]
|φ0⟩, (1.6.4)

with n̂I(r, t) = eiĤ0tn̂(r)e−iĤ0t and n̂(r) = ∑Ne
i δ(r − r̂i). A Fourier transform and a resolution of

identity yields the Lehmann-representation of the electronic susceptibility233–235

χ(r, r′, ω) = lim
η→0+

∞∑
j=0

(
⟨φ0|n̂(r)|φj⟩⟨φj|n̂(r′)|φ0⟩

ℏω − εj + iη
− ⟨φ0|n̂(r′)|φj⟩⟨φj|n̂(r)|φ0⟩

ℏω + εj + iη

)
, (1.6.5)

with eigenvalues εj of the interacting states φj . In practice, a sum-over-states evaluation using interacting
excited states is only practicable in model systems. Instead, we resort to the basis of KS states, in which we
can define197, 248, 249

χ0(r, r′, ω) = lim
η→0+

∑
k,j=1

(fk − fj)
ϕ

(0)∗
k (r)ϕ(0)

j (r)ϕ(0)∗
j (r′)ϕ(0)

k (r′)
ℏω − (ϵj − ϵk) + iη

. (1.6.6)

This expression has the advantage to involve the non-interacting reference system, however it only yields the
non-interacting response function

χ0(r, t, r′, t′) = δn(r, t)
δVKS(r′, t′)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
VKS,0

. (1.6.7)

The interactingχ response function is obtainable fromthenon-interactingχ0 response functionvia aDyson-
like equation249

χ = χ0 + χ0 ⋆ fHxc ⋆ χ, (1.6.8)

with the time-dependent non-local Hartree-exchange-correlation kernel fHxc and the convolution denoted
by ⋆. The Hartree-exchange-correlation kernel fHxc is the time-dependent variant of the Kernel K intro-
duced in section 1.1.4. Since the exact exchange-correlation functional is not known, also fHxc is unknown.
In practice one often uses the adiabatic approximation to fHxc

fadia
xc (r, r′, ω) = lim

ω→0
fxc(r, r′, ω), (1.6.9)

or the random-phase approximation195, 216, 250

fRP A
Hxc (r, r′, ∆t) = δ(∆t)

|r − r′|
. (1.6.10)

In the latter case, it is possible to make use of the adiabatic connection to calculate the electronic correlation
energy.251–254 Recenlty, an analytical expression for the direct analytical evaluation of the interacting response
function has been derived,255 however, its practical usability is yet to be explored.
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1.6.2 Iterative spectral decomposition

A different approach to the calculation of the electronic susceptibility is the iterative diagonalization of the
static response function.90, 240–242 Since the electronic susceptibility has a bound eigenvalue spectrum, is real
and symmetric

χ(r, r′) = χ(r′, r), (1.6.11)

and its action on any given vector Vext(r′) (i.e. any valid perturbation potential)

n(1)(r) =
∫

d3r′χ(r, r′)Vext(r′), (1.6.12)

can be calculated via DFPT, it is possible to apply linear algebra techniques to iteratively diagonalize the full
response function. The Hermitian Lanczos algorithm256 is such an iterative method to obtain approximate
eigenvectors and the corresponding orthogonal projection Bm ∈ Cm×m of a Hermitian matrix A ∈ Cn×n

with m ≪ n using Krylov subspaces Km. The algorithm works as follows: We choose a suitable initial
vector |v1| = 1, set β1 = 0, v0 = 0 and iterate for j = 1, 2, . . . , m:

w̃j = A vj (1.6.13)

αj = w̃j · vj (1.6.14)

wj = P̂ w̃j (1.6.15)

βj+1 = |wj| (1.6.16)

vj+1 = wj/βj+1 (1.6.17)

where P̂ is an orthonormalization with respect to all vectors already found {vi|i ≤ j}. The coefficients αj

and βj+1 are the diagonal and off-diagonal entries of the tridiagonal symmetric matrix Bm. Since m ≪ n

it can be easily diagonalized Bm = V †
mAVm. A suitable initial vector should have the same support as the

density response and should span a large enough Krylov subspace. Both requirements are fulfilled by the
normalized ground state density if its net charge is removed.

In practice, eqs. (1.6.13-1.6.17) correspond to the iterative solution of

(Ĥ(0) − ϵ(0))ϕ(1)
[j] = −V

(1)
[j] ϕ(0) (1.6.18)

V
(1)

[j+1] = n(1)[ϕ(1)
[j] ]. (1.6.19)

where eq. (1.6.18) is a self-consistent SternheimerDFPT calculation.90 The algorithmyields a decomposition
of the full non-local interacting static response function in terms of eigenfunctions χi(r) and eigenvalues λi

χ(r, r′) ≈
Nmax∑
i=0

χi(r)λiχi(r′). (1.6.20)

The eigenfunctions χi(r) act as projectors on the relevant part of the perturbation potential and at the same
time provide the shape of the response density. The eigenvalue gives the corresponding weight and is a
measure of the physical significance of the corresponding eigenfunction.
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At variance with the sum-over-states representation in eq. (1.6.6), the iterative diagonalization can yield
the interacting response function, i.e. the self-consistent change of the electronic density due to an applied
external potential. A recent variant of this approach using Wannier localization provides a promising de-
composition procedure.257

The iterative spectral decomposition approach provides a basis for the representation of the full fre-
quency dependent response function and can hence be used for efficient RPA203, 203, 217, 258, 259 and post-RPA
calculations.221
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Chapter 2

Articles published within this thesis

2.1 Overview

This chapter presents the results obtained in this work that already have been published. The corresponding
articles are reprinted with permissions from

• “A. Scherrer, F. Agostini, D. Sebastiani, E. K. U. Gross and R. Vuilleumier, Nuclear velocity pertur-
bation theory for vibrational circular dichroism: An approach based on the exact factorization of the
electron-nuclear wave function, J. Chem. Phys., 143(7): 074106, 2015” with the permission of AIP Pub-
lishing;54

• “A. Scherrer, D. Sebastiani andR. Vuilleumier,Nuclear velocity perturbation theory of vibrational cir-
cular dichroism, J. Chem.TheoryComput., 9(12): 5305-5312, 2013”, copyright 2013AmericanChemical
Society;139

• “A. Scherrer and D. Sebastiani, Moment expansion of the linear density-density response function,
J. Comp. Chem., 37(7):665-674, 2016”, copyright 2015 Wiley Periodicals;91

• “A. Scherrer, C. Dreßler, P. Ahlert and D. Sebastiani, Generalization of the electronic susceptibility
for arbitrary molecular geometri , J. Chem. Phys.,144(14):144111, 2016” with the permission of AIP
Publishing.260

As pointed out in the introduction, this work extends the application range of density functional perturba-
tion theory in two related, yet distinct directions: the efficient calculation

(i) of electronic probability currents for spectroscopy and

(ii) of electronic polarizability effects for the modeling of weak interactions,

both in the condensed phase.
The first direction (i) is pursued by the articles included in sections 2.2 and 2.3. They prepare our in-

tended application of electronic currents, i.e. the calculation of accurate intensities for dynamical vibrational
circular dichroism (VCD) spectra in the condensed phase. To realize this goal, it has been necessary to revisit
the derivation of the nuclear velocity perturbation theory (NVPT) for a better theoretical understanding of
its physical and mathematical properties. A rigorous derivation of the NVPT from the exact factorization
of the electron-nuclear wave function (XF) has been obtained and is presented in section 2.2. The NVPT
has already been proposed by Nafie32 but has so far not been implemented successfully. We have reported
the first successful implementation of the NVPT within a large-scale electronic structure program package
in this work as described in section 2.3. These results constitute the basis of the applications of the NVPT,
presented in chapter 3.
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Furthermore, the second direction (ii) is presented in sections 2.4 and 2.5. The starting point of this work
is the spectral decomposition of the static interacting electronic susceptibility, as discussed in section 1.6.
The spectral decomposition representation is a compact representation of the full information contained
in the electronic susceptibility. Prior work in this direction has already shown that inter- as well as intra-
molecular perturbations can be treated in this framework.90, 261 However, in certain applications, only a part
of this full information is required and a more compact representation is desirable. This question has been
addressed via the moment expansion presented in section 2.4. One long-term goal of this work is the use
of the electronic susceptibility for a density-based modeling of inter-molecular interactions. To this end,
the molecular geometry dependence of the very compact moment expanded representation is analyzed in
section 2.5.
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2.2 Derivation of the nuclear velocity perturbation theory

One of themain results of this work is the rigorous derivation and successful implementation of the nuclear
velocity perturbation theory (NVPT). As discussed in section 1.4.4, theNVPT has originally been proposed
by Nafie32, 33, 166, 167 but has not been implemented until very recently in this work.139 The implementation
is discussed in section 2.3, whereas this section presents the derivation of the NVPT from the exact factor-
ization of the electron-nuclear wave function (XF). This new formalism offers an exact starting point to
include correction terms to the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) form of the molecular wave function, similar to
the complete-adiabatic approximation of Nafie.

All authors contributed extensively to the work presented in this section.54 F. Agostini, R. Vuilleumier
and A. Scherrer derived the theory. F. Agostini and A. Scherrer wrote the manuscript. A. Scherrer imple-
mented the theory and carried out the numerical calculations. D. Sebastiani and R. Vuilleumier supervised
the project. E. K. U. Gross gave conceptual advice.

The main result of this work is the rigorous derivation of the NVPT, originally proposed by Nafie. The
electronic BO ground state wave function is perturbatively corrected to contain non-adiabatic contribu-
tions that give rise to an electronic current density. The corrections depend on a small parameter that, in
a classical treatment of the nuclei, is identified as the nuclear velocity. The potential energy is unchanged
to first order, meaning that the time-dependent potential energy surface (TDPES) equals the BO ground
state potential energy. Therefore, the ab-initio molecular dynamics can be performed on the TDPES of
the clamped nuclei approximation, as presented in section 1.1. Apart from proposing a rigorous basis of the
NVPT, the derivation shows that the rotational strengths, related to the intensity of theVCD signal, contain
a new contribution beyond-BO (due to the time-dependent vector potential) that can be evaluated with the
NVPT and that only arises when the XF approach is employed. Numerical results of chiral and non-chiral
systems are presented to test the validity of the approach. The results show a very good agreement between
theMFPT and the NVPT. Furthermore, the vector potential correction is shown to be small in the systems
examined in this work. Even though the correction might be of relevance in case of amplified or enhanced
VCD,262–266 we can safely ignore it in the intended applications in the liquid phase in section 3.2.
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The nuclear velocity perturbation theory (NVPT) for vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) is derived
from the exact factorization of the electron-nuclear wave function. This new formalism offers an
exact starting point to include correction terms to the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) form of the molecular
wave function, similar to the complete-adiabatic approximation. The corrections depend on a small
parameter that, in a classical treatment of the nuclei, is identified as the nuclear velocity. Apart
from proposing a rigorous basis for the NVPT, we show that the rotational strengths, related to the
intensity of the VCD signal, contain a new contribution beyond-BO that can be evaluated with the
NVPT and that only arises when the exact factorization approach is employed. Numerical results are
presented for chiral and non-chiral systems to test the validity of the approach. C 2015 AIP Publishing
LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4928578]

I. INTRODUCTION

Vibrational circular dichroism (VCD)1–3 in molecules re-
fers to the difference in absorption of left and right circularly
polarized light in the infrared region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. In contrast to circular dichroism, which originates
in electronic transitions, VCD is the difference in interaction
of a molecule with radiation of opposite circular polariza-
tions when it undergoes vibrational transitions. Experimen-
tally, VCD is employed to probe the absolute configuration of
chiral molecules in solution and provides detailed structural
information, thus being a very sensitive form of vibrational
spectroscopy.

From the theoretical point of view,4–21 the Born-
Oppenheimer (BO),22 or adiabatic, treatment of the coupled
motion of electrons and nuclei in molecular systems is
inadequate for predicting VCD. Since the intensity of the
VCD signal is proportional to the rotational strength for a
transition between two vibrational states, the calculation of
the electric current and of the magnetic dipole moment (and
of their scalar product) is required. The electric current and
the magnetic dipole moment contain both electronic and nu-
clear contributions, but when the BO approximation is em-
ployed, the electronic contributions identically vanish. This is
due to the fact that the ground-state electronic wave function is
real for a non-degenerate adiabatic state and therefore the
expectation values of the purely imaginary (Hermitian) electric
current23–28 and magnetic dipole moment operators vanish.18

a)A. Scherrer and F. Agostini contributed equally to this work.

Therefore, VCD appears a fundamentally non-adiabatic
(beyond-BO) process, thus requiring a theoretical approach
able to explicitly treat the dynamical coupling between elec-
tronic and nuclear degrees freedom in molecules.

A practical question29 arises at this point, as to whether
such coupling can be accounted for within a standard ab initio
molecular dynamics formulation. Among the most successful
ideas are in fact those resorting to the treatment of beyond-
BO effects as a perturbation to the BO problem, numerically
less expensive than a full non-adiabatic calculation but indeed
not consistent if strong non-adiabatic effects are expected,
e.g., in the presence of conical intersections. Examples are
the approaches proposed by Nafie,19 employing the complete-
adiabatic expression of the electron-nuclear wave function,
and by Stephens,20 introducing the magnetic field perturba-
tion theory. These methods allow to overcome the problems
encountered in the BO calculation of VCD, while exploiting
the advantages of the BO formalism like the product form of
the electron-nuclear wave function. Recently, VCD has been
calculated by developing and implementing a nuclear velocity
perturbation theory (NVPT)30 based on the complete-adiabatic
approach of Nafie.19 In this formulation, non-adiabatic cor-
rections to the electronic adiabatic ground-state are perturba-
tively taken into account and are induced by a “small” nuclear
velocity.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to NVPT, based
on the exact factorization of the electron-nuclear wave func-
tion.31,32 The advantage of this formulation comes from using
a product form, like in the BO approximation, of the wave func-
tion, which is not the result of an approximation but an exact

0021-9606/2015/143(7)/074106/12/$30.00 143, 074106-1 © 2015 AIP Publishing LLC
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starting point. The electron-nuclear wave function is written as
a single product of an electronic many-body factor, parametri-
cally depending on the nuclear positions, and a nuclear wave
function. The latter can be interpreted as a proper nuclear wave
function since it leads to the exact nuclear density and current-
density. Moreover, when the product form is inserted into the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE), two coupled
equations for the components of the full wave function are
derived, with the nuclear equation being a TDSE where a time-
dependent vector potential and a time-dependent scalar poten-
tial (or time-dependent potential energy surface, TDPES)33–37

represent the effect of the electrons on the nuclei beyond-BO.
Therefore, in this context, the electronic equation generates the
proper evolution expected when the coupling between elec-
trons and nuclei is fully accounted for and it allows to recover
the BO equation in a certain limit, as will be discussed in the
paper.

Two major results will be reported: (i) NVPT30 will be
rigorously derived, using as starting point the exact elec-
tronic equation from the factorization rather than the complete-
adiabatic approach19 and (ii) correction terms to the “standard”
expression of the rotational strength will naturally appear
in the new formulation due to the presence of the time-
dependent vector potential of the theory. Throughout the paper,
we will adopt a time-dependent picture, as this is crucial to
introduce the concept of nuclear velocity and, thus, to make
the connection with NVPT. In such a time-dependent picture,
we will have access to the instantaneous expectation values
of the electric current and of the magnetic dipole moment.
The corrections to those expectation values, and therefore
to the rotational strength, can be derived also in a static
picture referring to the time-independent formulation38 of
the factorization, but the direct link to NVPT would then be
missing.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II A we
review the linear response theory approach to VCD, showing
the connection between rotational strength and intensity of the
spectrum. In Section II B, we recall the exact factorization
formalism. In Section III, we focus on the electronic equa-
tion from the exact factorization, showing how to recover the
BO limit and introducing non-adiabatic effects as a perturba-
tion to the adiabatic framework. The perturbation parameter is
identified as the nuclear velocity, exactly as in NVPT, if the
classical limit is considered. However, here we have access to
the quantum electronic evolution equation, thus the perturba-
tion parameter has a more general meaning since we are not
restricted to a classical treatment of the nuclei. We derive the
expressions of the quantities necessary to evaluate the VCD
spectrum in Section IV A, while in Section IV B we discuss
details on the practical calculation of the rotational strength
by applying density functional perturbation theory (DFPT).
In Section V A, we report numerical results for the calcula-
tion of rotational strengths and of their corrections for (S)-d2-
oxirane, a chiral system, in comparison to oxirane, a non-chiral
molecule. We also report the comparison between the NVPT
approach and the more standard magnetic field perturbation
theory20 in Section V B, for (S)-d2-oxirane, (R)-propylene-
oxide, and (R)-fluoro-oxirane. Our conclusions are stated in
Section VI.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Vibrational circular dichroism

Vibrational spectroscopy probes the coupling of the nu-
clear degrees of freedom to applied electro-magnetic fields.
On the macroscopic level, the absorption process is described
phenomenologically by the Beer-Lambert law,39 where the
material specific attenuation of the radiation per unit length
is accounted for by the molar absorption coefficient ϵ . Micro-
scopically, and within the linear response regime, the energy
dissipated in the interaction between the medium and the radi-
ation is expressed in terms of the observable that couples to the
external field. In case of radiation in the infrared spectral range,
the multipole approximation and the long wavelength limit
can be applied39,40 to determine such coupling. The micro-
scopic and the macroscopic perspectives can be connected in
the framework of linear response theory.41 In the Heisenberg
formulation, the frequency dependent absorption coefficient
takes the form of the power spectrum of the dipole auto-
correlation.42,43

The specific feature of VCD is the different interaction
of chiral systems with polarized light. Linearly polarized light
encounters optical rotatory dispersion while circularly polar-
ized light encounters different absorptions for the different
handednesses of the radiation, VCD. Formally, this is ac-
counted for by the dependence of the refractive index of a chiral
system on the handedness of the radiation. While this effect is
not relevant for the mean infrared absorption, the difference
absorption gives rise to the VCD signal.

For the calculation of the absorption coefficient ϵ(ω) and
the difference absorption ∆ϵ(ω),3 a common approach in the
literature is to invoke the double harmonic approximation for
nuclear motion and dipole moment. This leads to the expres-
sions

ϵ(ω) = 8π3

3V hcn(ω)

k

Dkωδ(ω − ωk) (1)

and

∆ϵ(ω) = 4
8π3

3V hcn(ω)

k

Rkωδ(ω − ωk). (2)

The dipole strength Dk and rotational strength Rk of the vibra-
tional mode k, with frequency ωk, are evaluated as

Dk =
∂⟨ ˆ̇µ⟩
∂q̇k

· ∂⟨ ˆ̇µ⟩
∂q̇k

⟨q̇k⟩2, (3)

Rk =
∂⟨m̂⟩
∂q̇k

· ∂⟨ ˆ̇µ⟩
∂q̇k

⟨q̇k⟩2, (4)

respectively, with the time derivative of the dipole moment
ˆ̇µ, namely, the current, and the magnetic dipole moment m̂.
In Eqs. (1) and (2), V indicates the volume occupied by the
system, h = 2π~ is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light,
and n(ω) is the refractive index of the medium. Normal modes
will be indicated throughout the paper as q, with velocities
q̇.

The linear variations of the expectation values (over the
instantaneous state of the system) of the current and of the
magnetic dipole moment with respect to (w.r.t.) the mode qk
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around their equilibrium values are calculated from the total
(electronic and nuclear) atomic polar tensor Pν (APT) and
atomic axial tensorMν (AAT). The APT and AAT have elec-
tronic and nuclear contributions,3,30 namely,

∂⟨ ˆ̇µβ⟩
∂ Ṙν

α

≡ Pν
αβ = E

ν
αβ +N

ν
αβ, (5)

∂⟨m̂β⟩
∂ Ṙν

α

≡ Mν
αβ = I

ν
αβ + J

ν
αβ, (6)

with electronic partsE andI and nuclear partsN andJ . Here,
the indices α and β are used for the Cartesian coordinates,
while ν labels the nuclei. The dipole and rotational strengths
are related via the chain rule to the vibrational nuclear displace-
ment vector Sν

αk
which describes the displacement of nucleus

ν in direction α due to the kth normal mode qk,

Sν
αk =

∂ Ṙν
α

∂q̇k

�����q̇=0
=

∂Rν
α

∂qk

�����q=0
. (7)

B. Exact factorization of the electron-nuclear
wave function

The non-relativistic Hamiltonian describing a system of
interacting electrons and nuclei, in the absence of a time-
dependent external field, is

Ĥ = T̂n + ĤBO, (8)

where T̂n is the nuclear kinetic energy operator and

ĤBO(r,R) = T̂e(r) + Ŵee(r) + V̂en(r,R) + Ŵnn(R) (9)

is the standard BO electronic Hamiltonian, with electronic
kinetic energy T̂e(r), and with potentials Ŵee(r) for elec-
tron-electron, Ŵnn(R) for nucleus-nucleus, and V̂en(r,R) for
electron-nucleus interaction. The symbols r and R are used to
collectively indicate the coordinates of Ne electrons and Nn

nuclei, respectively.
It has been proved31,32 that the full time-dependent elec-

tron-nuclear wave function Ψ(r,R, t) which is the solution of
the TDSE,

ĤΨ(r,R, t) = i~∂tΨ(r,R, t), (10)

can be exactly factorized to the product

Ψ(r,R, t) = ΦR(r, t)χ(R, t), (11)

where 
dr|ΦR(r, t)|2 = 1 ∀ R, t . (12)

Here, χ(R, t) is the nuclear wave function and ΦR(r, t) is the
electronic wave function which parametrically depends on
the nuclear positions and satisfies the partial normalization
condition (PNC) expressed in Eq. (12). The PNC guarantees
the interpretation of | χ(R, t)|2 as the probability of finding the
nuclear configuration R at time t, and of |ΦR(r, t)|2 itself as the
conditional probability of finding the electronic configuration
r at time t, given the nuclear configuration R. Further, the
PNC makes factorization (11) unique up to within a (R, t)-
dependent gauge transformation,

χ(R, t) → χ̃(R, t) = e−
i
~ θ(R, t)χ(R, t),

ΦR(r, t) → Φ̃R(r, t) = e
i
~ θ(R, t)ΦR(r, t),

(13)

where θ(R, t) is some real function of the nuclear coordinates
and time.

The stationary variations44 of the quantum mechanical
action w.r.t.ΦR(r, t) and χ(R, t) lead to the equations of motion

�
Ĥel(r,R) − ϵ(R, t)�ΦR(r, t) = i~∂tΦR(r, t), (14)

Ĥn(R, t)χ(R, t) = i~∂t χ(R, t), (15)

where the PNC is inserted by means of Lagrange multi-
pliers.45,46 Here, the electronic and nuclear Hamiltonians are
defined as

Ĥel(r,R) = ĤBO(r,R) + Ûcoup
en [ΦR, χ] (16)

and

Ĥn(R, t) =
Nn
ν=1

[−i~∇ν + Aν(R, t)]2
2Mν

+ ϵ(R, t), (17)

respectively, with the “electron-nuclear coupling operator”

Ûcoup
en [ΦR, χ] =

Nn
ν=1

1
Mν

 [−i~∇ν − Aν(R, t)]2
2

+

(
−i~∇ν χ

χ
+ Aν(R, t)

)
× (−i~∇ν − Aν(R, t))  . (18)

The time-dependent potentials are the TDPES, ϵ(R, t), implic-
itly defined by Eq. (14) as

ϵ(R, t) = ⟨ΦR(t)| ĤBO + Ûcoup
en − i~∂t |ΦR(t)⟩r, (19)

and the vector potential, Aν (R, t), defined as

Aν (R, t) = ⟨ΦR(t)| − i~∇νΦR(t)⟩r. (20)

The symbol ⟨ · ⟩r indicates an integration over electronic
coordinates only. Under gauge transformation (13), the scalar
potential and the vector potential transform as

ϵ̃(R, t) = ϵ(R, t) + ∂tθ(R, t), (21)

Ãν(R, t) = Aν(R, t) + ∇νθ(R, t). (22)

In Eqs. (14) and (15), Ûcoup
en [ΦR, χ], ϵ(R, t) and Aν (R, t) are

responsible for the coupling between electrons and nuclei in a
formally exact way. It is worth noting that the electron-nuclear
coupling operator, Ûcoup

en [ΦR, χ] in electronic equation (14)
depends on the nuclear wave function and acts on the para-
metric dependence of ΦR(r, t) as a differential operator. This
“pseudo-operator” includes the coupling to the nuclear subsys-
tem beyond the parametric dependence in the BO Hamiltonian
ĤBO(r,R).

Nuclear equation (15) has the particularly appealing form
of a Schrödinger equation that contains TDPES (19) and vec-
tor potential (20) governing nuclear dynamics and yielding
the nuclear wave function. The scalar and vector potentials
are uniquely determined up to within a gauge transformation,
given by Eqs. (21) and (22). As expected, the nuclear Hamilto-
nian in Eq. (15) is form-invariant under such transformations.
χ(R, t) is interpreted as the nuclear wave function since it leads
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to an N-body nuclear density and an N-body current-density
which reproduce the true nuclear N-body density and current-
density32 obtained from the full wave function Ψ(r,R, t). The
uniqueness of ϵ(R, t) and Aν(R, t) can be straightforwardly
proved by following the steps of the current-density version47

of the Runge-Gross theorem,48 or by referring to the theorems
proved in Ref. 31.

III. NUCLEAR VELOCITY PERTURBATION THEORY

Before showing the derivation of the velocity-dependent
corrections to the BO wave function within the exact factor-
ization approach, let us present a procedure that allows us
to recover the BO limit of electronic equation (14). Suppose
first that the electron-nuclear wave function is given as a BO
product,

Ψ (r,R, t) = ΦR(r, t)χ (R, t) = ϕ
(0)
R (r) χ (R, t) . (23)

Here, ϕ(0)
R (r) indicates the real and not degenerate BO ground-

state. Using Eq. (20), it follows that the vector potential van-
ishes identically, Aν(R, t) ≡ 0.49 This can be interpreted as a
choice of gauge.50 With this assumption, the electron-nuclear
coupling operator from Eq. (18) becomes

Ûcoup
en [ΦR, χ] =

Nn
ν=1

−~2∇2
ν

2Mν
+
−i~∇ν χ(R, t)

Mν χ(R, t) · (−i~∇ν) . (24)

The first term on the right hand side (RHS), containing the
Laplacian51–53 w.r.t. nuclear coordinates, will be neglected
from now on. It can be shown, as reported in Refs. 54–56,
that this term contributes with second-order non-adiabatic cou-
plings to the electronic equation, but being explicitly O(M−1

ν )
its effect can be neglected if compared to the remaining (and
leading) term. Following again Refs. 54–56, the term that
depends on χ can be approximated to zero-th order in an
~-expansion57 of the nuclear wave function as the classical
nuclear velocity, namely,

1
Mν

−i~∇ν χ(R, t)
χ(R, t) =

Pν(R, t)
Mν

= Ṙν(t). (25)

We have invoked here the classical limit in order to directly
relate our results to the NVPT30 and to justify the condition
of “small nuclear velocity” that allows a treatment of effects
beyond-BO within perturbation theory. The procedure, how-
ever, does not rely on the classical limit and the “small” pertur-
bation parameter will be denoted as

λν(R, t) = 1
Mν

−i~∇ν χ(R, t)
χ(R, t) . (26)

Eq. (26) contains the variations in space of the phase and of
the modulus of the nuclear wave function,58 and when both
variations are “small” then the approach considered here can
be applied. We have justified the former hypothesis (small vari-
ations of the phase) by employing the classical approximation
and we are now assuming valid also the latter (small variations
of the modulus).

The electronic Hamiltonian from Eq. (16) becomes

Ĥel(r,R) = ĤBO +

Nn
ν=1

λν(R, t) · (−i~∇ν) (27)

and the TDPES reads

ϵ(R, t) = 
ϕ
(0)
R
��� ĤBO +

Nn
ν=1

λν(R, t) · (−i~∇ν) ���ϕ
(0)
R


r

= ϵ
(0)
BO(R), (28)

i.e., only the ĤBO term survives, since the second term does not
contribute to the TDPES. Notice that here the term ⟨ΦR(t)| − i~
∂t |ΦR(t)⟩r identically vanishes, because the electronic wave
function is the time-independent BO wave function. In order
to recover from Eq. (27) the electronic equation within the BO
approximation, one should impose λν(R, t) = 0, or similarly
Ṙν(t) = 0 ∀ ν as the electronic equation in BO is solved for
fixed nuclei (meaning that their velocity is zero).

To summarize, in order to construct the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (27), (i) we treat the nuclei classically, thus we consider the
nuclear wave function up to within O(~0) terms, (ii) we derive
corrections to the BO Hamiltonian that are proportional to the
nuclear velocity, thus recovering the BO electronic equation
if the nuclear velocity is zero (condition of fixed nuclei), (iii)
we “relax” the hypothesis of classical nuclei by introducing
λν(R, t) as the perturbation parameter.

Combining Eqs. (27) and (28) will provide the electronic
equation within the new formulation of NVPT. In contrast to
the formulation based on the complete-adiabatic approach,19

the perturbative scheme presented here directly applies to the
electronic equation rather than to the full TDSE. Using pertur-
bation theory,30 where ĤBO is the unperturbed Hamiltonian and
the second term on the RHS of Eq. (27) is the perturbation, we
find the solutions of the equation


ĤBO − ϵ (1) − i~

Nn
ν=1

λν(R, t) · ∇ν

ϕR(r, t) = 0 (29)

as

ϕR(r, t) = ϕ
(0)
R (r)

+

e,0


ϕ
(e)
R

�
−i~


ν,α λ

ν
α(R, t)∂να ϕ(0)

R


r

ϵ
(0)
BO (R) − ϵ (e)BO (R)

ϕ
(e)
R (r) (30)

up to within linear-order in the perturbation, with the index ν
running over the Nn nuclei and with α running over the three
Cartesian coordinates. The symbol ∂να is used to indicate a
spatial derivative along the α direction of the position of the
νth nucleus and e labels the (unperturbed) adiabatic excited
states. The TDPES, up to within first-order terms, is labeled
ϵ (1). It is worth noting that in writing Eq. (29), we are discarding
the variations in time of the first-order correction to the BO
wave function, adopting a previously assumed30 hypothesis
that these variations are smaller than the perturbation itself,
thus negligible at the given order. We re-write Eq. (30) as

ϕR(r, t) = ϕ
(0)
R (r) +


ν,α

iλνα(R, t)ϕ(1)
R,να(r), (31)
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introducing the definition of the first-order perturbation to the
BO ground-state

ϕ
(1)
R,να(r) =


e,0

de0,να (R)
ωe0(R) ϕ

(e)
R (r) . (32)

Here, de0,να (R) is the αth Cartesian component of the non-
adiabatic coupling vector, corresponding to the ν-th nucleus,
between the unperturbed ground-state and the excited state e,
whereas the frequencyωe0(R) is the energy difference (divided
by ~) between the excited (e) and the ground (0) states. When
the adiabatic states are real, Eq. (32) is real as well and the
second term in Eq. (31) is purely imaginary. Moreover, the
correction term in Eq. (31) depends on time only implicitly, via
its dependence on λν(R, t), and ϕ(1)

R,να(r) is orthogonal to ϕ(0)
R (r).

This last property can be interpreted as a choice of gauge.
For instance, by imposing the condition that ⟨ϕ(0)

R |ϕR(t)⟩r is
real ∀R, t, which is allowed as gauge condition, we imply
the orthogonality of ϕ(1)

R,να(r) and ϕ
(0)
R (r), namely, ⟨ϕ(0)

R |ϕ(1)
R,να⟩r

= 0. It easy to prove that the PNC remains valid up to within
O(λνα), using the orthogonality of ϕ(0)

R (r) and ϕ
(1)
R,να(r).

The first-order approximation to the TDPES is

ϵ (1)(R, t) = ϵ
(0)
BO (R) − i


ν

O(λν(R, t)) (33)

but the second term on the RHS is identically zero, as can
be proved by either inserting Eq. (31) in the definition of
the TDPES given in Eq. (19) or by considering the fact that
ϵ (1)(R, t) must be real while the correction is purely imaginary.

As in the NVPT approach based on the complete-adiabatic
form of the electron-nuclear wave function,19 the first-order
perturbation to the electronic wave function represents the
effect of the non-adiabatic coupling between the ground and
the excited electronic states. Within a fully non-adiabatic
approach,59–68 it would be possible to compute Eq. (32). How-
ever, it has been shown in Ref. 30 that within DFPT the
perturbation can be determined by the knowledge of only
ground-state properties. Eq. (29) is solved by inserting the
chosen expression for electronic wave function (31) and by
solving for each order in the perturbation λν(R, t). At the zero-
th order, we obtain


ĤBO − ϵ (0)BO(R)ϕ(0)

R (r) = 0, (34)

and at the first-order,

ĤBO − ϵ (0)BO(R)ϕ(1)

R,να(r) = ~∂ναϕ(0)
R (r) ∀ ν,α. (35)

Eq. (34) is simply the eigenvalue problem associated to the BO
Hamiltonian; Eq. (35) is solved in the framework of DFPT as
illustrated in the Section IV B.

The TDPES of the theory based on the exact factorization
remains unaffected if compared to the BO case, up to within
the first-order perturbation, as shown in Eq. (33). The vector
potential, which is identically zero in the adiabatic treatment,
becomes

Aν(R, t) = −2~

ν′,α

λ
ν′
α (R, t) ∇νϕ(0)

R
���ϕ

(1)
R,ν′α


r
. (36)

This expression is obtained by using Eq. (31) in the definition
of the vector potential given in Eq. (20). Using Eq. (35) in
Eq. (36), an alternative expression is derived, which is used

in actual calculations, namely,

Aν
α(R, t) = −


ν′, β

λ
ν′
β (R, t)Aνν′

αβ (R) (37)

= −2

ν′, β

λ
ν′
β (R, t) ϕ(1)

R,ν′β
��� ĤBO − ϵBO(R)���ϕ

(1)
R,να


r
,

(38)

where we have introduced the definition of the matrixAνν′
αβ (R)

and the symbol Aν
α stands for the α Cartesian coordinate of

the vector potential corresponding to the ν-th nucleus. It is
instructive to give an alternative formula for the evaluation of
the vector potential matrix in Eq. (37), namely,

Aνν′
αβ (R) = 2~


e,0

de0,ν′β(R)de0,να(R)
ωe0(R) , (39)

which is obtained by using Eq. (32) in Eq. (38) and acting
with the BO Hamiltonian on its eigenstates. This expression
is useful to determine the vector potential by combining the
NVPT with (explicit) non-adiabatic calculations. In general,
evaluating the vector potential from the full electronic wave
function in Eq. (11) is difficult because the exact electronic
state is not known, thus approximations have to be invoked.
Here, we have derived an expression that can instead be used
in actual calculations. However, in the present paper we focus
on Eq. (38) and we estimate it within DFPT.

IV. OBSERVABLES

A. Current and magnetic dipole moment

In a time-dependent picture, the expectation values of the
current and of the magnetic dipole moment on the instanta-
neous state of the system are employed to evaluate the rota-
tional strength giving access to the VCD spectrum in the linear
response regime. We will derive their expressions employing
the factorized form of the full wave function when calculating
explicitly the expectation values.

The current and magnetic dipole moment operators are
defined as

ˆ̇µ = ˆ̇µe
+ ˆ̇µn

= −
Ne
i=1

e
m

p̂i +

Nn
ν=1

Zνe
Mν

P̂ν (40)

and

m̂ = m̂e + m̂n = −
Ne
i=1

e
2mc

r̂i × p̂i +

Nn
ν=1

Zνe
2Mνc

R̂ν × P̂ν,

(41)

respectively. Here, −e is the electronic charge, Zνe is the
nuclear charge, m and Mν are the electronic and nuclear
masses, and c is the speed of light. The position and momentum
operators for the electronic subsystem are indicated as r̂i and
p̂i, respectively, and similar symbols are used for the nuclear
operators, R̂ν and P̂ν. As expected, the vector potential does not
appear in Eqs. (40) and (41) since we are not yet calculating
an expectation value. However, since the nuclear momentum
operator in position representation acts as a derivative w.r.t.
the nuclear coordinates R, the vector potential appears (only)
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when the derivative acts on the parametric dependence of the
electronic wave function. Indeed, if the factorization is not
introduced, such vector potential will never be present.

The expectation values of the operators in Eqs. (40)
and (41) on Ψ(r,R, t) are indicated with the symbol ⟨ · ⟩Ψ,


 ˆ̇µ
�
Ψ
=


dRχ∗(R, t)
ΦR(t) � ˆ̇µe�

ΦR(t)�r

+ ˆ̇µn
+

Nn
ν=1

Zνe
Mν

Aν (R, t)  χ(R, t) (42)

and

⟨m̂⟩Ψ =


dRχ∗(R, t)

⟨ΦR(t) |m̂e|ΦR(t)⟩r

+ m̂n +

Nn
ν=1

Zνe
2Mνc

R̂ν × Aν(R, t)

χ(R, t). (43)

We will now introduce the following symbols for the expec-
tation values of the electronic contributions to the current
and magnetic dipole moment on the (exact) electronic wave
function:

µ̇e
R(t) =



ΦR(t) � ˆ̇µe�

ΦR(t)�r, (44)

me
R(t) = ⟨ΦR(t) |m̂e|ΦR(t)⟩r. (45)

If the BO electronic wave function is used to approximate
ΦR(r, t), both equations, i.e., the electronic contributions to the
expectation values, vanish, as well as the vector potential in
Eqs. (42) and (43), as mentioned above. It is, however, now
possible to insert the NVPT approximation to the electronic
wave function, Eq. (31), and this leads to the following expres-
sions for the expectation values:


 ˆ̇µ
�
Ψ
≃


µ̇e,(1)

R (t)
χ
+

Nn
ν=1

Zνe
Mν


P̂ν + Aν(R, t)

χ
, (46)

⟨m̂⟩Ψ ≃

me,(1)

R (t)
χ
+

Nn
ν=1

Zνe
2Mνc


R̂ν ×


P̂ν + Aν(R, t)

χ
.

(47)

Here, we have written the expectation values (on the left hand
sides) on Ψ, the full electron-nuclear wave function, in terms
of expectation values of new observables on χ, the nuclear
wave function only. Therefore, the vector potential naturally
appears in the equations. In addition, since the electronic wave
function has been approximated, as stated above, by using
Eq. (31), we obtain that the current and the magnetic dipole
moment contain an electronic contribution that is first-order
(1) in the perturbation. The second terms in both equations,
containing the vector potential, correct the nuclear contribu-
tion to both expectation values and these corrections shall
be considered within NVPT since they are first-order in the
perturbation parameter λν(R, t) (see Eq. (37)). Standard ap-
proaches do not consider these correction terms, because the
vector potential is a quantity that has been introduced only
in the context of the exact factorization. We will compute
explicitly these corrections in Section V, but we can already
anticipate that while the first (standard) term is O(λν), because
of the P̂ν/Mν term, the correction is O(λν/Mν) since the vector

potential itself has a linear dependence on the perturbation
parameter.

It is worth mentioning here that the advantage of intro-
ducing expectation values on the nuclear wave function, rather
than on the full wave function, becomes clear when the clas-
sical approximation for the nuclear subsystem is considered.
In this case, due to the properties of the nuclear wave function
in the factorization framework (χ is a proper wave function,
as it evolves according to a TDSE, and leads to the density
and current-density calculated from the full wave function), the
classical limit can be performed by imposing that the nuclear
density infinitely localizes, at each time, at the classical posi-
tion denoted by the trajectory. The second terms on the RHS
of Eqs. (46) and (47) then become simply functions of phase-
space variables. It is important to notice, however, that the
vector potential has to be taken into account to appropriately
relate the nuclear velocity and momentum.

B. Rotational strengths from density functional
perturbation theory

The direct numerical solution of Eqs. (34) and (35) is
very expansive for systems with more than a few degrees of
freedom. Already, the calculation for small chiral molecules
requires an approximate treatment of the electronic structure
problem. In our implementation, we resort to standard Kohn-
Sham (KS) density functional theory (DFT)69–71 with gener-
alized gradient approximation to the exchange-correlation
functional.72,73 For simplicity, we will limit our discussion to
the case of spin saturated closed shell systems and drop the
explicit notation of the parametric dependence on the nuclear
positions.

In the framework of single determinant KS-DFT, Eq. (34)
directly translates to the standard BO ground-state electronic
structure problem


Ĥ (0)

KS
− ϵ (0)o


φ
(0)
o (r) = 0, (48)

with the unperturbed KS Hamiltonian Ĥ (0)
KS

and the unper-
turbed KS orbitals φ

(0)
o and KS energies ϵ

(0)
o of the occupied

electronic states o. In DFPT,74–78 the calculation of the non-
adiabatic correction to the ground-state orbitals can be done
without explicit knowledge of the unoccupied states via a
Sternheimer equation,79

−P̂e


Ĥ (0)

KS
− ϵ (0)o


P̂eφ

(1)
o (r) = P̂eĤ (1)

KS
[{φo}]φ(0)o (r), (49)

with a projector on the manifold of the unoccupied states P̂e

= 1 −
o |φo⟩⟨φo |. The perturbation Hamiltonian on the RHS,

Ĥ (1)
KS

[{φo}], can depend on the electronic density response
and hence implicitly on the perturbed orbitals on the left hand
side. This is the case for electric field or nuclear displace-
ment perturbations and requires a self-consistent solution.
Explicitly, Eq. (49) for a nuclear displacement perturbation j
reads

−P̂e


Ĥ (0)

KS
− ϵ (0)o


P̂e

∂φ
(0)
o (r)
∂Rj

= P̂e
∂ĤKS

∂Rj
[{φo}]φ(0)o (r). (50)

The perturbed KS orbitals ∂R j
φ
(0)
o (r) are the gradient of the

KS orbitals φ(0)o (r) w.r.t. a nuclear displacement j. They can be
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used for the calculation of the electronic APT in the position
form.3,30

The corresponding translation of Eq. (35) to DFPT reads

P̂e


Ĥ (0)

KS
− ϵ (0)o


P̂eφ

(1)
o, j(r) = P̂e~∂R j

φ
(0)
o (r) ∀ j. (51)

Also this equation is reminiscent of a Sternheimer equation.
However, instead of an explicit perturbation Hamiltonian act-
ing on the unperturbed KS orbitals, the RHS is proportional to
the gradient of the ground-state wave function w.r.t. a nuclear
displacement. As already discussed, this gradient is accessible
via Eq. (50). This method requires two response calculations,
a self-consistent one for the nuclear displacement perturbation
and another for the nuclear velocity perturbation.

Recently, a related approach to the calculation of NVPT
has been reported29 which relies on an iterative finite-differ-
ences scheme for the construction of the intermediate nuclear
gradient information.

With the imaginary correction to the BO electronic wave
function in Eq. (31), it is possible to calculate the electronic
APT E in the velocity form,

Eναβ =
∂⟨ ˆ̇µeβ⟩
∂ Ṙν

α

= 2

o

⟨φo | ˆ̇µeβ |φ(1)o,(ν,α)⟩ (52)

and the electronic AAT I,

Iν
αβ =

∂⟨m̂e
β⟩

∂ Ṙν
α

= 2

o

⟨φo |m̂e
β |φ(1)o,(ν,α)⟩. (53)

For the calculation of the magnetic moment, a choice of the
origin of the position operator has to be made. This poses
additional complications for the calculation of observables in
the condensed phase where periodic boundary conditions are
used. For a detailed discussion, we refer to the literature3,30 and
to the Appendix.

The nuclear AATJ is decomposed into its “conventional”
contribution and the correction due to the presence of the vector
potential

J ν
αβ =

Zνe
2c

ϵαβγRν
γ + ∆J ν

αβ, (54)

where we used Einstein’s summation convention for repeated
indices. The correction due to the additional term in the nuclear
magnetic moment in Eq. (47) is given by the derivative of

⟨∆mn
β⟩ =

Zνe
2Mνc

ϵ βγδRν
γAν

δ =
Zνe

2Mνc
ϵ βγδRν

γAνν′
δη λ

ν′
η (55)

w.r.t. Ṙν
α. Written in this form, the correction to the mag-

netic moment depends linearly on the nuclear velocities, via
the identification λν

′
η = Ṙν′

η . However, this dependence can be
removed in the picture of the nuclear AAT. To see this, we
evaluate the vector potential matrix of Eq. (38) as

Aν′ν
δη = 2


o

⟨φ(1)
o,(ν′,δ)|Ĥ (0)

KS
− ϵ (0)o |φ(1)

o,(ν,η)⟩ (56)

and take the derivative of Eq. (55) w.r.t. a nuclear velocity. This
gives the correction to the nuclear AAT as

∆J ν
αβ =

Zν′e
2Mν′c

ϵ βγδRν′
γAν′ν

δα . (57)

This expression illustrates two features of the correction.
First, it is non-local in the nuclear contributions, i.e., all nuclei
contribute to the AAT of a single nucleus. Second, the pre-
factor contains the inverse nuclear mass, while the conven-
tional contribution does not.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The presented NVPT has been implemented in our devel-
opment version of the CPMD30,80 electronic structure package.
The calculations have been performed using DFPT76–78 with
Troullier-Martins81 pseudo-potentials and the BLYP72,73 func-
tional. We have employed a plane wave cutoff of 100 Ry. The
fluorine pseudo-potential with a radius rc = 1.2 has been used.
The geometry optimizations, harmonic analysis, and magnetic
field perturbation20 calculations were done using the electronic
structure program Gaussian 09 Revision D.0182 employing
aug-cc-pVTZ basis set83 and BLYP functional.

A. (S)-d2-oxirane vs. oxirane

The vector potential from Eq. (37) has been calculated for
a small rigid chiral molecule, (S)-d2-oxirane shown in Fig. 1.
As will be clear from the numerical results, the vector potential
contributes only a small fraction to the rotational strengths Rk

(with k = 1, . . . ,15 for the (S)-d2-oxirane and oxirane), as it is
computed within a perturbation theory approach. The vector
potential is first-order in the perturbation parameter λν(R, t)
and it appears as an explicit O(M−1

ν ) term in the expressions
of the current and of the magnetic dipole moment. Further
analysis, currently under investigation, is focussing on the
calculation of corrections due to the vector potential in explicit
non-adiabatic molecular dynamics, in order to estimate the
actual effect of the vector potential on observable properties
as the VCD signal.

Before presenting the results for (S)-d2-oxirane, let us first
discuss the case of oxirane, a non-chiral molecule. Oxirane dif-
fers from (S)-d2-oxirane in the deuterium atoms, which are re-
placed by hydrogen atoms. In Fig. 2, we draw as blue arrows84

the velocities corresponding to normal modes at 1127 cm−1

(upper panel) and at 1489 cm−1 (lower panel), which have been
selected as examples among the 15 total modes. Perturbations
parallel to these velocities are used in Eq. (37) to construct
the vector potential, which are shown as red arrows in the
figure. It is very interesting to notice that in the case of a
non-chiral system, the vector potential maintains the same
symmetry of the vibrational modes and is nearly anti-parallel
to the nuclear displacement: this is what one would expect, if

FIG. 1. (S)-d2-oxirane.
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FIG. 2. Vibrational modes at 1127 cm−1 (upper panel) and at 1489 cm−1

(lower panel) for oxirane, with nuclear velocities indicated as blue arrows.
The corresponding vector potential is shown as red arrows.

the vector potential is not to affect the VCD properties, i.e.,
current and magnetic dipole, and thus the rotational strength
of the molecule.

In the case of (S)-d2-oxirane, the results are quite different,
as shown in Fig. 3. Again, the velocities corresponding to the
normal modes are indicated as blue arrows, whereas the vector
potential is drawn in red. The selected modes are at 896 cm−1

and at 1089 cm−1. It is clear in this case that (i) a well-defined
symmetry of the vector potential cannot be identified and, as a
consequence, (ii) it is not simply (anti-)parallel to the normal
mode velocities, as was the case for oxirane. This behavior

FIG. 3. Vibrational modes at 896 cm−1 (upper panel) and at 1089 cm−1

(lower panel) for (S)-d2-oxirane, with nuclear velocities indicated as blue
arrows. The corresponding vector potential is shown as red arrows.

TABLE I. Normal modes for (S)-d2-oxirane. The frequencies of the modes
are indicated in the first column, the rotational strengths R are listed in the
second column, from Eq. (4), the corrections ∆R due to the vector potential
are reported in the third (absolute value) and fourth (relative correction)
columns.

ν̃ (cm−1) R (10−44 esu2 cm2) ∆R (10−44 esu2 cm2) ∆R/R (%)
647.50 −0.45 −0.003 0.67
733.42 10.54 0.016 0.15
769.76 3.29 0.001 0.05
856.38 2.70 0.002 0.09
894.67 −3.89 0.006 0.15
936.33 −20.26 0.001 0.01
1088.21 8.34 −0.027 0.32
1093.95 −4.97 0.004 0.09
1210.44 10.45 −0.029 0.28
1326.86 −0.76 0.0002 0.03
1377.38 −8.17 0.025 0.31
2235.16 −22.90 −0.010 0.04
2244.19 16.78 0.011 0.07
3047.68 −32.59 −0.063 0.19
3054.15 47.04 0.047 0.10

thus results in an actual contribution of the vector potential
to the VCD properties of (S)-d2-oxirane. Such contribution is
quantitatively estimated by calculating the correction to the
rotational strengths in Eq. (4) of (S)-d2-oxirane, due to the
vector potential terms in Eqs. (46) and (47). Table I lists, for all
modes in the (S)-d2-oxirane, these rotational strengths Rk and
the corrections ∆Rk due to the presence of the vector potential
in the current and in the magnetic dipole moment.

As discussed above, we notice from the results reported
in Table I that, despite the fact that the vector potential is non-
zero, its effect is quite small, being of the orderO(M−1

ν ). In fact,
while the M−1

ν dependence in Eqs. (46) and (47) is removed
in the first contributions, being these first terms proportional
to the momentum, the second terms are actually O(M−1

ν ).
We recall, however, that in the procedure developed in this
paper, the vector potential is evaluated within the NVPT, thus
being first-order in the perturbation. In a situation where the
electronic wave function has a strong non-adiabatic character,
namely, where the correction to a BO-type wave function is
not small in the nuclear velocity, a larger contribution may be
expected. Moreover, in the cases where the vector potential
is singular, e.g., for adiabatic states that are locally degen-
erate in R-space, this correction may become very important.
However, further studies are required to develop a scheme that
allows for the calculation of the vector potential beyond the
NVPT.

B. Comparison with magnetic field
perturbation theory

Further molecular systems have been investigated, namely
(R)-propylene-oxide and (R)-fluoro-oxirane shown in Figs. 4
and 5.

In this section, we report the dipole D and rotational R
strengths calculated by employing NVPT, indicated with the
symbols DNVP and RNVP in Tables II–IV, and we compare these
results with the magnetic field perturbation (MFP) theory,20
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FIG. 4. (R)-propylene-oxide.

FIG. 5. (R)-fluoro-oxirane.

TABLE II. Normal modes, dipole and rotational strengths, for (S)-d2-
oxirane.

DMFP DNVP RMFP RNVP

ν̃ (cm−1) (10−40 esu2 cm2) (10−44 esu2 cm2)

647.50 0.55 0.85 −0.35 −0.45
733.42 123.35 124.88 8.73 10.54
769.76 53.44 51.77 3.17 3.29
856.38 145.31 145.55 4.31 2.70
894.67 9.78 10.24 −3.37 −3.89
936.33 39.73 39.24 −19.14 −20.26
1088.21 3.79 4.44 6.95 8.34
1093.95 1.41 1.71 −3.98 −4.97
1210.44 26.26 26.09 9.56 10.45
1326.86 0.34 0.37 −0.91 −0.76
1377.38 11.65 10.78 −7.50 −8.17
2235.16 49.17 50.88 −22.60 −22.90
2244.19 12.63 12.81 16.80 16.78
3047.68 11.43 11.66 −32.80 −32.59
3054.15 58.64 60.16 46.63 47.04

DMFP and RMFP in the tables. Such comparison has been carried
out also for (S)-d2-oxirane (Table II). Furthermore, Tables III
and IV show the corrections ∆R to the rotational strengths due
to the vector potential term in Eq. (37), as already presented
for the case of (S)-d2-oxirane in Section V A. In all tables the
first column indicates the normal mode frequency, the second
and third columns are the dipole strengths from MFP and
NVP theories, the forth and fifth columns show the rotational
strengths from MFP and NVP theories. In Tables III and IV, the
sixth and seventh columns are the corrections computed from
(37), which in general are the same order of magnitude as the
corrections reported in Table I for (S)-d2-oxirane.

TABLE III. Normal modes, dipole and rotational strengths (with correc-
tions), for (R)-propylene-oxide.

DMFP DNVP RMFP RNVP ∆R ∆R/R

ν̃ (cm−1) (10−40 esu2 cm2) (10−44 esu2 cm2) (10−44 esu2 cm2) (%)

202.12 6.91 7.12 3.54 3.47 −0.001 0.03
355.33 45.22 46.63 −12.84 −12.56 0.008 0.06
398.40 38.74 38.86 −3.72 −3.79 0.004 0.11
717.36 55.11 52.51 13.88 13.21 0.005 0.04
795.26 217.23 219.15 2.47 1.62 0.007 0.44
875.72 18.54 17.25 26.36 26.99 0.039 0.14
929.21 51.55 51.53 −35.52 −37.03 −0.049 0.13
1008.29 24.84 26.62 2.88 4.53 −0.004 0.09
1089.09 18.53 19.17 −6.03 −6.56 0.006 0.09
1112.88 7.92 7.79 6.65 7.50 0.023 0.31
1126.68 11.68 12.56 −13.44 −14.67 −0.034 0.23
1150.27 1.51 1.40 1.54 1.23 0.003 0.24
1246.96 19.77 19.85 −8.06 −8.01 −0.004 0.05
1371.08 10.35 9.83 3.30 3.53 0.007 0.19
1388.57 60.08 60.10 13.99 15.15 0.007 0.05
1447.69 13.15 14.16 1.34 1.45 0.005 0.32
1461.62 15.41 16.62 −1.69 −1.90 −0.008 0.42
1480.79 10.14 9.99 4.66 4.69 −0.005 0.11
2955.51 27.68 28.86 1.64 1.64 0.0002 0.01
3000.54 41.29 44.50 −0.29 0.20 −0.009 4.53
3005.59 22.70 24.14 5.13 6.04 −0.034 0.56
3007.28 22.57 22.86 −13.92 −15.14 0.053 0.35
3032.47 47.06 50.07 7.29 7.16 −0.019 0.27
3079.38 41.31 41.09 −7.19 −7.31 0.013 0.17

From the comparison between the two perturbation
approaches, we notice an overall very good agreement not
only in the absolute values of the dipole and rotational
strengths, but also in the signs of the rotational strengths for the
three systems investigated here. The MFP theory of Stephens20

can be considered a “more standard” approach, nowadays
implemented in most quantum-chemistry packages, thus it

TABLE IV. Normal modes, dipole and rotational strengths (with correc-
tions), for (R)-fluoro-oxirane.

DMFP DNVP RMFP RNVP ∆R ∆R/R

ν̃ (cm−1) (10−40 esu2 cm2) (10−44 esu2 cm2) (10−44 esu2 cm2) (%)

411.61 52.63 53.11 9.48 9.80 −0.003 0.03
482.91 30.46 31.23 −3.10 −2.91 0.002 0.06
733.56 124.68 123.64 40.79 39.91 0.031 0.08
804.61 501.12 497.82 −12.79 −9.85 0.007 0.07
927.57 244.98 246.52 −27.57 −34.46 −0.052 0.15
1059.05 28.75 25.77 −9.38 −9.09 −0.019 0.21
1069.68 312.66 321.09 22.55 22.47 0.048 0.21
1106.47 5.52 4.95 −8.37 −8.84 −0.022 0.25
1125.52 11.52 11.28 4.11 4.77 0.005 0.10
1252.78 88.68 87.54 −0.07 1.73 0.006 0.32
1344.65 150.66 150.18 −6.39 −7.04 −0.016 0.23
1470.12 42.55 44.05 0.73 0.77 0.008 1.06
3024.87 20.22 21.53 1.64 1.53 0.003 0.16
3068.24 22.58 23.21 −1.07 −1.00 0.008 0.84
3115.60 14.50 14.02 0.34 0.37 −0.007 1.79
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represents a suitable benchmark for the new approach intro-
duced in Ref. 30 and discussed in the present work.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

One of the main goals of the paper has been to provide
rigorous basis for the development of the NVPT approach to
VCD. In this context, the complete adiabatic approach pro-
posed by Nafie19 was adopted in previous study30 as starting
point, where the electron-nuclear wave function is approxi-
mated as a single product of a (nuclear) vibrational contribu-
tion and an electronic term. In particular, such electronic term
contains corrections to the BO state which are first-order in
the nuclear velocity. In the present work, we make this idea
exact, in the sense that the starting point is not an approximate
factorized form of the full wave function. The starting point
is provided by the exact factorization of the electron-nuclear
wave function, where approximations are inserted at a later
stage in order to make numerical calculations feasible. The
method outlined here can thus be seen as a rigorous basis for
NVPT: at the first stage of the derivation, we describe how
to recover the BO working equation from the exact electronic
equation and at the second stage, a perturbation to BO is
considered. Also, this perturbation does not rely on the use of
the nuclear velocity as small parameter, in fact such parameter
is, more generally, related to the spatial variations of the nu-
clear wave function from the factorization. Only in the classical
limit, at O(~0), these variations lead to an interpretation in
terms of nuclear velocity. In the new approach presented here,
a full quantum picture can be maintained, without invoking the
classical approximation.

The second main result confirms the importance of using
the exact factorization as starting point for the development
of approximations. The time-dependent vector potential of the
theory naturally appears in the observables, i.e., the current
and the magnetic dipole moment, necessary for the calcula-
tion of the VCD spectrum. Therefore, within the perturbation
approach presented in the paper, we have evaluated the vector
potential using the harmonic approximation for the nuclear
motion. In this case, the contribution has been shown to be
small, but only further investigation, for instance in the context
of non-adiabatic molecular dynamics, will clarify the actual
extent of non-adiabatic corrections to the VCD signal. Also,
situations where the non-adiabatic couplings are important
shall be investigated, for instance for low-lying excited states,85

where the exact factorization approach offers a strategy to
overcome the limitations of BO approximation in a rigorous
way.

According to the procedure presented in this work, NVPT
is suitable for an implementation in any ab initio molecular
dynamics code. Therefore, NVPT can be easily employed for
the study of VCD properties of chiral molecules in solutions
and for direct comparison with experimental data. Such proce-
dure allows also to evaluate the corrections due the vector
potential from the exact factorization approach. As it requires a
DFPT calculation for each geometry sampled by the molecular
dynamics trajectory, the numerical cost of a NVPT calculation
is slightly larger than standard BO molecular dynamics but
indeed feasible.
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APPENDIX: INVARIANCE UNDER CHOICE
OF THE ORIGIN

One of the main problems connected to the evaluation
of molecular properties and spectroscopies depending on the
magnetic field is to assure origin invariance of the final results.
In case of VCD, this requires the evaluation of the electric
and magnetic dipole moments, or accordingly, the APT and
the AAT. While the APT shows no origin dependency, the
exact AAT transforms under shifts of the origin O = O′ + ∆
as

MνO
αβ =M

νO′
αβ −


γδ

1
2c ϵ βγδ∆γP

ν
αδ. (A1)

The rotational strength as a physical observable is gauge
invariant,

Rk =

αα′β


νν′
Pν
αβM

ν′O′
α′β Sν

αkSν′
α′k

−


αα′βγδ


νν′

1
2c ϵ βγδ∆γP

ν
αβP

ν′
α′δSν

αkSν′
α′k, (A2)

since the second terms constitute triple products containing
two identical vectors.

The evaluation of origin dependent operators under peri-
odic boundary conditions has been extensively discussed in the
literature.86–88 A convenient approach is the combination of
statewise origins with maximally localized Wannier orbitals,
which has been applied successfully to the calculation of nu-
clear magnetic resonance chemical shifts.89,90 The canonical
φo and localized ϕo states are mutually related via the unitary
transformation for the unperturbed ground-state orbitals,

|ϕo⟩ =

o′

U (0)
oo′|φo′⟩. (A3)

This approach is based on the natural assumption that the
response orbitals are sufficiently localized in the region of their
respective unperturbed ground-state orbitals. In the distributed
origin (DO) gauge, the position operators are calculated with
the corresponding Wannier center as its statewise origin,

ro = ⟨ϕo |r̂|ϕo⟩. (A4)

The electronic AAT in a statewise DO gauge then is given
by

�
Iν
αβ

�o
DO =

e
mc

⟨ϕo |(r̂γ − roγ)p̂δϵ βγδ |ϕ(1)
o,(ν,α)⟩ (A5)

and can be translated back to the common origin form via

IνO
αβ =


o

�
Iν
αβ

�o
DO +


oγδ

1
2c ϵ βγδ(roγ − Oγ)Eνoαδ, (A6)
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where Eνoαδ is the contribution of the state o to the electronic
APT. The numerical results in a supercell calculation are the
same for canonical and Wannier orbitals.30
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2.3 Implementation of the nuclear velocity perturbation theory

Apart from the rigorous derivation of the nuclear velocity perturbation theory (NVPT), also the first suc-
cessful implementation of the NVPT within a large-scale electronic structure program package has been
reported in the course of this work.139

We have chosen a plane wave electronic structure code (CPMD) in order to support vibrational circu-
lar dichroism (VCD) calculations in large-scale systems such as solvated (bio)molecules and supramolecular
assemblies. Technical details of the implementation are discussed in section 1.2 and in the following. The
starting point of theNVPT calculation is the Born-Oppenheimerwave functionφ

(0)
R (r) in eq. (2.2.34). Two

different applications of VCD have to be distinguished, the static and the dynamical picture.
In the static picture, the calculation of the normal modes qk requires to work at the equilibrium geom-

etry R0. The calculation of the NVPT does not require to be at the equilibrium geometry. This allows to
combine normal mode calculations of other programs or levels of theory, e.g. using the CP2K package.267, 268

The NVPT then provides the atomic polar and atomic axial tensor, which together with the normal modes
yield the dipole Dk and rotational Rk strengths in the double harmonic approximation.

The calculation of dynamical, ab-initio molecular dynamics based spectra is discussed in section 3.2. In
this case, only the current µ̇(t) and magnetic m(t) dipole moments are needed. These can be obtained by
projection of the nuclear velocity on the atomic polar and axial tensors. However, this projection on the
nuclear velocity Ṙ(t) can also be done already before the NVPT calculation, as discussed in section 3.2.

The calculation of the NVPT correction requires two subsequent perturbation calculations. First, the
gradient of the electronic wave function ϕ(R)

o (r) with respect to the nuclear positions R has to be calculated
for all nuclei that are to be moved. This nuclear nuclear displacement perturbation (NDP) is described in
section 1.1.4. For a calculation of the atomic tensors, this has to be done for one nucleus ν and one Cartesian
component α at a time, resulting in altogether 3Nn self-consistent response calculations Rν

α. If the projec-
tion is already done before the perturbation calculation at the level of the perturbation Hamiltonian, only
one self-consistent perturbation calculation is required. As discussed in section 1.4.4, this is one of the main
advantages of the NVPT over the magnetic field perturbation theory.

The gradient of the BO electronic wave function ϕ(R)
o (r), obtained via the NDP calculations, is used as

the right hand side of eq. (2.2.35) in the second non self-consistent Sternheimer calculation of the nuclear
velocity perturbation (NVP) correction φ(1)

o (r). Since the NVP correction is purely imaginary, the linear
order density response vanishes analytically and there is no need to solve the Sternheimer equation self-
consistently. On the implementational level, the wave function gradient is passed as the non-local part of
the perturbation Hamiltonian whereas the local part is set to zero.

Since both, the NDP and the NVP, are well defined also under periodic boundary conditions, the per-
turbation calculation can be done in the canonical Kohn-Sham (KS) basis. As described in section 1.3, only
the calculation of the expectation values requires a change of representation tomaximally localizedWannier
orbitals (MLWO). The transformation matrix U (0) is calculated from the unperturbed KS orbitals and is
applied to the unperturbed-, the NDP- and the NVP wave functions. With the localized wave functions,
it is possible to take the expectation values of the electric dipole moment operator µ̂ with the NDP wave
function and of the current ˆ̇µ and magnetic m̂ dipole moment operators with the NVP wave function.
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As described in section 1.4.4, the NDP yields the electric dipole moment derivative, i.e. the atomic polar
tensor (APT) in the position form, and the NVP yields the current dipole moment and magnetic dipole
moment derivatives, i.e. the APT in the velocity form and the atomic axial tensor (AAT). For the evaluation
of the momentum operator p̂, occurring in both, the current and the magnetic dipole moment operator,
it is necessary to explicitly evaluate the commutator of the position operator with the Hamiltonian. The
commutator is split in its local part, which is evaluated as the electronic gradient in reciprocal space, and the
non-local part, which is explicitly evaluated as a commutator.

The application of the position operator r̂ under periodic boundary conditions is done with respect to
the corresponding Wannier centers ro as described in section 1.3. Using the translational relations of the
magnetic dipole moment or the AAT, the state wise contributions to the expectation value of the origin
dependent magnetic observables can be translated in a common origin gauge. In condensed phase systems,
a common origin cannot be defined and strategies to circumvent this problem are discussed in sections 1.3,
3.2 and 3.3. For molecules that do not extend over the whole cell, it is always possible to translate the gauge
of all contributing MLWO and nuclei to a common origin, e.g. the molecular center of mass.

The implementation has been tested extensively with small rigidmolecules. As a reference, we have cho-
sen an existing implementation34, 168, 269 of the magnetic field perturbation theory, which employs a Gaus-
sian basis set. Both theories are found to be in excellent agreement. Regarding numerical aspects, the results
are analyzed for their correct origin dependence and gauge invariance of the physical observables. A useful
property for the comparison of the atomic tensors are the translational and rotational sum rule connections
between them. We find the APT position and velocity form to be equivalent in the basis set limit. For a
consistent transformation of gauge origins, the APT in the velocity form should be used. Further technical
aspects concerning the use of non-local pseudopotentials with moving nuclei are treated in section 3.4.
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ABSTRACT: We report the first implementation of vibra-
tional circular dichroism (VCD) within density functional
theory (DFT) using the nuclear velocity perturbation (NVP)
theory. In order to support VCD calculations in large-scale
systems such as solvated (bio)molecules and supramolecular
assemblies, we have chosen a plane-wave electronic structure
code (CPMD). This implementation allows the incorporation
of fully anharmonic effects in VCD spectra on the basis of ab
initio molecular dynamics simulations. On the conceptual
level, we compare our NVP results for rigid molecules with an
existing implementation based on the magnetic field perturbation (MFP) technique using a Gaussian basis set and find an
excellent agreement. Regarding numerical aspects, we analyze our results for their correct origin dependence and gauge
invariance of the physical observables. The correlation with experimental data is very satisfactory, with certain deviations mainly
due to the level of electronic structure theory used.

1. INTRODUCTION

Vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) describes the response of
chiral molecules to left and right circularly polarized radiation in
the infrared (IR) range. For enantiomers, the VCD spectrum
shows the same intensities but has opposite signs. VCD
spectroscopy is a widely used tool for the determination of the
absolute configuration of chiral molecules.1−4 Its application
range comprises, in particular, most biomolecules (as, e.g.,
polypeptides). Because of its intrinsic connection to the
underlying molecular structure, VCD is one of the most
structurally sensitive spectroscopic techniques available.
The ab initio calculation of VCD has proven to successfully

predict experimentally observable spectra.3−5 Its presently most
applied form is the magnetic field perturbation theory (MFP),6

which is implemented in the Gaussian7,8 and, e.g., more
recently, in the ADF9 packages.
An alternative theory of VCD was proposed theoretically by

Nafie. He showed that the calculation of the required magnetic
transition dipole moment needs non-Born−Oppenheimer
contribution in the wave functions.10,11 In the nuclear velocity
perturbation theory (NVP),12−14 this is achieved by the
perturbative calculation of the complete adiabatic (CA)
correction to the Born−Oppenheimer ground-state orbi-
tals.15−18 This provides a closely related yet conceptually
different route for the calculation of VCD spectra. In particular,
this allows for an efficient calculation of molecular dynamics-
based VCD spectra. However, to this day, no successful
implementation of the NVP-theory of VCD has been
reported.19

It is known that the VCD spectrum is highly sensitive to
configurational changes and solvation effects.20−23 Theoret-
ically, this has been addressed by incorporating anharmonicities
and implicit or explicit solvant models.24−26 However, the
influence of hydrogen bonding solvents is known to require the
consideration of explicit solvants beyond the harmonic
approximation.27 Furthermore, the increasing interest in VCD
spectra for large-scale systems such as biomolecules has given
rise to various fragmentation based approaches.20,28−30 Both
problems can naturally be addressed by our extension of the ab
initio theory of VCD to extended systems.
In this work, we report the first implementation of the NVP

theory of VCD. After revising the basic constituents of the
harmonic VCD theory, we present a reformulation of Nafie’s
NVP theory within density functional theory (DFT)31−33 using
linear order density functional perturbation theory
(DFPT).34−39 The resulting expressions are implemented and
numerically analyzed for their correct origin dependence and
gauge invariance. The implementation is based on the plane-
wave electronic structure code CPMD,40 allowing for ab initio
VCD calculations of extended systems such as solvated
(bio)molecules and supramolecular assemblies. We compare
our NVP results with an existing MFP implementation using
Gaussian basis sets and find an excellent agreement of the
harmonic spectra.
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2. METHOD
2.1. Constituents of VCD Theory. The experimentally

observable vibrational absorption intensities are theoretically
accessible by the involved transition dipole moments. In the
harmonic approximation, the dipole and rotational strengths for
the g0→ g1 vibrational transition in the electronic ground-state
are given as

μ μ= ⟨ ̂⟩ ·⟨ ̂⟩D Re[ ]m
r

m m
( )

(1)

μ= ⟨ ̂⟩ ·⟨ ̂ ⟩R mIm[ ]m
r

m m
( )

(2)

μ μ ω̇ ̇= ⟨ ⟩ ·⟨ ⟩̂ ̂ −D Re[ ]m
v

m m m
( ) 2

(3)

μ ω̇= ⟨ ⟩ ·⟨ ̂ ⟩̂ −R mIm[ ]m
v

m m m
( ) 1

(4)

where (r) denotes the position and (v) the velocity form of the
dipole and rotational strengths D and R, and the brackets ⟨·⟩
represent the transition matrix element g0 → g1 of the
vibrational mode m with frequency ωm. The electronic and
magnetic dipole moments are composed of electronic and
nuclear contributions:

∑ ∑
μ μ μ̂ = ̂ + ̂

= − ̂ + ̂
λ

λ λe eZr R

(5)

(6)

e n

j
j

∑ ∑̇ ̇

̂ = ̂ + ̂

= − ̂ × + ̂ ×̂ ̂
λ

λ
λ λe

c
eZ

c

m m m

r r R R

(7)

2 2
(8)

e n

j
j j

where the summation runs over all electronic states (j) and
atoms (λ). In eqs 3 and 4, μ ̇⟨ ⟩̂ represents the total current,

∑ ∑

μ μ μ̇ ̇ ̇

̇ ̇

= +

= − +̂

̂ ̂ ̂

̂
λ

λ λ
e eZr R

(9)

(10)

e n

j
j

and eq 3 corresponds to a current−current correlation.
Equations 1−4 are valid in the absence of quadrupole
contributions. This condition is fulfilled in the isotropic
rotational ensemble average.41 The meaning of the time

derivatives ̇ ̂r and ̇ ̂R , as well as derivations, with respect to Ṙ,
will be clarified later.
The electronic and magnetic transition dipole moments arise

due to the vibrational motion of the nuclei in the respective
normal modes. They are related to the vibrational nuclear
displacements via the total Atomic Polar Tensor λ (APT) and
the Atomic Axial Tensor λ (AAT)

= +αβ
λ

αβ
λ

αβ
λ

(11)

= +αβ
λ

αβ
λ

αβ
λ

(12)

which have the following electronic (e) and nuclear (n)
constituents:19

μ
=

∂⟨ ̂ ⟩

∂αβ
λ β

α
λR

r
e

( )

(13)

μ
=

∂⟨ ̇ ̂ ⟩

∂ ̇αβ
λ β

α
λR

v

e

( )

(14)

=
∂⟨ ̂ ⟩

∂ ̇αβ
λ β

α
λ

m

R

e

(15)

μ
δ=

∂⟨ ̂ ⟩

∂
=αβ

λ β

α
λ

λ
αβR

eZr
n

( )

(16)

μ
δ=

∂⟨ ̇ ⟩

∂ ̇
=

̂
αβ
λ β

α
λ

λ
αβR

eZv

n

( )

(17)

∑ ε=
∂⟨ ̂ ⟩

∂ ̇
=αβ

λ β

α
λ

λ

γ
αβγ γ

λm

R
eZ

c
R

2

n

(18)

In the harmonic approximation, the expectation value for the
nuclear contributions is taken classically which yields the
analytical expressions given in eqs 16−18. The electronic
contributions require a quantum mechanical expectation value
that must be computed numerically. The involved dipole
operators for the electronic degrees of freedom are

μ ̂ = − ̂ere
(19)

μ ̇ ̇= − ̂̂ er
e

(20)

̇̂ = − ̂ × ̂e
c

m r r
2

e
(21)

where the velocity operator is

̇ =
ℏ

̂ ̂̂ i
r H r[ , ]e

(22)

Using Einstein’s summation convention for repeated Greek
indices, the dipole and rotational strengths of the mth normal
mode in the position and the velocity form are

= αβ
λ

α β
λ

α
λ

α
λ

′
′

′
′D S Sm

r r r
m m

( ) ( ) ( )
(23)

= αβ
λ

α β
λ

α
λ

α
λ

′
′

′
′R S Sm

r r
m m

( ) ( )
(24)

= αβ
λ

α β
λ

α
λ

α
λ

′
′

′
′D S Sm

v v v
m m

( ) ( ) ( )
(25)

= αβ
λ

α β
λ

α
λ

α
λ

′
′

′
′R P S Sm

v v
m m

( ) ( )
(26)

The Cartesian displacement vector Sm
λ describes the displace-

ment of nucleus λ in direction α due to the mth normal mode
(Qm):

=
∂
∂

=
∂ ̇
∂ ̇α

λ α
λ

α
λ

= ̇ =

S
R
Q

R
Qm

m mQ Q0 0 (27)

2.2. Nuclear Velocity Perturbation in DFPT. By
construction, the Born−Oppenheimer ground-state wave
function does not contain the nuclear momentum information
necessary for the calculation of electronic fluxes. This, in turn, is
needed for the calculation of the magnetic transition dipole
moment of a molecular system as required by the theory of
VCD. In the literature, there are different perturbative
approaches to address this problem, as outlined in the
Introduction. In this work, the Nuclear Velocity Perturbation
(NVP) approach, originally proposed theoretically by Nafie,13
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is used. This requires the perturbative calculation of the
complete adiabatic correction (CA) to the Born−Oppenheimer
ground state. The following derivation of the NVP approach
focuses on the implementation in the CPMD DFPT frame-
work. For a detailed derivation, we refer the reader to the
original theoretical works of Nafie or his recent book.10,11,13,19

The idea of the NVP approach is to take into account the
linear term of the adiabatic coupling, which can be formulated
in condensed form as

⟨Ψ | ̂ Ψ ⟩ = ⟨Ψ| ̂ |Ψ⟩ + ⟨Ψ|− ℏ∂ |Ψ⟩· ̇T T i R[ , ]k
n

k k
n

k k kR (28)

where T̂n is the nuclear kinetic energy operator, Ψk the total
electronic wave function of state k. The linear term is taken as a
perturbative correction to the electronic structure problem, i.e.,
a nuclear coordinate derivative is acting on the electronic
degrees of freedom. This gives rise to an adiabatic imaginary
correction to the Born−Oppenheimer ground-states, but leaves
the electronic energy and, thus, the molecular dynamics
unchanged. The resulting modified electronic structure
problem is

− |Ψ⟩ = ℏ ̇ ·∂ |Ψ⟩E i R( )e
k k kR (29)

which introduces a complex correction to the Born−
Oppenheimer wave function. Separating real and imaginary
part as adiabatic (A) and complete adiabatic (CA) contribution
and developing to first order around R0 and Ṙ0 = 0 gives the
following Ansatz for the complex complete adiabatic wave
function:

Ψ̃ ̇ = Ψ + Ψ ̇

= Ψ + Ψ · −
+ Ψ ̇ · ̇̇

i

i

r R R r R r R R

r R r R R R
r R R R

( , , ) ( , ) ( , , ) (30)

( , ) ( , ) ( )
( , , )

(31)

k k k

k k

k

R

R

CA A CA

A
0

( )
0 0

( )
0 0

where the superscripts in parentheses, (R) and (Ṙ), denote
partial derivatives with respect to the corresponding quantity,
e.g., Ψk

(R) = ∂Ψk/∂R. The real part of the adiabatic correction,
i.e., the derivative with respect to a nuclear displacement R, is
accessible via DFPT calculation for a nuclear displacement
perturbation.38 As for the imaginary part, insertion of this
Ansatz in eq 29 yields a Sternheimer-like equation, which can
be solved iteratively:

− Ψ = ℏΨ̇E( )e
k k k

R R( ) ( )
(32)

In the framework of single-determinant theories such as DFT
and DFPT,37,38 this relation directly translates to Kohn−Sham
orbitals φo:

ε ϕ ϕ− | ⟩ = ℏ| ⟩̇( )o o o
R R

KS
(0) (0) ( ) ( )

(33)

Since iϕo
(Ṙ) is purely imaginary and does not change the

electronic density, no self-consistent solution is required.
With this complete adiabatic correction (CA), it is possible

to calculate the atomic tensors in the position and the velocity
form. The electronic APT in the position and velocity form is

∑

∑

∑

ϕ μ ϕ

ϕ ϕ

=

= ∂ ⟨ | ̂ | ⟩

= − ⟨ | ̂ | ⟩

αβ
λ

αβ
λ

β

β

α
λ

α
λ

e r2

r

o

o r

o
R o

e
o

o
o o

R

( ) ( )

CA CA

(0) ( )

(34)

∑

∑

∑

ϕ |μ |ϕ

ϕ | |ϕ

=

= ∂ ⟨ ̇ ̂ ⟩

= − ⟨ ̇̂ ⟩

αβ
λ

αβ
λ

β

β

̇

̇

α
λ

α
λ

e ir2

v

o

o v

o
R o

e
o

o
o o

(R )

( ) ( )

CA CA

(0)

(35)

and the electronic AAT is

∑

∑

∑

ϕ ϕ

ε ϕ ϕ

=

= ∂ ⟨ | ̂ | ⟩

= − ⟨ | ̂ ̇ ̂ | ⟩

αβ
λ

αβ
λ

β

γδ
βγδ γ δ

̇

̇

α
λ

α
λ

m

ie
c

r r

o

o

o
R o

e
o

o
o o

R

CA CA

(0) ( )

(36)

For both the APT in the velocity form and the AAT, the
accuracy and the gauge invariance of the results highly depends
on how well the hypervirial relation is satisfied:

μ μϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ̇⟨ | | ⟩ =
ℏ

⟨ | ̂ ̂ | ⟩̂
′ ′

i
[ , ]o o o

e
o

CA CA CA CA
(37)

This provides an important criterion for the basis set
convergence. For a plane-wave basis with nonlocal pseudo-
potentials, this requires the explicit calculation of the
commutator in the velocity operator in eq 22:42

̇ =
ℏ

̂ ̂ = − ℏ ∂ +
ℏ

̂ ̂̂ i i
m

i
Vr r r[ , ] [ , ]

e

e
r nloc

(38)

2.3. Gauge Dependencies. The APT shows no origin
dependency whereas the exact AAT transforms under shifts of
the gauge origin = ′ + Δ = ′ + Δ as

ε= − Δαβ
λ

αβ
λ

βγδ γ αδ
λ′

c
1
2

v( )
(39)

In the common origin (CO) gauge, the rotational strength as a
physical observable is gauge invariant:

ε= − Δαβ
λ

α β
λ

α
λ

α
λ

βγδ γ αβ
λ

α δ
λ

α
λ

α
λ

′
′ ′

′
′

′
′

′
′R S S

c
S S

1
2m

r r
m m

r v
m m

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

(40)

ε= − Δαβ
λ

α β
λ

α
λ

α
λ

βγδ γ αβ
λ

α δ
λ

α
λ

α
λ

′
′ ′

′
′

′
′

′
′R S S

c
S S

1
2m

v v
m m

v v
m m

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

(41)

since the second terms constitute triple products containing
two identical vectors. For the position form of the rotational
strength, this is only true if position and velocity forms of the
APT are identical.
Alternatively, the distributed origin (DO) gauge provides

different choices for the gauge, which helps to reduce the gauge
dependence of the results introduced by basis set incompletion
and discretization effects:

ε= + −αβ
λ

αβ
λ λ

βγδ γ
λ

γ αδ
λ

c
R( )

1
2

( ) v
DO

( )
(42)

In this nuclear DO gauge, each AAT is calculated with the
nuclear position as the gauge origin. This reduces the
magnitude of the position operator in eq 36 and thereby
numerical instabilities.43 The translation from the distributed
origin to a common origin is achieved by the different
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translation vectors and guarantees the required gauge
invariance of the physical observable

ε= +αβ
λ

α β
λ λ

α
λ

α
λ

βγδ γ
λ

αβ
λ

α δ
λ

α
λ

α
λ

′
′ ′

′
′ ′

′
′

′
′R S S

c
R S S( )

1
2m

v v
m m

v v
m m

( ) ( )
DO

( ) ( )

(43)

The overall expression is again invariant under translations of
the origin. However, the last term cannot be factored out to
form a triple product, because of the dependency of Rγ

λ′ on λ′.
Therefore, the DO gauge is invariant under common
translations of the origins but still requires the choice of a
particular set of distributed origins.
Using eq 39, it is always possible to translate a DO gauge

form of the AAT to a CO gauge form. In particular, it is also
possible to define different sets of distributed origins. One
convenient possibility is a set of statewise origins for the
electronic AAT

ε= + Δ −αβ
λ

αβ
λ

βγδ γ γ αδ
λ

c
( )

1
2

( )o o v
DO

o( )
(44)

where αδ
λo v( ) is the contribution of the state o to the electronic

APT in eq 35.

3. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
We have implemented the generalized Sternheimer equation
(eq 33) in the CPMD code.40 It is solved via an iterative
conjugate gradient minimization and does not require a self-
consistent solution. As for the related perturbation calculations,
this approach does not involve a sum over excited states. Since
the occurring perturbations do not include an explicit position
operator, these calculations can be done using canonical
orbitals ϕo. Because of the use of a plane-wave basis, no orbital-
dependent gauge factors are required. This is a major advantage
of this implementation, compared to atom-centered basis sets.
As mentioned above, the use of nonlocal pseudo-potentials
requires the explicit calculation of the commutator in eq 38.
However, origin-dependent operators under periodic boundary
conditions pose additional complications. Similar to the
implementation for NMR,44 the expectation values of the
operators are taken with respect to maximally localized
Wannier orbitals φo.

45 The perturbed canonical and localized
states are mutually related via the same unitary transformation
as that for the unperturbed ground-state orbitals.

∑φ ϕ| ⟩ = | ⟩
′

′ ′Uo
o

oo o
(0)

(45)

With this procedure, no cross terms between different Wannier
orbitals arise.44 This approach is based on the natural
assumption that the response orbitals are sufficiently localized
in the region of their respective unperturbed ground-state
orbital. In the distributed origin gauge, the position operators
are calculated with the corresponding Wannier center as its
statewise origin:

φ φ= ⟨ | |̂ ⟩r ro o o (46)

We checked that the numerical results in a supercell calculation
are the same for canonical and Wannier orbitals.
The established method to verify the accuracy of the

numerical results is the comparison of the tensor sum rules for
the APT and AAT.43 They connect the magnetic property AAT
with the electronic properties, i.e., the APT and the dipole
moment. In particular, this allows to check for consistency of

the implementation. In the notation of this work, the
translational and rotational APT sum rules and the translational
AAT sum rules are given as

∑Σ =αβ
λ

αβ
λ0

(47)

∑ ε μΣ =αβ
γ

αβγ γ
1 G

(48)

∑ εΣ =αβ
λγδ

βγδ γ
λ

δα
λR2

(49)

∑Σ =αβ
γ

αβ
λc23

(50)

where μG is the ground-state electric dipole moment. Σ0 is zero
for neutral systems and Σ1 = Σ2 = Σ3 for all electron
calculations in the basis set limit.
To benchmark the implementation, it is convenient to

analyze small rigid molecules in the gas phase. We use R-d2-
oxirane for the different numerical benchmarks of the
implementation (see Figure 1).

For the Σ0 sum rule, which is ideally zero in all its
components, we calculate the Frobenius norm |Σ0| to quantify
the charge conservation. This provides a reference for the
expected accuracy of the remaining sum rules. The dipole
moment of R-d2-oxirane lies along the C2 symmetry axis which
is chosen to be the z-axis in our calculations. Therefore, only
the xy- and the yx-components differ from zero and are
opposite in sign and equal in magnitude. This is trivially fulfilled
for Σ1. The remaining APT and AAT sums are decomposed in
their mean absolute value (symmetric) and the mean difference
(antisymmetric); e.g., for Σ2,

Σ = ||Σ | + |Σ ||1
2xy xy yx

2 2 2
(51)

ΔΣ = ||Σ | − |Σ ||1
2xy xy yx

2 2 2
(52)

A proper benchmark of our implementation would require a
separate comparison of NVP with MFP results on the one hand
and the quantification of the effective core potential
approximation (ECP) on the other hand. At present, however,
this is not possible, since the MFP is not implemented in
CPMD or plane-wave codes with comparable ECP. We choose
the most commonly applied MFP implemented in the Gaussian
package as a reference. Thereby, we directly compare our
results to all electron (AE) ones. The basis set convergence for
R-d2-oxirane for different plane-wave energy cutoffs and the
results for the MFP calculation with Gaussian basis sets are
shown in Table 1.
The mean absolute values of the electronic sum rules

converge with relative errors of the order of |Σ0|, i.e., <1% for a
plane-wave energy cutoff of 200 Ry. A suitable criterion for the
required basis set convergence is the difference between the
position and velocity form of the APT sum rules. Their relative

Figure 1. R-d2-oxirane.
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error is <1% already for a plane-wave energy cutoff of 100 Ry.
Similarly, their mean differences is of the order 10−3 and
reduces with increasing basis set completion. All electronic sum
rules converge toward the MFP all-electron (AE) results with
relative errors of ∼10−3 for 250 Ry.
The mean absolute values of the AAT translational sum rule

Σxy
3 shows parallel convergence to the electronic sum rules.

Also here, the ECP results converge toward the AE results
within a relative error of ∼10−2 for 250 Ry. Both the ECP NVP
and the AE MFP results yield a systematically smaller AAT sum
rule, with a relative deviation on the order of 10−2, with respect
to the electronic ones. However, the mean difference ΔΣxy

3

shows a different behavior. For both, the ECP NVP and the AE
MFP tensors, the difference ΔΣxy

3 is larger than the electronic
ones ΔΣxy

2(r)/ΔΣxy
2(v). The ECP NVP difference is much larger

than the AE MFP one and does not show any systematic
dependence on the basis set. We attribute this shift of Σxy

3 to the
ECP approximation, since it does not show any gauge
dependence. This is evident due to its symmetry, i.e., the
equal sign of both entries, which differs from numerical errors
introduced by basis set incompletion and the resulting gauge
dependence which yields an antisymmetric contribution.
The calculation of magnetic properties such as the AAT

requires the careful analysis of the gauge invariance of the
resulting physical observables. This especially applies to the
plane-wave basis with periodic boundary conditions. Even
though the sum rules are not direct physical observables, they
ideally are independent of the chosen origin and, hence,
provide a handy way to check for the correct dependence of the
intermediate results. Therefore, we compare the sum rules for
distributed origin (DO) gauge calculations (Σ)DO with
common origin (CO) gauge calculations with different gauge

origins Σ( )CO. For example, for the AAT sum rule, this reads as

∑Σ =
λ

λ λc( ) 2 ( )3
DO DO

(53)

∑Σ =
λ

λc( ) 23
CO

(54)

Using the Frobenius norm, the relative error is

ε Σ =
| Σ − Σ |

| Σ |
( )

( ) ( )
( )

3
3

CO
3

DO
3

DO (55)

The gauge dependence of the sum rules for different distances
of the R-d2-oxirane molecule from the gauge origin is shown in
Figure 2. The zero position corresponds to the molecular
nuclear center of charge located at the origin of the position
operator. We apply a sawtooth-shaped position operator for the

periodic boundaries that show a physically non-meaningful
jump at the cell boundary (i.e., here at 0.5). The results for the
CO and DO gauge calculations show a stable and gauge-
independent behavior as long as the linear response orbitals do
not extend to the ill-defined region of the jump in the position
operator. For relative positions of the molecule from 0.0 to
0.25, the values are constant, indicating full gauge-invariance of
our expressions. In particular, this allows for the translation of
gauge origins in the distributed origin gauge. Note that the
results in the distributed origin gauge are not affected by the
jump of the sawtooth position operator. This holds as long as
the orbitals are sufficiently localized in relation to the cell
boundaries.
An interesting result is the different behavior of the position

and velocity form of the APT. The velocity form does not show
any systematic gauge dependence, not even on the logarithmic
scale. The gauge dependence of the position form arises from
numerical inaccuracies as, e.g., grid effects, which turn out to be
of negligible absolute magnitude in our implementation (see
Figure 2). This illustrates the potential of the NVP approach to
obtain numerically gauge-invariant physical observables.
The calculation of isolated molecules using the supercell

technique inherently introduces artificial interaction of the
molecule with its periodic images. In particular, if the size of the
supercell is insufficient, the molecule interacts with the dipole
field of its mirror images. In order to quantify the relevance of
this effect, we show the dependence of the sum rules on the cell

Table 1. Basis Set Convergence of the Sum Rules of the Atomic Tensors for R-d2-Oxirane for the Effective Core Potential
(ECP) Nuclear Velocity Perturbation (NVP) Implementationa

cutoff |Σ |0 Σxy
1 Σxy

r2( ) ΔΣxy
r2( ) Σxy

v2( ) ΔΣxy
v2( ) Σxy

3 ΔΣxy
3

050 0.0501 0.6700 0.6746 0.0058 0.7013 0.0066 0.6778 0.0911
100 0.0261 0.7577 0.7819 0.0039 0.7857 0.0040 0.7946 0.1095
150 0.0095 0.7570 0.7639 0.0040 0.7641 0.0040 0.7517 0.1005
200 0.0035 0.7572 0.7594 0.0003 0.7596 0.0004 0.7400 0.0921
250 0.0041 0.7571 0.7580 0.0008 0.7580 0.0008 0.7378 0.0935
AE MFP 0.0000 0.7547 0.7546 0.0000 0.7270 0.0037

aThe all electron (AE) magnetic field perturbation (MFP) reference is calculated with the Gaussian 09 package. The atomic tensors are given in
atomic units, and the plane-wave energy cutoff is given in Rydbergs. The computational details are appended as Supporting Information.

Figure 2. Relative errors of the atomic tensor sum rules using the
common origin (CO) gauge and distributed origin (DO) gauge in the
nuclear velocity perturbation (NVP). Dependence of the relative
errors on the distance of the molecule to the box-centered gauge origin
for a simulation supercell with a lattice size of 28 Å.
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size in Figure 3. For all quantities, the decay perfectly follows
the L−3 dipole contribution and, thus, can be controlled.

Finally, the dipole- and rotational strengths as the desired
physical observables must be benchmarked. Within the
harmonic approximation, this requires the calculation of the
normal modes at the respective equilibrium geometry. Again,
we compare our ECP NVP results with the AE MFP results in
the Gaussian framework. The dependence of the results on the
similarity of the normal modes introduces another potential
source of differences, which is known to be of the same order of
magnitude as the inaccuracies of the actual atomic tensors.46

As benchmark systems, we again use R-d2-oxirane, the closely
related R-propylene-oxide (Figure 4), S-norcamphor (Figure
5), and R-α-pinene (Figure 6).

The detailed table of the normal-mode frequencies and the
dipole- and rotational strengths for R-d2-oxirane is provided as
Supporting Information. For visualization, we plot the
correlation of the ECP NVP and the AE MFP results for the
dipole- and rotational strengths in Figures 7−10).
The correlation with experimental data is very satisfactory,

with virtually perfect agreement between our results (NVP)
and the existing Gaussian-based implementation (MFP). There

are considerable numerical deviations of both methods with
respect to the experiment, which have a variety of different
reasons. Besides the level of theory (DFT, gradient-corrected
xc-functional), the experimental values are mainly obtained in
solution while the computed values represent gas-phase
numbers. Here, the available experimental data for the
enantiomer S-d2-oxirane have been used.47

Figure 3. Dependence of the atomic tensor sum rules on the distance
between the mirror images. The cell sizes are 10, 12, 14, 16, 20, and 24
Å.

Figure 4. R-propylene-oxide.

Figure 5. S-norcamphor.

Figure 6. R-α-pinene.

Figure 7. Correlation of experimental rotational strengths of R-d2-
oxirane with calculated ones using nuclear velocity perturbation
(NVP) and magnetic field perturbation (MFP).

Figure 8. Correlation of experimental dipole strengths of R-d2-oxirane
with calculated ones using nuclear velocity perturbation (NVP) and
magnetic field perturbation (MFP).

Figure 9. Correlation of rotational strengths of S-norcamphor
calculated with magnetic field perturbation (MFP) and nuclear
velocity perturbation (NVP).
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In the bigger systems, such as α-pinene, the effect of mode
degeneracies complicates the direct comparison. Some of the
normal modes are degenerate and show a different symmetry,
which strongly affects the sign of the individual contributions to
the rotational strengths. However, this effect is a shortcoming
of the harmonic analysis and not of the underlying atomic
tensors. We have verified this qualitatively by taking the same
normal modes for both calculations as is done for α-pinene (see
the Supporting Information).
On the other hand, this subtle effect nicely illustrates the high

sensitivity of VCD spectra on the molecular geometries, which
represents one of the great strengths of this method and again
highlights its suitability for structure determination.

4. CONCLUSION
We have presented the implementation of a reformulated
nuclear velocity perturbation (NVP) theory of vibrational
circular dichroism (VCD) within density functional perturba-
tion theory (DFPT). Our results show the proper gauge
invariance of the resulting physical observables. Our
implementation in the plane-wave electronic structure code
CPMD is the first successful NVP version of this theory. We
have benchmarked our results against the popular magnetic
field perturbation (MFP) theory implementation in the
Gaussian 09 package and find them to be in remarkably good
agreement. This work constitutes the basis for further
application of ab initio calculation of VCD spectra for large
biomolecular systems. In particular, NVP theory will allow for
an efficient calculation of anharmonic VCD spectra based on ab
initio molecular dynamics simulations.
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2.4 Moment expansion of the electronic susceptibility

The spectral decomposition representation of the electronic susceptibility, as discussed in section 1.6.2, is a
compact representation of the full information contained in the electronic susceptibility. The full informa-
tion allows e.g. to calculate responses to intra-molecular perturbations.203, 217, 261 For inter-molecular pertur-
bations, only a small part of the full response function is required. We have shown in this work,91 that this
part can be separated via a moment expansion transformation, yielding a very condensed representation of
the response function for inter-molecular interactions. The derivation, analysis and benchmarking of this
transformation has been established in this work.

In order to assess the physical relevance of the eigenfunctions, we introduce a multipolar expansion of
the perturbing potential via a Laplace expansion in terms of real Racah normalized regular solid harmonic
functions Rm

l (r). We derive a unitary transformation in the space of the eigenfunctions, yielding subspaces
with well-defined moments. This transformation generates the irreducible representations of the electronic
susceptibility with respect to rotations within SO(3) and allows to separate the contributions to the elec-
tronic response density from different multipole moments of the perturbation. The transformation main-
tains the form of an outer product of non-orthogonal transformedmoment generating states. Themoment
expanded representation maximally condenses the physically relevant information of the electronic suscep-
tibility required for inter-molecular interactions, yielding a considerable reduction in dimensionality. The
performance and accuracy of this scheme is illustrated by computing the electronic response density of a
water molecule to a complex interaction potential.
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Moment Expansion of the Linear Density-Density
Response Function

Arne Scherrer and Daniel Sebastiani*

We present a low rank moment expansion of the linear

density-density response function. The general interacting

(fully nonlocal) density-density response function is calculated

by means of its spectral decomposition via an iterative Lanczos

diagonalization technique within linear density functional per-

turbation theory. We derive a unitary transformation in the

space of the eigenfunctions yielding subspaces with well-

defined moments. This transformation generates the irreducible

representations of the density-density response function with

respect to rotations within SO(3). This allows to separate the

contributions to the electronic response density from different

multipole moments of the perturbation. Our representation

maximally condenses the physically relevant information of the

density-density response function required for intermolecular

interactions, yielding a considerable reduction in dimensional-

ity. We illustrate the performance and accuracy of our scheme

by computing the electronic response density of a water mole-

cule to a complex interaction potential. VC 2015 Wiley Periodi-

cals, Inc.

DOI: 10.1002/jcc.24248

Introduction

The electronic response density is of paramount importance for

many physical processes. Theoretically, the electronic response

density is accessible from linear response theory which provides

a powerful framework for linking experiment and theory.

A central quantity in this context is the linear density-

density response function vðr; r0;xÞ, which directly links an

arbitrary external perturbation potential to its linear electronic

density response

nrespðr;xÞ5
ð

vðr; r0;xÞVpertðr0;xÞd3r0: (1)

The frequency dependent density-density response function

vðr; r0;xÞ is a crucial ingredient to time-dependent density

functional theory[1–4] as well as symmetry adapted perturbation

theory.[5–9] Via the adiabatic-connection fluctuation-dissipation

theorem,[10,11] also GW calculations,[12–14] fluctuation-dissipation

density functional theory,[15–17] van-der-Waals[18–23] or random

phase approximation (RPA)[24–26] and beyond-RPA[27–29] calcula-

tions are based on it.

Most established applications of the density-density

response function use its sum-over-states representation.[30,31]

In the Kohn-Sham (KS) formalism,[32] this gives rise to the non-

interacting density-density response function vsðr; r0;xÞ[2]

vsðr; r0;xÞ5 lim
g!01

Xoccupied

o

Xempty

e

fo
/�oðrÞ/eðrÞ/�eðr0Þ/oðr0Þ

�o2�e1x1ig
1c:c: (2)

with KS-orbitals /oðrÞ, KS-energies �o and occupancies fo. The

interacting response function vðr; r0;xÞ is obtained via a

Dyson-like equation.[2]

In the static limit (x! 0), the spectral decomposition of the

interacting density-density response function can be calculated

via Lanczos diagonalization techniques.[33–36] Very recently,

highly promising results for GW and RPA correlation energies

have been achieved from explicit calculation of vsðr; r0;xÞ
using Lanczos chains.[13,37] These techniques start from a diag-

onalization of the non-interacting static density-density

response function, calculate its frequency dependence via

Lanczos chains, and finally iterate the Dyson equation to

obtain the interacting frequency dependent density-density

response function.

The promising feature of this new Lanczos-based approach

is the use of the eigenfunctions of the density-density

response function as basis for subsequent calculations.[13,37]

The conventional route via the sum-over-states expression in

eq. (2) employs auxiliary bases via density fitting techni-

ques.[7–9] Both ways of calculation yield a representation of the

frequency dependent density-density response function as a

weighted sum of auxiliary basis functions UiðrÞ. Due to the

symmetry of the density-density response function, it is possi-

ble to diagonalize the expansion, yielding frequency depend-

ent eigenfunctions viðr;xÞ and eigenvalues kiðxÞ

vðr; r0;xÞ5
XNbasis

i;j51

UiðrÞvijðxÞUjðr0Þ (3)

5
XNbasis

i51

viðr;xÞkiðxÞviðr0;xÞ: (4)

Using eq. (4) as our starting point, we present in this article

a new representation of the density-density response function
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which is transformed in irreducible representations with

respect to rotations within SO(3). This allows to separate the

contributions to the electronic response density from different

multipole moments of the perturbation. Our representation

maximally condenses the physically relevant information of the

density-density response function required for intermolecular

interactions, yielding a considerable reduction in dimensional-

ity (Nbasis). This is particularly appealing for the calculation of

intermolecular interactions, because it will give access to inter-

molecular electrostatic energies with the accuracy of self-

consistent perturbation theory calculations at a fraction of

their computational costs.

The following derivation and our numerical validation is car-

ried out for the static limit (x! 0) of the interacting response

function of isolated molecules vðr; r0Þ.[36] The results can be

generalized for the frequency dependent case, leading to the

perspective of simplifying the equations for the calculation of

RPA correlation energies and van-der-Waals interactions. It

should be noted that our expansion is well-defined for both

isolated and periodic boundary conditions.

The article is structured as follows. We first motivate the

need for a change of representation from the spectral decom-

position via a multipole expansion of the perturbing potential.

The desired new representation is obtained via an unitary

transformation of the eigenfunctions. This transformation is

first described indirectly by the properties of the resulting rep-

resentation. The actual algorithm to obtain the desired trans-

formation is derived afterwards. By construction, the

properties of the multipole expansion depend on the choice

of the multipole moments, for example, traced versus traceless

multipole moments. We discuss the impact of this choice of

multipole moments on the properties of the transformation

and show the gauge invariance of the transformation under

periodic boundary conditions. For the numerical illustration

and validation of our approach, we discuss the analytical case

of the dipole-dipole polarizability and the convergence of the

electronic response for a complex intermolecular interaction.

Change of representation

In the spectral decomposition representation eq. (4), the

eigenvalue ki gives a measure for the weight of its correspond-

ing eigenfunction viðrÞ in the expansion of the response den-

sity for any arbitrary perturbation potential. The decay of the

eigenvalue spectrum motivates the truncation of the infinite

sum.

However, the eigenvalue does not solely determine the

physical relevance of an eigenfunction. The overlap of the

eigenfunction with the (unknown) perturbation potential often

has a more significant impact on the contribution of a given

eigenfunction. For a systematical quantification of this rele-

vance, we propose an expansion of the perturbing potential

Vpertðr0Þ. We restrict ourselves to the case of a perturbing

potential arising from a charge density npertðr00Þ, which has a

vanishing overlap with the underlying density of the system

Vpertðr0Þ5
ð

npertðr00Þ
jr02r00j d3r00: (5)

Such a perturbation allows a multipole expansion of its Har-

tree potential via a Laplace expansion

Vpertðr0Þ5
X1
l50

Xl

m52l

Vm
l Rm

l ðr0Þ; (6)

in terms of real Racah normalized regular solid harmonic func-

tions Rm
l ðr0Þ. It is important to note that the more general case

of a Taylor expansion including overlap effects is straightfor-

ward and will be discussed later on.

Combining eqs. (4) and (6) gives

nrespðrÞ5
X1
i51

viðrÞ
ffiffiffiffi
ki

p X1
l51

Xl

m52l

Vm
l Hlm

i

 !
; (7)

with the traceless solid harmonic multipole moments of the

weighted eigenfunctions

Hlm
i 5

ffiffiffiffi
ki

p
hvijRm

l i: (8)

The weight of an eigenfunction is given by the value of the

parenthesis in eq. (7), which explicitly depends on the shape

of the potential V m
l .

The simplest case of a constant electric field perturbation is

fully described by the l 5 1 terms, that is, Vm
l>150. For this

case, the multipole moments for l 5 1 and m 2 f21; 0; 1g
according to eq. (8) determine the physical relevance of the

corresponding eigenfunction. This expansion can be character-

ized by the decay of the maximum component of the modu-

lus of the weighted eigenfunctions H1m
i

H1
i 5 max

m
jH1m

i j: (9)

This decay of H1
i is depicted in Figure 1 for an isolated

water molecule.

Figure 1. Moduli of eigenvalues and weighted first order moments accord-

ing to eq. (9) of an isolated water molecule (note the logarithmic scale).

The eigenvalue is a measure for the importance of the corresponding

eigenfunction in the expansion of the response density for any arbitrary

perturbation potential. Almost all eigenfunctions show a significant first

order moment in at least one component.
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It is obvious that almost all eigenfunctions have a significant

moment (in at least one component m, corresponding to at

least one Cartesian direction). The decay is mainly due to the

weighting of the eigenfunctions with their eigenvalues. This

means that in the basis of the eigenfunctions, all eigenfunc-

tions up to a chosen convergence threshold have to be consid-

ered to obtain converged results for observable quantities as

e.g. the polarizability. This convergence requirement, in turn,

renders a practical implementation and application of eq. (7)

via eq. (8) computationally inefficient. This observation moti-

vates a change of the representation via a multipole expansion.

The transformation

The spectral decomposition representation of the density-

density response function reads

vðr; r0Þ5
X1
i51

viðrÞkiviðr0Þ5Q K QT ; (10)

with Q5½v1ðrÞ; v2ðrÞ; . . .� and K5diag½k1; k2; . . .�. Due to the

negative definiteness of the spectrum of real eigenvalues, it is

always possible to find a decomposition as

v5Q K
1
2 U U T K

1
2 QT 5 : ~Q ~Q

T
; (11)

with ~Q5Q K
1
2 U , where U is an arbitrary unitary transformation.

With transformed states

~v iðrÞ5
X1
j51

Uji

ffiffiffiffi
kj

p
vjðrÞ; (12)

this yields a new decomposition

vðr; r0Þ5
X1
i51

~v iðrÞ~v iðr0Þ: (13)

It is important to note that no off-diagonal terms appear in

the sum in eq. (13), even though the transformed states are

no longer orthogonal. This implies that the response due to a

transformed state ~v iðrÞ will have the same shape as the state

itself. eq. (7) directly translates to

nrespðrÞ5
X1
i51

~v iðrÞ
X1
l51

Xl

m52l

V m
l

~H
lm

i

 !
; (14)

with transformed weighted moments

~H
lm

i 5

ð
~v iðr0ÞRm

l ðr0Þd3r0: (15)

Our goal is now to find a transformation U, which concen-

trates the physically relevant moments in few moment generat-

ing states and thus improves the convergence of eq. (14). The

transformed states (also during the iterative calculation of U) are

denoted with a tilde ~v iðrÞ to distinguish between orthonormal

eigenfunctions vjðrÞ and non-orthogonal transformed states

~v iðrÞ. The final transformed states of the complete unitary trans-

formation U obey additional symmetry properties (which are to

be explained in the following) and hence motivate a different

nomenclature, that is, the state index i is replaced by the sym-

metry (l, m). To facilitate the distinction between the auxiliary

transformed states ~v iðrÞ and the final transformed states nm
l ðrÞ

we use a different letter of the Greek alphabet.

For most practical applications, the lower order moments in

eq. (6) (i.e. for low l) are more important than the corrections

due to higher order moment contributions. In the next sec-

tion, we give a way to obtain a unitary transformation, which

separates the contributions to the multipole moments in

moment generating states nm
l ðrÞ, which fulfill

ð
nm

l ðr0ÞRm0

l0 ðr0Þd3r05
Nmm0

ll0 if l � l0

0 if l > l0

(
(16)

In other words, the desired representation fnm
l ðrÞg yields

states for which the subset fnm
l ðrÞjl � lmax�m 2 f2l; . . . ; lgg

comprises the complete v response up to an angular momen-

tum channel of lmax.

The fulfillment of such a condition allows to partition the

sum of the outer product of the transformed states in eq. (13)

in orders of the angular momentum expansion

vðr; r0Þ5
X1
l51

vðlÞðr; r0Þ (17)

vðlÞðr; r0Þ5
Xl

m52l

nm
l ðrÞnm

l ðr0Þ; (18)

yielding a moment expansion of the whole tensor and hence

of the induced density responses

nrespðrÞ5
X1
l51

nðlÞðrÞ (19)

nðlÞðrÞ5
ð

vðlÞðr; r0ÞVpertðr0Þd3r0 (20)

5
Xl

m52l

nm
l ðrÞhn

m
l jVperti: (21)

Each set fnm
l ðrÞjm 2 f2l; . . . ; lgg is an irreducible represen-

tation with respect to rotations in SO(3), that is, eq. (17) is an

expansion of the density-density response function in terms of

irreducible representations.

The insertion of the expansion of the potential according to

eq. (6) yields

nrespðrÞ5
X1
l051

X1
l51

Xl0

m052l0

Xl

m52l

nm
l ðrÞNmm0

ll0 V m0

l0 (22)

5
X1
l051

Xl0

l51

Xl0

m052l0

Xl

m52l

nm
l ðrÞNmm0

ll0 Vm0

l0 ; (23)

where the double infinite sum in eq. (22) collapses to a sum

up to l0 using eq. (16). This dimensionality reduction illustrates

the notion of a “maximally condensed” representation.
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For the example of a constant electric field (with Vm0

l0 50 for

l0 > 1), the quadrupole sum in eq. (23) collapses, since only 3

states are required to obtain the full response

nrespðrÞ5
X1

m0521

X1

m521

Vm0

1 Nmm0

11 nm
1 ðrÞ: (24)

In contrast to the in principle infinite sum in eq. (22), these

3 states contain the full information of density-density

response function for this perturbation which illustrates the

tremendous reduction in dimensionality.

Thus, it remains to find a suitable transformation U, which

satisfies eq. (16).

The algorithm

The moment expansion can be done with respect to different

sets of multipole moments. For simplicity of the notation, we

present the case of real traceless spherical multipole moments.

Alternative choices will be discussed later on. The real multi-

pole moment with symmetry (l, m) of the weighted eigenfunc-

tion
ffiffiffiffi
ki

p
viðrÞ is given as

Hlm
i 5

ð ffiffiffiffi
ki

p
viðrÞRm

l ðrÞd3r: (25)

We obtain the desired unitary transformation iteratively for

each moment (l, m) with ascending l and m. The effect of the

transformation for a given multipole moment (l, m) should be

to concentrate all contributions to this multipole in one state.

We illustrate the procedure by explicitly discussing the first

transformation for l 5 1, m 5 21. Since this is the first multi-

pole moment, the result of the transformation should be that

only the first transformed state has a non-vanishing moment
~H

121

1 and all the other N – 1 states are moment free for l 5 1,

m 5 – 1 (with N!1).

The necessary transformation is obtained by iterative Giv-

ens-rotations[38] for each state

U1215
Y1
j>1

~Uðu121
1j Þ: (26)

with elementary rotations determined by the angle u121
1j

tanu121
1j 5

H121
j

H121
1

: (27)

which is chosen such that the transformed moment ~H
121

j van-

ishes after the Givens-rotation. After this transformation, the

remaining N – 1 states have a vanishing first moment for l 5 1,

m 5 21. The transformation for the second moment l 5 1,

m 5 0 is obtained by rotating the transformed moments of

the N – 2 remaining states into the second state.

We will now give a more compact and generalized notation

for this algorithm. The unitary transformation for an expansion

to order lmax is obtained by iterative rotations for each

moment (l, m)

U5
Ylmax

l51

Ul5
Ylmax

l51

Yl

m52l

Ulm: (28)

This requires an ordering of the moments, which naturally is

given by increasing order l with ascending m within a given

order. For spherical harmonics (l, m), the most consistent real-

ization can be achieved by means of a joint index f

f ðl;mÞ5l21l1m: (29)

The transformation U for a given moment (l, m) transforms

the original states viðrÞ such that

� all preceeding states ~v iðrÞ (i< f(l, m)) are left invariant

� the current state ~v iðrÞ (i 5 f(l, m)) comprises the moments

for (l, m) of all subsequent states.

� all subsequent states ~v iðrÞ (i> f(l, m)) are moment free

w.r.t. Rm
l ðrÞ

The rotation for each moment [the generaliztion of eqs. (26)

and (27)] is obtained by iterative Givens-rotations for each

state, leaving the already expanded states invariant, that is,

starting from imin 5 f(l, m)

Ulm5
Y1

j>imin

~Uðulm
imin jÞ: (30)

The elementary rotations are determined by the angle ulm
ij

tanulm
ij 5

~H
lm

j

~H
lm

i

: (31)

which is chosen such that the moment ~H
lm

j vanishes after the

Givens-rotation. The computation of the moments ~H
lm

~H
lm

i 5
X1
j51

UjiH
lm
j : (32)

is done with respect to the already rotated states at order l – 1.

The calculation of ulm requires only states transformed by Ul0m0

with f ðl0;m0Þ < f ðl;mÞ, that is, the first transformation is done

for the original weighted eigenfunctions.

The actual iterative calculation of the transformation U can

be performed working only on moments, that is, the states are

only used for the initial calculation of the weighted moments.

All subsequent steps are carried out on transformed moments.

This procedure is a rotation of the moment generating com-

ponents of the higher states on the current state ~v imin
ðrÞ, that

is, the current expanded state has a maximum contribution to

the current moment (l, m) and fulfills eq. (16). It can naturally

be labeled by its corresponding moment since it is not

changed by subsequent transformations

nm
l ðrÞ � ~v imin

ðrÞ: (33)

The infinite number of eigenfunctions raises the question of

the convergence of this transformation. In principle, there are
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infinitely many eigenfunctions and their corresponding multipole

moments, which have to be taken into account. However, due to

the scaling with the eigenvalue their contributions will decay and

asymptotically for ~H
lm

j ! 0 we obtain ulm
ij 50, that is, the trans-

formation for noncontributing eigenfunctions approaches the

identity matrix. In practice, we have to truncate the spectral

decomposition after a given number of N eigenfunctions, which

determines the dimension of the transformation matrices.

The moment expansion requires the choice of a coordinate

system as well as the specification of the used multipole

moments. We show in the following that the decomposition in

vðlÞðr; r0Þ in eq. (17) is uniquely defined for each order l.

Choice of multipole moments

In the preceding sections, we have presented the theory of

the moment expansion for the choice of real traceless spheri-

cal multipole moments. This choice is always possible for non-

overlapping charge distributions and allows to write the for-

malism in a closed form using the completeness of the Ym
l

basis. It is straightforward to adapt the presented equations

for the case of complex or Cartesian multipole moments.

These kind of choices real/complex or Cartesian/spherical mul-

tipole moments give the same results for the overall decom-

position vðlÞðr; r0Þ in eq. (17) and can be inter-converted by

simple transformations after the moment expansion.

A fundamental conceptual difference arises for the choice of

traceless respectively traced multipole moments. While trace-

less multipoles are sufficient for the case of nonoverlapping

charge distributions, overlap effects require the additional

trace information. To illustrate this and to introduce the

Cartesian notation for subsequent discussion, we resort to a

Taylor expansion of the perturbing potential in terms of

Cartesian coordinates. We do not impose further requirements

on the potential other than being analytical. This is a general-

ization of the Laplace expansion in eq. (6)

Vpertðr0Þ5
X1
k50

ðr0 � rr00 Þk

k!
Vpertðr00Þ

�����
r0050

(34)

5
X1
k50

Mab...
k ðr0ÞVab...

k : (35)

Here, a;b; . . . 2 x; y; z denote Cartesian directions and Mab...
k ðr0Þ

are traced Cartesian multipole moment polynomials at order k

Mab...
k ðr0Þ5r

0

ar
0

b . . . (36)

Vab...
k 5

1

k!

@k

@a@b . . .
VðrÞ

�����
r50

(37)

While there are 2k115 : jtraceless
max ðkÞ linear independent

components at order k for traceless multipole moments, the

additional k(k 21)=2 trace elements yield ðk11Þðk12Þ=25 :

jtraced
max ðkÞ distinct elements for the traced multipole moments

at order k, which have to be considered.[39]

We denote the index of the distinct elements at order k by

j with j 2 f1; . . . ; jtraced
max ðkÞg at which a suitable equivalent of

the order in eq. (29) has to be chosen. With these choices, the

whole formalism translates straightforwardly and all presented

results apply here as well.

The gauge independence of the moment expansion is again

guaranteed by including the transformation for the trace ele-

ments at their respective order, that is, the iterative transformation

has to be carried out also for all trace elements at the present

order before starting the transformation of the next order.

The additional trace elements give rise to additional trace

terms in the moment expansion such that eq. (38) transforms to

vðr; r0Þ5
X1
k51

vðkÞðr; r0Þ (38)

vðkÞðr; r0Þ5
Xjtraced

max ðkÞ

j51

nj
k ðrÞnj

k ðr0Þ; (39)

with new moment expanded states nj
k ðrÞ. For traced spherical

multipole moments, the additional trace elements belong to

different irreducible representations and hence transform

under rotation only within their subspace. For Cartesian multi-

pole moments (traced and traceless), the rotational properties

are more complicated. It is, however, always possible to trans-

form from traceless Cartesian to traceless spherical multipole

moments and vice versa. In addition, the transformation from

traced Cartesian to traceless and traced spherical multipole

moments is straightforward. Therefore, the moment expan-

sion in eq. (38) is again uniquely defined for each order

vðkÞðr; r0Þ.
In Cartesian notation, we obtain the equivalent relation of

eq. (23)

nrespðrÞ5
X1
k051

Xk0

k51

Xjtraced
max ðk0Þ

j051

Xjtraced
max ðkÞ

j51

Vj0
k0 Mjj0

kk0 n
j
k ðrÞ; (40)

where the Cartesian moment matrix Mjj0
kk0 is the equivalent to

the spherical moment matrix in eq. (16)

ð
nj

k ðr0ÞMj0
k0 ðr0Þd3r05

Mjj0
kk0 if k � k0

0 if k > k0

(
(41)

This expansion allows the incorporation of overlap effects

into the moment expanded response formalism, which will be

necessary for the treatment of intermolecular interactions.

Gauge invariance

By construction, the rotated states ~v jðrÞ for j> f(l, m) have van-

ishing moments ~H
l0m0

j for l0 � l;m0 � m. Here, we will show

that this property guarantees the invariance of the transforma-

tion under shifts of the origin R. The translational properties of

regular solid harmonics under a translation r05r1R can be

expressed via the addition theorem[40,41]

Rm
l ðr1RÞ5

Xl

l150
l25l2l1

Xl1

m152l1
m25m2m1

Am
l

Am1

l1
Am2

l2

Rm1

l1
ðrÞRm2

l2
ðRÞ; (42)
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with Am
l 5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðl1mÞ!ðl2mÞ!

p
. Since no higher order terms appear,

the calculation of the moments ~H
lm

j at order l for states ~v jðrÞ
with j> f(l, m) is independent of the choice of the origin. Hence,

the gauge independence of the transformation is guaranteed

by performing the iterative transformation in eq. (28) with

increasing f. In other words, while the higher order moments

depend on the choice of the origin, the transformation does

not. Here, it should be noted that the order of transformations

Ul is important, since Ul depends on all Ul0<l . In particular, since

the eigenfunctions have vanishing moments for l 5 0, also the

expansion to first order is independent of the choice of origin.

To illustrate this, we include the explicit dependence of the

multipole moments on the chosen origin R in eq. (25)

Hlm
i ðRÞ5

ð ffiffiffiffi
ki

p
viðrÞRm

l ðr2RÞd3r: (43)

Since the eigenfunctions have vanishing moments for l 5 0,

their dipole moments l 5 1 do not depend on the choice of

the origin. After the moment expansion to first order l 5 1, the

remaining N – 3 states have vanishing dipole moments. There-

fore, their quadrupole moment is independent of the choice

of the origin and gives rise to a well defined second order

moment expansion. This iterates to higher orders. We would

like to stress here, that the procedure does not require to cal-

culate the higher order multipole moments of the transformed

states during the transformation. Instead, the higher order

multipole moments of the eigenfunctions can be transformed

according to eq. (32) and give rise to the same transformation.

We have numerically verified the gauge independence of

the moment expansion up to fifth order and find an excellent

fulfillment within the numerical accuracy. This result is also

valid for the case of traced multipole moments, both analyti-

cally and numerically.

For each maximum order lmax, the moment expansion is

uniquely defined up to a rotation of the states in the three

spacial dimensions. However, since the order of the labeling

within an order l is arbitrary, each order l yields an upper diag-

onal moment matrix [cp. eq. (16)], shown here for order l 5 1

N21m0

11 ;N
0m0

11 ;N
1m0

11

� �
5

N2121
1 1 N021

1 1 N121
1 1

0 N0 0
1 1 N1 0

1 1

0 0 N1 1
1 1

0
BB@

1
CCA (44)

Under rotation in SO(3), the different irreducible representa-

tions do not mix, that is, the solid harmonic functions at order

l rotate within their subspace

Rm0

l ðrÞ5
Xl

m0052l

Dm0m00

l Rm00

l ðr0Þ: (45)

Here, Dl is the Wigner D-matrix at order l.[42] Accordingly,

also the moment matrix transforms as

Nmm0

ll 5
Xl

m0052l

Nmm00

ll Dm0m00

l : (46)

In the new coordinate system, Nmm00

ll is no longer upper-

diagonal for the original moment expanded states nm
l ðrÞ. To

obtain the same upper-diagonal form in the rotated frame, a

simple unitary transformation of the states at order l is

necessary.

In other words, while the moment expanded states nm
l ðr0Þ at

order l depend on the choice of the coordinate system (and

on the ordering in m), the angular momentum decomposition

vðlÞðr; r0Þ in eq. (17) does not. This is of great importance,

because it guarantees the uniqueness of the decomposition. It

is possible, however, to change the choice of coordinate sys-

tem even after the transformation by using eq. (46).

Results

Dipole-dipole polarizability

The concept of our moment expansion can be illustrated and

verified for the perturbation due to a homogeneous external

field. In this case, the general response is given through the

static polarizability tensor a. In our formulation, a can be rep-

resented as[36]

aab5
X1
i51

ð ffiffiffiffi
ki

p
viðrÞrad3r|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Ma
i

ð ffiffiffiffi
ki

p
viðr0Þr

0

bd3r0|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Mb

i

(47)

5
X1
i51

Ma
i Mb

i : (48)

The slow convergence of the first order multipole moments

of the weighted eigenfunctions maxajMa
i j in Figure 1 entails a

similarly slow convergence of the polarizability. This is illus-

trated in Figure 2, where we show the convergence of the

polarizability tensor calculated from the spectral decomposi-

tion representation for an isolated water molecule.

In our moment expansion, the polarizability is straightfor-

wardly obtained as

Figure 2. Convergence of the polarizability calculated with the eigenfunc-

tions of the electronic susceptibility tensor, that is, a11ji is polarization due

to eigenstates up to index i. Here we only present the elements a11 and

a33 since a22 shows a very similar convergence to a11 and would be super-

imposed in the plot. The direct DFPT reference calculations of the corre-

sponding matrix elements are shown as black lines.
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aab5
X3

j51

Mbj
11 Maj

11; (49)

since Vj
k>150 for a homogeneous field. The sum runs over the

moments of the 3 first order expanded states nj
1ðrÞ. In contrast

to the in principle infinite sum in eq. (48), these 3 states con-

tain the full information of the polarizability tensor. This illus-

trates the tremendous reduction in dimensionality on the one

hand, while on the other hand providing a simple mean for

validation of the moment expansion [eqs. (38) and (40)] as

such. We have verified the equivalence of eqs. (48) and (49)

and find numerically identical results.

The only three contributing states are depicted in Figure 3

for a symmetry aligned coordinate system.

Molecular interaction from higher order expansion

For arbitrary perturbation potentials, also higher order terms

Vj0
k0 contribute. The relative importance of the different orders

k0 depends on the strength and the shape of the perturbing

potential and cannot be quantified in a general way as for the

homogeneous field (k051Þ. We aim here at the perturbative

treatment of molecular interactions. Therefore we choose a

water dimer as a benchmark system (see Fig. 4, donor on the

left, acceptor on the right) and analyze the convergence of

the moment expanded response of one molecule due to the

perturbation potential of the respective other molecule.

As the perturbation we choose the Hartree potential of the

partial charges of a TIP3P[43] water Qpartial
k

V frag
TIP3PðrÞ5

XNn

k51

Qpartial
k

jr2Rkj
erf
jr2Rkjffiffiffi

2
p

r

� �
; (50)

where k runs over the Nn atoms of the respective fragment.

The property of interest is the convergence of the response

density in eq. (40). We show the profile of the response den-

sity along the O 2 O axis at the equilibrium distance of the

water dimer for different kmax and the full response (black

line) in Figure 5. We find that great parts of the response even

in this overlapping regime can be described by a moment

expansion with respect to traced moments up to fourth order.

This can be quantified via the projection of the moment

expanded response onto the full response hnfull
respjnðkmaxÞi. The

completeness of the moment expansion up to order kmax then

is quantified via the projection of its cumulated response

Figure 3. First order moment expanded states of H2O, from left to right nx
1ðrÞ; ny

1ðrÞ, and nz
1ðrÞ.

Figure 4. Water dimer with density response of the hydrogen bond

acceptor (right) molecule due to the perturbation from the donor molecule

(left).

Figure 5. Profile of the response density along the O 2 O axis at the equi-

librium distance of the water dimer for different kmax. The full response is

shown as a black line. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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hnfull
respjnðkmaxÞ

cum i5
Xkmax

k51

hnfull
respjnðkÞi: (51)

In Figure 6, we show the relative norm of the cumulated

response according to eq. (51) for different distances of the

fragments. The traced multipole expansion up to fourth order

allows to accurately describe over 90% of the density

response, even in the repelling regime of the Hydrogen bond.

Computational details

The presented theory has been implemented in our develop-

ment version of the CPMD[44] electronic structure package. The

calculations have been performed using Density Functional Per-

turbation Theory[32,45–49] with Troullier-Martins[50] pseudo

potentials in the Becke[51] Lee-Yang-Parr[52] approximation for

the exchange correlation kernel. We have employed a plane

wave cutoff of 100 Ry and use the optimized geometry of an

isolated water at this level of theory for all our calculations.

The geometry of the water dimer is not relaxed, instead the

fragments are held at their equilibrium geometry with fixed ori-

entation and only the distance between the centers of masses

is varied. In practice, the infinite space of the eigenfunctions is

restricted to a subspace of Neig 5 4800 converged eigenfunc-

tions calculated via an iterative Lanczos diagonalization of the

static interacting density-density response function.[36] We use

a plane wave basis for all involved quantities, be it the elec-

tronic density, the perturbing potentials or the eigenfunctions

and their transformations. The real space representation natu-

rally gives rise to a regular grid. For our chosen parameters, the

grid increment is about 0.08 Angstroms whereas the spread of

the Gaussians in eq. (50) is chosen as r50:5a0.

Discussion

The moment expansion derived in this article yields a new rep-

resentation of the density-density response function, which

separates the contributions to the electronic response density

from different multipole moments of the perturbation. This

new representation maximally condenses the physically rele-

vant information of the density-density response function

required for intermolecular interactions, yielding a considerable

reduction in dimensionality. This reduction is effective at two

distinct yet related algorithmic steps: the number of functions

to represent the response function as such [eqs. (3) and (4)]

and the number of projections on the perturbing potential

which have to be evaluated for an actual application of eq. (7).

At this stage, our transformation is applied after the spectral

decomposition of the whole response function is known. The

computational costs of the transformation are negligible com-

pared to the numerical effort for the calculation of the spectral

decomposition of the response function. It should be noted

that at the present stage, the main computational effort for a

single application of eq. (7) is the calculation of the spectral

decomposition, that is, the response functions (as opposed to

their application onto the perturbation potential or their con-

solidation into correlation energies). The presented change of

representation reduces the computational costs for storage

and application of the response function by a factor of Neig

=Nme, that is for the systems considered so far by about two

orders of magnitude (with the number of eigenfunctions Neig

and the number of moment expanded states Nme). We refer to

ref. [37] for a discussion of the computational scaling of the

Lanczos-Sternheimer method compared to the conventional

sum over states calculations.

This new mathematical property of the widely used

response function is by virtue of its own an interesting prop-

erty which might be of value to simplify the expressions used

for the calculation of RPA correlation energies and van-der-

Waals interactions. The solution of the Dyson-like equation in

the reduced dimension space of the moment expanded

response function in analogy to ref. [37] is a possible extension

of the presented change of representation. The shape of the

Hartree exchange correlation Kernel, that is, an intramolecular

interaction, might require high angular momentum contribu-

tions, which reduces the advantage of the moment expanded

representation. However, the response function gives access to

the self-consistent response density independent of the per-

turbing potential. Therefore, aiming at intermolecular interac-

tions, the costly spectral decomposition has to be done just

once for each type of molecule (e.g., an isolated water mole-

cule), whereas the actual application to intermolecular interac-

tions is repeated many times. A condensed representation of

the response function for this purpose reduces the computa-

tional cost of the frequent evaluation of the actual response

density by several orders of magnitude.

This application of the response function is in principle only

valid for a single molecular geometry. The explicit geometry

dependence of the response functions is nontrivial. However,

preliminary results indicate that an adequate expansion in

Figure 6. Cumulative response projections hnfull
respjn

ðkmaxÞ
cum i in dependence of

the distance to the dipole moment. [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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terms of normal coordinates may be able to yield accurate

response functions for variable molecular geometries. In a pre-

vious work, we have already shown that the density-density

response function is capable of describing the change of the

ground-state density due to a variation of the molecular geom-

etry.[53] The actual dependence of the response function on

the molecular geometry itself is currently under investigation.

An interesting question is the efficiency of our approach for

the modeling of intermolecular interactions of larger mole-

cules. The single multipole expansion of a strongly inhomoge-

neous perturbation potential requires higher multipole

contributions, which diminishes the computational efficiency

of our method. This also applies to extended systems exhibit-

ing extremely nonlocal polarization waves.[54] Both aspects

might be addressed via a generalization to a distributed multi-

pole expansion in the spirit of refs. [55–57].

Conclusions

We derive a unique representation of the density-density

response function, which has the lowest possible rank in terms

of its multipole moments. This expansion in moment generat-

ing contributions can be obtained by a unitary transformation

from the spectral decomposition representation.

The expansion in multipole moments maximizes the infor-

mation density per moment allowing a maximally efficient

response calculation for perturbations of a given angular

momentum. The analytical and numerical properties of our

new scheme are greatly improved with respect to the straight-

forward representation in actual eigenfunctions.

We show explicitly that the density response of a water mol-

ecule due to the perturbation induced by a second water is

already chemically converged at an order kmax 5 4. This corre-

sponds to a total of 34 functions compared to a requirement

of about 2000 eigenfunctions in the conventional formulation.

We aim for a fragmentation based approach to molecular

modeling that combines first principles derived response den-

sities with favorable scaling properties with respect to the sys-

tem size. Our maximally condensed formulation of the density-

density response function for molecular systems will pave the

way for a new generation of first principles based modeling of

molecular interactions, combining low computational cost

with near ab initio accuracy. Further development might allow

a generalization of the method to distributed multipoles, RPA

correlation energies, and van-der-Waals interactions.

Keywords: density-density response function � multi-

poles � molecular interaction � density functional perturbation

theory
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2.5 Molecular geometry dependence of the electronic susceptibility

One long-term goal of this work is the use of the electronic susceptibility for a density-based modeling of
inter-molecular interactions for molecular dynamics applications.

Wave function and density functional theory based perturbation theories are very successful in pro-
viding chemically accurate inter-molecular interaction energies, yielding instructive energy decomposition
schemes.10, 67–69 However, their power comes at the price of a high computational complexity. In view
of their application to molecular dynamics simulations, the dependence of the involved quantities on the
atomic configuration R = {Ri} has to be considered explicitly.

Density-based methods promise more favorable scaling properties than wave function-based methods,
especially since the molecular geometry and inter-molecular orientations are constantly changing in the
course of the molecular dynamics. During a molecular dynamics simulation, an orbital-based evaluation of
the electronic response corresponds to solving the unperturbed ground state electronic structure H

(0)
KS(R),

ϵ(0)
o (R), ϕ

(0)
[R]o(r) for each fragment and configuration R and subsequently a series of self-consistent solu-

tions of the perturbation equations ϕ
(1)
[R]o(r), nresp

[R] (r) for each pairwise interaction Vpert(r) of the fragments.
This is evidently a very costly undertaking, limiting its applicability to comparatively small system sizes.

In order to use the electronic susceptibility for inter-molecular interactions at changing molecular ge-
ometries, we need to study it’s dependence on the molecular geometry changes. In this work, we generalize
the explicit representation of the susceptibility at arbitrary molecular geometries R. The results have been
obtained in cooperation with ChristianDreßler and Paul Ahlert and have been published as a regular article
in the Journal of Chemical Physics in ref.260 with the title “Generalization of the electronic susceptibility for
arbitrary molecular geometri ”, which is included at the end of this section.

All authors contributed extensively to the work presented in this section.260 A. Scherrer derived the
theory. C. Dreßler and P. Ahlert and A. Scherrer implemented the theory and carried out the numerical
calculations. C. Dreßler and A. Scherrer wrote the manuscript. D. Sebastiani supervised the project and
gave conceptual advice.

The explicit representation of the molecular geometry dependence is achieved by means of a Taylor ex-
pansion in the nuclear coordinates. In order to obtain an efficient representation of the gradient of the full
non-local response function, we use the moment expanded representation. This representation has the ad-
vantage that it’s finite difference derivation is possible. We illustrate the performance and accuracy of our
scheme by computing the vibrationally induced variations of the response function of a water molecule and
its resulting Raman spectrum.
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We generalize the explicit representation of the electronic susceptibility χ[R](r,r′) for arbitrary molec-
ular geometries R. The electronic susceptibility is a response function that yields the response of the
molecular electronic charge density at linear order to an arbitrary external perturbation. We address
the dependence of this response function on the molecular geometry. The explicit representation of
the molecular geometry dependence is achieved by means of a Taylor expansion in the nuclear coordi-
nates. Our approach relies on a recently developed low-rank representation of the response function
χ[R](r,r′) which allows a highly condensed storage of the expansion and an efficient application
within dynamical chemical environments. We illustrate the performance and accuracy of our scheme
by computing the vibrationally induced variations of the response function of a water molecule and
its resulting Raman spectrum. C 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4945372]

I. INTRODUCTION

The accurate evaluation of intermolecular electrostatic
interactions is of great importance for large scale molecular
dynamics simulations. In many cases a fragmentation
approach can be used to increase the efficiency of such
calculations. Common methods employed are based on
multipole expansions,1–6 density fitting,7–9 or perturbation
theories.10–13 Provided that polarization effects are taken into
account, this involves the calculation of response properties
of the fragments, e.g., in the simplest case the dipole-dipole-
polarizability α.

Wave function and density functional theory based
perturbation theories are very successful in providing chem-
ically accurate intermolecular interaction energies yielding
instructive energy decomposition schemes.10–13 However,
their power comes at the price of a high computational
complexity. In view of their application to molecular dynamics
simulations, the dependence of the involved quantities on the
atomic configuration R = {Ri} has to be considered explicitly.

The orbital based calculation of the linear electronic
response density via density functional perturbation the-
ory14–18 (DFPT) requires a self-consistent solution of the
Sternheimer equation

−

Ĥ (0)

KS
(R) − ϵ (0)o (R) P̂[R]e

���φ
(1)
[R]o


= P̂[R]eĤ (1)
KS

[{φo}] ���φ
(0)
[R]o

, for o = 1 . . . N, (1)

nresp
[R] (r) = 2

Ne
o=1

Re

φ
(0)
[R]o
∗(r)φ(1)[R]o(r)


, (2)

where P̂[R]e = 1 −Ne
o=1 |φ[R]o⟩⟨φ[R]o | is a projector on the

manifold of unoccupied states.
We have explicitly included the parametric dependence of

the involved operators and orbitals on the molecular geometry

a)Electronic mail: daniel.sebastiani@chemie.uni-halle.de

R. The perturbation Hamiltonian on the right hand side
Ĥ (1)

KS
[{φo}] depends on the electronic density response and

hence implicitly on the perturbed orbitals on the left hand side,
which necessitates a self-consistent solution of the equations.

During a molecular dynamics simulation, an orbital-
based evaluation of the electronic response corresponds to
solving the unperturbed ground state electronic structure
H (0)

KS
(R), ϵ (0)o (R), φ(0)[R]o(r) for each fragment and configuration

R and subsequently a series of self-consistent solutions of
the perturbation equations φ

(1)
[R]o(r), nresp

[R] (r) for each pairwise
interaction Vpert(r) of the fragments. This is evidently a very
costly undertaking, limiting its applicability to comparatively
small system sizes.

Density based methods provide a considerable reduction
of dimensionality. The long-range regime of the electrostatic
interaction is elegantly described by the (distributed) point
multipole approximation, which drastically simplifies the
interaction.1–4,19,20 For larger molecules, distributed point
multipoles have proven to work even if the single point
multipole approximation diverges.19,21 A further generaliza-
tion allowing for polarization effects is the distributed polar-
izability method which attributes multipole polarizabilities
to different sites of the molecules.22–25 By construction, point
multipoles give a poor description of the short range regime of
the interaction.26 Strategies to overcome this problem employ
a spatial representation of the electronic density via Gaussian
charge distributions27,28 or Gaussian multipoles.6,29–31

Our work aims to push this approach to the next
level, combining the advantages of a reduced computational
complexity for the evaluation of the response density while
keeping the response density in its full non-local spatial
dependence and not only its multipole moments. In analogy to
Gaussian multipole moments6,31 (as a generalization of point
multipoles), our representation of the electronic susceptibility
χ(r,r′) provides a generalization of the multipole-multipole-
polarizabilities.22–25,32,33

0021-9606/2016/144(14)/144111/7/$30.00 144, 144111-1 © 2016 AIP Publishing LLC
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FIG. 1. Density response nresp(r) of a water molecule (right) due to the
perturbation potential Vpert(r) generated by the electrostatic potential of a
hydrogen bond donor (left water molecule).

Here, we make a step towards a higher usability of
the approach without the need of solving Eqs. (1) and (2)
self-consistently for each

(a) novel external perturbation potential and
(b) new molecular conformation R.

The first aspect (a) is achieved by our recently devel-
oped explicit representation of the electronic susceptibility
χ[R](r,r′) within a low-rank approximation.32–37 The elec-
tronic linear response density nresp

[R] (r) due to a perturbation
potential Vpert(r′) then is determined by the linear electronic
susceptibility χ[R](r,r′) via

nresp
[R] (r) =


χ[R](r,r′)Vpert(r′)d3r ′. (3)

The specific example of the density response nresp
[R] (r) within

a water molecule due to a hydrogen bond is illustrated
in Fig. 1. Here, the specific perturbation potential Vpert(r)
=
 n

H2O
left (r′)
|r−r′| d3r ′ was used to compute nresp

[R] (r) via Eq. (3).
In principle, however, Eq. (3) defines a response function
which is formally independent of the perturbation potential.
The simultaneous incorporation of the implicit geometry
dependence (b) requires in principle an explicit representation
of the susceptibility χ[R](r,r′) on the nuclear coordinates R
which is nontrivial. In this article we show that this explicit
representation of the full non-local response function on the
molecular geometry can be achieved by means of a Taylor
expansion in the nuclear coordinates. Our approach relies on
the very condensed representations32,33 of the full response
function which provides an efficient way to address this
problem.

II. MOLECULAR GEOMETRY EXPANSION

Formally, there is no obstacle to explicitly calculate the
response function χ[R](r,r′) for different configurations R.
This allows to analyze the dependencies of the electronic
susceptibility on the molecular geometry and it will be used
for comparison in the following. However, its brute force
tabulation for all relevant configurations is no practicable way
to approach problem (b).

An obvious approach to explicitly express the geometry
dependence of the response function is a multi-dimensional
Taylor expansion around the geometry of interest, e.g., the

equilibrium geometry R0

χ[R](r,r′) =
∞

|a |≥0

(R − R0)a
a!

∂a χ[R0](r,r′), (4)

where we have used multi-index notation. This involves the
calculation of derivatives of the high-dimensional response
function, i.e., for the displacement of nucleus ν in Cartesian
direction k we obtain

χ
(νk)
[R0]

(r,r′) = ∂ χ[R](r,r′)
∂Rν

k

���R=R0
, (5)

where the superscripts in parenthesis (νk) denote the deriv-
ative. Its direct calculation, i.e., an explicit diagonalization
of the analytical derivative χ

(νk)
[R0]

(r,r′) might be possible.
Prior work on the non-local polarizability density has
expressed its analytical derivative in terms of the non-local
hyperpolarizability density.38,39 This nicely illustrates the
physics underlying the derivative of the response function
but barely provides a numerically practical scheme for its
computation.

An evident way to calculate the derivatives in Eq. (4) is
the numerical derivative of the response function via finite
differences, e.g., via forward difference for the first order. For
a geometry Rν

k
with nucleus ν displaced in direction k, i.e.,

Rν′
l
= Rν′

l,0 + ∆δklδνν′, this gives

χ
(νk)
[R0]

(r,r′) =
χ 

Rν
k

(r,r′) − χ[R0](r,r′)
∆

. (6)

However, this operation is computationally very inconvenient
due to the extremely high dimensionality of the involved
objects. Therefore, the direct difference of the response
function will not be used in this work. In order to obtain
a feasible expression for the derivative of the total response
function, its spectral decomposition is used32,34

χ[R](r,r′) =
∞
i=1

χ[R]i(r)χ[R]i χ[R]i(r′). (7)

The full response function is represented as a weighted outer
product over eigenvalues χ[R]i and eigenfunctions χ[R]i(r).

The direct derivation of Eq. (7) gives via the product rule

χ
(νk)
[R0]

(r,r′) =

i

(
χ
(νk)
[R0]i

(r)χ[R0]i χ[R0]i(r′)

+ χ[R0]i(r)χ(νk)
[R0]i

χ[R0]i(r′)
+χ[R0]i(r)χ[R0]i χ

(νk)
[R0]i

(r′)) , (8)

where derivatives are taken at R = R0.
This suggests that the numerical derivative can be

performed on the eigenstates χ[R0]i(r) and eigenvalues χ[R0]i
of the spectral decomposition

χ
(νk)
[R0]i

(r) =
χ 

Rν
k


i(r) − χ[R0]i(r)
∆

, (9)

χ
(νk)
[R0]i
=

χ 
Rν
k


i − χ[R0]i

∆
. (10)

At first glance, this appears to solve the problem. In particular,
the representation and the subtraction of the states are
technically feasible.
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FIG. 2. Eigenstates 13 and 14 for H2O in equilibrium geometry ((a) and
(b)) and in slightly displaced geometry ((c) and (d)). The sign and order of
the states have changed. This illustrates that small changes of the system
can lead to completely different eigenstates. (a) χ[R0]13(r), (b) χ[R0]14(r),
(c) χ 

Rν
k


13(r), (d) χ 

Rν
k


14(r).

However, a closer look at the eigenstates for different
geometries reveals an additional complication. In Fig. 2 we
show the eigenstates χ[R]13(r) and χ[R]14(r) of an isolated water
molecule for different geometries.

The change of symmetry of the eigenstates stems from
the intermixing of near degenerate eigenstates. If the system
changes gradually, e.g., due to a different configuration, some
eigenstates shift their eigenvalues. This reveals itself via a
change of the ordering eigenvalues and eigenstates. If two
states have near degenerate eigenvalues, this change can lead
to an intermixing or swap of the eigenstates. The eigenstates
with the same index i for different configurations may, even
if the displacement is very small, have completely different
symmetry. This applies in particular if the displacement breaks
a molecular symmetry. Furthermore, only the absolute values
of the eigenstates are well defined, their signs have no physical
relevance since they cancel themselves in the symmetric outer
product in Eq. (7). This means that eigenstates are in general
not continuously differentiable and Eq. (8) provides no feasible
way for the calculation of the derivative. Hence, an additional
theoretical step is necessary.

III. DIFFERENTIABILITY THANKS
TO SYMMETRY DECOMPOSITION

We look for a decomposition of the response function
in states that are generally continuously differentiable and
hence suited for finite differences. That is, the states should
be continuously differentiable in the nuclear coordinates.

For electronic systems far from conical intersections, the
overall response function should fulfill this property. For the
eigenstates, this condition is not fulfilled. Therefore, a change
of representation is needed that yields transformed states with
the desired properties.

We have very recently derived a new representation of the
full electronic susceptibility via a moment expansion.33 In this
very condensed representation, the total response function is
given as a sum of the outer products of transformed states,
partitioned in orders of the angular momentum expansion

χ[R](r,r′) =
∞
l=1

χl
[R](r,r′), (11)

χl
[R](r,r′) =

l
m=−l

ξm[R]l(r)ξm[R]l(r′). (12)

The transformed states ξm[R]l(r) are labeled by their
corresponding multipole moment and fulfill the property

⟨ξm[R]l |Rm′
l′ ⟩ =




Ξ
mm′
[R]l l′ if l ≤ l ′

0 if l > l ′
, (13)

where Rm′
l′ (r) are real Racah normalized regular solid

harmonic functions and Ξmm′
[R]l l′ are multipole moments of

the states and in general non-zero. In other words, the new
representation {ξm[R]l(r)} yields states for which the subset
{ξm[R]l(r)|l ≤ lmax ∧ m ∈ {−l, . . . , l}} comprises the complete
χ response up to an angular momentum channel of lmax.

The derivation of the change of representation as well
as its properties is not in the scope of this article and is
discussed extensively elsewhere.33 Important for this work are
the new properties of the moment expanded states ξm[R]l(r). For
each angular momentum channel l of the moment expansion
χl
[R](r,r′), the new decomposition in Eq. (11) is uniquely

defined, i.e., the derivative of the whole response function
can be split into a sum of derivatives of angular momentum
contributions

χ
(νk)
[R0]

(r,r′) =
∞
l=1

χ
l(νk)
[R0]

(r,r′). (14)

For a given choice of the coordinate system, also the
decomposition of each angular moment contribution χl

[R](r,r′)
in moment expanded states ξm[R]l(r) according to Eq. (12) is
well defined. Therefore, the physically observable contribution
of one transformed state to the total response is uniquely
determined by its symmetry

nresp
[R] (r) =

∞
l=1

nl
[R](r), (15)

nl
[R](r) =


χl
[R](r,r′)Vpert(r′)d3r ′ (16)

=

l
m=−l

ξm[R]l(r)⟨ξm[R]l |Vpert⟩. (17)

This property is the key difference to the eigenstates: the
partition of the total response into physically observable
contributions of distinct symmetry guarantees that the
underlying states are also continuously differentiable. It is
this property that prohibits a discontinuous intermixing of
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FIG. 3. (a) First moment-expanded state ξ−1
[R0]1(r) for H2O in equilibrium

geometry. (b) Derivative state ξ
−1(νk )
[R0]1 (r) for OH-bond elongation.

different states and hence guarantees that the finite-difference
method gives well-defined derivatives

χ
l(νk)
[R0]

(r,r′) =
l

m=−l

(
ξ
m(νk)
[R0]l

(r)ξm[R0]l(r′) + ξm[R0]l(r)ξ
m(νk)
[R0]l

(r′)) .
(18)

In contrast to Eq. (8) where only the total sum is continuously
differentiable, in Eq. (18) all single terms in the sum are
continuously differentiable on their own.

Therefore, the numerical finite difference calculation of
the derivatives of moment expanded states is possible

ξ
m(νk)
[R0]l

(r) =
ξm

Rν
k


l
(r) − ξm[R0]l(r)
∆

. (19)

In Fig. 3 we show a moment expanded state ξm[R0]l(r) and

its corresponding bond-elongation derivative state ξ
m(νk)
[R0]l

(r).

IV. NUMERICAL VERIFICATION

The theoretical implication of continuous differentiability
of the moment expanded states can be verified numerically.
We have calculated the spectral decomposition and the
corresponding moment expanded representation for different
nuclear configurations R. As a benchmark system we use an
isolated water molecule and vary the nuclear configuration.
For the time being we truncate the Taylor expansion in
Eq. (4) after the second order and restrict ourselves to the first
two angular momentum channels of the moment expansion
l = 1,2,

χ[q](r,r′) ≈
2

l=1

(
χl
[q0](r,r′) +

Nint
n=1

χ
l(n)
[q0]

(r,r′)∆qn

+
1
2

Nint
n,n′=1

χ
l(nn′)
[q0]

(r,r′)∆qn∆qn′
)
, (20)

with ∆qn = qn − qn0. The superscript (n) denotes the
derivatives with respect to the internal coordinate qn and
Nint is the number of internal coordinates, Nint = 3N-6 for
a nonlinear isolated molecule. It is important to note that
the systematic extension of this approach to higher orders
in the Taylor expansion or the moment expansion poses no
conceptual difficulties. For the second order traced moment
expansion altogether 9 states have to be considered, 3 for the
linear order and 5 + 1 for the second order.33

FIG. 4. Overlap between the explicitly calculated and the extrapolated states
ξm
l

for a single water molecule according to Eq. (22). The displacements
roughly correspond to temperatures of 2000 K. Also the second order states
show a well defined dependence on the nuclear displacement (a.u. refers to
atomic units).

To quantify the errors of the expansion for finite
displacements qn′ = qn′0 + δnn′∆qn we can compare the
extrapolated states with the exact explicitly calculated state at
the displaced geometry ξm[q]l by means of their overlap

ϵ lmξ (∆qn) =
⟨ξm[q]l |ξm[q0]l + ξ

m(n)
[q0]l
∆qn⟩

⟨ξm[q]l |ξm[q]l⟩
, (21)

where ideally ϵ lmξ (∆qn) = 1 for an exact finite order expansion.
As a more significant measure, we look at the corresponding
relative errors for the displacement induced changes of the
states

ϵ lm
∆ξ (∆qn) =

⟨ξm[q]l − ξm[q0]l |ξ
m(n)
[q0]l
∆qn⟩

⟨ξm[q]l − ξm[q0]l
|ξm[q]l − ξm[q0]l

⟩ . (22)

The relative errors of the moment expanded states
for different nuclear displacements are shown in Fig. 4.
The deviation of the extrapolated states from the explicitly
diagonalized states shows a smooth and continuous behavior.
Its relative error is of the order of a few percent in the
displacement range typical for nuclear vibrations. (Also the
relative error of the change of the state is at most two
percent over the relevant range.) These results confirm the
validity of the first order expansion of the molecular geometry
dependence of the electronic susceptibility for geometries
expected within an ambient temperature MD trajectory
(∆q = 0.045 Å).

V. FINITE TEMPERATURE RAMAN SIGNATURE
OF A WATER MOLECULE

A first important application of the geometry dependence
of the molecular polarizability tensor α[R] is the calculation
of an anharmonic Raman spectra.40–46 By construction of
the moment expanded representation, the full polarizability
can be determined from the first order l = 1 angular moment
contribution χl=1

[q] (r,r′) of the susceptibility. This requires only
three moment expanded states for m ∈ −1,0,1
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α[q]i j =
1

m=−1

Mm
[q]iM

m
[q] j, (23)

where Mm
[q]i =


riξm[q]1(r)d3r is the linear order Cartesian

multipole moment in direction i of state l = 1,m.32,33 In
analogy to Eq. (20) the polarizability tensor can be expanded
in terms of derivatives of the first moments

α[q]i j ≈ α[q0]i j +
Nint
n=1

α
(n)
[q0]i j
∆qn +

1
2

Nint
n,n′=1

α
(nn′)
[q0]i j
∆qn∆qn′.

(24)

Plugging Eq. (23) into Eq. (24) yields for the first and second
order,

α
(n)
[q0]i j
=

1
m=−1

(
Mm(n)

[q0]i
Mm

[q0] j + Mm
[q0]iM

m(n)
[q0] j
)
, (25)

α
(nn′)
[q0]i j
=

1
m=−1

(
Mm(nn′)

[q0]i
Mm

[q0] j + Mm(n)
[q0]i

Mm(n′)
[q0] j

+Mm(n′)
[q0]i

Mm(n)
[q0] j
+ Mm

[q0]iM
m(nn′)
[q0] j

)
. (26)

The evaluation of the moment derivatives can be done either
via calculation of the moments of the derivative state or
equivalently via finite difference derivative of the moments
for the different geometries.

In Fig. 5 we show the correlation of the first and
second order moments for nuclear displacements along an
internal coordinate (O–H distance). The first and second
order moments, derived from extrapolated values and explicit
calculations, are in excellent agreement.

We can calculate the change of the polarizability tensor
from the change of the linear moments of the moment
expanded states according to Eq. (25) or Eq. (26). This
change of the polarizability for nuclear displacements along
different internal coordinates is shown in Fig. 6. We would like
to stress that these results are a verification and benchmark of
our method, that is, the explicit geometry dependence of the
general response function. Of course, a simple interpolation

FIG. 5. Correlation of the vibrationally induced variations of ∆Ξmm′
l l′ ob-

tained from explicit calculation and extrapolation. The ∆Ξmm′
l l′ are depicted

for all moments up to Ξ2,2
2,2 over a representative range. The displacements

correspond to temperatures of 2000 K.

FIG. 6. Correlation of the geometry dependence of the polarizability for
nuclear displacements along the O–H-bond q1 and the H–O–H-angle q3.
Explicit calculations for the corresponding geometry are correlated with
interpolated values via second order Taylor expansion Eq. (26).

and tabulation of the polarizability tensor is much easier to
achieve, this is however not our primary goal.

In order to obtain an estimate for the deviation of our
approach from the exact calculation we have so far resorted
to the comparison with the explicitly calculated susceptibility
at the displaced geometry of interest. By construction, the
deviation is zero for the equilibrium geometry and increases
for larger displacements, especially if individual Cartesian
coordinates are far from equilibrium.

For the application we are aiming at, i.e., spectroscopic
sampling along molecular dynamics simulations or molecular
dynamics simulations via fragmentation, the actual error
of our method has to be weighted with the probability
of the corresponding configuration during the simulation
under ambient conditions. An explicit calculation of the
polarizability via diagonalization of the non-local electronic
susceptibility for many configurations along a molecular
dynamics is far to expensive, which is the motivation for
this work after all. We therefore compare the polarizability
changes in our approach to direct DFPT calculations of the
polarizability.

We have determined an average deviation of our method
from direct DFPT calculations for the change of the
polarizability along a molecular dynamic simulation. As a
benchmark system we choose again a water molecule at
350 K. The average relative error of the induced changes of
the polarizability using a first order Taylor expansion is 4.43%
for the trace and 7.47% for the full tensor. Correcting with
second order terms including mixed derivatives we obtain a
mean relative deviation of 1.69% for the trace and 3.74%
for the full tensor. These results nicely confirm our idea
that the explicit geometry dependence for relevant vibrational
displacements can be obtained via first- or second order Taylor
expansion of the electronic susceptibility.

A direct illustration of the applicability of these results
is the calculation of a Raman spectrum, which is obtained by
Fourier-transform autocorrelation of the vibrationally induced
polarizability changes.47,48 In Fig. 7 we show the Raman
spectrum of an isolated water molecule at 350 K. Our explicit
geometry dependence of the electronic susceptibility can
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FIG. 7. Raman scattering intensities from vibrationally induced polarizabil-
ity changes. The red line shows the explicit DFPT calculation as a reference.
The first order (green) and second order (blue) Taylor expansion of the
electronic susceptibility can reproduce all the features of the spectrum with
systematic convergence to the reference.

reproduce all the features of the total spectrum and show
only minor deviations of the intensity at the bending peak.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work we validate the accuracy of a first and
second order Taylor expansion of the molecular geometry
dependence of the full non-local electronic susceptibility. Our
long-term motivation is to work towards a new generation
of fragmentation based molecular dynamics, which requires
an efficient calculation of electronic response properties. The
calculation of electronic response properties requires a much
higher initial (once for all) effort but has a considerable
better scaling for repeated application (e.g., along an AIMD
trajectory) compared to trajectory sampling with an explicit
DFPT approach. The key step enabling a Taylor expansion
of the geometry dependence of the susceptibility is to resort
to an explicit representation via a spectral decomposition of
the response function. Combined with our recently developed
moment expanded representation, this yields an efficiently
differentiable representation of the response function. We
validated our method numerically for an isolated water
molecule, yielding a quantitative agreement for the Raman
spectrum of water in the gas phase. We could show that a first
order Taylor expansion is sufficient to reproduce moments
and states within an error of two percent for molecular
displacements corresponding to ambient temperatures.

VII. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The presented theory was implemented in our devel-
opment version of the CPMD49 electronic structure package.
The calculations have been performed using density functional
perturbation theory15–18,50,51 with Troullier-Martins52 pseudo
potentials in the Becke53 Lee-Yang-Parr54 approximation for
the exchange correlation kernel. We have employed a plane
wave cutoff of 70 Ry and used the optimized geometry of an
isolated water at this level of theory for all our calculations. In
practice, the infinite space of the eigenfunctions is restricted

to a subspace of 5000 converged eigenstates. The molecular
dynamics was generated with the CP2K55,56 program package
using the TZV2P-MOLOPT-GTH basis57 and GTH pseudo
potentials58–60 with a 0.5 fs time step. The temperature was
set to 350 K by a Nosé-Hoover chain thermostat.61,62 For the
comparison of polarizability tensors we employ the Frobenius
norm, i.e., ϵ = |αref − α|F/|αref|F.
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2.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we have established the methodological basis for an efficient calculation of electronic prob-
ability currents in complex molecular systems. The rigorous derivation of the nuclear velocity perturbation
theory and its successful implementation in the electronic structure package CPMD provide the necessary
tools for the applications presented in chapter 3. These are the dynamical time correlation function for-
mulation of vibrational circular dichroism in the condensed phase (c.p. section 3.2), the formulation of the
modern theory of magnetization for the nuclear velocity perturbation theory (c.p. section 3.3), the analysis
of gauge invariant non-local pseudopotentials (c.p. section 3.4) and the fundamental question, as to which
masses rotate and vibrate in a molecule, discussed in section 3.5.

Furthermore, we devised a condensed representation of the electronic susceptibility that separates the
relevant part for molecular interactions in a very compact way. However, the moment expansion not only
yields a compact representation, it also provides a direct way to its calculation as shown in section 3.6. For
the application of the electronic susceptibility to molecular dynamics simulations, it was necessary to study
the molecular geometry dependence of the response function. This has been achieved by means of a Taylor
expansion in terms of the nuclear coordinates and provides a starting point of further development in this
direction.
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Chapter 3

Further results not yet published

3.1 Overview

Based on the rigorous derivation and successful implementation, we report the first fully ab-initio calcula-
tion of dynamical vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) spectra in the liquid phase from nuclear velocity
perturbation theory (NVPT) derived electronic currents. This application of the NVPT to VCD spectra in
the liquid phase, alongwith a discussion of the gauge problem in the liquid phase, is presented in section 3.2.

One direct follow-up question is the extension of the presented theory to the ordered condensed phase.
Such an extension might allow applications to e.g. polypeptides or parts of protein crystal structures. We
present first steps towardsNVPTVCDin the ordered condensedphase via an adaptionof themodern theory
of magnetization in section 3.3.

This late realization of a NVPT implementation is partially due to technical complications posed by the
use of atom centered basis functions in conventional quantum chemical program packages. In the CPMD
program package chosen by us, these difficulties are replaced by technical difficulties due to the presence of
non-local pseudopotentials. Their effect to moving nuclei is discussed in section 3.4.

The rigorous derivation of theNVPT from the exact factorization of the electron-nuclear wave function
(XF) leads to the question on how exactly the NVPT is related to the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approxima-
tion procedure. We have studied the adiabatic limit of the XF as perturbative expansion in terms of the
electron-nuclear mass ratio. The NVPT correction is recovered as the first correction to the BO limit. The
additional kinetic coupling mediated via the vector potential is shown to account for the electronic mass in
the nuclearHamiltonian. The resulting position dependentmass renormalization provides an answer to the
question what masses rotate and vibrate in molecules while at the same timemaintaining an adiabatic point
of view. This theoretical development and first applications are presented in section 3.5.

Finally, we take a further step in the calculation of themoment expanded representation of the electronic
susceptibility in section 3.6. Bypassing the expensive iterative diagonalization, we present a simple way of a
direct calculation of the moment expanded representation.
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3.2 Gauge in the liquid phase and first applications

Themainmotivation for the theoretical development and implementation of the nuclear velocity perturba-
tion theory (NVPT) is its intended application to dynamical vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) spectra
in the liquid phase. In this work, we report the first fully ab-initio calculation of dynamical VCD spectra in
the liquid phase using NVPT derived electronic currents. Our approach is rigorous and general at and thus
capable of treating weak interactions of chiral molecules as e.g. chirality transfer from as chiral molecule to
an achiral solvent. We use an implementation of the NVPT that is projected along the dynamics to obtain
the current andmagnetic dipolemoments required for accurate intensities. The gauge problem in the liquid
phase is resolved in a twofold approach. The electronic expectation values are evaluated in a distributed ori-
gin gauge, employing maximally localized Wannier orbitals (MLWO). In a second step, the gauge invariant
spectrum is obtained in terms of a scaledmolecular moments, which allows to systematically include solvent
effects while keeping a significant signal-to-noise ratio. We give a thorough analysis and discussion of this
choice of gauge in the liquid phase. At low temperatures, we recover the established double harmonic ap-
proximation. The methodology is applied to chiral molecules ((S)-d2-oxirane and (R)-propylene-oxide) in
the gas phase and in solution. We find an excellent agreement with the theoretical and experimental refer-
ences, including the emergence of signals due to chirality transfer.

3.2.1 Motivation

A natural extension of the theoretical description of VCD is the combination of perturbation theory based
currents with ab-initio molecular dynamics (AIMD)-based time correlation function (TCF) spectra in the
condensed phase. This combination not only provides a general and rigorous extension of the established
methods, it is also capable of describing weak inter-molecular interactions, chirality transfer23, 24, 27 and con-
formational changes56 in solution at ambient conditions. In other words, it more closely describes what
experimentalist actually measure.

The missing link to realize this goal is an efficient scheme to compute the magnetic moments along a
molecular dynamics. The magnetic field perturbation theory (MFPT) is not particularly suited for a con-
densed phase implementation due to the ill-definition of the one-particle position operator under periodic
boundary conditions.14 However, our recent implementation of the NVPT54, 139 provides the necessary
means for this task.

In this work, we report for the first time fully AIMD-based dynamical VCD spectra in the liquid phase,
with currents evaluated according to the NVPT.We use an implementation of the NVPT in the plane wave
code CPMD54, 114, 139 that is projected along the dynamics and hence provides favorable scaling properties,
allowing the treatment of molecules in solution. The gauge problem in the liquid phase is resolved in a
twofold approach. The electronic expectation values are evaluated in a distributed origin gauge, employing
MLWOs. In a second step, the gauge invariant spectrum is obtained in terms of a scaled molecular gauge in
order to address the disorder induced signal-to-noise problem.

We give a thorough analysis and discussion of this solution of the gauge problem in the liquid phase. At
low temperatures, we recover the established double harmonic approximation in a stepwise approximation
procedure. Our methodology is applied to chiral molecules in the gas phase and in solution, yielding an
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excellent agreement with the theoretical and experimental references.

3.2.2 Electronic current observables along molecular dynamics

As shown in sections 1.4.2 and 1.4.3, the evaluation ofVCD spectra in theTCF formalism requires the knowl-
edge of the fluctuations of the current and the magnetic dipole moments at thermal equilibrium. The pur-
pose of our work is to apply this approach to systems in the liquid phase. In the following, we introduce
a projected form of the already reported NVPT139 that is well-defined under periodic boundary conditions
and requires only one additional perturbation calculation.

Projected nuclear velocity perturbation theory

In the NVPT, the total perturbative correction to the electronic wave function Φ(1)
R (r, t) is obtained as a

weighted sum over the component wise corrections

Φ(1)
R (r, t) =

Nn∑
ν=1

3∑
α=1

λν
α(R, t)Φ(1)

R,να(r). (3.2.1)

In our preceding works,54, 139 we have used the linearity of the theory to calculate the component wise correc-
tions separately. This is the natural choice if one works in the double harmonic approximation and if one
is interested in the atomic polar or atomic axial tensors.269 For the calculation of the dipole moments along
a molecular dynamics, we only are interested in the perturbation along a particular nuclear velocity vector
λν(R, t). This projection can be done a posteriori, using the atomic tensors, or a priori already in the setup
of the perturbation calculation itself. The latter is particularly suited for our purpose and is presented in the
following.

We first recall the already established relations.54 At zeroth order, we recover the standard Born-Oppen-
heimer (BO) problem in eq. (2.2.34). At first order, the component wise relation in eq.(2.2.35) requires the
component wise solution of the nuclear displacement perturbation

−
[
ĤBO − ϵ

(0)
BO(R)

]
∂ν

αΦ(0)
R (r) = ∂ĤBO

∂Rν
α

Φ(0)
R (r) ∀ ν, α. (3.2.2)

The projection of the NVPT equations on the nuclear velocity vector λν(R, t) is made in the setup of a
projected nuclear displacement perturbation (PNDP) Hamiltonian ĤPNDP

BO (t)

ĤPNDP
BO (t) =

Nn∑
ν=1

3∑
α=1

λν
α(R, t)∂ĤBO

∂Rν
α

. (3.2.3)

The corresponding projected nuclear displacement perturbation correction to the electronic wave function
ΦPNDP

R (r, t) is obtained as a projected version of eq. (3.2.2)

−
[
ĤBO − ϵ

(0)
BO(R)

]
ΦPNDP

R (r, t) = ĤPNDP
BO (t)Φ(0)

R (r), (3.2.4)

with

ΦPNDP
R (r, t) =

Nn∑
ν=1

3∑
α=1

λν
α(R, t)∂ν

αΦ(0)
R (r). (3.2.5)
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The projected version of eq. (2.2.35) reads[
ĤBO − ϵ

(0)
BO(R)

]
Φ(1)

R (r, t) = ℏΦPNDP
R (r, t). (3.2.6)

Solving eqs. (3.2.4) and (3.2.6) requires only 2 perturbation calculations, whereas the straightforward solu-
tion of the non-projected version in eqs. (3.2.2) and (2.2.35) requires 6Nn perturbation calculations.

We have shown that the potential energy surface remains unaffected if compared to the BO case, up
to within the first-order of the perturbation.54 The second order correction gives rise to a position depen-
dent mass renormalization for the nuclear motion, as shown in section 3.5, and is calculated by means of
the A-matrix (c.p. eqs. (37-39) in ref.54). The A-matrix is only accessible in terms of the 3Nn component
wise electronic corrections. If one is interested in the vector potential Aν(R, t) itself, the component wise
expression

Aν(R, t) = −2ℏ
Nn∑

ν′=1

3∑
α=1

λν′

α (R, t)
⟨
∇νΦ(0)

R

∣∣∣Φ(1)
R,ν′α

⟩
r

(3.2.7)

can be recast in a projected form using eq. (3.2.1)

Aν(R, t) = −2ℏ
⟨
∇νΦ(0)

R

∣∣∣Φ(1)
R (t)

⟩
r
. (3.2.8)

Instead of6Nn perturbation calculations for the evaluationof eq. (3.2.7), onlyNn+1 calculations are needed
for the solution of eq. (3.2.8).

Observables

In a time-dependent picture, the expectation values of the current and of the magnetic dipole moment on
the instantaneous state of the system are employed to evaluate eqs. (1.4.28) and (1.4.29). The expectation
values of the electronic contributions to the current and magnetic dipole moment on the NVPT electronic
wave function are

µ̇e
R(t) =

⟨
ΦR(t)

∣∣∣ ˆ̇µe
∣∣∣ΦR(t)

⟩
r

(3.2.9)

me
R(t) =

⟨
ΦR(t)

∣∣∣m̂e
∣∣∣ΦR(t)

⟩
r
. (3.2.10)

If the BO electronic wave function is used to approximate ΦR(r, t), both equations are zero, i.e. the elec-
tronic contributions to the expectation values vanish. Within the NVPT, we obtain

⟨
ˆ̇µ
⟩

Ψ
=
⟨
µ̇

e,(1)
R (t)

⟩
χ
+

Nn∑
ν=1

Zνe

Mν

⟨
˜̂Pν(R, t)

⟩
χ

(3.2.11)

⟨
m̂
⟩

Ψ
=
⟨
me,(1)

R (t)
⟩

χ
+

Nn∑
ν=1

Zνe

2Mνc

⟨
R̂ν× ˜̂Pν(R, t)

⟩
χ

, (3.2.12)

with ˜̂Pν(R, t) = P̂ν + Aν(R, t). Here, we have written the expectation values (on the left hand sides)
on Ψ, the full electron-nuclear wave function in the NVPT approximation, in terms of expectation values
of observables on χ, the nuclear wave function only. The vector potential appearing in the equations is of
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the order O(λν/Mν). We have already shown that its contribution to the dipole moments is small54 in the
systems to be considered here, such that it is omitted in the following.

We consider the classical approximation of the nuclear subsystem by imposing that the nuclear density
localizes infinitely at each time at the classical position denoted by the trajectory. The second terms on the
right hand side of eqs. (3.2.11) and (3.2.12) then become simply functions of phase-space variables.54

3.2.3 Gauge in the liquid phase

The calculation of magnetic observables in the liquid phase poses two major conceptual difficulties. First,
the electronic expectation values in the condensed phase have to be calculated under periodic boundary
conditions. This is a well known problem also when working in the double harmonic approximation and
has been addressed successfully in various ways.14, 52, 132, 170 We resort to a combination of a distributed origin
gauge with maximally localized Wannier orbitals14, 112, 139, 270 (MLWO).

Furthermore, the VCD spectrum, as a physical observable, has to be gauge invariant. Working in a dis-
tributed origin gauge, the total spectrum is given by the sum of a molecular and a gauge transport term that
will be introduced in the following. Due to the disorder inherent in the liquid phase, we observe that the
gauge transport term is very sensitive to insufficient sampling of phase space and hence is likely to cover the
actual signal, introducing a poor signal to noise ratio.

This especially applies to the case of a very dilute solution of a chiral solute in an achiral solvent. In this
case, the dominant contribution to the spectrum turns out to be the noise on the infrared absorbance (IRA)
from the solvent, since the amplitude of the IRA is about four orders of magnitude larger than the one of
the VCD.

We need to extract a robust, gauge invariant dynamical VCD spectrum from the finite AIMD sampling
of phase space. To do so, we adopt a previously introduced47, 271 local correlation that enforces the expected,
yet numerically hard to achieve decorrelation at long distances.

Electronic expectation values: Wannier gauge

We turnour attention to the first problem, the operator evaluationof the electronicmagnetic dipolemoment
under periodic boundary conditions. It is known that the atomic axial tensor (AAT) MνO

αβ with respect to
the origin O transforms under shifts of the gauge origin O = O′ + ∆ as272

MνO
αβ = MνO′

αβ − 1
2c

3∑
γ,δ=1

ϵβγδ∆γPν
αδ. (3.2.13)

The gauge is transported by the atomic polar tensor (APT) Pν
αδ. In the projected form, the magnetic mo-

ment mO
β with respect to the origin O transforms correspondingly

mO
β = mO′

β (t) − 1
2c

3∑
γ,δ=1

ϵβγδ∆γµ̇δ (3.2.14)

and the gauge is transported by the current dipole moment µ̇δ. This property can be used to evaluate the
position operator in a state wise distributed origin.14, 273
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This approach, a combination of state wise origins with MLWOs, has already been applied successfully
to the calculation of nuclear magnetic resonance chemical shifts.14, 270 The canonical ϕo and localized φo

states are mutually related via the unitary transformation of the unperturbed ground-state orbitals

|φo⟩ =
∑
o′

U
(0)
oo′ |ϕo′⟩. (3.2.15)

This assumes that the response orbitals are sufficiently localized in the region of their respective unperturbed
ground-state orbitals. In the distributed origin gauge, the position operators are calculated with the corre-
sponding Wannier center as their state wise origins

⟨r̂⟩o = ⟨φo|r̂|φo⟩. (3.2.16)

This state wise origin is introduced in the electronic magnetic dipole moment operator

m̂ = − e

2mc

[
(r̂ − ⟨r̂⟩o) × p̂ + ⟨r̂⟩o × p̂

]
, (3.2.17)

where we define an orbital-dependent operator in which the position operator is centered around the corre-
sponding Wannier center

m̂|⟨r̂⟩o = − e

2mc
(r̂ − ⟨r̂⟩o) × p̂. (3.2.18)

In insulating systems, the MLWOs decay exponentially such that the non-physical jump of the sawtooth
position operator under periodic boundary conditions occurs in a region where the orbitals are practically
zero.14, 137 This assures thewell-definition of eq. (3.2.18). The total expectation value is a sumoverwell defined
expectation values and is given by

me(t) =
∑

o

[⟨
φo

∣∣∣m̂|⟨r̂⟩o

∣∣∣φ(1)
o (t)

⟩
r

+ 1
2c

⟨r̂⟩o ×
⟨
φo

∣∣∣ ˆ̇µ∣∣∣φ(1)
o (t)

⟩
r

+ c.c.
]
. (3.2.19)

Before the final evaluation of the VCD spectra, the state wise electronic contributions are attributed to their
corresponding molecules, based on the localization of their Wannier centers. Both, the electronic and the
classical nuclear contributions, are translated to the center of mass RI of the corresponding molecule I ,
which allows to introduce well defined molecular current µ̇I and magnetic dipole moments mI ≡ mI |RI

.
The total magnetic moment with respect to the common origin O is

m|O(t) =
Nmols∑
I=1

mI |RI
(t) + 1

2c

(
RI(t) − O

)
× µ̇I(t). (3.2.20)

In a pseudo isolated system, i.e. working in the super cell approach with a large enough simulation box, the
VCD spectrum of a chiral molecule in an achiral solution is proportional to

⟨µ̇ · m|O(t)⟩ =
Nmols∑
I,J=1

⟨mI |RI
(t) · µ̇J⟩ + 1

2c
⟨
(
RI(t) − O

)
× µ̇I(t) · µ̇J⟩. (3.2.21)

The first term contains only molecular moments and is invariant under shifts of the origin. We denote it as
the “molecular term” in the following. In contrast, the second termdepends on the distance of themolecules
from the gauge origin and hence on the chosen origin. We denote it as the “gauge transport term” in the
following.
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Analysis of the gauge transport term

With well-defined molecular dipole moments in a distributed molecular origin gauge, the gauge invariance
of the physical observable is not yet assured. The final observable, the VCD spectrum or the rotational
strength, is only gauge invariant if working in a common origin gauge. In a common origin gauge, according
to eq. (3.2.21), any further translation of the gauge origin O = O′ + ∆ does not change the spectrum

⟨
µ̇ · m|O(t)

⟩
=
⟨
µ̇ · m|O′(t)

⟩
− 1

2c

⟨
µ̇(t) × µ̇

⟩
· ∆. (3.2.22)

To obtain eq. (3.2.22), the summation in eq. (3.2.21) has been carried out, yielding a triple product of the
translation vector with the total current dipolemoment TCF. This term vanishes due to the stationarity and
time reversal symmetry of the TCFs ⟨

µ̇α(t)µ̇β

⟩
=
⟨
µ̇αµ̇β(t)

⟩
. (3.2.23)

In amolecular dynamics simulation under periodic boundary conditions, this commonorigin is notwell
defined. One approach to address this problem is provided by the modern theory of magnetization,132, 141 in
which the sample magnetization can by calculated from bulk properties only. This is important if working
in the ordered condensed phase, since the itinerary current can contribute significantly to the total magne-
tization. At variance, if working in the liquid phase, we expect the itinerary contribution to be small due to
the finite correlation length and the total cell magnetization to be dominated by the gauge transport term.
In particular, if we look at the case of a dilute chiral solute in an achiral solvent, the desired signal is only due
to a single molecule and its near surrounding.

We rely on an alternative approach to address the gauge problem in the liquid phase. We can assume
that the time correlation of the molecular motion in the liquid phase decays with increasing inter-molecular
distances. In the limit of a large enough solvation cell, the molecular motions of two distant molecules are
on average decorrelated. To which extend this is the case in our finite size and finite length simulations is
analyzed in the following.

In our analysis, we choose (R)-propylene-oxide as a neat liquid and as a solute in water. Adapting the
regularized decomposition of the IRA spectrum proposed by Heyden et al.,47, 271 we quantify the magni-
tude of the relevant terms in the molecular and the gauge transport term. The mathematical procedure is
described in section B.2 of the appendix.

The main result is a symmetry decomposition of the VCD spectrum in terms of the inter-molecular
distance r12(t) = RIJ(t) = RI(0)−RJ(t). In the isotropic average, we can decompose the total spectrum
in terms of a spatially resolvedTCFbetween themolecularmagnetic dipolemoments in themolecular gauge
m and the molecular current dipole moments µ̇. In the decomposition, we identify the molecular term
Θµ̇m

0 (r, t) and a second term proportional to rΘµ̇µ̇
1 (r, t) that arises from the gauge transport term

1
3
Tr

 ∫ dΩ
4π

⟨(
µ̇m(t) + 1

2c
µ̇(r12(t) × µ̇(t))

)
δ
(
r−r12(t)

)⟩ = Θµ̇m
0 (r, t) + 1

3c
rΘµ̇µ̇

1 (r, t). (3.2.24)

This second term is scaled by the inter-molecular distance and it is this additional scaling, which introduces
a slower convergence compared to the bare IRA.
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In fig. 3.1, we show the two contributions to the dynamical VCD spectrum of bulk (R)-propylene-oxide
solution, along with the IRA contribution Θµ̇µ̇

0 (r, ν̃). The corresponding decompositions in a solvated
system of (R)-propylene-oxide in water are depicted in fig. 3.2. In section B.2.3 of the appendix, we provide
an additional discussion of the decomposed spectra of bulkwater and a single (R)-propylene-oxidemolecule
solvated in water.

Figure 3.1: Isotropic radial decompositions of the vibrational IRA and VCD spectra of bulk (R)-propylene-oxide: 1. IRA spectrum

Θµ̇µ̇
0 (r, ν̃) · 10−4. 2. Molecular VCD termΘµ̇m

0 (r, ν̃). 3. Gauge transport VCD term 1
3c rΘµ̇µ̇

1 (r, ν̃). Intensities in Å−1 cm−1. The

spatial extension of themolecular signals range up to about 2 Å; the features around 5Å correspond to its nearest neighbormolecules.

Figure 3.2: Isotropic radial decompositions of the vibrational IRA and VCD spectra of (R)-propylene-oxide solvated in water (7M concen-

tration): 1.Θµ̇µ̇
0 (r, ν̃) · 10−4. 2.Θµ̇m

0 (r, ν̃). 3. 1
3c rΘµ̇µ̇

1 (r, ν̃). Intensity in Å−1 cm−1.

Our analysis shows that the signals (in IRA and VCD) due to the molecular terms Θ0 predominantly
originate from small distances, i.e. from the intra molecular correlation itself. These contributions show
the expected spectral features, with the additional sign fingerprint in case of the VCD. At larger distances,
also the gauge transport term contributes to the spectrum, with amplitudes similar to the spectral intensities
of the molecular signals. These contributions are highly fluctuating and, if integrated, yield a very noisy
background to the spectrum, which covers the spectral features at smaller distances. The additional scaling
by the distance further increases this noise. As discussed in the appendix, we attribute these highly oscillatory
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contributions to the fluctuations of instantaneous chirality that only vanish on average, i.e. with improved
sampling.

In the (R)-propylene-oxide water solution, we observe additional spectral features, most prominently
at the water bending mode (1650 cm−1), that also show up in the molecular and gauge transport term of
the VCD. These originate from a) electronic polarization effects and b) changed molecular dynamics, e.g.
due to hydrogen-bond formation. The decomposition does not provide a clear cut separation of the two
effects but it allows to visualize their spatial distribution. In the following analysis, we make use of the fact
that this solvation feature begins already at smaller distances than the other noisy contributions to the VCD
spectrum.

In view of the gauge problem in the liquid phase, we observe that the dominant contributions to the
spectrum are located within the first solvation shell. This result has already been established in the IRA case
by Heyden and coworkers.47, 271 In our case, the gauge transport, with the additional scaling by the distance
r, results in an increased computational requirement of the sampling as compared to the IRA case, which
renders the application of the TCF formalism to VCD in solutionmore difficult than for conventional IRA.
However, with a finite correlation depth in the frequency range of interest, the gauge problem could be
solved naturally by using a sufficiently large super cell and simulation time.

Local chirality - local correlation

From the results of the previous section, we know that the relevant contributions to the spectrum originate
within the first solvation shells of the molecules. In order to localize the correlation to the relevant part and
to discard the noisy part of the environment, we introduce scaled molecular moments that contain only the
molecular moments in a finite region around a chosen center. Again, along the lines of ref.,47 we adapt the
concept of local correlation. For a chiral molecule K , we include the effect of the surrounding molecules J

µ̇s
K(t) = N s

K(t)
(

µ̇K(t) +
∑

J (̸=K)
PKJ(t)µ̇J(t)

)
(3.2.25)

ms
K(t) = N s

K(t)
(

mK(t) +
∑

J (̸=K)
PKJ(t)mJ(t)

)
, (3.2.26)

with a damping function for inter-molecular contributions PKJ(t) = (1 + exp{(|RKJ(t)| − R0)/D})−1

and normalization N s
K(t) = (1 +∑

J (̸=K) P 2
KJ(t))−1/2. The correlation depth is controlled by the param-

eter R0 and the slope of the cutoff by the sharpness parameter D.
We have to distinguish between two different situations. If we consider a single chiral molecule K in

an achiral solvent, the chirality of the system is well localized and we expect the spectrum to originate from
the vicinity of the chiral center. In this case the normalization has to be omitted to avoid downscaling the
molecular contribution. In a chiral bulk liquid, the surrounding molecules J equally contribute and we
have to normalize the scaledmoments to obtain a normalized spectrum. In practice, eachmolecule can then
be considered as solute and solvent and the local correlation can be calculated for each chiral center in the
simulation cell.
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3.2.4 Numerical results

Using our projected NVPT implementation, we have calculated AIMD-based dynamical VCD spectra of a
series of systems. In the following discussion, we first present spectra of (S)-d2-oxirane and (R)-propylene-
oxide in the gas phase and subsequently invoke the harmonic limits using effective normal modes.46, 274 The
mathematical procedure is reviewed in section A.3 of the appendix. Secondly, we show the spectrum of
(R)-propylene-oxide as a bulk liquid and introduce the local correlation technique. Finally, we discuss the
induced chirality of (R)-propylene-oxide solvated in water as an example for an achiral solvent. The used
implementation of the projected NVPT is accessible for scientific use in the official version of the CPMD
program package.

Dynamic and static spectra in the gas phase

For molecules in the gas phase, the double harmonic approximation, possibly including anharmonicity cor-
rections, is the natural choice for the calculation of VCD spectra. The use of the TCF formalism can be of
interest if the molecule has conformational degrees of freedom.56, 275 At the present stage, we wish to bench-
mark our method and to subsequently recover the double harmonic approximation to assign the spectral
features to molecular motion. To start with, we look at the small rigid chiral molecule (S)-d2-oxirane.

Figure 3.3: Dynamical VCD spectrum of an isolated (S)-d2-oxiranemolecule at 10K and 300K. The dots are the effectivemode intensities

according to eq. (A.3.8). The experimental data are reconstructed from the reported276 band intensities employing a Lorentzian line shape

function.

In fig. 3.3, we show the dynamical VCD spectra of this system, both at 10K and 300K. To indicate our
statistical error, we have included the standard deviation σ(ω) as shaded areas to our plots. This statistical
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uncertainty manifests itself mainly at the high intensity peaks. We employ a Lorentzian line shape for the
reconstruction of the experimental data from ref.276 and the effective modes. We find that the TCF spectra
show all the features of the experimental spectrum and also provide the correct sign information for all in-
tensity bands. The harmonic limit of themolecularmotion is taken by extracting effectivemodes (EM) from
theAIMD, as described in the appendix. The intensities of the EMare shownwith dots in the corresponding
color and show a very close match to the TCF spectrum.

Furthermore, we have also calculated the VCD spectrum in the double harmonic approximation. The
intensities of the normal mode (NM) bands are so close to the EMs at 10K that they would be indistinguish-
able in the figure. We therefore provide the summary of frequencies, dipole and rotational strengths at the
different levels of approximation in table 3.1. The results show that NMs are in very good agreement with
the EMs and thuswith the TCF spectrum. At higher temperature, we observe a broadening of the line shape
of the peaks, together with slightly changed peak positions.

To benchmark dynamical VCD spectra in the liquid phase, we have chosen the (R)-propylene-oxide
molecule. As a preliminary analysis, we have calculated dynamical VCD spectra of this molecule in the gas
phase at 340K. The results, along with the experimental reference and theNManalysis, are shown in fig. 3.4.
Also here, all features of the experimental spectrum are well represented in the TCF spectrum. Similar to
the (S)-d2-oxirane molecule, an EM analysis can provide a dissection of the spectrum in terms of vibrational
modes. However, the resolution of the vibrational modes of themethyl-group introduces nearly degenerate
modes that are hard to separate.

Figure 3.4: Dynamical VCD spectrum of an isolated (R)-propylene-oxidemolecule at 340K. The TCF spectrum is consistent with the dou-

ble harmonic approximation and shows all the features of the experimental spectrum. The enlarged view on the right shows the TCF

spectrum in the region 1550-1250 cm−1.

The presented results in figs. 3.3 and 3.4 show that the AIMD-based dynamical VCD spectra are con-
sistent with the theoretical predictions in the double harmonic approximation and in very good agreement
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with the experimental references, apart from a scaling factor usual in DFT studies of vibrational spectra.
The VCD spectrum calculated in the TCF formalism shows additional spectral features due to anharmonic
effects. In the enlarged view on the right of fig. 3.4 we see additional features at 1406 and 1530 cm−1. These
have been attributed to overtones and combination bands.277

Table 3.1: Vibrational frequencies, dipole and rotational strengths of (S)-d2-oxirane from normal modes (NM) and effectivemodes (EM).

Experiment276 NM EM 10K EM 300K
ν̃ D R ν̃ D R ν̃ D R ν̃ D R

673 635 1.0 -0.7 635 1.1 -1.0 634 1.0 -1.3
754 717 132.7 9.4 717 122.0 8.9 714 142.7 9.7
817 741 51.3 3.3 739 50.2 3.4 727 49.0 3.5
885 5.0 833 150.6 2.6 834 128.9 1.6 824 158.0 0.7
914 6.3 -6.2 872 9.7 -3.4 875 8.5 -3.4 870 7.5 -2.9
961 54.0 -29.0 918 32.4 -18.3 920 29.3 -16.8 917 22.3 -15.5
1106 8.6 11.1 1067 4.1 7.5 1067 4.0 7.4 1062 4.5 8.2
1112 -4.9 1079 2.1 -5.5 1079 2.0 -4.8 1070 2.2 -4.7
1235 29.6 24.1 1187 23.7 10.4 1187 20.0 8.6 1179 27.2 9.8
1339 2.3 -2.5 1310 0.2 -0.6 1310 0.2 -0.5 1305 0.3 -0.5
1397 12.0 -15.0 1361 10.0 -8.1 1360 10.0 -8.0 1352 8.0 -7.2
2240 27.0 -10.4 2213 49.5 -22.2 2217 54.9 -25.8 2199 49.7 -23.8
2254 5.7 12.1 2224 13.0 16.0 2227 15.9 20.7 2214 12.0 15.8
3015 -8.9 3016 11.2 -32.2 3029 11.0 -31.9 3009 10.3 -23.5
3028 53.0 11.4 3022 59.4 46.5 3034 61.0 49.5 3024 45.7 36.5

ν̃ in cm−1, D in 10−40esu2cm2, R in 10−44esu2cm2

Vibrational circular dichroism in the bulk

The principal application of our development is the calculation of VCD spectra in the liquid phase. We
have chosen bulk (R)-propylene-oxide as a benchmark system and employ the normalized local correlation
presented in section 3.2.3 to obtain a gauge invariant spectrum from our finite AIMD.

The results of the TCF calculations are given in fig. 3.5, where we show the dynamical IRA and VCD
with an experimental reference. We employ two different cutoffs for the damping function, centered at the
centers of mass of the (R)-propylene-oxide molecules. For the small cutoffs, we only observe the molecular
contributions due to the chiral molecules themselves. In contrast, the cutoff R0 = 6Å includes the first
solvation shell, so that the total spectrum is mainly due to the molecular contributions of all molecules in
the first solvation shell. As a main result, we find that in this system, the inter-molecular contributions do
not significantly change the spectrum at the given statistical resolution.

To indicate our statistical error, we have again included the standard deviation σ(ω) as shaded areas to
our plots. Compared to the isolated system, the two intensity bands at 1400 cm−1 are not as much resolved.
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The broadening is due to environmental effects on the molecular spectra. Also in the double harmonic
picture, the two band positions are much closer than in the experimental observation. The use of a more
exact exchange correlation functional might yield better separated vibrational frequencies.

In view of the very recently published density derived dynamical VCD spectra,52 we think that a compar-
ison of the two AIMD-based currents is an interesting question for future studies. We conclude that, in the
systems analyzed in this work, the NVPT for VCD provides a rigorous thus robust theoretical approach.

Figure 3.5: Dynamical IRA and VCD spectra of bulk (R)-propylene-oxide at 340K. The intensities are in units of km cmmol−1. We show

themolecular correlation and a damping cutoffR0 = 6Å, which includes the first solvation shell. The shaded areas indicate the standard
deviation of the statistically independent microcanonical simulations. The experimental data are already divided by the refractive index

and are in arbitrary units.*

Chirality transfer to an achiral solvent

As a first applicationof dynamicalVCDspectra, we look at the chiral solute (R)-propylene-oxide in an achiral
solvent, in our casewater. For this system, an additionalVCDsignal in thewater bending region ( 1650 cm−1)
has been reported, which is not present in the bulk spectrum.23, 24 The explanation for this effect has been
a chirality transfer from the chiral solute to the achiral solvent, i.e. the on average achiral water molecules
interact with the chiral molecule such that their average dynamics becomes chiral.

From the theoretical perspective, this effect has already been analyzed successfully, using a combination
of classical molecular dynamics simulations and explicit solvent clusters in the double harmonic approxima-
tion.23, 24 We expect that an AIMD-based TCF calculation of the VCD spectrum should naturally yield the
chirality transfer signal and additionally provide an atomistic description of its origin.
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We show the dynamical IRA and VCD spectra from our calculations in figs. 3.6 and 3.7, along with an
experimental reference. Again, we employ the local correlation presented in section 3.2.3, this time however
without the normalization.

Figure 3.6: Dynamical IRA and VCD spectra of (R)-propylene-oxide solvated in water at 340K (7M concentration). The intensities are in

units of km cmmol−1. We show themolecular correlation and damping cutoffs ofR0 = 3.75Å andR0 = 4.0Å, which includes the
hydrogen bondedwater molecules. The shaded areas indicate the standard deviation of the statistically independent microcanonical sim-

ulations. The experimental data are taken from ref.24 and are in arbitrary units. We have divided the computed spectra by the refractive

index of bulk water278 to compare with the experiment.

As a first result, we find that the molecular VCD spectrum shows all the features of the experimental
spectrum except at the signal in the water bending region ( 1650 cm−1). This spectral feature is systematically
included by increasing the scaling cutoff, i.e. the inclusion of the hydrogen bonded water molecules via the
cutoff R0 ≥ 3.75Å leads to the emergence of the experimentally observed signal. This result is in line
with the findings of ref.23, 24 The signal due to the chirality transfer, despite the discussed signal-to-noise
complications, naturally shows up in our AIMD TCF approach.

As a second step, we analyze the disorder induced signal-to-noise ratio in this system. In the IRA, we see
that the solute signal is several orders of magnitude smaller than the solvent contribution. This manifests
itself also in the VCD spectrum in terms of the dominant contribution of the solvent contribution to the
gauge-term (c.p. section 3.2.3 and the appendix). We compare the cutoff dependence of the mean standard
deviation σ(R0) at the two different solute concentrations of (R)-propylene-oxide in water and bulk (R)-
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Figure 3.7: Dynamical IRA and VCD spectra of a (R)-propylene-oxidemolecule solvated in water at 340K (infinite dilution). The intensities

are in units of km cmmol−1. We show themolecular correlation and damping cutoffs ofR0 = 3.75Å andR0 = 4.0Å, which includes
the hydrogen bondedwater molecules. The shaded areas indicate the standard deviation of the statistically independent microcanonical

simulations. The experimental data are taken from ref.24 and are in arbitrary units. We have divided the computed spectra by the refrac-

tive index of bulk water278 to compare with the experiment.

propylene-oxide in fig. (3.8). The graph illustrates the expected signal-to-noise at larger distances and shows
that the chosen cutoffs are, given the available sampling, the best compromise. The cutoffR0 = 3.75Å is the
first cutoff that significantly includes solvent contributions while at the same time still having a significant
signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 3.8: Cutoff dependence of themean standard deviation of the VCD spectra. Themagnitudes at themolecular level, i.e. at small

distances, originate from the different quantity of sampling. However, themuch larger relative changes at larger distances are system

imminent.
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3.3 Modern theory of magnetization and the nuclear velocity pertur-
bation theory

The extension of the NVPT theory and implementation to the ordered condensed phase requires to take
into account additional terms in the final observable. In oriented systems, also the quadrupole moment is
contributing,149, 279 even though in practice it is often neglected.280–283 However, the decorrelation at long
distances, which is a reasonable assumption in the liquid state, can occur on much larger scales in the or-
dered condensed phase. An application to e.g. polypeptides or parts of protein crystal structures therefore
needs a further analysis to assure gauge invariant spectra. As discussed in section 1.3, the modern theory of
magnetization132, 140, 141 (MTM) provides a protocol to express the total magnetization of an extended sample
in terms of properties of the bulk MLWOs. In this section we present an adaptation of the MTM in the
NVPT framework for VCD.

In the following discussion we denote canonical KS orbitals with |Φo⟩, and MLWOs with |wo⟩. The
calculation of the NVPT in the canonical representation

Ĥ|Φ(0)
o ⟩ − ϵ(0)

o |Φ(0)
o ⟩ = 0 (3.3.1)

Ĥ|Φ(1)
o ⟩ − ϵ(0)

o |Φ(1)
o ⟩ = iℏṘ · ∂

∂R |Φ(0)
o ⟩ (3.3.2)

is expressed in terms of MLWOs with cell translation vectors L

|w(0)
o (L)⟩ =

∑
o′

Uoo′(L)|Φ(0)
o′ ⟩ and |Φ(0)

o ⟩ =
∑
L

∑
o′

U−1
oo′ (L)|w(0)

o′ (L)⟩ (3.3.3)

as

Ĥ|w(0)
o (L)⟩ −

∑
L′

∑
o′

Λoo′(L, L′)|w(0)
o′ (L′)⟩ = 0 (3.3.4)

Ĥ|w(1)
o (L)⟩ −

∑
L′

∑
o′

Λoo′(L, L′)|w(1)
o′ (L′)⟩ = iℏṘ · |w′(0)

o (L)⟩ (3.3.5)

with

Λoo′(L, L′) =
∑
o′′

Uoo′′(L)ϵ(0)
o′′ U−1

o′′o′(L′) and w′(0)
o (L) = Uoo′′(L) ∂

∂R |Φ(0)
o′′ ⟩ (3.3.6)

and wo = w(0)
o + w(1)

o , Re[w(1)
o ] = 0, Im[w(0)

o ] = 0, ⟨w(0)
o (L)|w(0)

o′ (L′)⟩ = δoo′δLL′ . According to the
MTM, the total magnetization is the sum of a local current (LC) and an itinerary current (IC) contribution
(c.p. eq. (8) in ref.141)

M = − e

2V c

[∑
L

∑
o

⟨wo(L)|(r̂ − L) × ˆ̇r|wo(L)⟩ + L × ⟨wo(L)|ˆ̇r|wo(L)⟩
]

= MLC + MIC . (3.3.7)

The local current part is, within the bulk, translationally invariant. Similar to the procedure presented in
section 1.3, it can be expressed in terms of the bulk properties only. Using its translational invariance, it is
evaluated in a single unit cell with volume Vo, choosing the cell origina as a common origin

MLC = − e

2Voc

∑
o

⟨wo(0)|(r̂ − 0) × ˆ̇r|wo(0)⟩. (3.3.8)
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The itinerary part is given by

MIC = − e

2V c

∑
L

∑
o

L × ⟨wo(L)|ˆ̇r|wo(L)⟩. (3.3.9)

We use ˆ̇r = − i
ℏ [r̂, Ĥ] to write

⟨wo(L)|ˆ̇r|wo(L)⟩ = − i

ℏ
⟨wo(L)|[r̂, Ĥ]|wo(L)⟩ (3.3.10)

= −2i

ℏ
⟨w(0)

o (L)|r̂Ĥ|w(1)
o (L)⟩ + 2i

ℏ
⟨w(0)

o (L)|Ĥr̂|w(1)
o (L)⟩ (3.3.11)

and use eqs. (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) to rewrite this as

⟨w(0)
o (L)|r̂Ĥ|w(1)

o (L)⟩ =⟨w(0)
o (L)|r̂Λoo′(L, L′)|w(1)

o′ (L′)⟩ + iℏ⟨w(0)
o (L)|r̂|Ṙ · w′(0)

o (L)⟩ (3.3.12)

⟨w(0)
o (L)|Ĥr̂|w(1)

o (L)⟩ =⟨w(0)
o′ (L′)|Λo′o(L′, L)r̂|w(1)

o (L)⟩. (3.3.13)

The two contributions can be split in a “rotational” and a “translational” part.

MIC = MR
IC + MT

IC (3.3.14)

The “translational” contribution has no counter part in the conventional MTM. It involves the APT and
does not contribute to the VCD spectrum since the triple product with current dipole moments vanishes

MT
IC = − e

2V c

∑
L

∑
o

L × 2⟨w(0)
o (L)|r̂|Ṙ · w′(0)

o (L))⟩ (3.3.15)

= 1
2V c

∑
L

L × Ṙ · ∂

∂R
∑

o

⟨w(0)
o (L)| − er̂|w(0)

o (L))⟩. (3.3.16)

The “rotational” contribution reads

MR
IC = − e

2V c

∑
L,L′

∑
oo′

L ×
[

− 2i

ℏ
⟨w(0)

o (L)|r̂|w(1)
o′ (L′)⟩Λoo′(L, L′)

+ 2i

ℏ
⟨w(0)

o′ (L′)|r̂|w(1)
o (L)⟩Λo′o(L′, L)

]
. (3.3.17)

We use the symmetry in o, o′ and L, L′ to rewrite this as

MR
IC = − e

2V c

∑
L,L′

∑
oo′

(L − L′) ×
[

− 2i

ℏ
⟨w(0)

o (L)|r̂|w(1)
o′ (L′)⟩Λoo′(L, L′)

]
(3.3.18)

and use translational symmetry to reduce the double sum

MR
IC = e

2Voc

∑
L′

∑
oo′

L′ ×
[

− 2i

ℏ
⟨w(0)

o (0)|r̂|w(1)
o′ (L′)⟩Λoo′(0, L′)

]
. (3.3.19)

In the CPMD implementation within the Γ-point approximation, we only have access to

Λoo′ =
∑
L

Λoo′(0, L), (3.3.20)
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i.e. the MLWOs are the same in all unit cells. However, we usually work with unit cells that are bigger than
theMLWO-spread in insulating systems. Therefore, it is possible to attributeMLWOs at the cell boundary
to neighboring cells, in other words, we manually construct the nearest neighbors via

Λoo′(0, 0) = Λoo′ if ro − ro′ <
L
2

(nearest neighbor within same cell) (3.3.21)

Λoo′(0, L) = Λoo′ if ro − ro′ >
L
2

(nearest neighbor in neighboring cell), (3.3.22)

with Λoo′(−L, 0) = Λoo′(0, L). For a pair of MLWOs o and o′, with o within the 0 unit cell, we check
whether the nearest neighbor o′ of o lies within the same cell or whithin a neighboring cell.

The evaluation of eq. (3.3.19) then involves the calculation of the following expressions of MLWOs of
different unit cells

r(1)
oo′k = ⟨w(0)

o |r̂k|w(1)
o′ ⟩ and Λ(0)

oo′ = ⟨w(0)
o |Ĥ|w(0)

o′ ⟩ = Λ(0)
o′o. (3.3.23)

We work with a unit cell that is sufficiently large in comparison to the spread of the MLWOs. Therefore,
we only consider nearest neighbors in the overlaps of MLWOs. The position operator expectation value
r(0)
oo′k is taken with respect to the Wannier center of either of the involved states, e.g. state o with ⟨r̂k⟩o =

⟨w(0)
o |r̂k|w(0)

o ⟩

r(1)
oo′k

∣∣∣∣
o

= ⟨w(0)
o |r̂k − ⟨r̂k⟩o|w(1)

o′ ⟩ = ⟨w(0)
o |r̂k|w(1)

o′ ⟩. (3.3.24)

Thepresented adaptationof theMTMfor theNVPThasbeen implemented in theCPMDprogrampackage
and first benchmarks are currently carried out. With a successful realization of this theory, the calculation of
NVPT VCD spectra could be extended to anisotropic systems or extended molecules.
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3.4 Non-local pseudopotentials and Galilean invariance

The use of a plane wave basis for the electronic wave function and density has the major advantage that the
basis functions donot dependon the nuclear positions, nuclear velocities or external fields. It is therefore not
necessary to consider Pulay terms118 in the NDP calculation, to include velocity gauge factors in the atomic
orbitals17, 167 or gauge independent atomic orbitals in MFPs.284–286 The price to pay is the use of non-local
pseudopotentials, which do not behave as regular local potentials. As discussed in sections 1.2 and 2.3, non-
local pseudopotentials complicate several aspects of the calculation. They e.g. give rise to additional terms
in the NDP perturbation Hamiltonian and require an explicit evaluation of the commutator of position
operator with the unperturbed Hamiltonian. In presence of the vector potential of an external electro-
magnetic field, the GIPAW119, 120 or ICL121, 122 method have to be employed to obtain gauge invariant physical
observables. However, also when the nuclei and their non-local pseudopotentials are moving, a correction
is necessary, i.e. Hamiltonians with non-local potentials are not invariant under a Galilean transformation.
The TDSE (−ℏ2

2m
∇̂2 + V̂loc + V̂nl

)
|ϕo(t)⟩ =

(
Ĥ(0)

loc + V̂nl

)
|ϕo(t)⟩ = iℏ

∂

∂t
|ϕo(t)⟩ (3.4.1)

is form invariant under Galilean transformation287

r → r − vt and ϕo(r, t) → ϕo(r − vt, t)ei m
ℏ v·re−i m

2ℏ |v|2t (3.4.2)

only if Vnl = 0. Since the projectors of the non-local potential are still at rest

Vnl(r, r′) =
∑

ν

V ν
nl(r − Rν , r′ − Rν), (3.4.3)

they introduce artificial sources and sinks of the probability current. In order to obtain a form invariant
TDSEwe have to evaluate the projection in the same reference frame, i.e. either by boosting the projector or
with the opposite sign removing the boost of the orbitals. In the spirit of the ICLmethod, this corresponds
to a transformation of the non-local potential with a linear transport between sources and sinks

Vnl(r, r′) →
∑

ν

V ν
nl(r − Rν , r′ − Rν)exp

{
− i

m

ℏ
Ṙν(t) ·

∫ r′−Rν

r−Rν
dr′′

}
(3.4.4)

=
∑

ν

⟨r|ei m
ℏ Ṙν(t)·r̂V̂

ν(0)
nl e−i m

ℏ Ṙν(t)·r̂|r′⟩ (3.4.5)

3.4.1 One dimensional model

We analyze this relation in a one dimensional model system, a harmonic oscillator with a non-local potential
that shifts the energy of states depending on their symmetry via the parity operator Π̂

V̂loc(x̂) = 1
2

mω2x̂2, V̂nl = ∆Π̂ and Π̂(x, x′)ϕ(x′, t) = ϕ(−x, t). (3.4.6)

At rest, the TDSE reads(−ℏ2

2m
∇̂2 + Vloc(x̂)

)
ϕ(x, t) + ∆Π̂(x, x′)ϕ(x′, t) = iℏ

∂

∂t
ϕ(x, t). (3.4.7)
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After a Galilean transformation, i.e. from the point of view of an observer with velocity −v,

x → x̃(t) = x − vt and ϕ(x, t) → ϕ̃(x̃(t), t) = ϕ(x̃(t), t)e
i
ℏ (mvx̃(t)+ mv2

2 t) (3.4.8)

we find the transformed TDSE(−ℏ2

2m
ˆ̃∇2 + Vloc(x̃(t))

)
ϕ̃(x̃(t), t) + ∆Π̂(x̃(t), x̃′(t))ϕ̃(x̃′(t), t) = iℏ

∂

∂t
ϕ̃(x̃(t), t), (3.4.9)

which simplifies to(−ℏ2

2m
ˆ̃∇2 + Vloc(x̃)

)
ϕ(x̃, t′) + e− i

ℏmvx̃∆Π̂(x̃, x̃′)ϕ(x̃′, t)e
i
ℏmvx̃′ = iℏ

∂

∂t′ ϕ(x̃, t′) (3.4.10)

where the time derivative on the right hand side is not acting on the time dependence of x̃(t) so that we can
drop its time dependence. Without transformation of the non-local potential we obtain(−ℏ2

2m
ˆ̃∇2 + Vloc(x̃)

)
ϕ(x̃, t′) + e−2 i

ℏmvx̃∆ˆ̃Π(x̃, x̃′)ϕ(x̃′, t′) = iℏ
∂

∂t′ ϕ(x̃, t′) (3.4.11)

and with correction we recover eq. (3.4.7)(−ℏ2

2m
ˆ̃∇2 + Vloc(x̃)

)
ϕ(x̃, t′) + ∆ˆ̃Π(x̃, x̃′)ϕ(x̃′, t′) = iℏ

∂

∂t′ ϕ(x̃, t′). (3.4.12)

In the basis of the harmonic oscillator eigenstates |ϕn⟩ eq. (3.4.11) reads

⟨ϕm|Ĥloc + e−2 i
ℏmvx̂∆Π̂|ϕn⟩ = ϵnδmn + (−1)n∆⟨ϕm|e−2 i

ℏmvx̂|ϕn⟩, (3.4.13)

which has been solved at different boost velocities using Gauss-Hermite quadrature288 with 2000 basis func-
tions (and parameters ℏ=1, m=1 and ω=1). The resulting stationary states ϕn(x) and eigenvalues ϵn of
eq. (3.4.7) are depicted in fig. 3.9. Due to the parity dependent energy shift, the neighboring states with
even and odd symmetry (or number n) switch.
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Parity shift ∆ = 1
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Parity shift ∆ = 1 and boost v = 0.5

Figure 3.9: Stationary states with non-local potential. Left: Stationary states at rest without shift. Center: Stationary states at rest with

shift. Right: Uncorrected stationary states with boost and shift.

The stationary solutions of eq. (3.4.13) at different boost velocities v are shown in fig. 3.10. The probabil-
ity density of the stationary states changes and the switching of the states is reversed with increasing velocity.
Furthermore, the stationary states carry a current.
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Figure 3.10: Left: Boosted non-corrected stationary states at different boosts. The color coding goes from zero velocity (red) to high

velocity (blue) and the corresponding velocities aremarkedwith points in the right panel. Right: Difference of the boosted eigenstate

energy with respect to the correct value at different velocities.

We are interested in the time evolution of a wave packet, e.g. the correct ground or first excited state, in
presence of the non-local potential. The wave packet can be expanded in terms of the stationary states of
eq. (3.4.13) and shows a non-vanishing current dipole moment as well as an oscillation of the center of mass.
These current dipole moments and the amplitude of the center of mass oscillation are depicte in fig. 3.11. We
also include a linearized correction as discussed in the following section and see that the correction supresses
the unphysical effects up to about one per mill of the speed of light.
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Figure 3.11: Current dipole moments and center of mass oscillations due to non-local potentials. The linerized correction yields the re-

sults colored in blue, which show a physical behavior up to about one permill of the speed of light.

The results obtained with this model system give an estimate of the velocity range in which this effect is
relevant. As long as the de Broglie wavelength of the electrons is much larger than the spatial extent of the
non-local potential, the first order correction provided in the next section should suffice. At thermal veloci-
ties this condition is fullfilled and even scattering experiments might be treated with a linearized correction.
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3.4.2 Linearized correction

At small velocities, we can linearize the correction and find

V̂nl(Ṙ) ≈
∑

ν

(
V̂

ν(0)
nl + im

ℏ
[Ṙν(t) · r̂, V̂

ν(0)
nl ]

)
(3.4.14)

In the NVPT, the electronic Hamiltonian changes to

Ĥe = Ĥ(0) +
∑

ν

(
− iℏṘν(t) · ∂

∂Rν
+ im

ℏ
[Ṙν(t) · r̂, V̂

ν(0)
nl ]

)
(3.4.15)

and the corrected Sternheimer equation becomes

(Ĥ(0) − ϵ(0)
o )|ϕ(1)

o ⟩ =
∑

ν

(
iℏṘν(t) · ∂

∂Rν
− im

ℏ
[Ṙν(t) · r̂, V̂

ν(0)
nl ]

)
|ϕ(0)

o ⟩, (3.4.16)

giving rise to a different NVP wave function. However, also in the current operator, we have an additional
term

ˆ̇r = 1
iℏ

[r̂, Ĥe] = 1
iℏ

[r̂, Ĥ(0)] +
∑

ν

m

ℏ2

[
r̂, [Ṙν(t) · r̂, V̂

ν(0)
nl ]

]
(3.4.17)

and its NVPT expectation value turns out to be invariant

⟨ϕo|ˆ̇r|ϕo⟩ = ⟨ϕ(0)
o | 1

iℏ
[r̂, Ĥ(0)]|ϕ(1)

o ⟩ + ⟨ϕ(1)
o | 1

iℏ
[r̂, Ĥ(0)]|ϕ(0)

o ⟩

+ ⟨ϕ(0)
o |

∑
ν

m

ℏ2

[
r̂, [Ṙν(t) · r̂, V̂

ν(0)
nl ]

]
|ϕ(0)

o ⟩ (3.4.18)

=
∑

ν

Ṙν(t) · ∂

∂Rν
⟨ϕ(0)

o |r̂|ϕ(0)
o ⟩, (3.4.19)

where we used

⟨ϕ(0)
o | 1

iℏ
r̂(Ĥ(0) − ϵ(0)

o )|ϕ(1)
o ⟩ = ⟨ϕ(0)

o |
∑

ν

r̂
(

Ṙν(t) · ∂

∂Rν
− m

ℏ2 [Ṙν(t) · r̂, V̂
ν(0)

nl ]
)

|ϕ(0)
o ⟩. (3.4.20)

Using the linearity of the perturbation, we can show that the correction caused by the additional term in the
NVPT perturbation Hamiltonian is not required for the calculation of current expectation values. To see
this, we split eq. (3.4.16) in the local response |ϕ(1)

loc,o⟩ and the non-local response |ϕ(1)
nl,o⟩

(Ĥ(0) − ϵ(0)
o )|ϕ(1)

loc,o⟩ =
∑

ν

iℏṘν(t) · ∂

∂Rν
|ϕ(0)

o ⟩ (3.4.21)

(Ĥ(0) − ϵ(0)
o )|ϕ(1)

nl,o⟩ =
∑

ν

−im

ℏ
[Ṙν(t) · r̂, V̂

ν(0)
nl ]|ϕ(0)

o ⟩ (3.4.22)

From eq. (3.4.18) we directly see

⟨ϕo|ˆ̇r|ϕo⟩ = ⟨ϕ(0)
o | 1

iℏ
[r̂, Ĥ(0)]|ϕ(1)

loc,o⟩ + ⟨ϕ(1)
loc,o|

1
iℏ

[r̂, Ĥ(0)]|ϕ(0)
o ⟩ (3.4.23)

That is, in presence of non-local pseudopotentials we can ignore the violation of the Galilean invariance in
the calculation of current expectation values in boosted systems as long as the nuclear velocities are small.
The results of section 3.4.1 indicate that this is the case at nuclear velocities at ambient conditions.
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3.5 On themass of atoms inmolecules: Beyondthe Born-Oppenheimer ap-
proximation

Describing the dynamics of nuclei in molecules requires a potential energy surface, which is traditionally
provided by the Born-Oppenheimer or adiabatic approximation. However, we also need to assignmasses to
the nuclei. There, the Born-Oppenheimer picture does not account for the inertia of the electrons and only
bare nuclear masses are considered. Nowadays, experimental accuracy challenges the theoretical predictions
of rotational and vibrational spectra and requires to include the participation of electrons in the internalmo-
tion of the molecule. More than 80 years after the original work of Born and Oppenheimer,53 this issue still
is not solved in general. Here, we present a theoretical and numerical framework to address this problem in a
general and rigorous way. Starting from the exact factorization of the electron-nuclear wave function, we in-
clude electronic effects beyond the Born-Oppenheimer regime in a perturbative way via position-dependent
corrections to the bare nuclear masses. This maintains an adiabatic-like point of view: the nuclear degrees
of freedom feel the presence of the electrons via a single potential energy surface, whereas the inertia of elec-
trons is accounted for and the total mass of the system is recovered. This constitutes a general framework for
describing the mass acquired by slow degrees of freedom due to the inertia of light, bounded particles. We
illustrate it with a model of proton transfer, where the light particle is the proton, and with corrections to
the vibrational spectra ofmolecules. Inclusion of the light particle inertia allows to gain orders ofmagnitude
in accuracy.

All authors contributed extensively to the work presented in this section.289 F. Agostini, R. Vuilleu-
mier and A. Scherrer derived the theory and wrote the manuscript. F. Agostini and R. Vuilleumier imple-
mented the proton transfer model and carried out the numerical calculations. A. Scherrer implemented the
corrections to the vibrational spectra of molecules and carried out the numerical calculations. F. Agostini,
R. Vuilleumier and A. Scherrer and analyzed and interpreted the results. D. Sebastiani and R. Vuilleumier
supervised the project. E. K. U. Gross gave conceptual advice.

3.5.1 Motivation

The Born-Oppenheimer53 (BO), or adiabatic, treatment of the coupled motion of electrons and nuclei in
molecular systems is among the most fundamental approximations in condensed matter physics and the-
oretical chemistry. Based on the hypothesis that part of the system, usually electrons or protons, evolves
on a much shorter time-scale than the rest, i.e. (heavy) nuclei or ions, the BO approximation allows one to
visualize molecules as a set of nuclei moving on a single potential energy surface that represents the effect
of the electrons in a given eigenstate. Yet, it is an approximation, yielding the correct dynamics only in the
limit of infinite nuclear masses. Consequently, when compared to highly accurate molecular spectroscopy
measurements, theoretical predictions might deviate from experimentally observed behavior.

In those situations, the question of whichmass 290–295 are to be considered when calculating rotational
and vibrational spectra of light molecules, for instance hydrogen-based,295–298 often appears in the literature
to rationalize this problem. In the BO approximation, the electrons appear only implicitly in the dynamics,
as a potential energy contribution to the Hamiltonian driving the motion of the nuclei. The kinetic energy
arising from themolecularmotion then involves only the bare nuclearmasses. However, electrons are carried
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alongwith the nuclei, thus how is their inertia accounted for? It has beenproposed thatmore accurate results
are obtainedwhen employing atomic mass rather than bare nuclear masses; sometimes fractional mass are
used to account for ionicity but there is no systematic way to do so.

One solution to the problem is to perform a full non-adiabatic treatment of the coupled electron-nuclear
problem, but the numerical cost is much larger than a BO calculation. Also, from a fundamental point of
view, this does not answer the question of what is themechanism bywhich the inertia of the electrons affects
the mass of the heavy degrees of freedom. An alternative approach, pioneered by Bunker andMoss,296, 299 is
to treat perturbatively non-adiabatic effects, but applications are still limited to di- and tri-atomicmolecules.

In the presentwork, we examine this problem in the framework of the exact factorization of the electron-
nuclear wave function.178 This (non-adiabatic) reformulation of the quantum-mechanical problem is used
as a starting point to develop a procedure that settles the issue described above in a rigorous way. The key
point in the exact factorization is that the electronic effect on thenuclear system is taken into account by time-
dependent vector and scalar potentials. These concepts are the generalization of similar, but static, quantities
appearing also within the BO approximation. We show that non-adiabatic effects can be accounted for, by
formulating a theory that treats these effects as a perturbation to the BO problem. Such a framework has
been discussed in previouswork54 to derive the nuclear velocity perturbation theory139 for vibrational circular
dichroism.33 Within the nuclear velocity perturbation theory, non-adiabatic effects can be included by taking
into account corrections to the BO approximation up to within linear order in the classical nuclear velocity.
We show here that this is equivalent to a perturbation approach where the small parameter is the electron-
nuclear mass ratio.

The major achievement of such formulation is presented in this work: electronic non-adiabatic effects
appear as a position-dependent mass correction292, 294 to the bare nuclear mass, up to within linear order in
the perturbation. From a fundamental perspective, we prove that it is possible to recover an adiabatic-like
structure of theHamiltonian governing the dynamics of the heavy degrees of freedom, with a kinetic energy
contribution and a separate potential energy term. Since the mass correction can be fully identified with the
electronicmass, totallymissing in the BO approximation, we propose a theory able to restore a fundamental
property, often overlooked, of the dynamical problem: the translational invariance of an isolated system
with its physical mass, i.e. nuclear and electronic. If in the BO approximation, the nuclear masses are made
position-dependent in theway proposed in thiswork, the center ofmass can be separated from rotations and
internal vibrations and evolves as a free particle with mass equal to the total mass of the system (expected
from the Galilean invariance of the problem293). From an algorithmic perspective, the corrections to the
mass involve only ground-state properties and can be calculated as a response to the nuclear motion, within
standard perturbation theory.5, 7, 8 Therefore, we are able to performnumerical studies ofmolecular systems,
pushing the applications beyond di- and tri-atomic molecules.

3.5.2 The adiabatic limit of the exact factorization

The exact factorization of the electron-nuclear wave function has been already introduced and discussed in
sections 1.5, 2.2 and A.1.

With this starting point, we observe that the electron nuclear coupling operator (ENCO) is inversely
proportional to the nuclear masses Mν and the BO limit300 corresponds to the solution of eqs. (1.5.6-1.5.7)
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setting the ENCO to zero.54 Formally, however, approaching this limit of large but finite nuclear masses
depends on the physical situation considered.301 In the time-dependent case, keeping fixed the kinetic energy,
it has been shown301 that the BO limit is recovered asymptotically in terms of a small expansion parameter
µ4 used to scale the nuclear mass, M → M (µ) ≡ M/µ4. Making µ approach zero corresponds to the ratio
of the nuclear mass over the electron mass M (µ)/me going to infinity. This scaling factor will be used only
to estimate perturbatively the order of the terms in the electronic equation, and will be set equal to unity to
recover the values of the physical masses. The nuclear mass being made larger, their dynamics is slower such
that time variable must then be scaled as well, by a factor µ2, i.e. t → t/µ2,301 increasing the separation of
time-scales between the light and heavy particles. Similarly, following a simple scaling argument, the nuclear
momentum behaves as µ−2 in the semi-classical limit (see Section C.1 of the appendix). Then, the ENCO
from Eq. (1.5.10) scales with µ4 as

Ûen,µ [ΦR, χ] =
Nn∑
ν=1

[
µ4

Mν

[−iℏ∇ν − Aν(R, t)]2

2
+ (3.5.1)

µ2

Mν

(
λν(R, t) + µ2Aν(R, t)

)(
− iℏ∇ν − Aν(R, t)

)]
,

whereλν(R, t) = µ2 −iℏ∇νχ(R,t)
χ(R,t) . λν(R, t) tends towards a quantity independent ofµ in the limit of small

µ, since −iℏ∇νχ/χ is related to the nuclear momentum54, 187 and thus scales as µ−2.
Using the definition in Eq. (1.5.11), we define the scaled time-dependent potential energy surface (TD-

PES),

ϵµ(R, t) = ⟨ΦR(t)| ĤBO |ΦR(t)⟩r + µ2 ⟨ΦR(t)| − iℏ∂t |ΦR(t)⟩r

+µ4
Nn∑
ν=1

1
2Mν

⟨ΦR(t)| [−iℏ∇ν − Aν(R, t)]2 |ΦR(t)⟩r , (3.5.2)

noting the second term in Eq. (3.5.1) does not contribute (by construction) to the TDPES. The electronic
equation thus obtained,[

ĤBO + Ûen,µ [ΦR, χ] − ϵµ(R, t)
]

ΦR(r, t) = iℏµ2∂tΦR(r, t), (3.5.3)

canbe solvedperturbatively inpowers ofµ4, with its solutionof the formΦR(r, t) = Φ(0)
R (r, t)+µ2Φ(1)

R (r, t)
+ . . ..53, 302

The time dependence appears only at order µ2, as it is clear from Eqs. (3.5.2) and (3.5.3). Therefore the
time dependence of Φ(0)

R (r, t) = φ
(0)
R (r) can be dropped out and it satisfies the zeroth order equation[

ĤBO − ϵ(0)(R)
]

φ
(0)
R = 0, (3.5.4)

with ϵ(0)(R) the first term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (3.5.2). Here, φ
(0)
R (r is an eigenstate of the BO

Hamiltonian with eigenvalue ϵ(0)(R) = ϵ
(0)
BO(R), chosen to be the ground state.

At the zeroth order:

(i) the time dependent vector potential identically vanishes, A(0)
ν (R, t) = 0, as in the absence of a mag-

netic field φ
(0)
R (r) can be be real;
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(ii) the evolution of the nuclear wave function is determined by the usual BO equation;

(iii) the electronicwave function is used to fix the gauge freedomat all orders, by imposing ⟨φ(0)
R |ΦR(t)⟩ ∈

R.

3.5.3 Recovering the nuclear velocity perturbation theory

The electronic equation eq. (3.5.3) at the next order yields

[
ĤBO − ϵ

(0)
BO(R)

]
Φ(1)

R = i
Nn∑
ν=1

λ′
ν(R, t) ·

(
ℏ∇νφ

(0)
R

)
, (3.5.5)

where

λ′
ν(R, t) = 1

Mν

[
λν(R, t) + µ2Aν(R, t)

]
(3.5.6)

from eq. (1.5.10). We neglected the time-dependent vector potential (TDVP) from the second term in paren-
thesis since Aν(R, t) is O(µ2). Furthermore, λ′

ν contains a term O(µ2), which is analyzed below along
with the TDVP.

In the following, we present the connection between eq. (3.5.5) and the nuclear velocity perturbation
theory, thus providing a numerical scheme54 to compute Φ(1)

R (r, t) within perturbation theory.139 The elec-
tronic wave function up to within O(µ2) is

ΦR(r, t) = φ
(0)
R (r) + µ2i

Nn∑
ν=1

λ′
ν(R, t) · φ

(1)
R,ν(r), (3.5.7)

whereφ
(1)
R,ν(r) is implicitly defined by eq. (3.5.5). Eq. (3.5.7) is valid also as initial condition, i.e. the correction

is included if at the initial time the nuclear velocity (the classical limit of λ′
ν(R, t)) is non-zero.303 ΦR(r, t)

is complex and can thus sustain an electronic current density193, 304 induced by the nuclear motion.
Wenowshowthe relationbetween theµ4-expansion and thenuclear velocityperturbation theory (NVPT).

In the framework of NVPT, we have used λ′
ν(R, t) in eq. (2.2.26) as the perturbation parameters that con-

trols the degree of non-adiabaticity of the problem. The electronic equation (3.5.3) can be written using
λ′

ν(R, t) as [
ĤBO − ϵ

(0)
BO(R)

] (
φ

(0)
R (r) + µ2Φ(1)

R (r, t)
)

= (3.5.8)

µ2
Nn∑
ν=1

λ′
ν(R, t) · [iℏ∇ν + Aν(R, t)] φ

(0)
R (r).

Also, as proved in section 3.5.4, the TDVP is itself O(µ2), thus it will be neglected from the term in square
brackets on the right-hand-side. If we solve this equation order by order, Eqs. (3.5.4) and (3.5.5) are easily
obtained. In particular, we recall here Eq. (3.5.5) whose solution yields Φ(1)

R (r, t),

[
ĤBO − ϵ

(0)
BO(R)

]
Φ(1)

R (r, t) = i
Nn∑
ν=1

λ′
ν(R, t) ·

(
ℏ∇νφ

(0)
R (r)

)
. (3.5.9)
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In section 2.2 we started from the electronic Hamiltonian eq. (2.2.27)

Ĥel = ĤBO +
Nn∑
ν=1

λ′
ν(R, t) · (−iℏ∇ν) , (3.5.10)

andwe have solved it perturbatively, using ĤBO as the unperturbedHamiltonian. It is clear, as stated above,
that λ′

ν(R, t) is the small parameter that controls the strength of the perturbation and that −iℏ∇ν is the
(non-adiabatic) perturbation. In eq. (2.2.30), we have looked for the eigenstates of Ĥel in the form

ΦR(r, t) = φ
(0)
R (r) +

∑
e ̸=0

⟨
φ

(e)
R

∣∣∣− iℏ∑ν λ′
ν(R, t) · ∇ν φ

(0)
R

⟩
r

ϵ
(0)
BO(R) − ϵ

(e)
BO(R)

φ
(e)
R (r) (3.5.11)

as straightforwardly follows from the application of standard time-independent perturbation theory. The
first order perturbation to BO ground state can be written as

iφ
(1)
R (r) = i

∑
e̸=0

dν,e0(R)
ωe0(R)

φ
(e)
R (r), (3.5.12)

with ωe0(R) = (ϵ(e)
BO(R) − ϵ

(0)
BO(R))/ℏ and dν,e0(R) = ⟨φ(e)

R |∇νφ
(0)
R ⟩r, the non-adiabatic coupling

vectors. This leads to a new expression for ΦR(r, t),

ΦR(r, t) = φ
(0)
R (r) + i

Nn∑
ν=1

λ′
ν(R, t) · φ

(1)
R (r), (3.5.13)

which is exactly eq. (3.5.7) when setting µ2 = 1, to obtain the physical nuclear mass.
In the frameworkofNVPT, the perturbationparameter has been interpreted classically as the nuclear ve-

locity.54, 187, 190 It is worth mentioning here that, when performing a numerical simulation, such dependence
on the nuclear velocity shall be correctly accounted for also in the preparation of the initial electronic state.
When using NVPT to perform the calculations, the electronic evolution is not explicit, in the sense that at
each time the electronic wave function is simply reconstructed using ground state properties that are then
inserted in Eq. (3.5.13). However, when NVPT results are (or can be) compared with quantum-mechanical
fully non-adiabatic results, the initial electronic state cannot be simply prepared in the ground state, unless
the initial nuclear velocity is zero. If this is not the case, then the first order contribution in Eq. (3.5.13), pro-
portional to the finite value of the initial nuclear velocity, has to be included in the initial condition. Then
NVPT and non-adiabatic results can be directly compared, as the same initial conditions are used in both.

Equating the first order corrections to the BO eigenstate, from the µ4- and the λ′
ν(R, t)-expansion,

yields

Φ(1)
R (r, t) = i

Nn∑
ν=1

λ′
ν(R, t) · φ

(1)
R (r). (3.5.14)

The comparison between the µ4−expansion and NVPT allows, first of all, to derive an explicit expression
of φ

(1)
R (r, t) as given in Eq. (3.5.12), and, second, to decompose the perturbed state as a sum of independent

(linear) responses to the non-adiabatic perturbations, thus leading to[
ĤBO − ϵ

(0)
BO(R)

]
φ

(1)
R,να(r) = ℏ∂ναφ

(0)
R (r). (3.5.15)

As above, the index ν is used to label the nuclei and α labels the Cartesian components of the gradient.
This equation can now be easily solved by employing density functional perturbation theory as described in
sections 1.1.4, 2.2 and 2.3.
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3.5.4 Analysis of the perturbation parameter

The TDVP, defined in eq. (1.5.12), is written using eq. (3.5.7) as

Aν(R, t) =
⟨

φ
(0)
R + iµ2

Nn∑
ν′=1

λ′
ν′(R, t) · φ

(1)
R,ν′

∣∣∣∣∣ (3.5.16)
∣∣∣∣∣−iℏ∇νφ

(0)
R + µ2ℏ∇ν

Nn∑
ν′=1

λ′
ν′(R, t) · φ

(1)
R,ν′

⟩
r

.

Up to within the linear order in µ2 (or more precisely µ2λ′
ν′(R, t)), this expression is

Aν(R, t) = −2ℏµ2
∫

dr
Nn∑

ν′=1

[
λ′

ν′(R, t) · φ
(1)
R,ν′(r)

]
∇νφ

(BO)
R (r) (3.5.17)

where we can use eq. (3.5.15) to identify the A-matrix,

A(R) = 2
⟨
φ(1)

R

∣∣∣ ĤBO − ϵ
(0)
BO(R)

∣∣∣φ(1)
R

⟩
r
. (3.5.18)

We derive the following expression for the TDVP, namely

A(R, t) = −µ2A(R)λ′(R, t). (3.5.19)

Once again we keep the term O(µ2) in λ′, but we show below how it is included in the definition of the
small parameter λ. A(R) is a matrix, thus the double-underlined notation, with (3Nn × 3Nn) elements,
whereas φ(1)

R (r) is a vector with (3Nn) components. We have written also the TDVP and the parameter in
matrix notation, with A(R, t) and λ′(R, t) (3Nn)-dimensional vectors. The elements of the A-matrix are

Aij
ν′ν(R) =

⟨
φ

(1)
R,ν′i

∣∣∣ ĤBO − ϵ
(0)
BO(R)

∣∣∣φ(1)
R,νj

⟩
r
, (3.5.20)

with i, j labeling the Cartesian components and ν ′, ν the nuclei. When using eq. (3.5.12), the elements of the
A-matrix can be written in terms of the non-adiabatic coupling vectors and of the BO eigenvalues as

Aij
ν′ν(R) = 2ℏ

∑
e̸=0

dν′i,e0(R)dνj,e0(R)
ωe0(R)

(3.5.21)

from which it follows that the A-matrix is symmetric. The A-matrix is also positive definite* with positive
diagonal elements, i.e.

Aii
νν(R) = 2ℏ

∑
e ̸=0

|dνi,e0(R)|2

ωe0(R)
≥ 0. (3.5.22)

This property is essential for the interpretation of the A-matrix as a position-dependent mass. The compo-
nents of the TDVP can be expressed in terms of the components of the A-matrix,

Aνi(R, t) = −µ2
Nn∑

ν′=1

∑
j=x,y,z

Aij
νν′(R)λ′

ν′j(R, t). (3.5.23)

*For all non-zero real vectors v, the relation vT Av ≥ 0 holds.
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This expression is used in the definition of the parameter λ′
νi(R, t), given in eq. (3.5.6),

λ′
νi(R, t) = M−1

ν λνi(R, t) − µ4M−1
ν

∑
ν′,j

Aij
νν′(R)λ′

ν′j(R, t), (3.5.24)

where

λνi(R, t) = µ2 −iℏ∂νiχ(R, t)
χ(R, t)

, (3.5.25)

which, we recall, tends towards a quantity independent of µ for µ → 0. Writing eq. (3.5.24) in matrix form
and solving for λ(R, t) we obtain

λ(R, t) =
[
M + µ4A(R)

]
λ′(R, t) = M(R)λ′(R, t), (3.5.26)

where M is a diagonal (3Nn × 3Nn) matrix containing the masses of the nuclei and we have defined a
position-dependent mass matrix M(R). This equation can be inverted (by self-consistently summing up
an infinite number of terms of order µ2n) to obtain

λ′(R, t) = M−1(R)λ(R, t), (3.5.27)

yielding the TDVP in the form

A(R, t) = −A(R) M−1(R)λ(R, t), with M(R) = M + µ4A(R), (3.5.28)

with µ4 = 1, where only λ appears.
Eq. (3.5.23) shows that theTDVP is at least first order in the perturbation parameter and this is the reason

why it is not considered in the definition of the perturbed electronic Hamiltonian in eq. (3.5.10). Due to the
explicit dependence ofAν(R, t) onλ′

ν(R, t), which is known via theA-matrix, we have been able to isolate
the “actual” small parameter, i.e. λ(R, t). In all expressions, however, we find λ′(R, t), the matrix product
of M−1(R) and λ(R, t), which is a gauge-invariant quantity. If µ4 = 1, expressions where the physical
masses appear are recovered. From eq. (3.5.18) it is evident that A(R) is a purely electronic quantity, which
affects the nuclear momentum through the TDVP. Such correction, however, also appears in the nuclear
evolution equation (1.5.7).

3.5.5 Nuclear Hamiltonian

We show in this section the procedure leading to the appearance of the position-dependent mass M(R) in
the nuclear evolution equation (1.5.7) of the exact factorization. The nuclear time dependent Schrödinger
equation, in matrix form, becomes[1

2
(−iℏ∇)T M−1(R) (−iℏ∇) + E(R)

]
χ = iℏ∂tχ, (3.5.29)

where the superscript T indicates the transpose vector and

E(R) = ϵ
(0)
BO(R) +

Nn∑
ν=1

(ℏ2/2Mν)⟨∇νφ
(0)
R |∇νφ

(0)
R ⟩r (3.5.30)
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is the diagonal BO correction (DBOC). The kinetic energy term now involves dressed nuclear masses.
To derive this, we consider the action of the kinetic energy operator ˆ̃Tn = ∑

ν [−iℏ∇ν + Aν ]2/(2Mν)
on the nuclear wave function χ(R, t), which can be written in matrix form as

ˆ̃Tnχ = 1
2
[

− iℏ∇ + A
]T

M−1
[

− iℏ∇ + A
]
χ. (3.5.31)

Using the expression (3.5.28) of the TDVP, we identify the following terms

ˆ̃Tnχ =1
2

(−iℏ∇)T M−1
(
I − A M−1

)
(−iℏ∇) χ

− 1
2
(
A M−1λ

)T
M−1M

(
M−1λ

)
χ

+ 1
2
(
A M−1λ

)T
M−1

(
A M−1λ

)
χ. (3.5.32)

In the second term on the right-hand-side we have use the definition of λ to write −iℏ∇χ = λχ and we
have inserted the definition of the identity matrix in the form I = M−1M. We recall the expression of
the position-dependent mass matrix, M = M + A, leading to the kinetic energy operator in the nuclear
Hamiltonian in eq. (1.5.9)

ˆ̃Tnχ =1
2

(−iℏ∇)T M−1 (−iℏ∇) χ − 1
2
(
M−1λ

)T
A
(
M−1λ

)
χ (3.5.33)

where only the position-dependent mass appears. In the second term on the right-hand-side, we have used
the property of the A-matrix of being symmetric, thus AT = A. We can now show that this second term is
exactly canceled out by a second order contribution in the potential energy of the nuclear Hamiltonian. In
fact, in the kinetic energy, theproduct of two factors containingλ′ = M−1λ is fundamentally a secondorder
quantity. Therefore, we analyze the potential energy up to within second order terms in the perturbation.

ThenuclearHamiltonian fromthe exact factorization, in eq. (1.5.9), contains ϵ(R, t), theTDPES.There-
fore, we shall study its expression in order to identify a kinetic-like contribution to balance the second term
in eq. (3.5.33). We write the expression of ⟨ΦR(t)|ĤBO|ΦR(t)⟩r up to within second order terms, when the
electronic wave function is expanded as

ΦR(r, t) = φ
(0)
R (r) + λ′(t)φ(1)

R (r) + λ′2(t)φ(2)
R (r). (3.5.34)

We use here a simplified notation, also using the property that the only time-dependence in the electronic
wave function appears via λ′

ν(R, t). Using this form of the electronic wave function, we write

⟨ΦR(t)| ĤBO |ΦR(t)⟩r = ϵ
(0)
BO(R) + λ′2(t)

⟨
φ

(1)
R

∣∣∣ ĤBO

∣∣∣φ(1)
R

⟩
r

+ λ′2(t)ϵ(0)
BO(R)

[⟨
φ

(2)
R

∣∣∣ φ
(0)
R

⟩
r

+
⟨
φ

(0)
R

∣∣∣ φ
(2)
R

⟩
r

]
+ O(λ3), (3.5.35)

and, by using the partial normalization condition up to within second order,⟨
φ

(0)
R

∣∣∣ φ
(0)
R

⟩
r

+ λ′2(t)
[ ⟨

φ
(1)
R

∣∣∣ φ
(1)
R

⟩
r

+
⟨
φ

(2)
R

∣∣∣ φ
(0)
R

⟩
r

+
⟨
φ

(0)
R

∣∣∣ φ
(2)
R

⟩
r

]
= 1, (3.5.36)

we find ⟨
φ

(2)
R

∣∣∣ φ
(0)
R

⟩
r

+
⟨
φ

(0)
R

∣∣∣ φ
(2)
R

⟩
r

= −
⟨
φ

(1)
R

∣∣∣ φ
(1)
R

⟩
r
, (3.5.37)
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since the normalization condition is already satisfied at zero-th order. We insert this result in eq. (3.5.35) to
obtain

⟨ΦR(t)|ĤBO |ΦR(t)⟩r = ϵ
(0)
BO(R)

+ λ′2(t)
⟨
φ

(1)
R

∣∣∣ ĤBO − ϵ
(0)
BO(R)

∣∣∣φ(1)
R

⟩
r

+ O(λ′3). (3.5.38)

In the second term on the right-hand-side we identify the A-matrix and we thus write

⟨ΦR(t)| ĤBO |ΦR(t)⟩r = ϵ
(0)
BO(R) +

∑
ν,ν′

∑
i,j

1
2

λ′
νi(R, t)Aij

νν′(R)λ′
ν′j(R, t) (3.5.39)

= ϵ
(0)
BO(R) + 1

2
λ′T (R, t)A(R)λ′(R, t), (3.5.40)

where eq. (3.5.40) is a rewriting of eq. (3.5.39) in matrix form. Inserting the expression of λ′(R, t) in terms
of λ(R, t) given in eq. (3.5.27), we can express the second term of eq. (3.5.40) as

λ′T (R, t)A(R)λ′(R, t) =
[
M−1(R)λ(R, t)

]T
A(R)

[
M−1(R)λ(R, t)

]
, (3.5.41)

which exactly cancels the second term on the right-hand-side of eq. (3.5.33). The nuclearHamiltonian is thus
derived as

Ĥn = 1
2

(−iℏ∇)T M−1(R) (−iℏ∇) + E(R). (3.5.42)

The potential energy is time-independent and contains the BO energy, from the first term in eq. (3.5.40),
and an additional contribution, according to

E(R) = ϵ
(0)
BO(R) +

Nn∑
ν=1

ℏ2

2Mν

⟨
∇νφ

(0)
R

∣∣∣ ∇νφ
(0)
R

⟩
r
. (3.5.43)

It is worth noting that the first order contribution to the time-dependent potential ϵ(R, t) is zero, thus
only ϵ(0)(R), the zeroth order term, appears as potential energy in the nuclear Hamiltonian of eq. (3.5.42).
This statement has been already proven in ref.54 using the definition in eq. (1.5.11) and the expression of the
electronic wave function up to within first order terms in the perturbation. The second term on the right-
hand-side is referred to as diagonal BO correction (DBOC) in the applications proposed in this chapter.
Among the second order contributions to the potential energy (it appears at the order µ4 in eq. (3.5.2)), only
this term beyond ϵ

(0)
BO(R) is included in the calculations, due to the fact that at this stage the theory does not

allow us to efficiently compute higher order terms.
The correspondenceprinciple ofquantummechanics enables us todetermine the classical nuclearHamil-

tonian293 as

Hn = 1
2

P T M−1(R)P + E(R) (3.5.44)

whereP = M(R)Ṙ is the nuclearmomentum. ThisHamiltonian contains both the nuclear and electronic
contribution to the kinetic energy, in the forms Ṙ

T
M Ṙ/2 and Ṙ

T A(R)Ṙ/2, respectively.
The key result of the section is encoded in Eq. (3.5.29), where M(R) = M +A(R) since we have taken

µ4 = 1. Even in the presence of (weak) non-adiabatic effects, the dynamical problem can be expressed in
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terms of nucleimoving on a single, static, potential energy surface – the electronic ground state (plusDBOC)
– with masses that are corrected by the presence of the electrons. We have shown how, in a very simple and
intuitive way, the electrons are carried along by the nuclei: A(R), the A-matrix, is a position-dependent
mass that dresses the bare nuclear masses M . The A-matrix is a purely electronic quantity and is obtained
by considering the lowest order corrections O(µ2) to the BO electronic wave function. It appears both
in the definition of the TDVP and in the nuclear Hamiltonian, and can easily be computed by employing
perturbation theory.54

3.5.6 Properties of the position-dependent mass

When Cartesian coordinates are employed, as done here, the A-matrix has the property of yielding the total
electronic mass of the system when summed up over all nuclei,

Nn∑
ν,ν′=1

Aij
νν′(R) = mNelδij ∀ R, (3.5.45)

supporting its interpretation as a correction term to the nuclearmass. This can be seen by using the property
of the BO electronic wave function of being invariant under a translation of the coordinate reference system,
namely φ

(0)
R′ (r′) = φ

(0)
R (r) with R′ = R′

1, . . . , R′
Nn

= R1 + η∆, . . . , RNn + η∆ and analogously for
r′. Notice that ∆ is a three-dimensional vector and that all positions, electronic and nuclear, are translated
of the same amount η∆. Translational invariance293, 305 means

0 = ∂φ
(0)
R′ (r′)
∂η

=
∑

i=x,y,z

Nn∑
ν=1

∂φ
(0)
R′ (r′)

∂R′
νi

∂R′
νi

∂η
+

Nel∑
k=1

∂φ
(0)
R′ (r′)
∂r′

ki

∂r′
ki

∂η


=

∑
i=x,y,z

∆i

Nn∑
ν=1

∂φ
(0)
R′ (r′)

∂R′
νi

+
Nel∑
k=1

∂φ
(0)
R′ (r′)
∂r′

ki


= ∆ ·

Nn∑
ν=1

∇νφ
(0)
R′ (r′) +

Nel∑
k=1

∇kφ
(0)
R′ (r′)

 , (3.5.46)

which is valid for all values of ∆. Identifying ∇k as the position representation of the momentum operator
p̂k corresponding to the k-th electron (divided by −iℏ), which can be written also as

p̂k = im

ℏ
[
Ĥ, r̂k

]
= im

ℏ
[
ĤBO, r̂k

]
, (3.5.47)

and projecting the two terms in square brackets in eq. (3.5.46) onto φ
(1)
R,νi(r), from eq. (3.5.12),

Nn∑
ν=1

⟨
φ

(1)
R,ν′i

∣∣∣ ℏ∇νφ
(0)
R

⟩
r

= m

ℏ

Nel∑
k=1

⟨
φ

(1)
R,ν′i

∣∣∣ [ĤBO, r̂k

] ∣∣∣φ(0)
R

⟩
, (3.5.48)

we identify the A-matrix on the left-hand-side and, for each Cartesian component j, we write

Nn∑
ν=1

Aij
ν′ν(R) = −m

ℏ

Nel∑
k=1

⟨
φ

(1)
R,ν′i

∣∣∣ [ĤBO, r̂kj

] ∣∣∣φ(0)
R

⟩
r
. (3.5.49)
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From the term on the right-hand-side we derive the expression of the atomic polar tensor. First of all we
write explicitly the commutator and we use eq. (3.5.15) to obtain⟨

φ
(1)
R,ν′i

∣∣∣ [ĤBO, r̂kj

] ∣∣∣φ(0)
R

⟩
r

=
∫

dr φ
(1)
R,ν′i(r)

[
ĤBO − ϵ

(0)
BO(R)

]
rkjφ

(0)
R (r) (3.5.50)

= −ℏ
∫

dr
(
∂ν′i φ

(0)
R (r)

)
rkjφ

(0)
R (r), (3.5.51)

then we identify the expectation value of the electronic dipole moment operator over the BOwave function
in the following expression

∂ν′i

Nel∑
k=1

∫
dr φ

(0)
R (r)rkjφ

(0)
R (r) = 1

e
∂ν′i

⟨
µ̂

(el)
j (R)

⟩
BO

. (3.5.52)

The derivative with respect to the i-th Cartesian component, relative to the ν ′-th nucleus, of the j-th Carte-
sian component of the electronic dipolemoment is thedefinitionof the electronic contribution to the atomic
polar tensor306 Pν

ij(R). This leads to the relation36, 305

Nn∑
ν,ν′=1

Aij
ν′ν(R) =

Nn∑
ν=1

m

e
Pν

ij(R) = mNelδij, (3.5.53)

when we further sum over the index ν. This result states that when the A-matrix is summed up over all
nuclei it yields the total electronicmass of the complete system. In eq. (3.5.42) this means that themass effect
of the electrons is completely taken into account by the position-dependent mass corrections to the nuclear
masses within the order of the perturbation considered here.

Eq. (3.5.53) is expressed in matrix form as

Nn∑
ν,ν′=1

[
A(R)

]
νν′

= m

e

Nn∑
ν=1

[
P(R)

]
ν

= mNelI(3), (3.5.54)

where [A(R)]νν′ and [P(R)]ν are (3 × 3) matrices (in Cartesian components) and I(3) is the identity ma-
trix. [P(R)]ν = ∇ν⟨µ̂(el)(R)⟩BO is the electronic contribution to the atomic polar tensor, defined as
the variation with respect to nuclear positions of the electronic dipole moment (here averaged over the BO
state).306 The second equality in Eq. (3.5.54) is obtained using the known property of the atomic polar tensor
of yielding the total electronic charge of the system when summed over all nuclei.36, 305

It is common to separate the center of mass (CoM) motion before introducing the BO approximation.
Within the molecular frame, choosing coordinates in which the kinetic energy operator is the sum of two
separated, nuclear and electronic terms, the procedure presented here can be straightforwardly applied. Us-
ing the above sum rule, Eq. (3.5.54), it is instead possible to separate of the CoM motion a posteriori and
recover in that case the full mass of the system.

Starting from the Cartesian coordinates, we make the following change of coordinates

R′
1 = M−1

tot

(∑Nn
ν=1 MνRν + m

∑Nel
k=1 ⟨r̂k⟩BO

)
R′

ν = Rν − R1 with ν ≥ 2,
(3.5.55)
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with Mtot = ∑
ν Mν + mNel. From the sum rule eq. (3.5.53), the nuclear Hamiltonian of eq. (3.5.42)

becomes

Ĥn = P̂ 2
CoM

2Mtot

+ 1
2

(−iℏ∇′)T M′−1 (−iℏ∇′) + E ′. (3.5.56)

P̂CoM is the momentum (operator) associated to the center of mass (CoM) coordinate in eq. (3.5.55), thus
the first term accounts for the motion of the CoM as a free particle. The mass associated to the CoM is,
correctly, the total mass of the system, i.e. nuclei and electrons, rather than the nuclear mass only, as in the
BOapproximation. The following terms are the kinetic andpotential energies corresponding to the internal,
rotational and vibrational, degrees of freedom. Section C.2 in the appendix provides a detailed description
of the derivation.

3.5.7 Applications

The formalism introduced above is employed to construct a numerical procedure that is (i) fundamentally
adiabatic, namely only a single (static) potential energy surface is explicitly involved, but (ii) able to account
for electronic effects beyond BO via the position-dependent corrections to the bare nuclear masses. The key
quantity in the examples reported below is the nuclear Hamiltonian of eq. (3.5.42): quantum-mechanically,
it is used to compute the spectrum of a model of a proton involved in a one-dimensional hydrogen bond;275

interpreted classically in the same model system, it is employed as the generator of the classical evolution of
the oxygen atoms in the presence of a quantum proton. Transforming to internal coordinates and in the
harmonic approximation, position-dependent corrections are included in the calculation of the vibrational
spectra of H2, H2O, NH3 and H3O+. Numerical details are given in section C.3 in the appendix.

Non-adiabatic proton transfer

As a first application, we consider a model of a proton involved in a one-dimensional hydrogen bondO−H
−O,275 inwhichnon-adiabatic effects are known tobe important.307 The light particle is the proton, assumed
to be in its vibrational ground state. Themass ratio with the heavy particles, the two oxygens, is much larger
than the electron-nuclear mass ratio, thus suggesting possible deviations from the BO approximation. We
use an asymmetric potential mimicking a strong hydrogen bond (as shown in fig. 3.12): the proton is bonded
to the oxygen atomO− at large distances whereas at short distances it is shared by the two oxygen atoms and
is localized around the center of the O−O bond. The proton densities corresponding to the ground state is
shown in Fig. 3.12.

At large distances we expect the effectivemass ofO− to be close to 17 a.m.u. as it carries along the proton.
This is clear in Fig. 3.13, where it is shown that the element AO−O−(R) of the A-matrix tends to a constant
(equal to 1 a.m.u., the mass of the proton) at R > 3 Å, whereas all other components are zero, as expected
from the sum rule of Eq. (3.5.54). We show this schematically in Fig.3.13 where we plot the proton density
along theO−Obond. We also report an estimate of the amount of electronicmass associated to each oxygen,
as the sumover the columns of theA-matrix, e.g.MO−(R) = MO− +[AO−O−(R)+AO+O−(R)]. At short
distances instead the proton is shared by the oxygens: the elements of the A-matrix are non-zero, but the
O− diagonal contribution remains dominant. Notice that it is not surprising that the off-diagonal elements
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Figure 3.12: Left: Potential of the hydrogen bondmodel as a function of theO−Odistance (R) and of the proton position (r). Right:

proton density corresponding to the BO ground state.

of the A-matrix are negative, as only two conditions are physically relevant: the diagonal elements must be
non-negative, in a ground-state dynamics, and the sum of the elements must yield the electronic mass, in a
translationally invariant system. As seen in Fig. 3.13, the two protons have then similar masses at very short
distances.
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Figure 3.13: Left: Elements of theA-matrix as functions ofR. Right: Proton density at two values of theO−Odistance (2.0 Å black and

2.8 Å red), where themasses of the oxygens (sum of columns of thematrixM, see text)MO+ andMO− indicate theA-matrix effect.

Fig. 3.14 shows the classical trajectories of the two oxygen atoms starting from a compressed O−O dis-
tance and zero velocity. Calculations have been performed both in the standard adiabatic approximation
(BO) and with position-dependent corrections to the oxygenmasses (BO+M). The two sets of calculations
are compared with Ehrenfest dynamics, where non-adiabatic effects are included explicitly. The distance of
the oxygens is plotted along with the mean position of the proton at the final steps of the dynamics. The
masses areMO+ =MO− = 16 a.m.u. andMH+ = 1 a.m.u. In Fig. 3.14(f) it is shown that the CoMof the sys-
tem is perfectly fixed when position-dependent masses are employed, in contrast to the BO approximation.
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BO approximation corrected by the position-dependent dressedmass (orange), Ehrenfest dynamics (black). Right: Position of the center

of mass (CoM).

We have tested an ad hoc correction to the mass of the oxygen O−, i.e. MO− = 17 a.m.u. This improves the
conservation of the CoM but does not fix it completely. BO dynamics is faster than the Ehrenfest dynamics
because the heavy atoms have only the bare nuclear mass. Changing MO− to 17 a.m.u. improves the result,
but only including theposition-dependent dressedmass leads to a systematic convergence to theEhrenfest re-
sults. We have further compared the error with respect to Ehrenfest dynamics, of BO and BO+Mdynamics,
as function of the inverse mass ratio µ−4 = MO/MH+ . This is shown in Fig. 3.15 as the root-mean-square-
deviation (RMSD) with respect to the reference Ehrenfest trajectory. The position-dependent dressed mass
greatly improves the precision of the dynamics even at small values of µ−4 (= 4 is the smallest value used),
and leads to an error four orders of magnitude smaller than BO at large mass ratios.

Further, we have computed the four lowest eigenstates of the full quantum Hamiltonian at different
values of µ−4. The diagonalization of the full Hamiltonian is compared to three approximations: BO,
BO+DBOC,BO+DBOC+M(wherewe also include the position-dependent correction). Fig. 3.15 shows the
error on the eigenvalues (the exact lowest eigenvalue is −4127.08527 cm−1 at MO+ =MO− = 16 a.m.u.).
At small µ−4 the BO approximation is expected to fail: the mass corrections allow to gain one order of mag-
nitude in the eigenvalues, even if compared to the case where the DBOC is included. Overall, also in the
static situation the mass correction leads to highly accurate results. At a mass ratio µ−4 = 1600 an accuracy
on the eigenvalues of about 10−5 cm−1 is reached whereas it is only 0.5 cm−1 using the BO approximation.

Corrections to harmonic frequencies

Next, we consider non-adiabatic effects on vibrational frequencies and predict corrections to the harmonic
frequencies of small molecules, i.e. H2, H2O, NH3 and H3O+. The corrected frequencies ν + ∆ν have
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Figure 3.15: Left: RMSD between Ehrenfest results and the BO approximation (black) or the BO approximation corrected by the position-

dependent dressedmass (red). Right: Error between the four lowest eigenvalues of the full Hamiltonian and BO (solid lines with circles),

BO+DBOC (dashed lines with crosses), BO+DBOC+M (dotted lines with squares). Both panels show the results as functions of the inverse

mass ratioµ−4.

been computed by diagonalizing the matrix [M−1(R0)K(R0)] at the equilibrium geometry R0, where
K is the Hessian computed from the ground state adiabatic potential energy surface. Negative frequency
shifts are expected, as shown in Table 3.2: non-adiabatic effects perturbing the ground-state dynamics tend
to induce excitations of the light particles, and the energy necessary for the transition is “removed” from
the heavy particles. Comparison with the literature,297 when available, shows that the theory is capable to
predict accurate non-adiabatic corrections, even if working within the harmonic approximation and with
the generalized gradient approximation to density functional theory. The approach can be easily applied to
systems beyond di- and tri-atomic molecules296, 297 and we provide the first predictions to the non-adiabatic
corrections of vibrational frequencies of NH3 and H3O+. It can be seen that the shifts of the N-H stretch
frequencies of NH3 are larger than those of the O-H stretch frequencies of H3O+, due to the fact that the
N-H bonds are less ionic and as a result the mass carried along by the protons are larger in NH3 than in
H3O+.

Table 3.2: Harmonic frequencies ν (in cm−1) and their non-adiabatic corrections∆ν . Benchmark values are taken from ref.297 when

indicated.

molecule H2 H2
297 H2O H2O297 NH3 H3O+

ν, ∆ν 4343.28, -0.89 -0.74 1594.93, -0.06 1597.60, -0.07 1016.73, -0.06 837.27, -0.03
3656.19, -0.74 3661.00, -0.69 1628.30, -0.10 1639.25, -0.05
3757.77, -0.59 3758.63, -0.77 3358.91, -0.82 3438.80, -0.36

3471.93, -0.74 3522.10, -0.26
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3.6 Direct moment expansion algorithm

In section 2.4, we have devised a compact representation of the electronic susceptibiltiy for inter-molecular
interactions, the moment expanded representation. Using the properties of the derived transformation, it is
possible to bypass the spectral decomposition of the response function and to directly calculate its moment
expanded representation. We first outline the idea and then give a generalized closed form of the algorithm..
We start with a perturbing potential with only one symmetry contribution V −1

1 = 1, which gives rise to the
electronic response via eq. (??)

n
resp
V −1

1
(r) =

l∑
m=−l

ξm
l (r)Ξm−1

l1 = n−1
1 (r) = ξ−1

1 (r)Ξ−1−1
11 , (3.6.1)

where eq. (??) has been used. This response can be obtained via conventional linear response perturbation
theory. Via projection on the corresponding solid harmonic R−1

1 (r′)

⟨R−1
1 |n−1

1 ⟩ = |Ξ−1−1
11 |2, (3.6.2)

the state of the corresponding symmetry ξ−1
1 (r) can be extracted as

ξ−1
1 (r) = n−1

1 (r)√
⟨R−1

1 |n−1
1 ⟩

. (3.6.3)

In the next higher symmetry, V 0
1 = 1, eq. (??) takes the form

n
resp
V 0

1
(r) = ξ−1

1 (r)Ξ−10
11 + ξ0

1(r)Ξ00
11. (3.6.4)

Since the states and projections of symmetry with lower (l, m) are already known, in this case ξ−1
1 (r) and

Ξ−10
11 , we can determine the response density that has the desired symmetry only, namely

n0
1(r) = n

resp
V −1

1
(r) − ξ−1

1 (r)Ξ−10
11 = ξ0

1(r)Ξ00
11, (3.6.5)

which gives access to the state of the corresponding symmetry using eq. (3.6.3), i.e.

ξ0
1(r) = n0

1(r)√
⟨R0

1|n0
1⟩

. (3.6.6)

Using the properties in eq. (??), this procedure can be iterated to higher angular momentum channels. In
the following we give a generalized closed form of the algorithm.

This direct moment expansion requires one perturbation calculation per symmetry. The moment ex-
pansion thus not only yields a very compact form of the non-local response function for inter-molecular
interactions, it also provides a straightforward way for its iterative calculation.

Direct moment expansion algorithm

We iterative over all desiredmultipole symmetries (l, m) in increasing order in l andm, i.e. starting from l =
1, m = −1. At the given symmetry (l, m), we calculate the linear responsedensityn

resp
V m

l
at the corresponding
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symmetry (V m
l = 1) via direct perturbation theory calculation or finite difference derivation of the density.

Formally, we write this in terms of the full response function

n
resp
V m

l
(r) =

∫
χ(r, r′)Rm

l (r′)d3r′. (3.6.7)

From eqs. (??) and (??), we know that the response is given by

n
resp
V m

l
(r) =

l∑
l′=1

m′
max(l′)∑

m′=−l′
ξm′

l′ (r)Ξm′m
l′l , (3.6.8)

where we have defined an upper summation index

m′
max(l′) =

 m if l′ = l

l′ if l′ < l
. (3.6.9)

At l = 1, m = −1, the sum contains just one term. At higher moments, we assume to know the ξm′
l′ (r)

of all preceding multipole moments. Therefore, we also know Ξm′m
l′l and can subtract the response due to

already known states.

nm
l (r) = n

resp
V m

l
(r) −

l∑
l′=1

m′
max(l′)∑

m′=−l′

m′ ̸=m′
max(l′)

ξm′

l′ (r)Ξm′m
l′l = ξm

l (r)Ξmm
ll . (3.6.10)

This symmetry decomposition of the response nm
l (r) can be projected on the perturbation Rm

l (r)

⟨Rm
l |nm

l ⟩ = |Ξmm
ll |2, (3.6.11)

which gives access to the desired response states ξm
l (r) via

ξm
l (r) = nm

l (r)√
⟨Rm

l |nm
l ⟩

. (3.6.12)

The algorithm can be iterated until all desired states ξm
l (r) are calculated and requires only one perturbation

calculation per state.
The algorithm has been implemented in the CPMD program package. The resulting states converge

systematically towards the results of the moment expansion after an explicit diagonalization. The two rele-
vant convergence parameters are the number of eigenstates in the diagonalization and the plane wave cutoff
of the representation of the sawtooth position operator in a plane wave basis. Increasing both parameters
leads to a systematic convergence of the results. In a water molecule with 150 Ry plane wave energy cutoff
and 5000 converged eigenfunctions we have relative errors of the moment matrices Ξmm′

ll of 0.004 at l = 1
and 0.005 at l = 2.

This direct moment expansion also has been implemented in the Dalton program package308 via finite
difference derivatives. This use of an atom centered basis allows to represent the states in an atom centered
basis, which can be useful for applications with changing molecular geometry.
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3.7 Discussion

In section 3.2, we have reported the first fully ab-initio calculation of dynamical vibrational circular dichro-
ism (VCD) spectra using nuclear velocity perturbation theory (NVPT) derived electronic currents. The em-
ployed combination of the time correlation function (TCF) formalism with ab-initio molecular dynamics
(AIMD) and perturbation theory derived electronic currents provides a rigorous protocol for the calculation
of VCD spectra in the liquid phase. It is naturally capable of describing weak inter-molecular interactions,
chirality transfer and conformational changes in solution at ambient conditions, thereby more closely mod-
eling what experimentalist actually measure. Our results show an excellent agreement with the theoretical
and experimental references and are able to naturally describe weak interactions like chirality transfer from
a chiral molecule to an achiral solvent.

A considerable effort has been devoted to the solution and analysis of the choice of gauge in the liquid
phase. The electronic expectation values are evaluated in a distributed origin gauge, employingmaximally lo-
calizedWannier orbitals. A gauge invariant spectrum is obtained in terms of a scaledmolecular gauge, which
allows to systematically include solvent effects while keeping a significant signal-to-noise ratio. Our analysis
and discussion of this choice of gauge in the liquid phase shows that the application of TCF VCD spec-
tra requires a higher computational effort than the infrared absorbance counterpart. However, the scaled
molecular moments provide a systematic tool to extract statistically significant spectra also from finite time
and finite size AIMDs.

One direct follow-up question is the extension of the presented methodology to the ordered condensed
phase. This has been addressed in section 3.3, where the modern theory of magnetization has been formu-
lated in the NVPT framework. This theoretical development justifies the procedure of section 3.2 for the
liquid phase. Its implementation and benchmarking for the ordered condensed phase are still ongoing.

A further aspect that has to be considered in the calculation of the NVPT of real molecular systems is
the basis set dependence on the nuclear velocity. In case of our plane wave implementation, this is trans-
lated to the Galilean invariance of Hamiltonians with non-local potentials. In section 3.4, we have devised a
correction that cures this problem and verified that its linearization resolves this issue for our applications.
Further analysis and benchmarking are still ongoing.

In section 3.5, we have developed a rigorous theory to include the effect of electronic motion on nuclear
dynamics in molecules within the adiabatic framework. Nuclear masses are dressed by position-dependent
corrections that are purely electronic quantities and a consequence of the fact that electrons do not follow
rigidly the motion of the nuclei. Various applications are discussed, yielding in all cases striking agreements
with the benchmarks, either exact or highly accurate quantum-mechanical calculations.

Conceptually, we have resolved a well-known309 fundamental inconsistency of the Born-Oppenheimer
(BO) approximation. In a translationally invariant problem, the center of mass moves as a free particle with
mass that equals the total mass of the systems, i.e. nuclei and electrons, not only the nuclear mass. This
feature is naturally built in the theory and corrects for a deficiency of the BO approximation, providing
exactly the missing mass of the electrons. From a more practical point of view, our approach is very general
and can be applied whenever a “factorization” of the underlying physical problem is possible, e.g. in the case
of proton and oxygen atoms or in the case of electrons and nuclei.
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Further applications are indeed envisaged, since the perturbative incorporation of non-adiabatic effects
greatly reduces the complexity of the fully coupledproblem. For instance, the approximations canbe applied
to nuclear wave packet methods for the calculation of highly accurate vibrational spectra beyond the BO
approximation.

Finally, we have taken a further step in the calculation of the moment expanded representation of the
electronic susceptibility in section 3.6. Bypassing the expensive iterative diagonalization, we have devised a
simple way of a direct calculation of the moment expanded representation. In view of the explicit molec-
ular geometry dependence, presented in section 2.5, this greatly simplifies the calculation and improves the
efficiency of the methodology.
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Conclusion

The context of this work is the research and development of theoretical methods for the modeling of com-
plexmolecular systems and their spectroscopic responses, focusing on the condensedphase at ambient condi-
tions. Foremost, we have worked on an improved interpretation and theoretical evaluation of experimental
vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) spectra. Moreover, we have aimed for an efficient, density-basedmod-
eling scheme for inter-molecular interactions in the condensed phase. Both aspects will be summarized and
concluded in the following.

Electronic probability currents for vibrational circular dichroism

The calculation of VCD spectra of complex chemical systems in the condensed phase is a challenging task
for which at present no satisfying first-principles theory has been reported. In this work, we have addressed
this shortcoming by devising new theoretical and computational concepts for VCD spectra in the time
correlation function (TCF) formalism.41, 42 This dynamical approach had been successfully applied to in-
frared absorption (IRA) of bulk solutions and solvated molecules, based on ab-initio molecular dynamics
(AIMD)43–47 or evenmore sophisticatedmethods.48 However, even about 20 years after the milestone work
of Silvestrelli,43 a fully AIMD-based TCF VCD spectrum had never been reported. First attempts using
partial charges or density-based reconstructed currents show the interest in this direction.49–52

This discrepancy between the IRA andVCD stems from the fact that for the calculation of VCD spectra,
non-adiabatic electronicwave functions are required.32, 33, 54 Themagnetic field perturbation theory34 and the
nuclear velocity perturbation theory33 (NVPT) have provided perturbative formulations for the required
electronic currents. The missing link to adopt the dynamic TCF approach for VCD is an efficient scheme
to compute the electronic currents along a molecular dynamics. This has been accomplished in this work,
in which we have developed the necessary theoretical and computational means for this task by deriving,
implementing and benchmarking the NVPT in condensed phase systems.

At the beginning of this work stood the conceptual choice of how to approach this theoretical challenge.
In view of the desired combination of AIMD in the condensed phase and linear response perturbation cal-
culations, we have opted for a plane wave electronic structure program, the CPMD program package.2 The
use of plane waves has several advantages. It is particularly well suited for AIMD simulations in the con-
densed phase and at the same time facilitates the linear response calculation via the Sternheimer method,
requiring ground state electronic structure information only and providing a large enough freedom for dif-
fuse electronic responses. Based on this premise, we have decided to use the NVPT instead of the magnetic
field perturbation theory due to its suitability for plane wave AIMD implementations. As discussed in sec-
tion 1.4.4, this advantage is threefold. First, it results from the fact that the perturbationHamiltonian is well
defined also under periodic boundary conditions since no absolute position operator is involved. Second,
the perturbation Hamiltonian can be projected along the dynamics, which greatly improves the computa-
tional efficiency for sampling along an AIMD. And third, the plane wave basis is independent of the nuclear
positions, which reduces the computational complexity of the calculations since no additional Pulay-terms
have to be considered.

The latter advantage is somewhat reduced if non-local potentials are employed, which typically is the case
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in plane wave codes. The presence of atom centered projectors of the non-local pseudopotentials destroys
the Galilean invariance of the solution to the Schrödinger equation. This is one of the prerequisites that we
had to establish for a successful implementation. We have shown in section 3.4 that the Galilean invariance
of the problem in presence of non-local potentials can be recovered by a suitable transformation of the non-
local potentials. This correction is closely related to the widely used corrections for non-local potentials in
presence of electro-magnetic vector potentials.119, 122 Furthermore, we could show that for all relevant nuclear
velocities, a linearized correction is sufficient to obtain Galilean gauge invariant results, and that the final
current dipole and magnetic dipole operator expectation values are independent of this correction.

Having chosen the theoretical and the implementational framework, we have turned our attention to
the foundations of the perturbative correction. The nuclear velocity perturbation theory (NVPT) has been
proposed originally by Nafie.33 His complete adiabatic correction yields the required non-adiabatic content
for the calculation of electronic currents. However, while giving evidence for a deep physical intuition, the
reported derivations of the NVPT still required a rigorous revision. One of the main results of this work
is this rigorous derivation of the NVPT, which allows to study its physical properties and the limits of its
applicability. To that extent, we have started from the exact factorization of the electron-nuclear wave func-
tion and derived the NVPT as a perturbative correction to the Born-Oppenheimer53 approximation. The
analysis in sections 2.2 and 3.5 have established that the NVPT actually is the lowest order correction to the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation in the time-dependent case.301 As long as the non-adiabatic couplings are
small, i.e. the system is far away from avoided crossings, the electronic response due to the nuclear momenta
can be accurately described by the NVPT.

This rigorous derivation has also provided further insights. We have shown that the perturbation pa-
rameter, which corresponds to the nuclear velocity in the semi-classical limit for the nuclei, can also be inter-
preted in a quantum mechanical way. The correction to the wave function can also be obtained from the
non-adiabatic coupling vectors, which are accessible at various levels of theory in modern quantum chem-
istry codes.114, 310, 311 This sheds a new light on the NVPT as a more general yet efficient framework to ob-
tain electronic probability density currents of complex chemical systems. Possible applications are e.g. the
visualization of electronic currents during chemical reactions or the determination of electronic reordering
processes. Again, the use of non-local pseudopotentials introduces artifacts in the formof additional sources
and sinks of the electronic probability density currents. However, these are in principle only technical and
no conceptual complications, which motivates further work in this direction.

Moreover, the derivation of the NVPT has revealed the existence of an additional term in the electronic
expectation values of the current and magnetic dipole moment operators. This additional contribution is
due to the vector potential occurring in the exact factorization formulation, which mediates the electron-
nuclear coupling as a kinetic effect. We have been able to show that this correction to the NVPT VCD
spectrum is very small for the systems that we have analyzed. However, we expect the correction to be rel-
evant in case of amplified or enhanced VCD.262–266 Furthermore, we have been able to derive an expression
for the calculation of the vector potential that is independent of the perturbation parameter, the vector po-
tential matrix, short A-matrix. This A-matrix has been identified to account for the inertia of the electrons
if the nuclei are moving and its sum rule is shown to yield the total electronic mass of the system. As a posi-
tion dependent mass-renormalization, it cures the inconsistency of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation
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in which only the bare nuclear masses are moving. With help of these results of section 3.5, we now can
give an intuitive answer to the fundamental question as to which masses vibrate in a molecule. First appli-
cations to proton transfer and non-adiabatic vibrational frequency shifts of polyatomic molecules illustrate
its far-reaching implications.

Based on this rigorous derivation, we have implemented the NVPT in the plane wave electronic struc-
ture program package CPMD. This is the first reported successful implementation of the NVPT and it is
publicly accessible for scientific use. The implementation in the planewave code uses density functional per-
turbation theory for the calculation of the electronic structure perturbation, as discussed in section 2.3. The
use of planewaves facilitates the linear response calculation via the Sternheimermethod and at the same time
is particularly well suited for AIMD simulations in the condensed phase. However, at its present stage, it
comes at the price of the use of non-local pseudopotentials and the limitation to the generalized gradient ap-
proximation as the electronic structure level of theory. Wewish to point out that both limitations aremerely
technical compromises in order to achieve sufficiently long AIMD but pose no fundamental limitations to
the developed theoretical framework, which is of a more general nature.

Two technical aspects of the plane wave implementation are worth mentioning. First, the magnetic
dipole moment operator depends on the absolute position of the origin and is hence ill-defined under peri-
odic boundary conditions. We have addressed this problem by adopting a previously realized combination
of maximally localized Wannier orbitals in a state-wise distributed origin.14 This approach is applicable to
insulating systems and can be efficiently realized in the disordered condensed phase, which commonly are
treated in the Γ-point approximation. Second, the evaluation of the velocity operator in the current and
magnetic dipole operators is complicated in presence of non-local pseudopotentials. The velocity operator
is defined as the commutator of the position operator with the Hamiltonian. For Hamiltonians with local
potentials, this commutator is proportional to themomentum operator. However, the non-local potentials
do not commute with the position operator and yield an additional contribution to the momentum. Its
evaluation requires the explicit calculation of the commutator of the position operator with the non-local
potential.120

After the successful realization, we have validated the results of our NVPT implementation. A first
validation is given by the consistency of the sum rule relations between electronic dipole, electronic current
dipole and magnetic dipole moments. In a second step, we have compared our results with the established
magnetic field perturbation theory. The latter is implemented only in programs employing atom centered
basis sets, which complicates the comparison. However, the benchmark formolecules in the gas phase, both
in the double harmonic approximation, showed that both theories are in excellent agreement. This was
an important intermediate result, since we were able to reproduce the state of the art of VCD spectra of
isolatedmolecules in the double harmonic approximation and couldnow turnour attention to the envisaged
generalizations of the theory.

For our intended application of dynamical VCD spectra in the condensed phase, we had to go beyond
the static picture. We have implemented a projected version of the NVPT, which projects the perturbation
Hamiltonian vector onto the nuclear velocity already before the perturbation calculation. This allows a
very efficient evaluation of the electronic probability density along a molecular dynamics simulation in the
condensed phase. From these, the cross-correlation between the current dipole and the magnetic dipole
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moment evolution can be obtained. For dynamic VCD spectra in the TCF formalism, we have sampled
several picoseconds of AIMD, both in the gas and in the condensed phase. Prior to this work, the evaluation
of electronic current observables along molecular dynamics simulation in the condensed phase would not
have been feasible at this time-scale. For the gas phase AIMD,wewere able to extract effective normalmodes
as an intermediate step between fully dynamical TCF spectra and the double harmonic approximation: we
found the resulting spectra to be in excellent agreement.

At this stage, having access to current related observables in the condensedphase, we faced the conceptual
problem of the choice of gauge for the magnetic dipole moments. Given the magnetic dipole moments in
a distributed Wannier origin gauge, we had to chose a consistent gauge of the magnetic dipoles in order to
obtain gauge invariant observables. We have provided an extensive analysis of the gauge problem of VCD in
the disordered condensed phase. For the ordered condensed phase, an adaptation of the modern theory of
magnetization has been devised, as presented in section 3.3. This derivation suggests that, in the liquid phase,
the additional contributions due to itinerary currents should be negligible. For calculations of VCD spectra
in the liquid phase, we have adopted an isotropic spatial decomposition scheme for analysis purpose. The
results indicate that the TCF VCD spectra of chiral molecules in a polar solvent, in our case water, are very
sensitive to insufficient sampling. The chirality fluctuations of the water, which only on average is achiral,
introduce a noisy background of the actual VCD signal. This background originates from long-range inter-
molecular correlations and is amplified by an additional scalingwith the distance due to the gauge-transport.
The rigorous solution of this problem is simply more sampling, which motivates further developments in
this direction to decrease the computational costs, enabling longer simulation times. At present, we adopt
the concept of scaled molecular moments and assume that the correlation functions of distant molecules
decays sufficiently fast. Using this methodology, we have been able to calculate the first rigorously ab-initio
VCD spectra in the condensed phase, including spectral features originating from chirality transfer.

The theory of VCDdeveloped in this work is very general in the sense that the established approaches to
VCD calculations can be obtained as the corresponding limits of this theory. It therefore provides enough
methodological flexibility to adapt the level of theory to the corresponding system of interest, be it the use
of classical molecular dynamics, the parametrization of molecular property surfaces or the effective normal
mode analysis. Moreover, it establishes a natural starting point for further lines of research. These perspec-
tives benefit from the favorable scaling of the implementation that allows for efficient probability current
calculations alongmolecular dynamics of condensed phase systems at unprecedented time- and length scales.

One direction is the dynamical aspect of the theory of VCD. In analogy to the development of theoreti-
cal IRA spectroscopy,48 one interesting question could be the study of nuclear quantum effects on the VCD
spectrum. In the opposite direction, a coarser description of the environment in a hybrid QM/MM ap-
proach could give access to dynamical effects on the VCD spectra of larger molecular assemblies like e.g. bio-
molecules in solution. We have already taken first steps to explore the application of our methodology to
dynamical VCD spectra of flexible molecules in solution. Further work in this direction will have to prove
the reliability and robustness of the approach.

A second perspective for further developments is the possibility to access condensed phase VCD spectra
of large scale systems. In this work, we have focused on isotropic systems in the disordered condensed phase,
where the gauge problem could be addressed by making use of the disorder of the system. However, the
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application of the theory and implementation tomolecules in the ordered condensed phase requires further
reasoning. In ordered systems with extended molecules, the long range correlations and possible itinerary
currents have to be taken into account. Our proposed adaptation of the modern theory of magnetization
for the framework of the NVPT provides the necessary starting point for this undertaking. Potential appli-
cations are e.g. parts of crystal structures of proteins or a strand of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

In view of the linear response aspect of the developed theory, a further development could be the already
mentioned analysis of the enhanced or amplified VCD of metal complexes. In these systems, the small en-
ergy gap between occupied and unoccupied states gives rise to enhanced responses. The discovered kinetic
contribution to the NVPT VCD intensities might be important here. Moreover, the developed theory and
implementation ofNVPTVCD could be extended to vibrational Raman optical activity.17 The required ad-
ditional quantity is the cross-polarizability, which can be obtained via the Sternheimer formalism in a similar
manner to the NVPT theory. Also here, the implementational framework should give access to length- and
time scales sufficient for AIMD-based dynamical spectra.

The interpretation of the vector potentialmatrix as a position dependentmass renormalization provides
the basis for further applications of this theory. Since the vector potential matrix can be also obtained from
non-adiabatic coupling vectors, this application is not limited to the Sternheimer formalism implementa-
tion. Beyond the first applications to non-adiabatic effects in hydrogen bonding and vibrational spectra of
poly-atomic molecules, this theory could e.g. be used in explicit nuclear wave-packet dynamics.

Finally, the NVPT in principle gives access to the electronic probability current density. Despite the
mentioned technical obstacles still to overcome, the NVPT provides a very efficient way for its calculation.
Contrary to explicit electron dynamics, the NVPT can be used at isolated single points in time and nev-
ertheless takes into account the dynamics of the electrons in a self-consistent manner. After a benchmark
and comparison of the electronic probability current density from the NVPT and various other levels of
theories, applications could be the visualization of electronic currents during chemical reactions or the de-
termination of electronic reordering processes. Furthermore, the NVPT current density could be analyzed
for its eddy-current contribution and compared with density derived currents.

The electronic susceptibility for inter-molecular interactions

A different application of the linear response methodology has been the focus of the second line of research
of thiswork. Wehave aimed for an efficient, density-basedmodeling scheme for inter-molecular interactions,
employing response densities via an explicit representation of the electronic susceptibility response function.

The underlying conceptual idea is based on the observation that the electronic susceptibility yields the
interacting electronic density response for perturbing potentials independent of the perturbation. This has
tobe compared toorbital-based response calculations,which require self-consistent solutions of the response
equations for each novel perturbation potential. Since the perturbation Hamiltonian depends itself on the
response of the electronic density, this self-consistent solution is comparatively much more costly. Once
determined, the electronic susceptibility can instead be applied straightforwardly to changing perturbation
potentials.

Our intended application of this method is the density-based modeling of inter-molecular interactions
in a fragmentation approach. The overall system is fragmented into its molecular constituents and their in-
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teractions are treated perturbatively. This methodology is known to yield reasonable interaction potentials
in the linear response regime10 if orbital-based perturbation theory is employed. For a purely density-based
evaluation, the expected accuracy is lower, however, a rigorous treatment of polarization effects might con-
tribute to the development of transferable polarizable models with accuracies similar to polarizable force-
fields. Instead of being parameterized for a particular application, the response density-basedmodels should
show a more robust transferability.

At the beginning of this research stood the idea to use the explicit spatial dependence of the electronic
susceptibility in order to model short range inter-molecular interactions. This explicit spatial dependence
has been obtained bymeans of an iterative spectral decomposition of the interacting static electronic suscep-
tibility via a Lanczos diagonalization. In the spectral decomposition, the response function is represented
as an outer product of the eigenfunctions, weighted with the eigenvalues. The application of the response
function amounts to taking the inner products of the eigenfunctions with the perturbing potential, which
has a much lower computational complexity compared with the original response calculation itself. First
benchmarks of this spectral decomposition suggested that the electronic response density of small molecules
can be accurately obtained employing a basis of few thousand eigenfunctions.

A few thousand eigenfunctions still pose considerable requirements for storage, computation and rep-
resentation of their further properties. The Lanczos diagonalization yields the eigenfunctions in the plane
wave representation, i.e. on a grid in real space. Since the molecular geometry changes during a molecular
dynamics, also the eigenfunctions change. Therefore, for practical applications, the eigenfunction should
be parameterized in terms of the nuclear positions, e.g. via an expansion in an atom centered basis set. This
change of representation for several thousand eigenfunctions turned out to be a very demanding and ineffi-
cient task. This observation suggested further reasoning for an efficient representation and storage. In view
of these considerations, we had to improve on the spectral decomposition representation to come up with a
more practicable scheme.

The full spectral decomposition representation of the spatial dependence of the full response function
has the advantage that both, inter- as well as intra-molecular perturbation potentials can be treated on the
same footing. However, for the purpose of a fragmentation-based molecular dynamics simulations, we are
mainly interested in the responses to inter-molecular perturbation potentials. Therefore, it is desirable to be
able to partition the response function into a small part that describes inter-molecular interactions accurately
and a large remainder, which accounts for the response to more complicated perturbation potentials. A
priori, it is not clear whether such a partition exists at all, whether it is well-defined and what properties it
has.

One central result of this work is the derivation of such a partition of the response function, termed
“moment expansion” by us. As presented in section 2.4, it allows a very condensed representation of the rel-
evant part of the response function for inter-molecular interactions. Starting from the observation that the
relevance of a particular eigenfunction is not only determined by its eigenvalue but also by its overlap with
the perturbation potential, the moment expansion yields transformed functions, the moment expanded
states, which couple to the lowest orders of the series expansion of the perturbing potential. The resulting
moment expanded states are well defined by their symmetry properties and can be labeled according to the
symmetry of their multipole moments, which motivated the name. In terms of efficiency, the moment ex-
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pansion reduces the number of required functions by about two to three orders of magnitude as compared
to the spectral decomposition representation. This explicit representation greatly simplifies the calculation
and improves the efficiency of the methodology.

After having devised the algorithm for the transformation, we analyzed and benchmarked its analytical
and numerical properties. Important observations are the well-definition of transformation and representa-
tion, which is a priori non-trivial due to the origin dependence of themultipolemoments and the truncation
of the in principle infinite dimensional spectral decomposition representation. Furthermore, it is worth-
while to emphasize that the moment expanded representation yields an exact partition of the full response
function, i.e. the coupling to the external potentials is partitioned exactly and the low dimensional part for
inter-molecular interactions yields exact results.

This exact partition allowed a further step in the calculation of the moment expanded representation.
As discussed in section 3.6, the expensive iterative diagonalization can be bypassed by making use of this
exact partitioning. We have devised a simple iterative way of a direct calculation of the moment expanded
representation with increasing orders of multipole symmetries. This direct moment expansion has been
implemented in CPMD program package and greatly simplified the subsequent developments.

A particular appealing property of the moment expanded states are their symmetry properties, which
directly connect their shape towell-defined physical observables. This connection provides elegant analytical
rotation properties and, as important, assures that themoment expanded states are continuous functions of
their parametric dependences as the molecular geometry or external electrostatic potentials.

This last observationmotivates the use of a Taylor expansion of the response function in terms of the de-
sired parametric dependences. For molecular dynamics, we are interested in the explicit molecular geometry
dependence, which has been expressed in terms of Taylor expansions as presented in section 2.5. Corrections
of the response function due to external field and external field gradients, as encountered in the near-field
regime of inter-molecular interactions, are currently being examined.

In a next step, the moment expanded states had to be represented in an atom centered basis. For this
change of representation, we had to solve a coupled non-linear optimization problem of the basis set expo-
nents and basis set function prefactors. This change of representation is currently still ongoing and has not
been included in this thesis.

The presented developments in this project have provided two important steps towards the use of the
electronic susceptibility for inter-molecular interactions. Further work will have to integrate the response
density calculations in a fragmented, density-basedmolecular dynamics framework. At this stage it is difficult
to predict the accuracy of the resulting methodology. As already pointed out, it is clear that density-based
methods cannot compete with orbital-based schemes. However, due to its first-principles character, the
devisedmethodologymight yield a transferable treatment of polarization effects. Moreover, itmight provide
a transferable post-processing scheme for classicalmolecular dynamics that allows todetermine themolecular
multipole moments on a polarizable force-field level of theory. Finally, the devised results might find use in
different applications of the electronic susceptibility. One possible application is the use of the moment
expanded states as a basis set for molecular random phase approximation or van der Waals calculations.
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Appendix A

Electronic structure methods

A.1 Derivation of the exact factorization

We want to minimize the action functional

A [χ, ΦR] =
∫ tf

ti

⟨Ψ|Ĥ − iℏ∂t|Ψ⟩dt (A.1.1)

until the variation with respect to χ∗(R, t) is stationary

δχ∗(R,t)A [χ, ΦR] != 0 (A.1.2)

Explicitly written out, this reads

⟨ΦR(t)|T̂n + ĤBO + Vn,ext(R, t) + Ve,ext(r, t) − iℏ∂t|ΦR(t)⟩χ(R, t) = 0. (A.1.3)

We note ⟨Φ|Φ⟩ = 1, define X ≡ ⟨Φ|∇|Φ⟩ and use the following identities

⟨Φ|∇2Φ⟩ = ∇ · ⟨Φ|∇Φ⟩ − ⟨∇Φ| · |∇Φ⟩ = ∇ · X − ⟨∇Φ| · |∇Φ⟩ (A.1.4)

(∇ + X)2χ = ∇2χ + 2X · ∇χ + χ∇ · X + X2χ (A.1.5)

to rewrite

⟨Φ|∇2(χ|Φ⟩) = (∇ + X)2χ − X2χ − χ⟨∇Φ| · |∇Φ⟩. (A.1.6)

We use this for the action of the nuclear kinetic energy and introduce the vector potential Aν(R, t) =
⟨ΦR(t)| − iℏ∇ν |ΦR(t)⟩

⟨ΦR(t)|T̂n|ΦR(t)⟩χ(R, t) =
Nn∑
ν=1

1
2Mν

[[
− iℏ∇ν + Aν(R, t)

]2
χ(R, t)

− χ(R, t)
(
Aν(R, t)2 − ℏ2⟨∇νΦR(t)| · |∇νΦR(t)⟩

) ]
(A.1.7)

For the BO Hamiltonian and the time derivative, we obtain

⟨ΦR(t)|ĤBO|ΦR(t)⟩χ(R, t) = ϵBO(R, t)χ(R, t) (A.1.8)

⟨ΦR(t)| − iℏ∂t|ΦR(t)⟩χ(R, t) = χ(R, t)⟨Φ(R, t)| − iℏ∂t|ΦR(t)⟩ − iℏ∂tχ(R, t) (A.1.9)

Finally we collect the terms in the nuclear Hamiltonian Ĥn and the TDPES ϵ(R, t)

Ĥn =
Nn∑
ν=1

[
− iℏ∇ν + Aν(R, t)

]2
2Mν

+ Vn,ext(R, t) + ϵ(R, t) (A.1.10)

ϵ(R, t) = ϵBO(R, t) −
Nn∑
ν=1

1
2Mν

(
Aν(R, t)2 + ℏ2⟨∇νΦR(t)| · |∇νΦR(t)⟩

)
+ ⟨ΦR(t)|Ve,ext(r, t) − iℏ∂t|ΦR(t)⟩ (A.1.11)
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so that eq. (A.1.3) can be rewritten in the desired form as

iℏ∂tχ(R, t) = Ĥnχ(R, t). (A.1.12)

The variation with respect to Φ∗
R(r, t)

δΦ∗
R(r,t)A [χ, ΦR] != 0 (A.1.13)

reads explicitly

δΦ∗
R(r,t)A [χ, ΦR] = χ∗(R, t)

(
Ĥ − iℏ∂t

)
ΦR(r, t)χ(R, t) = 0. (A.1.14)

The time derivative yields

χ∗(R, t)(−iℏ∂t)ΦR(r, t)χ(R, t) = |χ(R, t)|2(−iℏ∂t)ΦR(r, t)
− ΦR(r, t)χ∗(R, t)Ĥnχ(R, t), (A.1.15)

which gives

iℏ∂tΦR(r, t) = 1
χ(R, t)

[
ĤΦR(r, t) − ΦR(r, t)Ĥn

]
χ(R, t). (A.1.16)

In detail we use

1
χ

∇2Φχ = ∇2Φ + 2(∇χ)
χ

(∇Φ) + Φ
χ

∇2χ (A.1.17)

Φ
χ

(∇ + X)2χ = Φ
χ

∇2χ + Φ∇ · X + Φ
χ

2X · ∇χ + ΦX2 (A.1.18)

to write

1
χ

[
∇2Φ − Φ(∇ + X)2

]
χ = (∇ − X)2Φ + 2

(
(∇χ)

χ
+ X

)
· (∇ − X) . (A.1.19)

This gives rise to the electron-nuclear coupling operator

Û coup
en [ΦR, χ] =

Nn∑
ν=1

[
− iℏ∇ν − Aν(R, t)

]2
2Mν

+ 1
Mν

(
−iℏ∇νχ(R, t)

χ(R, t)
+ Aν(R, t)

)
· (−iℏ∇ν − Aν(R, t)) . (A.1.20)

Finally the electronic equation is obtained as

iℏ∂tΦR(r, t) =
[
Ĥe − ϵ(R, t)

]
ΦR(r, t) (A.1.21)

with the electronic Hamiltonian

Ĥe = ĤBO + Ve,ext(r, t) + Û coup
en [ΦR, χ]. (A.1.22)
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A.2 Relating microscopic and macroscopic perspectives

We relate the microscopic and macroscopic perspectives on VCD via energy dissipation. The complex ad-
mittances involved then are expressed in terms of classical TCFs.

A.2.1 Energy dissipation

Macroscopically, Poynting’s theorem relates the average energy dissipation per unit volume (loss L±) to the
negative divergence of the time averaged Poynting vector312

L±(ω) = −∇ · S±(ω) = − c

8π
∇ · Re

[
Ẽ± × H̃∗

±

]
. (A.2.1)

Using ñ2 = ϵ̃µ̃, the result of §80 in ref.312 can be generalized to optically active media

L±(ω) = ω

8π

[
ϵ′′(ω)|Ẽ±|2 + µ′′(ω)|H̃±|2

][
1 ± 1

2
∆n′′(ω)
n′′(ω)

]
. (A.2.2)

In the microscopic perspective we use linear response theory,127, 313 which provides an elegant connection of
the macroscopic dissipation in terms of microscopic TCFs.41, 42 The energy dissipation of linear irreversible
processes is expressed in terms of complex admittances χ̃ij . In the followingwe assume time stationarity and
vanishing equilibrium dipole moments. For a set of generalized displacements Aj coupling to a generalized
periodic forceXj = xj cos(ωt+δj), the system’s response to a displacementBi is givenby the linear relation

Bi(t) =
∑

j

[
χ′

ij(ω)xjcos(ωt + δj) + χ′′
ij(ω)xjsin(ωt + δj)

]
. (A.2.3)

The power loss is determined by the complex admittances χ̃ij(ω) = χ′
ij(ω) + iχ′′

ij(ω) of the involved
displacements via313

L(ω) = ω

2
∑
ij

[
χ′

ij(ω)sin(δi − δj) + χ′′
ij(ω)cos(δi − δj)

]
xixj (A.2.4)

In our case, we use the interactionHamiltonian in eq. (1.4.13). We directly omit the electric quadrupole term
since it does not contribute in the isotropic average.149 A further question arises, as to which fields to use
as the generalized periodic forces. Following references,312, 314 we use the experimentally controlled external
fields that would also be present in absence of themedium. These are denoted as Ẽ± and H̃± = B̃±, where
we have Ẽ± = ±iH̃±. Assuming total transmission at the interface of the medium, e.g. at the Brewster
angle, we obtain the internal fields as E± = E± and H̃± = ñ

µ̃
H̃±.73 The relevant terms of the coupling

Hamiltonian hence are given as

Ĥ(1)
± (t) = −µ̂ · E±(t) − m̂ · H±(t). (A.2.5)

Explicitly we have

E±(t) = |Ẽ±|√
2

[
ϵ1cos(ωt) ± ϵ2cos(ωt − π

2 )
]

(A.2.6)

H±(t) = |H̃±|√
2

[
∓ϵ1cos(ωt − π

2 ) + ϵ2cos(ωt)
]

(A.2.7)
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where we note |Ẽ±| = |H̃±|. The Hamiltonian in eq. (A.2.5) is

Ĥ(1)
± (t) = − |Ẽ±|√

2

[
(µ̂1 + m̂2)cos(ωt) ± (µ̂2 − m̂1)cos(ωt − π

2 )
]

. (A.2.8)

Using eq. (A.2.4) We obtain the power losses due to the first component

Lµ1,µ1(ω) = ω

4
|Ẽ±|2χ′′

µ1µ1(ω) and Lm1,m1(ω) = ω

4
|Ẽ±|2χ′′

m1m1(ω) (A.2.9)

and the second component is analogue. The terms Lµ1,µ2 and Lm1,m2 vanish in the isotropic average. We
define the isotropically averaged

Lµ·µ(ω) = 1
3

Lµ·µ(ω) and Lm·m(ω) = 1
3

Lm·m(ω) (A.2.10)

to obtain the final expressions of the isotropic losses

Lµ·µ(ω) = ω

6
|Ẽ±|2χ′′s

µ·µ(ω) and Lm·m(ω) = ω

6
|Ẽ±|2χ′′s

m·m(ω), (A.2.11)

where we have decomposed the susceptibility into its symmetric and anti-symmetric part

χ̃(ω) = χ̃s(ω) + χ̃a(ω). (A.2.12)

For the cross-terms we get

Lm1,µ1(ω) = ±ω

4
|Ẽ±|2χ′

m1µ1(ω) and Lm2,µ2(ω) = ±ω

4
|Ẽ±|2χ′

m2µ2(ω), (A.2.13)

which yields in the isotropic average

Lm·µ(ω) = ±ω

3
|Ẽ±|2χ′a

m·µ(ω). (A.2.14)

Again, the cross-terms Lµ1,m2 and Lµ2,m1 vanish in the isotropic average. The resulting power loss depends
via the cross-terms on the handedness of the radiation

L±(ω) = ω

6
|Ẽ±|2

[
χ′′s

µ·µ(ω) + χ′′s
m·m(ω) ± 2 χ′a

m·µ(ω)
]

. (A.2.15)

Equating eqs. (A.2.2) and (A.2.15) and expressing the internal fields in terms of the external fields (H̃± =
ñ
µ̃
H̃±) yields[

ϵ′′(ω) + µ′′(ω) |ϵ̃(ω)|
|µ̃(ω)|

][
1 ± 1

2
∆n′′(ω)
n′′(ω)

]
= 4π

3
[
χ′′s

µ·µ(ω) + χ′′s
m·m(ω) ± 2 χ′a

m·µ(ω)
]
, (A.2.16)

where we identify the terms responsible for the mean absorbance

ϵ′′(ω) = 4π

3
χ′′s

µ·µ(ω) and µ′′(ω) = 4π

3
|µ̃(ω)|
|ϵ̃(ω)|

χ′′s
m·m(ω) (A.2.17)

and the difference absorbance[
ϵ′′(ω) + µ′′(ω) |ϵ̃(ω)|

|µ̃(ω)|

]∆n′′

n′′ = 16π

3
χ′a

m·µ(ω) (A.2.18)

We are interested in the limit µ̃ = 1 and obtain

n′′(ω) = 2π

3n′(ω)
χ′′s

µ·µ(ω) and ∆n′′(ω) = 8π

3n′(ω)
χ′a

m·µ(ω). (A.2.19)
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A.2.2 Classical time correlation functions

The complex admittances are related to the quantum response function313 ΦB̂Â(t)

χB̂Â(ω) = 1
V

∫ ∞

0
dtΦB̂Â(t)eiωt (A.2.20)

where the volume V enters since the response function connects an extensive and an intensive quantity
(e.g. the total dipole moment with the polarization). We approximate the quantum by the classical version
of the Kubo transformed response function

ΦB̂Â(ω) ≈ ΦBA(ω) = β⟨Ȧ(0)B(t)⟩ stat.= −β⟨A(0)Ḃ(t)⟩. (A.2.21)

If the response function is even or odd under TR, we find

χ′
BA(ω) = 1

2V

∫ ∞

−∞
dtΦeven

BA (t)eiωt and χ′′
BA(ω) = 1

2V i

∫ ∞

−∞
dtΦodd

BA(t)eiωt. (A.2.22)

Since ⟨µ̇ · µ(t)⟩ is odd under TR, we obtain

χ′′
µ·µ(ω) = 1

2V i

∫ ∞

−∞
dtΦµ·µ(t)eiωt = β

2V ω

∫ ∞

−∞
dt⟨µ̇ · µ̇(t)⟩e−iωt (A.2.23)

where we have used stationarity and TR symmetry of the TCF in the last step. In turn, since ⟨µ̇ · m(t)⟩ is
even under TR, we get

χ′
m·µ(ω) = 1

2V

∫ ∞

−∞
dtΦm·µ(t)eiωt = β

2V

∫ ∞

−∞
dt⟨µ̇ · m(t)⟩e−iωt. (A.2.24)

Combining eqs. (A.2.23) and (A.2.24) with (A.2.19) yields the desired expression of eqs. (1.4.28) and (1.4.29)
for the TCF IRA and VCD spectra.

In an ergodic regime the correlation functions canbe evaluatedusing theWiener-Khinchin theorem.151, 313, 315

∫ ∞

−∞
dt⟨µ̇ · µ̇(t)⟩e−iωt = lim

T →∞

1
2T

⟨ ∫ T

−T
dteiωtµ̇∗(t) ·

∫ T

−T
dt′e−iωt′

µ̇(t′)
⟩

(A.2.25)∫ ∞

−∞
dt⟨µ̇ · m(t)⟩e−iωt = lim

T →∞

1
2T

⟨ ∫ T

−T
dteiωtµ̇∗(t) ·

∫ T

−T
dt′e−iωt′m(t′)

⟩
(A.2.26)

Since in practice we only have access to a finite simulation time T , we have to include a low-pass filter.316 The
available period is represented by the rectangle function ⊓ via

AT (t) = ⊓(t/T )A(t). (A.2.27)

This yields for the TCF on the interval ] − T, T [

⟨AB(t)⟩ = 1
T ∧(t/T )

⟨AT BT (t)⟩ = 1
T − |t|

⟨AT BT (t)⟩. (A.2.28)
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A.3 Harmonic approximations

The standardprocedure to calculateVCDspectra is to invoke thedouble harmonic approximationofnuclear
vibrations in terms of normal modes (NM) and the electronic contributions to the electric and magnetic
dipole moments in terms of the atomic polar (APT) and atomic axial (AAT) tensors.17 We recover the same
result in a stepwise approximation procedure.

A.3.1 Harmonic motion: Effective and normal modes

For the interpretation of TCF spectra it is instructive to successively approximate the full spectrum via har-
monic approximations. We employ the concept of effective modes (EM), which was originally developed
for the IRA case.46, 274 The EM analysis allows an attribution of TCF band intensities to their underlying
molecular motion and hence provides a useful tool for the analysis and interpretation of theoretical spectra.
Since only the nuclear velocities are required for their determination, no additional computational effort is
required. The mathematical procedure to extract EMs from amolecular dynamics simulation is sketched in
the following.

The EMs are defined from the Fourier transform velocity TCF, which is extracted directly from the
AIMD trajectory. They are linear combinations of atomic displacements

q̇k(t) =
∑

k

Z−1
ki ζ̇i(t) (A.3.1)

with internal coordinates ζi(t) constructed such that the corresponding power spectra

P q̇
kl(ω) =

∫ +∞

−∞
⟨q̇k(0)q̇l(t)⟩eiωtdt (A.3.2)

are as localized as possible in frequency. The corresponding functional to be minimized is

Ω(2) =
3N−6∑
k=1

[
β

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
|ω|4P q̇

kk(ω)dω −
(

β

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
|ω|2P q̇

kk(ω)dω
)2]

.

By construction, EMs are orthonormal and equipartitioned

⟨q̇kq̇l⟩ = 1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
P q̇

kl(ω)dω = kBTδkl. (A.3.3)

In the limit of low temperatures, the EMs correspond to the NMs when using the Cartesian coordinates as
the ζi(t). They can be seen as the NMs obtained from a thermally averaged Hessian⟨

∂2V

∂Ri∂Rj

⟩
Zjk = ⟨ω2⟩miZik s.t. ZikmiZil = δkl. (A.3.4)

with Cartesian nuclear coordinate components Ri and Rj . The calculation of NMs is usually done via di-
agonalization of the dynamical matrix after projection of translational and rotational degrees of freedom.
The Hessian can be calculated via finite difference derivations or perturbatively2, 9 employing the nuclear
displacement perturbation described in section 1.1.4.
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Once the EMs or NMs qk(t) are determined, we can express their contribution to the fluctuation of the
dipole moments

µ̇β(t) ≈
∑

k

⟨
δµ̇β

δq̇k

⟩
q̇k(t) and mβ(t) ≈

∑
k

⟨
δmβ

δq̇k

⟩
q̇k(t) (A.3.5)

with the moment-mode correlations⟨
δµ̇β

δq̇k

⟩
= ⟨µ̇β q̇k⟩

⟨q̇k q̇k⟩
and

⟨
δmβ

δq̇k

⟩
= ⟨mβ q̇k⟩

⟨q̇k q̇k⟩
(A.3.6)

The mode contributions to the total intensity are then simply

⟨Dk⟩ =
3∑

β=1

⟨
δµ̇β

δq̇k

⟩
·
⟨

δµ̇β

δq̇k

⟩
and ⟨Rk⟩ =

3∑
β=1

⟨
δmβ

δq̇k

⟩
·
⟨

δµ̇β

δq̇k

⟩
(A.3.7)

and the spectrum is given by

α(ω) = F (ω)
∑

k

⟨Dk⟩P q̇
kk(ω) and ∆α(ω) = 4F (ω)

∑
k

⟨Rk⟩P q̇
kk(ω) (A.3.8)

with the prefactor F (ω) = 4π2ω
3V ℏcn′(ω) and line shapes from the spectral density P q̇

kk(ω).

A.3.2 Double harmonic approximation

In the double harmonic approximation, also the dipole moments are expanded to first order around their
equilibrium values, introducing as expansion coefficients theAPTP in its position (r) and velocity (v) form
and the AAT M

µβ(t) ≈
∑

k

Nn∑
ν=1

3∑
α=1

Pν,r
αβ Sν

αkqk(t) (A.3.9)

µ̇β(t) ≈
∑

k

Nn∑
ν=1

3∑
α=1

Pν,v
αβ Sν

αkq̇k(t) (A.3.10)

mβ(t) ≈
∑

k

Nn∑
ν=1

3∑
α=1

Mν
αβSν

αkq̇k(t) (A.3.11)

The displacement vectors of the EMs or NMs Sν
αk = ∂Ṙν

α

∂q̇k
describe the nuclear displacements in Cartesian

coordinates. This yields the established expressions of the intensities in the double harmonic approxima-
tion17

α(ω) = F (ω)
∑

k

Dkδ(ω − ωk) and ∆α(ω) = 4F (ω)
∑

k

Rkδ(ω − ωk) (A.3.12)

with dipole and rotational strengths as employed in section 1.4.2

Dk =
Nn∑

ν,ν′=1

3∑
α,α′,β=1

Pν
αβSν

αkPν′

α′βSν′

α′k and Rk =
Nn∑

ν,ν′=1

3∑
α,α′,β=1

Mν
αβSν

αkPν′

α′βSν′

α′k. (A.3.13)
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Appendix B

Gauge in the liquid phase and first applications

B.1 Projectednuclear velocity perturbationtheorywithdensity func-
tional perturbation theory

We have already discussed the implementation of the NVPT in the plane wave electronic structure code
CPMD54, 139 and focus here on the projection aspect. The projected nuclear displacement Hamiltonian in
eq. (3.2.3) is evaluated as

ĤPNDP
KS (t) =

Nn∑
ν=1

3∑
α=1

λν
α(t)∂ĤKS

∂Rν
α

, (B.1.1)

yielding the first projected Sternheimer equation eq. (3.2.4), which has to be solved self-consistently due to
the dependence of the perturbation Hamiltonian on the density response

−P̂e

[
Ĥ(0)

KS − ϵ(0)
o

]
P̂e

∣∣∣ϕPNDP
o (t)

⟩
= P̂eĤPNDP

KS (t)
∣∣∣ϕ(0)

o

⟩
. (B.1.2)

Here, P̂e = 1 − ∑Ne
o=1 |ϕo⟩⟨ϕo| is a projector on the unoccupied states. Correspondingly, we obtain the

second Sternheimer equation eq. (3.2.6) as

P̂e

[
Ĥ(0)

KS − ϵ(0)
o

]
P̂e

∣∣∣ϕ(1)
o (t)

⟩
= P̂e

∣∣∣ϕPNDP
o (t)

⟩
,

which requires no self-consistency in the solution.
The evaluation of the current and magnetic dipole moments in eqs. (3.2.9) and (3.2.10) is done with

respect to maximally localized Wannier orbitals φo

µ̇e(t) =
Ne∑
o=1

⟨
φ(0)

o

∣∣∣ ˆ̇µe
∣∣∣φ(1)

o (t)
⟩

r
+ c.c. (B.1.3)

me(t) =
Ne∑
o=1

⟨
φ(0)

o

∣∣∣m̂e
∣∣∣φ(1)

o (t)
⟩

r
+ c.c.. (B.1.4)

This a priori projection yields numerically identical results to an a posteriori projection employing the elec-
tronic atomic polar tensor E and the electronic atomic axial tensor I .

µ̇e
β(t) =

Nn∑
ν=1

3∑
α=1

Eν
αβṘν

α(t) with Eν
αβ =

∂⟨ ˆ̇µe
β⟩

∂Ṙν
α

(B.1.5)

me
β(t) =

Nn∑
ν=1

3∑
α=1

Iν
αβṘν

α(t) with Iν
αβ =

∂⟨m̂e
β⟩

∂Ṙν
α

. (B.1.6)
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B.2 Radially resolved vibrational spectra

We wish to spatially decompose the total vibrational spectra in order to analyze their radial distribution
and the dependence of the total spectra on the chosen gauge. To do so, we first show in which way the
gauge transport term manifests itself in the decomposition. In a second step, we generalize the regularized
decomposition procedure by Heyden et. al.47, 271 for our purpose and finally discuss numerical results.

B.2.1 Symmetry decomposition

The cross-correlation of a state variable a = a(0) at time 0 with a second state variable b(t) at time t and
distance r12(t) is a rank two tensor field T(r, t)

T(r, t) =
⟨
(a ⊗ b(t))δ(r − r12(t))

⟩
, (B.2.1)

where both, a and b(t), are vectors and functions of the system state in phase space. In our case, these could
be the molecular electric, current or magnetic dipole moments at distance r12(t) (in the molecular gauge).
In a homogeneous isotropic fluid, the tensor can be expressed in terms of three radial functions

T(r, t) = Θ0(r, t)Id3 + Θ1(r, t)
∑
ijk

ϵijkêi ⊗ êj r̂k

+ Θ2(r, t)(3r̂r̂ − Id3), (B.2.2)

which are symmetric (Θ0, Θ2) and anti-symmetric (Θ1) under spatial inversion r → −r.317–320 Here, we
have denoted the unit vectors with a hat. Experimentally, we only observe the trace of the tensor and obtain
all three symmetry contributions with the help of the auxiliary longitudinal function Θab

L as

Θab
0 (r, t) = 1

3
Tr

 1
4π

∫
dΩ
⟨

ab(t)δ
(
r − r12(t)

)⟩ (B.2.3)

Θab
L (r, t) = 1

4π

∫
dΩ
⟨

a r̂ : r̂b(t)δ
(
r − r12(t)

)⟩
(B.2.4)

Θab
1 (r, t) = 1

8π

∫
dΩ
⟨(

a × b(t) · r̂
)
δ
(
r − r12(t)

)⟩
(B.2.5)

Θab
2 (r, t) = 1

2

[
Θab

L (r, t) − Θab
0 (r, t)

]
. (B.2.6)

If we assume the particular form b(t) = r12(t) × c(t), as used in the gauge transport term, we obtain

Θab
0 (r, t) = 1

3
rΘca

1 (r, t), (B.2.7)

i.e. in chiral systems the anti-symmetric Θca
1 contributes to the spectrum.

B.2.2 Regularization procedure

Computationally, the evaluation of eqs. (B.2.4-B.2.5) via binning of molecular properties along a molecular
dynamics is a formidable task. We therefore resort to the regularization technique employed by Heyden et
al.,47, 271 which we briefly review here. The starting point is a function of the form

f(ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
dte−iωt⟨a(0) · b(t)⟩ (B.2.8)
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Instead of the bare molecular dipole moments, we introduce smooth local densities ρa, ρb, with regulariza-
tion parameter σ as

ρa(r, t) =
Nmol∑
I=1

aI(t) 1
(2πσ2) 3

2
e− (r−RI )2

2σ2 , (B.2.9)

such that

Cab(t) = ⟨a(0) · b(t)⟩ = lim
σ→0

Cσ
ab(t) (B.2.10)

Cσ
ab(t) =

∫
d3rρa(r, 0)

∫
d3r′ρb(r′, t). (B.2.11)

Convolution and radial averaging yields

Cσ
ab(t) =

3∑
α=1

∫
d3r

∫
d3∆rρa

α(r, 0)ρb
α(r + ∆r, t) (B.2.12)

=
3∑

α=1

∫
d3∆rCρa

αρb
α
(∆r, t). (B.2.13)

Using this approach, we define the spatially resolved component wise regularized correlation function

Cρa
αρb

β
(∆r, t) =

∫
d3rρa

α(r, 0)ρb
β(r + ∆r, t). (B.2.14)

The different symmetry contributions are then obtained as follows

Θab
0 (r, t) = lim

σ→0

1
12π

∫
dΩ

3∑
α=1

Cρa
αρb

α
(∆r, t) (B.2.15)

Θab
L (r, t) = lim

σ→0

1
4π

∫
dΩ

3∑
α,β=1

Cρa
αρb

β
(∆r, t)∆r̂α∆r̂β (B.2.16)

Θab
1 (r, t) = lim

σ→0

1
8π

∫
dΩ

3∑
α,β=1

Cρa
αρb

β
(∆r, t)∆r̂γϵαβγ (B.2.17)

and the total IRA spectrum is recovered via

Cab(t) =
∫

dr4πr23Θab
0 (r, t). (B.2.18)

B.2.3 Convergence of time-correlation function VCD spectra

Applied to IRA and VCD spectra, we obtain the final decompositions of IRA

1
3
Tr

 ∫ dΩ
4π

⟨
µ̇µ̇(t)δ

(
r−r12(t)

)⟩ = Θµ̇µ̇
0 (r, t) (B.2.19)

and of VCD

1
3
Tr

 ∫ dΩ
4π

⟨(
µ̇m(t) + 1

2c
µ̇(r12(t) × µ̇(t))

)
δ
(
r−r12(t)

)⟩ = Θµ̇m
0 (r, t) + 1

3c
rΘµ̇µ̇

1 (r, t). (B.2.20)
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In systems with inversion symmetry r → −r, the contributions Θµ̇m
0 (r, t) and Θµ̇µ̇

1 (r, t) are, on average,
zero.

In comparison to IRA spectra, the VCD contains the additional gauge transport term proportional to
rΘµ̇µ̇

1 (r, t). We have repeated the analysis of ref.47 on the same dataset and computed the relevant anti-
symmetric term inbulkwater. The results are shown in fig. B.1 and reproduce the results of the originalwork.
Even though there is no numerical equivalence between the use of the electric dipole and the current dipole
moments, the interpretation of the result for our purpose is justified. We observe that the anti-symmetric
contribution Θµµ

1 is much smaller than the observable Θµµ
0 . The remaining high frequency oscillations are

due to the fluctuations of the instantaneous chirality of water and would decrease with further sampling.
This noise in the anti-symmetric contribution is instructive to distinguish between the desired signal and
numerical artifacts in the other components. In the region of interest for our purpose, i.e. between 500 and
1700 cm−1, the significant correlation only extends to the first solvation shell.

Figure B.1: Isotropic radial decompositions of the vibrational IRA spectrum of bulk water: 1.Θµµ
0 (r, ν̃). 2.Θµµ

1 (r, ν̃). 3.Θµµ
2 (r, ν̃).

Intensity in 103Å−1 cm−1. Trajectories provided byHeyden et al. from ref.47

Wehave repeated the analysis for the case of a single (R)-propylene-oxidemolecule solvated in water and
the results of the IRA are in line with the bulk water (fig. B.2). Also here, we observe high frequency oscil-
lations at large distances. Due to the smaller amount of sampling and the smaller simulation cell they start
already earlier in this case. The solvent signal completely covers themolecular VCD spectrum, as opposed to
the case of a higher concentration in fig. 3.2. The additional scaling of the anti-symmetric contribution Θµ̇µ̇

1

with the radius r further blows up the noisy contribution to the total spectrum. This increases the amount
of sampling necessary for a converged dynamical VCD spectrum as compared to the conventional dynam-
ical IRA case. However, we can attribute the dominant contribution to the dynamical VCD spectrum to
originate within the first solvation shell. Given the finite amount of sampling available, this analysis suggests
to separate the significant part of the spectrum from the noisy background at long distances and justifies the
localized correlation technique presented in section 3.2.3.
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Figure B.2: Isotropic radial decompositions of the vibrational IRA and VCD spectra of a single (R)-propylene-oxide solvated in water:

1.Θµ̇µ̇
0 (r, ν̃) · 10−4. 2.Θµ̇m

0 (r, ν̃). 3. 1
3c rΘµ̇µ̇

1 (r, ν̃). Intensities in Å−1 cm−1.

B.3 Computational details

The presented projected NVPT has been implemented in our development version of the CPMD54, 114, 139

electronic structure package and will be part of future releases of the official code. The calculations have
been performed using density functional perturbation theory8, 9, 107 with Troullier-Martins117 pseudopoten-
tials and the BLYP102, 103 functional. We have employed a plane wave cutoff of 70 Ry.

TheBOAIMDhavebeengeneratedwith theCP2K267, 268 programpackageusing theTZV2P-MOLOPT-
GTH basis321 and GTH pseudo potentials322–324 with a 0.5 fs time step, a cutoff of 400 Ry and dispersion
correction.325

The computational details of the six computational setups of (R)-propylene-oxide (RPO) and (S)-d2-
oxirane (SDO)are summarized in tableB.1. TheRPObulk setup consists of 13RPOand 1propanalmolecules,
the solvatedRPOsetupsof 7RPOmolecules in 34H2Omolecules and 1RPOmolecule in 52H2Omolecules.
The propanal in theRPObulk systemhas the samemolecular formula asRPObut is not chiral. In the analy-
sis of IRA and VCD spectra, its molecular dipole moments have been ignored. We have chosen simple cubic
simulation cells, employing periodic boundary conditions in the bulk systems and a Poisson-solver326 in the
isolated molecules. To obtain statistically independent initial conditions we have sampled microcanonical
trajectories from thermostated molecular dynamics trajectories. Every 4 fs, the projected NVPT calculation
of the electronic response properties has been carried out. All spectra shown have been smoothened in the
frequency domain via convolution with a Gaussian filter with σ = 2cm−1.

We have followed ref.47 in the choice of the sharpness parameter (D = 0.25Å) in eq. (3.2.25) and the
regularization parameter (σ = 0.4Å) in eq. (B.2.9). For the representation of the normal and effectivemode
intensities, we use a Lorentzian line shape function17, 328 withwidth γ = 4cm−1. The effectivemode analysis
has been performed with the MOLSIM package.46, 329 As internal coordinates of SDO ,we have chosen 6
distances, 5 bending and 4 torsion angles.
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Table B.1: Computational details of the computational setups. The systems have been equilibrated (NVT) using the CSVR327 andmassive

Nosé-Hoover124,125 (mNH) thermostats with a time constant of 1 ps. All data shown are canonical averages over all microcanonical (NVE)

trajectories.

System (R)-propylene-oxide (S)-d2-oxirane
bulk 7M ∞ diluted isolated isolated

Temp. (K) 340 340 340 340 10 / 300
Thermostat CSVR CSVR CSVR mNH mNH
Cell (Å) 11.8 11.92 11.85 14 12
ρ (g/cm3) 0.82 1.00 1.00 - -
# NVEs 3 2 8 40 40
tNVE (ps) 20 20 20 20 10
tNVT (ps) 2 2 2 1 1
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Appendix C

On the mass of atoms in molecules

C.1 The adiabatic limit of the exact factorization

We will argue in this section that (i) the correct scaling of the time variable is µ2, when the parameter µ4 is
used to scale the nuclear mass Mν , and (ii) the term in the electron-nuclear coupling operator (ENCO) of
Eq. (1.5.10) containing the nuclear wave function scales as well with µ2.

Statement (i) is obtained by taking the large mass limit, or small µ4 limit, as in.301 In this situation,
the dynamics of the heavy nuclei becomes semi-classical and our scaling argument will make the nuclear
kinetic energy tend towards a constant. In the classical limit, it is easy to see that at different values of µ4 the
trajectories of the nuclei can be superimposed if the physical time s is rescaled to a common time t = µ2s.
At each configuration R(s) along the dynamics, the scaling of the time variable has the effect of yielding a
kinetic energy that is a constant of µ4. In other words, the velocities V (s) scale as µ−2. Notice that this is
possible as we do not scale the positions with µ4, and therefore the potential energy is not affected by the
scaling. Using the common rescaled time t to describe the nuclear trajectory, it then becomes possible to
make a convergence statement about the nuclear dynamics.

Following Ref.,301 the nuclear wave packet can be considered to be a Gaussian wave packet localized at
the position R(t) , with momentum P (t):

χ(R, t) =π−3Nn/4µ−3Nn/2(det σ(t))1/4×

exp
[
−

(R − R(t))T σ(t)(R − R(t))
2µ2 + i

ℏ

(
P (t)
µ2

)
· (R − R(t))

]
, (C.1.1)

with σ(t) a (3Nn × 3Nn) symmetric matrix yielding the spatial extension of the wave packet. From this
expression, we prove statement (ii): −iℏ∇νχ/χ scales as µ−2 thus

λν(R, t) = µ2 −iℏ∇νχ(R, t)
χ(R, t)

(C.1.2)

tends towards a quantity independent of µ.

C.2 Separation of the center of mass

We introduce the coordinate transformation according to eq. (3.5.55)

R′
1 = RCoM = 1

Mtot

Nn∑
ν=1

MνRν + m
Nel∑
k=1

⟨r̂k⟩BO

 (C.2.1)

R′
ν = Rν − R1 with ν ≥ 2, (C.2.2)

with the position of the center of mass (CoM) defined in eq. (C.2.1) and Mtot = ∑
ν Mν + mNel the total

mass of the system. Such coordinate transformation is applied to the kinetic andpotential energy terms in the
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nuclear Hamiltonian (3.5.42). Since we have to evaluate the gradient of χ, we have to compute the Jacobian
matrix of the transformation fromCartesian to internal coordinates. The Jacobian is a (3Nn ×3Nn) matrix,
whose elements are

J ij
νν′ = ∂R′

νi

∂Rν′j
=


1

Mtot

(
Mν′δij + m

e
Pν′

ji

)
if ν = 1

−δ1ν′δij + δνν′δij if ν ≥ 2
(C.2.3)

with Pν′
ji the electronic APT of eq. (3.5.52). It can be proved with some simple, but tedious, algebra that the

determinant of the Jacobian is unity. In eq. (3.5.42) we replace ∇ with ∇′ according to

(−iℏ∇)T M−1 (−iℏ∇) =
[
JT (−iℏ∇′)

]T
M−1

[
JT (−iℏ∇′)

]
= (−iℏ∇′)T

(
J M−1JT

)
(−iℏ∇′) (C.2.4)

where the position-dependent mass in the last term on the right-hand-side depends on R′, namely

M−1(R′) = J M−1(R)JT . (C.2.5)

We rewrite the Jacobian matrix as the sum of two terms, JCoM and J int.: the first three rows of JCoM are
the same as J , thus given by eq. (C.2.3) for ν = 1, i.e.

(
JCoM

)ij

νν′
= δν1J

ij
νν′ , with each row composed by

3Nn entries, all other elements of JCoM are zeros; the first three rows of J int. are zero and the remaining
3(Nn − 1) rows are the same as J , thus given by the second expression in eq. (C.2.3). We now introduce
the operator T , defined as T ij

νν′ = δijδν′1, and we notice that the product of the position-dependent mass
matrix and T yields

M(R) T = Mtot

[
JCoM

]T
, (C.2.6)

as we now prove. First of all, we recall the expression of the position-dependent mass matrix,

Mij
νν′(R) = Mνδνν′δij + Aij

νν′(R), (C.2.7)

then we write the matrix product with T as the sum of their components, namely

∑
j=x,y,z

Nn∑
ν′=1

Mij
νν′(R)T jk

ν′ν′′ =
(

Mνδik + m

e
Pν

ik(R)
)

δν′′1 = Mtot

[
δν′′1J

ik
νν′′

]T
(C.2.8)

where we used the sum rule of eq. (3.5.53) in the first equality and eq. (C.2.3) in the second. We identify the
term in square brackets in the last equality as JCoM . Further relations that are used below are the following,

JCoM T =

 I(3) 0
0 0

 (C.2.9)

J int. T = 0. (C.2.10)

Eq. (C.2.5) is written by introducing the two components, CoM and int., of the Jacobian as

M−1(R′) = JCoM M−1(R)
[
JCoM

]T
(C.2.11)

+ J int.M−1(R)
[
J int.

]T
(C.2.12)

+ J int.M−1(R)
[
JCoM

]T
(C.2.13)

+ JCoMM−1(R)
[
J int.

]T
. (C.2.14)
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Using eq. (C.2.6), the first term on the right-hand-side can be rewritten as

JCoMM−1(R)
[
JCoM

]T
= 1

Mtot

JCoMM−1(R)M(R)T (C.2.15)

= 1
Mtot

JCoMT , (C.2.16)

and from eq. (C.2.9) we obtain

1
2

(−iℏ∇′)T
[
JCoMM−1(R)

[
JCoM

]T ]
(−iℏ∇′) = P̂ 2

CoM
2Mtot

. (C.2.17)

A similar procedure, which uses eq. (C.2.10), is employed to show that the cross-terms in eq. (C.2.14) do not
contribute to the kinetic energy. Therefore, the final result reads

Ĥn = P̂ 2
CoM

2Mtot

+ 1
2

(−iℏ∇′)T M(R′) (−iℏ∇′) + E(R′). (C.2.18)

C.3 Numerical details of the position dependent mass

C.3.1 Numerical details of the O-H-O model

Amodel system of a proton involved in a one-dimensional hydrogen bond like O−H−O is considered,275

with potential

V (r, R) = D
[
e−2a(R

2 +r−d) − 2e−a(R
2 +r−d) + 1

]
(C.3.1)

+ Dc2
[
e− 2a

c (R
2 −r−d) − 2e− a

c (R
2 −r−d)

]
+ Ae−BR − C

R6 .

Here r indicates the position of the proton measured from the center of the O − O bond and R stands for
the O − Odistance. The chosen parameters of theMorse potential are D = 60 kcal/mol, d = 0.95 Å, a =
2.52 Å−1; c = 0.707 makes the potential for the proton asymmetric, mimicking a weak O − H − O bond.
The other parameters are A = 2.32 × 105 kcal/mol, B = 3.15 Å−1 and C = 2.31 × 104 kcal/mol/Å6.
The full Hamiltonian of the system involves the V (r, R) and the kinetic energies of the oxygen atoms and
of the proton, namely

Ĥ(r, RO− , RO+) =
∑

ν=+,−

−ℏ2∇2
Oν

2MOν

+ −ℏ2∇2
r

2MH
+ V̂ (r, RO− , RO+) (C.3.2)

=
∑

ν=+,−

−ℏ2∇2
Oν

2MO
+ ĤBO (r, RO− , RO+) , (C.3.3)

where V̂ , according to eq. (C.3.1), depends only on the distance between the oxygen atoms, R = |RO− −
RO+ |.

In the static calculations, the adiabatic states have been computed by diagonalizing the BOHamiltonian
in Eq. (C.3.3) on a spatial grid 400 × 400. The eigenvalues of the full Hamiltonian in Eq. (C.3.2) are deter-
mined using aGaussian quadraturemethodwith 20 points forR, the distance between the twoheavy atoms,
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and 34 for r, the displacement of the proton from theCoMof the heavy atoms. When theHamiltonianwith
position-dependent dressed masses is used for computing the eigenvalues, R is again the distance between
the two heavy atoms. In this case, as described in the text, the BO approximation has been introduced before
separating the CoM motion and the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian in internal coordinates (indicated by
the prime symbols in Eq. (3.5.56)) have been computed.

In the dynamicsweuse the three coordinates, i.e.RO+ ,RO− and r = rH, in order to test the conservation
of the position of the CoM. The results in the paper are shown for the same number of periods in all cases,
using: the velocity-Verlet algorithm to integrate the classical equations, with a time-step 1 fs; the Crank-
Nicolson330 algorithm for the proton (quantum) equation in Ehrenfest, with a time-step 10−4 fs; the Euler
algorithm if the force depends on the velocity (see Eq. (C.3.5)) with time-step 0.0625 fs, where the stability
of the integration has been tested based on the energy conservation. The position of the proton is estimated
as the expectation value of the position operator on the proton wave function at the instantaneous O − O
geometry.

C.3.2 Normal mode analysis

It is easy to prove that given a Lagrangian of the form

L(Ṙ, R) = 1
2

Ṙ
T M(R)Ṙ − E(R), (C.3.4)

the classicalHamiltonian of eq. (3.5.44) can be derived as its Legendre-transform. Therefore, nuclearmotion
is classically governed by the Euler-Lagrange equation

M(R)R̈ = −∇E(R) − 1
2

Ṙ
T [∇ M(R)]Ṙ. (C.3.5)

This classical equation of motion is integrated using the Euler algorithm as described in section C.3.1. If
(i) we use internal coordinates, since the free motion of the CoM can be separated as in eq. (C.2.18), (ii)
we introduce the harmonic approximation of E(R) and (iii) we neglect the velocity-dependent term*, we
obtain

R̈ = −[M−1(R0)K(R0)]R, (C.3.6)

with K theHessianmatrix computed from the ground state electronic potential. The term in square brack-
ets is evaluated at the equilibrium geometry R0. The diagonalization of the matrix in square brackets yields
corrected ν + ∆ν frequencies, as ∆ν includes the effect of electrons that follow the motion of the nuclei
non-adiabatically, namely not instantaneously.

C.3.3 Calculation of the A-matrix

Wehave computed the A-matrix using density functional perturbation theory7–9, 107, 139 as described in Ref.54

and checked that the sum rule of Eq. (3.5.54) is satisfied. The numerical scheme has been implemented in the
*In order to keep the procedure as simple as possible, we neglect the term in the equation of motion that explicitly depends

on the velocity. Such term is quadratic in the small nuclear velocity. On the other hand, it contains spatial derivatives of the
position-dependentmass, thus of the A-matrix: the A-matrix, in turn, depends on the non-adiabatic coupling vectors and on the
BO energies, that we can correctly consider slowly varying in space, as we restricted ourselves to weakly non-adiabatic situations.
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electronic structure package CPMD.114 Calculations have been performed using Troullier-Martins117 pseu-
dopotentials in the Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr102, 103 (BLYP) approximation of the exchange-correlation kernel.
The molecular geometry is the equilibrium geometry at the BLYP level, employing the aug-cc-pVTZ ba-
sis set331 in the Gaussian electronic structure program.310

Table C.1 shows the results for theH2 molecule. Remember that the A-matrix is a (3Nn × 3Nn) matrix,
with blocks (AH1H1)ij (AH1H2)ij

(AH2H1)ij (AH2H2)ij

 (C.3.7)

and indices i, j running over the Cartesian components x, y, z, so each block is a (3 × 3) matrix. The sum
rule in eq. (3.5.53) reads, in this case,

Nn∑
ν,ν′=1

Axx
ν′ν(R) =

[
(AH1H1)xx + (AH1H2)xx

+ (AH2H1)xx + (AH2H2)xx
]

= 1.998 ≃ 2 (C.3.8)

and similarly for the other Cartesian components. This result is obtained by summing the entries of the
matrix in table C.1, and we find indeed the total electronic mass (m = 1, Nel = 2) of the system as expected
from eq. (3.5.53).

In the case of the H2O molecules the use of non-local pseudopotentials poses additional technical com-
plications that we discuss here. The BO Hamiltonian in eq. (3.5.47) contains a potential energy term corre-
sponding to the pseudopotential, namely

ĤBO = T̂e + V̂loc + V̂nl. (C.3.9)

V̂nl, the non-local part of the pseudopotential, does not commutewith the position operator120 thus we have
to take into account such correction when deriving the sum rules of eq. (3.5.53).

The evaluation of eq. (3.5.49) using only local pseudo potentials in the commutator in eq. (3.5.47) gives
rise to the A-matrix contribution due to the local pseudopotentials, in the following termed local part of the
A-matrix. The local part of the A-matrix is indeed symmetric and has positive diagonal elements. However,
it does not satisfy the sum rule of eq. (3.5.53). In order to correct for this error, we can calculate the correction
due to the full commutator where also the effect of the non-local pseudopotential is included. For all 3Nn

nuclear coordinates, labeled by the indices i, ν, we obtain a commutator for each Cartesian component j.
The correction hence gives rise to a (3Nn × 3)-dimensional matrix ∆ij

ν , i.e. the non-local contribution to
the electronic APT. However, the appropriate dimension of the matrix to be used to correct the A-matrix
should be (3Nn × 3Nn), as the A-matrix itself. Unfortunately, there is no protocol that allows us to match
the dimensions of the two matrices, i.e. the A-matrix and the correction matrix, based on some physical
properties. Therefore, we develop such protocol according to the following prescription. The correction
matrix is denoted ∆Aij

νν . We add the symmetric part of the correction ∆ij
ν corresponding to each nucleus

to the diagonal parts of the blocks of the A-matrix, i.e. for each nucleus ν:

∆Aij
νν = 1

2
(∆ij

ν + ∆ji
ν ) ∀ν, i, j. (C.3.10)
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This correction leads to a correct sum rule for the A-matrix whereas preserving all the known symmetry
properties. We show the result of this operation in table C.2. In the case of the water molecule, we compute

Nn∑
ν,ν′=1

Axx
ν′ν(R) = 7.997 ≃ 8. (C.3.11)

The sum rule (3.5.53) yields a total mass of 8 (m = 1, Nel = 8), which is the number of electrons that are
considered explicitly. The two 1s electrons of the oxygen atom are treated in the frozen core approximation.

Table C.1: Diagonal elements of theA-matrix of the H2 molecule (oriented along z-axis).

Hydrogen 1 Hydrogen 2

Hydrogen 1
0.553 0.446

0.553 0.446
0.868 0.131

Hydrogen 2
0.553

0.553
0.868
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Table C.2: Local part of theA-matrix, i.e. Ã, non-local pseudopotential correction∆, symmetrized correction∆A and correctedA-

matrix of an isolated H2Omolecule (in xz-plane oriented along z-axis). The sum rule in eq. (3.5.53) yields, for the three Cartesian compo-

nentsxx, yy and zz,mNel = 7.998, 8.006, 7.993, respectively.

Ã Oxygen Hydrogen 1 Hydrogen 2

Oxygen
6.500 0.190 -0.091 0.190 0.091

6.323 0.415 0.415
5.989 -0.172 0.382 0.172 0.382

Hydrogen 1
0.658 0.287 0.020 0.082

0.314 0.037
0.527 -0.082 0.052

Hydrogen 2
0.658 -0.287

0.314
0.527

∆ Oxygen Hydrogen 1 Hydrogen 2

Correction
-0.395 -0.112 -0.081 -0.112 0.081

-0.493 -0.093 -0.093
-0.415 -0.081 -0.133 0.081 -0.133

∆A Oxygen Hydrogen 1 Hydrogen 2

Oxygen
-0.395

-0.493
-0.415

Hydrogen 1
-0.112 -0.081

-0.093
-0.133

Hydrogen 2
-0.112 0.081

-0.093
-0.133

A Oxygen Hydrogen 1 Hydrogen 2

Oxygen
6.105 0.190 -0.091 0.190 0.091

5.830 0.415 0.415
5.574 -0.172 0.382 0.172 0.382

Hydrogen 1
0.546 0.206 0.020 0.082

0.222 0.037
0.394 -0.082 0.052

Hydrogen 2
0.546 -0.206

0.222
0.394
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